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OMNINET FROM
CORVUS: GRAND OLD
MAN OF NETWORKS

TWO PRINTERS FROM IBM:
COLOR GRAPHICS
AND PC COMPACT
ADVANCED MACRO TECHNIQUES
ON THE IBM PC
AN APL TUTORIAL
FROM ANALOG TO DIGITAL

ON THE PC WITH DASCON-l
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When it comes to computer
communications there’s only
one name to remember:
, Quadram.
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Now Quadram Makes Communications
as easy as 1, 2, 3.
When it comes to enhancement products

for IBM® PC's and other personal computers.

no one can beat Quadram. In fact. if you use
spreadsheets or large databases. you're
probably using a Quadram product already.

Now Quadram applies their expertise to

communication devices. Notjust modems.

but a full range of other products. too. So
that you can do anything from networking
many PC's together to giving your PC full

3278 terminal emulation in an IBM
mainframe environment.

system at the other end of the phone line.
And both have call progress monitoring to
automatically determine and compensate

for different types of phone systems and

transmission status (human voice. busy
signal. data or dial tones). Of course. both

plug directly from your computer into your
phone jack.
Get the modems with the name for quality.

QuadmodemTM Fully compatible with Bell
103/212A dial—up modems and the most

popular modem brands.

Only Quadram gives you such a selection—
complete with options and upgrade capability
So now it‘s easier for you to design the
perfect system for your needs. All you need
to do is remember one name—Quadram.

1. Quadmodem?”

Z. Quad3278TM

Let an IBM PC communicate
with an IBM
mainframe.

Quadmodem is a complete intelligent
modem package. including an integral or

standalone modern with supporting

documentation. Each modem comes with

QuadTalk—a powerful communications

software package plus an introductory
offer from The Source?M
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Just pick the model that's right for you and
your computer.

The Integral Unit drops into an IBM PC. XT.
Pe or Apple lie.

The Stand Alone is an intelligent modem
that connects to your system through an
R5232 port.
Both have enhanced diagnostic capability to
troubleshoot not only your system. but the

compromise your system to ﬁt our system.
Instead. you can easily link as few as two. or
as many as 255 IBM PC's together in a hard-

To integrate your PC into a mainframe
environment. look to Quadram first.
Because now you can have all the features
of the IBM PC (mass storage and peripherals)
plus the incredible power of a mainframe
right at your desk. All it takes is Quadram's
3278 emulation package which includes
hardware. software. even cabling.
To make your IBM PC emulate the 3278

Display Work Station. get the Quad327BTM

Once you're on—line the IBM mainframe
sees you asjust another 3278 terminal.
Little does it know that you're actually a
high—performance, intelligent work station.
with all the functions of the Personal
Computer. With mainframe support you
can download data. process it on your PC.
even store it on your own disk for later
reference.

Make the connection from micro to main—
frame. And back it up with Quadram quality.
It's the logical step for the future.

The possibilities are endless. But the
important thing to remember is that
Quadnet gives you a choice with four
different Network Systems. Choose the one
that meets your price and performance
needs.
Quadnet grows as you grow. Yet the user
commands stay the same. thanks to the
upward compatibility of the Quadnet

operating software.

Whichever version you hook on to. you get
a complete package (hardware. software.
and documentation). And most importantly.
you get Quadram's reputation for quality.

QUADRAM QUALITY
‘T: 7- m At Quadram. we don't

, £3. \ make personal computers.
'

Just because your computer is all alone.
that doesn't mean It has to be lonely. Not
when you've got Quadmodem.

And now with Quadnet. you don't have to

wired network. And you can conﬁgure
them almost any way you want. They can
work independently of each other or share
resources and peripherals.

From your home or office,
reach out and touch
something.

,

down the pike. Basically. it allows you to
inter—link a group of computers together so
they can share information and peripherals
with each other.

3. Quadnet?”

TUrns your IBM PC’s into
a Local Area Network.

Local Area Networking (LAN) is one of the
most interesting and useful ideas to come

‘\

Wejust make them

. / better. So insist on the

Quadram name. It‘s your

’1 :7 assurance that you're

buying from one of
‘
IQ} 14DR4M Q] 1‘!
the most established
‘Wmﬂ and involved
companies in the microcomputer ﬁeld. Ask
your dealer about us.
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IBMi PC. XT. Pe. are registered trademarks
of International Busmess Machines Corporation
'Tne Source is a registered trademark ol
Source Telecomputing Corporation.
APPLE Ile‘ IS a registered trademark
of Apple Computers, Inc
©Copyright1984 Quadram Corporation. All rights reserved.

QUADRAM
An Inlelllgenr Systems Company

INTERNATIONAL OFFICES
Interquadvam Ltd. 442 Bath Road Slough England SLIGBB
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Interquadram GmbH
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Has Your IBM PC

been suffering from lack
of communication?
if”
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The First Information Management
System That Takes Your P.C.
Seriously.

Combines, in a single integrated
system, all of the historically separate
functions of database manager, report
generator, query language, forms

facility, database definition, data
dictionary, and programmin 9

language.
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The first commercially available
Information Management System
which uses the Entity Relationship
Model of Data. It captures not only
data, but also the way in which it is
structured. Generates information
applications as mUCh as 20 times
faster than conventional methods.

(
J

1785 Woodward Drive
Ottawa, Ontario c 0R1
(613)727'1397
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INFORMATION INC.
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FOR USE ON IBM Pct & XTCE’,

HYPERION-ﬁv, COLUMBIAts“,
EAGLE a, COMPAQE, CORONALB
AND RA'NBOW’FH

.
In today's hard disk jungle, Tallgrass clears
,a path by offering high performance, integrated
mass storage solutions for the IBM® PC/XT, the
TI. Professional and related computers.

TALLGRASS INNOVATIVE FEATURES
MASS STORAGE SYSTEMS with formatted
I-lardFileTM capacities of 6, 12, 20, 35 and 70 Mb,
all with built-in tape backup.
CONVENIENT INTEGRAL TAPE BACKUP
SYSTEM allows rapid tape “image" streaming,
or incremental file-by-file backup and restore on
ANSI standard inexpensive data cartridges,

instead of the usual floppies, video cassettes, or
low-capacity removable Winchester devices.
NETWORK READY and fully compatible with

networks such as PCnet® and EtherShareTM
HIGH RELIABILITY with dual directory and
read—after—write verify options. A dedicated

landing zone, where the read/write heads reside
when the disk is idle, provides data protection
during powerdowns and transportation.
IBM’- rs a registered trademark of International Busmess Machines Corp

Follow the Tallgrass path to your local computer
dealer and watch your personal computer transform
into a powerful data processing system.
Available from COMPUTERLAND?” Entré®
Computer Centers, MicroAge® Computer Stores
and other participating computer dealers.

New!
IBM-XT Cartridge
Tape Backup
World Headquarters: Tallgrass Technologies Corp. '11100 W. 82nd St.
Overland Park, KS 66214 /’913r‘492—6002 Telex: 215406 TBYI' UR

Canadian Headquarters: Tallgrass Technologies (' Canada), 1775 Meyerside Drive

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4V 1H2x416/673-3244

European Distributor: CPS Computer Group, LTD
Birmingham, England BZ763H I (021) 7073866
Australian Headquarters: Tallgrass Technolgies (Australia).‘Five Dock Plaza,

Suite 12:50 Great North Road/Five Dock A'Sydney, N.S.W. 2046.102) 712—2010
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Tallgrass

Technologies
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PCnet' IS a trademark ol Orchid Technology

EtherShare“’ is a registered trademark of 3Com Corp
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TAURUS
TAKE CONTROL
TEAM

Data acquisition and process control
systems for your personal computer
No matter what your applica—

tion in computer automation,

Taurus Computer Products Inc.
has a team of products with the
power and performance to let
you take control. Easy and affordable solutions that can read data
from factory, field or lab; make
decisions based on user—supplied
parameters and output the
instructions and controls back to
the real world.
Take TAURUS LAB, the research
tool that can plug into any personal
computer with command func—
tions like simple read and write,
high speed block reads, pulse
counting and direct thermocou—
ple input. And there’s TAURUS
ONE for industrial process con—
trol applications. That’s where
rugged, reliable performance
matched with cost effectiveness
and expansion capabilities pay
their way.

And meet the newest member of
our team — TAURUS BOARD —
a single, plug—in system that can
easily harness the power of
your IBM PC or XT. It can handle
16 analog inputs and 2 analog
outputs with 12-bit resolution plus
16 digital l/O signals and 4
event counters. What’s more, it
comes complete with a signal
termination panel, interconnecting
ribbon cables, software that’s
compatible with all our products.
Get all the details, options and
prices on the Taurus team of
data acquisition and process con—
trol products for IBM and other
personal computers. Taurus backs
all systems with comprehensive
customer support and warranty
program. Give us a call today
and let’s discuss your specific
applications. Automation and
control were never this easy, this
affordable.
TAURUS LAB, TAURUS ONE and TAURUS BOARD are
trademarks of Taurus Computer Products Inc.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business
Machines Corporation.

340 Commercial St
Manchester
NH 03101
United States

(603) 623-7505

1755 Woodward Dr
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada K20 0P9

(613) 226-5361

Telex 053-3577
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WILL FASTIE

Printer Standards

After more than ﬁfteen years of inexpensive printers,
we still have weak standards.

The computer industry’s record of
setting and then sticking to stan-

differ only in resolution, and so far

Things got rolling with the
TRS—80 Model I. It is clear in retrospect that someone saw how the
low resolution of the Model I’s display could be duplicated with a special block-character set built into

manufacturers. I mean, give some-

about 40 different formats and convert data from one format to anoth-

livering printers that included this
character set. Epson also provided a

they don’t conform at all. It’s not

something of a standard.
Now that’s a good story. Unfor-

dards is worse than my record of
getting home on time. My wife can
tell you how terrible that must be.
One reason for this is just plain
stubbornness on the part of the
body iust a few unused codes in the

ASCII set and WI-IAM!, they’ve got
a way to accomplish some special,

proprietary function. The thought
of doing what everyone else is doing
is anathema: after all, the whole

point is to offer greater features or
to deliver some gimmick.
The industry has done quite
well in some ways. From an electronic point of view, we beneﬁt

each day from numerous standards

that we probably take for granted.
The RS-232—C standard is so strong
that we can buy an adapter, cable,
and modern with 99.44-percent certainty that it will all plug together
and work. The 51/4—inch ﬂOppy
drive has become so standardized
that add-in drives can be purchased
from mail-order sources with conﬁ-

dence. A wide selection of display

monitors uses either the composite

or the RGB standard. Most printers
will interface either to the so-called
Centronics parallel interface or to

an RS-23Z-C serial port.

Beyond the electrical interface

is the question of how a device at-

tached via one of these interconnect
standards behaves. Most computer
systems operate serial ports properly
and consistently. Displays usually
SEPTEMBER 1984

it has been easy and economical to
build displays that meet the resolu—
tion requirements of small computers. Diskette drives have been more
complicated, but there is a program
for the PC that can read and write

er, so the problem of incompatible
systems can be solved.
Printers, on the other hand,
don’t conform as well. Actually,

only irritating, it’s confusing.
Most printers available today,

whether dot matrix, daisy wheel, or
some other technology, are able to
print at least a subset of 7-bit ASCII
characters that I will refer to as the
96—character set. It includes the numerals, upper- and lower-case let—
ters, common punctuation marks,

and a few control characters such as

line feed and carriage return. This

character set is sufﬁcient to meet

the needs of most users when it
comes to programming or word pro-

cessing. At this level, most printers
can be said to conform to a standard.
That is, however, the standard

of 15 years ago. The revolution in
dot matrix technology has spawned
a generation of printers with ex-

tended character sets, multiple type
fonts, multiple pitch sizes, print en-

hancements, and (this is the rub)
graphics capabilities. Not only do
these printers support a full 256
characters (8—bit ASCII), some pro—
vide several full 256-character sets.

the printer. Soon, Epson began de-

dot—by-dot graphics capability, and
the era of the contemporary personal computer printer was born. Epson’s MX series of printer became

tunately, another company came

along with its improvement and

mucked things up. Have you

guessed who? Yup. IBM.
At ﬁrst, IBM kept pretty close
to the standard. The ﬁrst model of
the IBM PC printer, an MX-80 in

disguise, even included the TRS-80
graphics character set, which IBM

called the ”ASCII-Graphic Matrix.”
Just as IBM announced its printer,

however, Epson began to include
the Graftax—Plus ROM as a standard
feature in its models. IBM followed
with the Personal Computer Graphics Printer. It was at this point that

IBM made a proprietary decision.
IBM’s new ROM removed the
TBS-8O block graphics entirely in

favor of a representation of the IBM

character set. The new printer was
thus capable of printing almost
every character that could be displayed on the screen, with some
limitations. In addition, the IBM

printer was almost, but not quite,

Most Program Editors
Are Shockingly Primitive.

DIRECTIONS
compatible with the Graftrax—Plus
standard. This new IBM printer was
thus quite attractive for the user
who desired an integrated system.
Unfortunately, it was announced at about the same time the
next wave of the Epson product
line, the FX family, emerged. The
PX, with its greater speed and en-

hanced capabilities, was an attrac—
tive choice, but it did not provide
the IBM character set.

Meanwhile, a Iapanese printer
invasion was underway. I hope you

are not surprised to learn that these
printers conformed to no standard.
To be fair, some did match the Epson speciﬁcations, but most did it
their own way, and none included
the IBM-style character set.

Use Pmate“ once, and you’ll

never go back to an ordinary

text editor again. Pmate is more

than a powerful programmer’s
text processor. It’s an interpretive language especially
designed for customizing text
processing and editing.
Just like other powerful edi-

tors, Pmate* features full-screen
single-key editing, automatic

disk buffering, ten auxiliary
buffers, horizontal and vertical
scrolling, plus a “garbage
stack” buffer for retrieval of
deleted strings. But, that’s just

for openers.

What really separates Pmate
from the rest is macro magic. A
built-in macro language with

sequences. 80 powerful, you
can “customize” keyboard

and command structure to
match your exact needs.

Get automatic comments on
code. Delete comments. Check
syntax. Translate code from
one language to another. Set
up menus. Help screens. You

name it.

And, Pmate has its own set
of variables, if-then statements,
iterative loops, numeric calculations, a hex to decimal and
decimal to hex mode, binary

conversion, and a trace mode.

You can even build your own
application program right
inside your text processor.

80, why work with primitive

over 120 commands and single- tools any longer than you have
keystroke ”Instant Commands” to? Pmate by Phoenix. $225.
to handle multiple command
Call (800) 344-7200, or write.

gay/W
Phoenix Computer Products Corporation
1415 Providence Highway, Suite 220
NonNood, MA 02052

In Massachusetts (617i 769-7020
*Pmate is designed for microcomputers using the Intel 8086 family of
processors, and running MS-DOS.TM A custom version is available for
the IBM PC, Tl Professional, Wang Professional, DEC Rainbow,

and 280 running under CP/MTM

Pmate is a trademark of Phoenix Software Associates Ltd.
MS—DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
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That leaves us with a mess. As
PC owners, we would like to have
printers with all the nice, new features, but it is also handy to have a

machine that matches properly
with the computer. There seems to
be no way we can have IBM capa-

bility and the most up-to—date features in one machine, although no
technological barriers prevent it.

Also, as software developers, we

would like to write applications and
systems software that are independent of printer hardware yet take
advantage of the more powerful features, particularly graphics, that the
printers can offer.
I think it’s about time for a
stronger standard to emerge. The TI

855 printer demonstrates that such a
standard is possible. It includes an

Epsom-like mode as well as a Diablo
630 emulation. Font cartridges are
already available. Forthcoming options for the machine are supposed
to provide IBM compatibility and

loadable character-set deﬁnitions.
Printers need to provide power
and ﬂexibility. More important,
they need to become as interchange-

able as stereo components. I believe

that such standardization would
have a far-reaching effect on the
useability of small computers, to the

long-term beneﬁt of us all.
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W pany's PC System.You
a»
chose IBM for all the
m

'

right reasons.

Affordability.
Performance. Flex-

ibility. Reliability.
. You've studied

my. the many
EPWN

choices of
hardware
and soft—
ware after~market

configurations that are all readily

available from our multimillion
dollar inventory. AST, QUADRAM.
SPINWRITERS, EPSON, OKIDATA,

TANDON, SHUGART, HERCULES,

MICROSOFT, ASHTON TATE, and

MICROPRO are only a sampling of

”Tinnmmm
Now it's time to call
America's PC Specialists at
Micro Mart.

You can be sure your order will
be expedited A.S.A.P., and at very
competitive pricing. We're the
source that really delivers, and

keeps on delivering. Remember

you can count on Micro Mart for
the best service and technical

il .

You are a chief decision—maker

for the development of your com—

“I!“

patible hardware and software.

Inn"

Discover America 's largest
Source of premium IBM PC com-

ATLANTA
404-9 56-8088
404-449-8081
CHARLOTTE
704—568-74 70
FT. LAUDERDALE
305-749-03 30
TAMPA
813-972-5000
LOUISVILLE
502-895—5624
WASHINGTON DC.
301-294-9000
ORLANDO
Coming Soon
NEW ORLEANS
Coming Soon

5Hill

our industry leading selection —
All at special “Fortune 500”pricing.

"ml"

Call Micro Mart's
Corporate Accounts Division
and make more than a
“Connection.”

Micro Mart Headquarters

3159 Campus Drive, Norcross. GA 30071
CORPORATE ACCOUNTS
HOTLINE—ORDERS ONLY

ning and keep you there. So pick

1-800-241-8149

and as always demand your best
price and expert advice.

404—449-8089
Show Our Ads To Your
Purchasing Agent, Please

support to get you up and run~

up your phone and give us a call,
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FOR INFORMATION

What do you get when you cross

1200 baud, free on-Iine time,
and extra features at a price Hayes
can’t match?

Shopping for a modem
doesn’t have to be a riddle. A
tedious sifting through claims
and counterclaims. A quest
for the best that raises more
questions than it answers.
The new MultiModem,
from Multi-Tech Systems,
gives you the right answers
from the start. The answers to
all your questions about what
a first-rate intelligent modem
should do for you.

MultiModem.

Data Transmission
Speed?

The MultiModem gives
you a choice—either 1200 or
300 bits per second. 1200 for
fast, efficient communications
and lower long-distance
charges. Like when you’re
downloading data from the
corporate computer, or swap-

ping files with a friend across
the country. 300 bps for your
less demanding applications,
like checking out bulletin
boards, playing games, or
having on-Iine keyboard
conversations.

Free On-Line Time?
With the MultiModem you
get CompuServe‘s DemoPak

—a free two-hour demonstration of their service, and up to
seven more free hours of online time if ou subscribe. You

also get a 50 usage credit

from NewsNet, a service

which lets you tap into 150

different specialized business
newsletters.

Intelligence? Extra
Features?

Of course, the MultiModem automatically dials,
answers, and disconnects.
But it does a few extra things
too, things the Hayes Smartmodem 1200"“ doesn't. Like
recognize dial tones and busy

Hayes-compatibility?

Yes, the MultiModem is
Hayes-compatible. (Most soft—

ware requires modems that

are.) That means the MultiModem will run with popular
communications programs
like Crosstalk XVI, Data

Capture, PC-Talk lll, our own

MultiCom PC, and dozens of
others.

What About Price?
At $549, the MultiModem

retails for $150 less than the

Smartmodem”. You get

Hayes-compatibility and so
much more—for so much
less.

What do you get when
you cross all these things?
The MultiModem. From MultiTech Systems—a company
that’s been making top-quality
modems for over thirteen
years.
Isn’t this the answer

you’ve been looking for?

signals, so the MultiModem

will automatically redial, or
automatically try a different
number. And it remembers

phone numbers too, up to six
of them, in its battery-backed

memory.

Trademarks—MultiModem. MuIIICom PC Mum- Tech
Systems, Inc. — CompuServe: CompuServe information

Services. an H E. R Block cognany—NewsNel' NewsNet.

Inc —Smarrmodem Hayes :crocompurer Products,
Inc —Crosstalk. Miorosrul. inc —Data Capture Southeast

em Software—PC-Talk Ill. Freeware/The Hea dlands Press
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For the name of your

local distributor, write to

Multi-Tech Systems, Inc.

82 Second Avenue SE.
New Brighton, Minnesota 55112.

Or call us at (612) 631-3550.

MultiTeCh
Systems
The right answer every time.

The new HERCULES
9.91.2! Card

ll

gives you the
parallel port
IBM forgot—for $l more.
And it fits into the XT’s short slot.

The new Hercules Color Card gives you these ﬁve important

features in a color graphics card.

1. A parallel printer port. If you buy IBM’s color card, you
won’t get a parallel port for a printer. Ugh. You’ve just wasted a
valuable slot for an extra printer card.
2. It’s short. Our new Color Card uses advanced gate array
technology to reduce the chip count by 30 and use less than half the

board space IBM does. Which makes the new Hercules Color Card
perfect for the short slot in an XT.
3. Fully IBM compatible. Any program that runs on IBM’s

color card will run on the new Hercules Color Card. With RGB or

composite video, any IBM compatible monitor will work too.
4. Hercules Graphics Card compatible. If you have a Hercules
Graphics Card (model GBlOl or later), or plan to buy one, an
ingenious software switch on our new Color Card allows both cards
to be kept in the system at the same time.

5. Low price. At a suggested list price of $245, the new

Hercules Color Card has all these features for only $1 more than
IBM’s color card.
Call for our free information kit. See why the
.,
company that made the ﬁrst graphics card for
the IBM PC still makes the best.

Hercules. We’re

strong on graphics.

800 255 5550 Ext. 423
Address: Hercules, 2550 Ninth St. Berkeley, CA 94710 Ph: 415 540—6000 Telex; 754063 Features: 2 year warranty Foreign distributors:
Compuserve/Canada; Reflex/UK; Computer 2000/W. Germany; Edisoft/France; SourceWare/Australia. Trademarks/Owners: Hercules/Hercules
Computer Technology; IBM/International Business Machines.
This price comparison is based on the Suggested List Price as of2.22.84 for the IBM Color Graphics Adapter.

ELECTRONIC SURGE
WITH THATJEWELERS

Curtis electronic surge protectors cost less and offer a lifetime performance warranty while protecting
your valuable computer hardware and software from dangerous, potentially damaging power/the
overvoltage Trans/en ts — “surges, spikes, and glitches” — that can cause instant failure or drastically reduce

system life. With our specially designed EMIRF/ filters, your system is

office equipment, general hash created by small motors,
fluorescent lamps, and the like.

“\{H’t‘

UL /CSA pending
Curtis Manufacturing Co. Inc.
305 Union Street »
Pete/borough, N‘ H. 03458

protected from Troublesome

Manufaclun'ng Company, Inc.

Available at all ComputerLands,
Sears Business Systems Centers,

Entre Computer Centers, Business/and,
lnacomp, Micro Age, Eczel, or your local

microcomputer dealer. Over 1000

locations nationally! In Canada: Micro-

Computer Products, PO. Box 235, Ajax,

Each of these preciousjewels, will easilylblend with the colors

ONT, Canada us 303, (416) 42713642,

of any modern office or home surroundings. For safe, trouble-

F0, the Curtis (160,8, ”ewes, you

free performance, give your computer thatjewelers touch.

call (603} 924-7303
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The truth ; l out information in

agement:

_ Knowle eMaIi”
beats dB SE® over
250 ways.
“. . .the leading seller is not the best?’
You get more from KnowledgeMan. Relational data management ad hoc queries (like IBM‘s SQL/DS), spreadsheet, math

and statistics, printed tomis management, screen l/O management a full—scale prog ‘amming language. Plus you can now
get a text processor, a fomts painter; colorgraphics and a
tun—time version.

All completely integrated. So you can do just about anything
you \\'i ‘11. Like financial modeling otderentiy, ioh costing or
decision support.
Il‘you‘d like to see more about how Kl o\\‘ledget\rlan
heats d BA SE, see your dealer today and ask for a free
feature—hy-feature comparison ( call or mite: Micro Data
Base Systems, lnc., l’.(). Box 2

, Lafayette, IN 47902,

(31/ )463-2581.

Operating \a‘sletnsi |’( 'l )05‘ .\l.\l)( )5. (.l’ Mrh‘h. Requirements: 193K K;\.\l

'l'est processing“ tnmts painting and colt ”graphics are optional Integrated l\'no\\ ledgeMan
(llllllNlllUlllN.

lx'nnu'ledgealan is a trademark ol Mum I).tta l-lase Systems. lItL..dl’..\.\'li ll nl
:\s|uon»l.tte,\(\)l, l)\’ol'|l§.\l,( lll ttt release is 1.00 .tsol'4‘l,‘t\‘-l.( olurgtztphies
requires l’( ’l)()_\ and IBM enlnrgrapltiss tatd orctiunalenL
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How CanYou Avoid Getting
Trapped Under An Ancient

Processor?
Buy Word
Perfect!

Once upon a timehwrd processors
were monstrous things. Dot com-

mands, page orientation, and separate
editing, formatting and printing programs turned them into lumbering
beasts. Only a well-educated pro—
grammer would dare don his armor
and tackle such a beast — not a pleasant task for a modern secretary,

executive, or writer.

whether you are in “edit” or “create”
mode. Your word processor should

do it automatically and WordPerfect
does. WordPerfect lets you think in
terms of ideas, not pages. It is simple
enough that you quickly forget about
the mechanics and your writing ﬂows

easily.

So if you don t want to be caught

Then came WordPerfect and the
beast was slain.

under a word processing monster, try
WordPerfect. We’re certain it will
improve the quality of your writing.

WordPerfect was designed to work
for you not against you. WordPerfect

. , _
E
_
[mm [mg -

cate your writing. Pressing a single

You’ll love it _

has no command language to compli-

key is all it takes to

V“

not only for the features .

bold, underline or center.
——
When writing, you don’t want to

we’ve built “‘9 but
also for the
antiquities

room for headers or footers, or

left out.

worry about page formatting, making

we’ve

SATELLITE SOFTWARE lNTERNATIONAL

288 WEST CENTER STREET, OREM, UTAH 84057

(801) 224—4000

TELEX 820-618
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PATCHING THINGS UP

RD. Scott's confusion is understandable

(Bob Smith and Tom Puckett, May

effect of the PSP’s offset. The result is

The article “Time on Your Hands”

1984, page 146) addresses a problem I
would clearly like to put to rest. I have

crashed my system many times with

the DEBUG TRACE command as discussed in that article. Of course, I am reluctant to install a patch in DEBUG
that I cannot understand. I may then
suffer even worse problems. Your article
has solved nothing for me.
I use DOS 2.0, and I refer only to
the patch shown for that version of
DEBUG on page 158. The code to re—
solve the problem is inserted at offset

21380. It appears that the authors believe
that this is beyond the end of the code
loaded from DEBUGCOM. I infer this
from the fact that the contents of CX,
which contains the number of bytes
loaded, is 21380, and they proceed to in‘
crease the length by the length of their
added code. In fact, the code is placed
on top of DEBUG. Since COM ﬁles are
loaded starting at offset 0100, the length
2E80 runs out to 2F7F. If the authors
meant to replace part of DEBUG, there
is no need to increase its length. If they
meant to put their code at the end, it is

in the wrong place. In any case, it is
not sufﬁcient to place the patch at the
end since that is the location of the new
program segment built by DEBUG.
I have installed the patch as shown
and observed no problems. However, I

am concerned that it is a bug waiting to
show itself. Because of the apparent
confusion of the authors, I can have no
conﬁdence. Since I have no idea what
this region of DEBUGCOM is for, I
cannot tell whether a problem is likely
or not. I doubt, however, that this part

of DEBUGCOM has no purpose.

Can anyone ﬁnd an appropriate
place to put this patch code?

Robert Duncan Scott
Cincinnati, OH

14

3-D QUESTION

and is my fault because I overlooked the

I have been exposed to BASIC off and

that I unnecessarily increased DEBUG's
length—our patch actually ﬁts within
the extra space at the end of DEBUG.
However, this error is harmless.
A more detailed analysis of
DEBUG’s memory usage shows the following: DEBUG is loaded at offset 100h

that I have learned BASIC and then for—
gotten it about four diﬁerent times.
In all that time, I have never seen a
program equal to the one published in
the May issue of PC Tech Iournal (“3-D
Graphics for the IBM PC,” Iay Mallin,

in a certain segment. Its nominal end is

2E80h bytes later at 2F7Fh. Its internal
stack top is at 2AE2h with the bytes
above there to 2CDDh taken up mostly
by static data (message text, etc.). The

large area from 2CDEh to 2FOFh is used
as a temporary work area (I don’t know
why it's so large). The new PSP built by
DEBUG begins at 2F 10h. Again, the
nominal end of the program is at
2F7Fh—beyond the point of the new
PSP, suggesting that the program’s
length was rounded up (perhaps to a
multiple of 128 bytes—the usual size of
a Disk Transfer Area).

Our patch appears from 2580b to
2EBlh—toward the end of the temporary work area. It originally took up
more of the space toward 2F 10h, but
subsequent changes reduced it to the
current size. I decided not to relocate

the final version of the patch closer to

the new PSP, as that accomplished little.
The beginning address of the patch and
the program length are coincidentally
equal. All address calculations were
done based upon snuggling up to the be-

ginning of the new PSP at 2F 10h. The

change in length of the patched program
was an error—though harmless.
Considerable usage of the patched
program has shown that no part of DEBUG tramples on the patched area, although that can't be taken as proof. As
with most patches to code for which no

source is available, one can never be absolutely sure—only confident to a high
degree, which we are.
—Bob Smith

on over the years— since about the time
that it left Dartmouth, in fact. I think

page 36), in regard to concept, documentation, clarity, and even listing format. I
have used a similar program, supplied
by Digital Research for DR. LOGO, in
my school classes, but because of the
lack of documentation I never really

knew what was going on. (Your program is orders of magnitude faster than
the DR> LOGO version.)

Congratulations on a ﬁne article.
I have been planning for some
time to add an 8087 chip to my PC, and
after reading your article I made the
plunge and have placed an order for
one. Is it possible, with the 8087, to produce a THREED that actually rotates an
object while you watch?

Sam Starr
Rose Valley, PA

To modify the THREED program to ro-

tate obiects while you watch, you would

have to make the the program divide rotations into small increments—maybe

one degree—and rapidly move through
them. Simply plugging in an 8087 won't
provide the speed you need, since IBM's
interpretive BASIC does not use the

chip. But if you compile the program
with a BASIC compiler that makes use
of the 8087, it will probably provide the
effect you are after. How well it works

will depend partly on the speed of the
line-drawing and other graphics routines
the compiler provides.

—Iay Mallin
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Wejust made
IBM’s PC/XT 20 times
more powerful.
Introducing Dragon’s New 65 Mb and 140 Mb Hard DiskDrives.

N

$4995

a ‘t bl f

ow vaia e or

$6995

immediate delivew.

What makes Dragon the

Mb of on line storage (or 260 Mb formatted), Streamer

'

’2

'BM PC’ XT’ and compatibles '
.

Responsive technical help.

For more information, contact Dragon industries.

35 Main Street. Hopkinton. Mass. 01748.

Larger Storage CapaCIty. ..

(800) 824—8006 or (61 7) 435-4183 in

t2t Mb Ot formatted data With a total capacity of 140
Mb, No 52/: inch Winchester stores more than these

Turning Micro Computers into Monster Computers.

With 65 Mb of on line storage. the SP-65 holds up
to 57 Mb of formatted data. The SP-14O stores up to

Faster Access Time...

At 30 msec. average access time. the SP-65 and
SP—i40 are faster than other 5v".- inch Winchesters. ..
3 to 4 times faster.

Better Features...

Massachusetts. Distributor and OEM

inqurries invited.

Dragon Industries

”39°” '"dUSt'ies

35 Main Street, Hopkinton. Mass. 01 748

Name

Company
Address

The SP—65 and SP- 1 40 come with hard disk.
controller. host adapter. power supply. cables. and
chassis. Both systems are compatible with PC—DOS

Telephone

and MS'DOS'

I n t eres t e d'”'12 1:] SP - 65

.

More Options...

Additional options include: Dual drives with up to 280
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Computer
OS Version

a SP—14O

L____________ J

beSt hard dlSk drive for the

tape and random access back up, 90 day warranty,

L—————_—————-—-——————
'

THE END OF SOFTWHRE
FREEBIES.

ix 1.. ﬂ -- A.-. kit. -4.
Finally there’s a foolproof way to protect
software against unauthorized duplication.
And the technology is all on the disk itself.
The new ProlokTM disk doesn’t need addon hardware. Instead each diskette is marked
with a unique, physical ”fingerprint." No two
are alike. A precise description of the individual print is encoded magnetically. The fingerprint AND the description must match exactly
before the software is decrypted and released
to the system. No match. no access.

Its genius is its simplicity and familiarity.
Prolok looks like an unprotected disk, loads
like an unprotected disk, works like an
unprotected disk. The user feels immediately
at home and in command.
Backups are easily made via normal system utilities. However. to be read they must be
accompanied in the system by the original
Prolok disk.

Prolok puts the casual copier—and even

the deliberate pirate—out of business. It barely

PROIOR. SOFTNHRI

increases the price of your product, yet it

fully safeguarding software since the inception

gram and copy ten.

nesses and organizations protect their valuable programs with Prolok.

makes sure your customers don’t buy one proSeveral command line slash (/) options

are built into Prolok diskettes for customized
security, depending on your needs.
Software can be loaded easily onto Prolok
diskettes using any system from a PC to com—
mercial mass duplication equipment.
Prolok is an engineering breakthrough of
Vault Corporation. which has been success-

of security disk technology. Over 2000 busi-

Simply contact Vault Corporation at 2649
Townsgate Road. Suite 500, Westlake Village,
CA 91361. Or phone us at 800— PROLOK

445-0193 (U.S.) or 800-821—

8638 (California). And find out
why software freebies are
becoming a thing of the past.

’5
8%

\‘Kﬁ //

PROTECTION. RIGHT ON THE D SR.
Copyright ©1984 Vault Corporation Prolok is a trademark of Vault Corporation
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CIock/Calendar

Encode/Decode
Ensures the security of yourﬁles.

Automatically inserts the date and time
when you turn on your computer

Calculator

Does yourﬁguring in
background mode so you
won ’t have to change
programs.

Personalizedform letters
Uses yourfile to personalize»

your letters and make labelsk ‘E
E

Memo
Writes
memos and
keeps a
written

record of
each one.

Appointment
Reminder
Lets you know where

/ to be and when.

’Becmar thinks your PC
As your business grows, so should your
computer. Only Tecmar offers you this unique
package of hardware and free software. With it
your PC can grow to its full potential.

Tecmar Multifunction Boards. ..
“extremely powerful.”—PC World

A Tecmar board will expand your computer’s
memory and increase its speed and efficiency.
It will give you additional ports to accommodate
a wide range of peripherals from modems and
plotters to dot matrix and letter quality printers.

With a Tecmar board you can run powerful programs like Lotus l-Z-SW‘ and WordStar“’TT on a
Pe. The RamSpooler makes printing a background task and frees your PC for other jobs.
A built-in clock/calendar automatically inserts
the date and time at power on and is independently powered by an easily replaced battery.
Every Tecmar multifunction board is run
through a series of rigorous tests to ensure quality.
Our incredibly low failure rate [0.4%] is unparalleled. All boards are additionally backed
by a full one-year warranty.

Banner
Allows you to print in a variety of type

,

sizes. Even large banners!

Rolodex T
Finds the name and number
you need instantly without

changing programs.

:

c

Tests your PCls memory and parallel

~ , a ports to stop problems before they happen.

l
l

Personal Finance
Balances your

checkbook

and helps

you keep an

inventory.

should do all ofthe above.

Free Software . . a chest offewels.”—PC Week
Great hardware deserves great software. So, if

you buy a Tecmar board we’ll give you our
Treasure ChestTM of Software at no extra charge.
The Treasure Chest consists of 24

applications, a calculator, a
security system, hardware diag—
nostics, even games! Most of
these can be run in background
mode with programs like Lotus
1-2—3 and WordStar. Using these

features is as easy as a couple of keystrokes,
and without changing disks. No other company
offers you such an extensive array of software
with their multifunction boards.
ask your dealer for a demonstration
of any of Tecmar’s multifunction

‘

boards. And check out the free

software while you’re there. Or
call 216-349—0600 for the dealer

nearest you.
THE POWER BEHIND THE PC
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“Lotus i- 2- 3 is a registered trademark of the Lotus Development Corporation.
TRolodex is a registered trademark of the Rolodex Corporation. TTWordStar
is a registered trademark of the MicroPro International Corporation.

LETTERS

proach to intercepting commands under

DOS than was explained in ”Disarming

Type joystick on the IBM PC" (May
1984, p. 195) to be 50K each? The cir-

cuit works much better if they are
100k (small k) each.

And this is a "Tech” magazine?

Bill Kraengel Ir.

DOS FORMAT" (Iames A. Folts, Iuly

1984, page 32). This is a trick we
learned from National CBS timesharing
in the early 19705.

ECHO OFF
REM(((FORMAT.BAT)))
REM PREVENTS USE OF
FORMAT COMMAND LACKING DRIVE SPECIFICATION
REM REQUIRES FORMAT.COM
TO BE RENAMED AS
FORMATID.COM
IF NOT ” "= =" %1 %2 %3 %4 %5
%6 %7 %8 969
IF " "= ="%l" ECHO DRIVE
SPECIFICATION MISSING—
PLEASE TRY AGAIN
James M. Detmer
Detmer Systems Co.
New Canaan, CT

Valley Stream, NY
Point by point.-

1. It wasn’t there. I found it, and
it’s reproduced below.
2. Nope. That one surprised us, too.
CC is making us pay for it, believe me.

3. Our listings are reproduced di—
rectly from letter-quality copies of the
programs. The original deﬁnitely had a
tilde that got lost in the reproduction
and printing shufﬂe. We consider our re-

production of listings to be the best anywhere, but we are in the process of im-

proving them for the sole purpose of
eliminating this kind of problem.

4. No. 100k is correct. We blew it.
(We had several letters—some of which

are published below—calling this error
to our attention. Thank you all.)
5. Yes. Even our mistakes are

The problem of the FORMAT program

technical.

more straightforward solution than the
one the article proposes. Direct modiﬁcation of operating software should al-

PC".-

mentioned in “Disarming DOS Format”
is troublesome. However, there is a

ways be avoided. Those who live by the

patch will surely die by it.
Here is my solution to the problem.

—WF
Figure 1 for ”3-D Graphics for the IBM

A: /V. Now when you type FORMAT

you will format a ﬂoppy on drive A:,

but on an XT that is about all you use

the FORMAT command for anyway.
Daniel T. Sullivan
Bolton, MA

TECHNICAL KNOCKOUT

I looked and looked, but I couldn’t ﬁnd
where you hid ﬁgure 1 in “3-D Graphics for the IBM PC" (lay Mallin, May
1984, page 36). When you ﬁnd it, please

send me a copy.
Does Susan Glinert-Gole (sic) really

spell her name the way it appears in
”Name, Rank, and Serial Number”
(May 1984, page 192)?

Does Cole/Cole really want line
430 of ROMREADBAS in this same article to read . . .”-”. . . 2 The program
runs much better if it’s . . .”” ”. . . .
Does Scott McCann really want R1

and R2 in ﬁgure 1 of ”Using 3 Switch-

20

In the article “Using a Switch-Type

joystick on the IBM PC," I believe the

resistor values should be 100K ohms
each, for R1 and R2, if their parallel
connection is to be 50K ohms as intended. From my quick analysis, the
scheme should work as the author describes with this correction. Please advise if the error is mine, however.
Your magazine offers a very good
format, and I enjoy the explicit nature
of the topics, which allow a reader to
put the information to immediate use.
Please continue the good work.

David I. Anderson
Council Bluffs, IA

dBASE II OVERKILL
As a subscriber to PC Tech Iournal from

the beginning, I have generally enjoyed

your magazine very much. However, I
Iune 1984 issue.

I realize that dBASE II is a very
popular program on the IBM PC and
that software written in dBASE II is

used by a large number of people. I
cos i
sin i
0

-sin i
-cos i
0

0
0
1

x

First, rename FORMATCOM to some-

thing you would not ordinarily use,
such as FMT###.COM. Now create a
batch ﬁle named FORMATBAT. It
should contain only one line. FMT###

need serious, industrial-grade devices,
see these folks.
—WF

must protest about the contents of your

N‘<

AN EASIER WAY
Please accept the following contribution,
which we believe to be a better ap-

IN SEARCH OF THE LOST

TOYSTICK

think that frequent articles on the pro-

gram are quite justiﬁed. But an entire is-

sue of a monthly magazine devoted almost exclusively to one product!
I work with a wide variety of applications, including database, word processing, spreadsheet, graphics, and communications, on more than 60 micro-

I read with interest ”Switch-Type o-

computers. I am responsible for ﬁnding
the best software for each application

and one question. First, the resistive values shown in the schematic and mentioned in the text should be 100K ohm
resistors. Second, I wrote to Fair Radio to
obtain the joystick named in the article

fectively. 1 am interested in new tech-

sticks on the PC” (Scott McCann, May
1984, page 195). I have one comment

and received a catalogue that made no
mention of this joystick. Does anybody
know where I can buy a “professional”

joystick with SPDT switches?
William M. McDonald
Salem, VA
We did a little checking, and, sure
enough, we can’t find the joystick in

question. However, professional-quality

ioysticks and other input devices are
available from Measurement Systems,
Inc, 121 Water Street, Norwalk, CT
06854, 203838-5561. Measurement Systems was kind enough to send us one of
the ioysticks (model 570), and it is very
ﬁne indeed. It also costs $200. If you

and helping people use the software ef-

niques and products in all areas of mi

crocomputing. The people I work with
do not have time or inclination to explore these areas themselves.

I look to publications like PC Tech
lournal for help in discovering new
hardware and software products, along
with technical pointers that may help
me in my work. It so happens that we

do not use dBASE II, but even if we did,
I would prefer articles on a variety of
subjects. For me, the investment of time
and money in your Iune issue had a
O-percent return.
Alan Dolgoff
Microcomputer Manager
Hambrecht & Quist
San Francisco, CA

PC TECH IOURNAL
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PASCAL TIMES MORE

I read your review of the various Pascal

compilers with great interest (”Pascal
Times Four,” Ieff Duntemann andMichael Bentley, July 1984, page 58).
The parts dealing with Turbo Pascal
were very fair, at least as amended with
the material on version 2.0. I would like
to add a few comments.
Not only does the compiler take
you back to the editor upon detecting a
compilation error— the same thing happens on run-time errors as well. This is
possible even when you have compiled
to a disk ﬁle instead of to memory. If
you've ever spent a day tracking down
UCSD Pascal’s cryptic ”floating-point

error” and “value range error” messages,
you will appreciate the luxury of being

directed immediately to the statement

that is at fault.
Turbo’s habit of clearing the
screen at the start of execution seems to
be Borland’s sole error of judgment.
You can defeat it with the aid of the
debugger, however. In all programs I

have examined, there’s an INT 10 (hex)

located at 02FC in the code segment:
change this to a pair of NOPs and the
screen will not clear. Since I don’t use
Turbo on a PC clone, I don’t know how
many other INT 105 would have to be
disabled to avoid crashing the system,
but a little prowling around with the
debugger should do the trick. Since

Your recent article on the various

Pascals was very good. However, as an
owner of Microsoft Pascal I would like
to make a few points. I agree that the

documentation is horrible, but there are
three areas that seem to have been overlooked in the article. These are the

metacommands (speciﬁcally $noﬂoatcalls/$floatcalls), the null object ﬁles
(nulf.obj, nule6.obj, and nu1r7.obj), and
precision control.
First, the "ﬂoatcalls" metacommands specify how real math operations
are done. The $floatcalls command is
faster but requires more code. Second,
the null object files replace potentially
unused units in the code, such as the
ﬁle system, error handling, or real operations, respectively. Third, the precision-control procedures (MPSRQQ,

MPBRQQ, MPDRQQ) set the maximum
precision for real numbers (23 to 64

bits). Below is a table of the TRIGTEST
benchmarks with various options (using
MS—Pascal 3.13).
trigtest
($ﬂoatcalls)

size: 31068
0:07.0
trigtest
size: 30212
($ﬂoatcalls,nule6) 0:07.0
trigtest
size: 31756
(sﬂoatcalls,
0:04.?

mpsrqq)
As you can see, with the minimum real
precision the benchmark required a sig-

these are .COM ﬁles, rather than .EXE

niﬁcantly smaller amount of time.

Turbo programs wipe out the transient part of DOS, so after any program
is run, COMMANDCOM must be re-

soon, I was especially interested in read-

ones, the debugger will not make any
difﬁculties about writing the revised
version back to the file.

loaded. As a result, the keyboard buffer
is cleared, and programs cannot be rerun by means of F3.
Turbo programs are compact as
well as fast. The runoff program that
typed this letter occupies a .COM ﬁle
that is 16K bytes long. The same runoﬂc

program written in Microsoft’s

FORTRAN-77 results in an .EXE ﬁle
that is 37K bytes long.
Turbo’s ﬂash compiler gives you
that same feeling of immediacy that is
the sole redeeming feature of BASIC.

The difference Turbo’s quick turnaround makes in developing a compli-

cated program has to be experienced to
be believed. Of course, you’re dealing
with an inﬁnitely better language than
any BASIC known to me—but that
should not need to be said.
Thomas W. Parsons

Brooklyn, NY
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Peter A. Mead
Greenwich, CT

Since I expect to buy a Pascal compiler
ing ”PasCal Times Four.” I had already

eliminated IBM’s release 1.0 compiler

from consideration, but I want to ﬁnd
out more about its release 2.0, mentioned in “Tech Releases” (Iuly 1984,
page 192). IBM’s spec sheet sounds almost identical to the Microsoft release
3.2 covered by your review. Two questions come to mind:
What Microsoft release number
does the IBM release 2.0 correspond to?
Did IBM use Microsoft’s documen-

tation or has it written its own? Is it any

better than Microsoft's?
Thanks for a well-written article
that helps to sort out the differences between these compilers.

Bill Tinsley
Iowa City, IA

There is no direct connection between

IBM Pascal V2.0 and any Microsoft re-

know that MS Pascal V3.2 is a later

(and more powerful) release of the com-

piler. Microsoft's manual set for V3.2 is
a daunting document, but it is still miles

ahead of either IBM V2.0 or any previous Microsoft document. I know of no

good reason to buy IBM Pascal over M8
Pascal—why place yet another layer of
bureaucracy between yourself and the
manufacturer of the product? It is still

unclear to me what IBM could add to
MS Pascal except confusion.
MS Pascal is nearly impenetrable to
the Pascal newcomer. Although you
may want it eventually to compile your
magnum opus, I recommend picking up
Turbo Pascal V2.0 to cut your teeth on.
Now that it has full heap management,

graphics, and overlays, Turbo V2.0 is
shoulder-to-shoulder with the big guns.
—Ieff Duntemann
IN DEFENSE OF PROLOKS

Mitchell Schoenbrum’s letter concerning Prolok software security diskettes
(“Proloks and Panaceas," Iune 1984,
page 16) was somewhat bittersweet. Although he was highly complimentary,
as was the author of “New Weapons for
Fighting Software Piracy" (Werner L.
Frank, February 1984, page 71), we are

afraid Mr. Schoenbrum is laboring under a few misconceptions.
He addressed the level of security

as his primary concern. We are realistic
enough to agree that no software protec-

tion scheme is totally impenetrable. But
then neither is the lock on your front
door. The understood purpose is to keep
the majority of offenders out. Prolok operates on this premise, and we have
positioned it in the marketplace as an
easily installed, low-cost, highly effective (probably 99 percent or better)
means of software protection.
The friend Mr. Schoenbrum refers
to undoubtedly was using one of our
earlier versions. Our latest version offers six times the security level, plus we
are constantly upgrading our product.

Currently, there isn’t a copy utility
available that can penetrate our latest
Prolok product, and it is impervious to
standard debug equipment.

Again, we do not promise a panacea
to software piracy. We simply offer the
most effective, cost—efficient protection

against the majority of offenders.
Michael H. Darling
Vice president, sales and marketing
Vault Corporation
Westlake Village, CA

lease of MS Pascal. However, we do
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Get yourself a

-

This little critter comes with specially,designed software
that flies through the maze of keystrokes on the most
popular business programs faster than you ~ > can say “cheese.”
Microsoft® Mouse puts the power to run
Multiplan:® Lotus 1’23?” VisiCalc® and .»
WordStar® in the palm
, >
'
‘ '
ofyour hand. Click
the left button on
,
the mouse, a custom
menu appears. ln
‘
English, not hierogly—
phics. Click the right
button and execute you
command: moye text or data, edit, format, print. All at
blinding speed without touching the keyboard.
It also lets you create your own menus for editing and
formatting existing application programs. So people can
learn programs quicker and do more productive work as
they learn.

The mightiest mouse.

Microsoft Mouse runs circles around other mice.
It is the high performance mouse for the IBM® PC and
PC XT From the company known for high

trained mouse.

performance software. Microsoft BASIC is the language
spoken by nine out of ten microcomputers worldwidcﬁ
Our MSTDOS operating system te s
é
Migﬁfﬁag‘ctE-r your IBM PC how to think.
So don’t monkey around with any other mouse. Cali
8004269400 (inWashington State call 2068288088)
for the name of your nearest Microsoft dealer Then
go with Microsoft Mouse.
The mouse that soars.
Microsoft and Multipian are registered trademarks and MS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Lotus 1113 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corporation. VisiCaIc
is a registered trademark of VisiCorp. WordStar is a registered trademark of Microl’ro,
IBM is a registered trademark of international Business Machines Corporation.

SOL LIBES

Even with the new base

price of $999, however, the

machine may be too expen—
sive for this channel. Finally,
rumors of an IBM lap-size
portable keep popping up.
The latest comes from Europe, where IBM is said to be
testing an 8088-based ma—
chine made by Matsushi-

RANDOM RUMORS
AND GOSSIP
Microsoft President Bill
Gates recently expressed the
view that IBM has "a year
or two to go" as the prevail—
ing microcomputer standard
before 80286 technology

ta Electric Co., Ltd.

takes over. IBM is expected

with bubble memory, ROM
software, a display with 8
lines by 80 characters, and a
disk drive.

to announce its 80286-based
system either this month or
next with initial deliveries
expected at year’s end. This

MULTIPROCESSING
ON THE PC
IBM is reportedly beta testing a multitasking version of
MS-DOS for its forthcoming

minute—new printer for the

PC. Compaq introduced
in July a desktop hard disk
system using the 8086 microprocessor and dual-speed
clocking (IBM standard—
4.77Mhz and a higher
speed—8Mhz). At least two
other companies are already
showing such products. The
machine comes equipped
with a built-intape back-up
system for the hard disk.
IBM provides no such tape
back-up for the XT; about 27
disks are needed to back-up
the hard disk. Sharp Electronics is reportedly already showing to several
computer manufacturers an
electroluminescent display
panel of 80 characters by 25
lines; the display has a thickness of only 1.5 inches.
Hewlett-Packard is the
ﬁrst company to introduce a
product that uses it. IBM is
developing a 3.5-inch hard
disk drive that stores 20
Mbytes; the company is ex
pected to use these new "micro~Winchesters” in systems

that will be introduced next
year and to offer them to

other computer makers.
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80286‘based system. Howev-

er, it should be noted that
Digital Research, Inc. (DRI)
has been delivering a multiprocessing DOS with PCDOS compatibility since
July. That product, Concurrent PC—DOS, will run up to
256 PC~DOS or CP/M tasks

Eagle Computer, a maker of IBM-PC compatibles, is

reported to be having problems with cash ﬂow and

poor sales and the company

is considering some layoffs.
IBM’s most recent price re-

ductions may exacerbate Eagle's problems. Digital

Research is expected soon
to release Crystal, a software

developer toolkit containing
a large collection of routines

that can be merged and inte-

grated into programs to reduce development time and
to provide features such as
menus, graphics, and multitasking. Several vertical and
scientiﬁc application software packages are soon to be
announced by IBM. Expect

a big emphasis on education-

al software. IBM dealers reportedly have been applying
increasing pressure on the

company to allow them to

sell the 3270-PC, which cur-

rently is available only via
IBM’s own sales force. Reports now are circulating

that IBM is seriously consid—

ering this for selected business-oriented dealers. IBM is
expected to double the number of retail outlets (4,000 by
1985) for its personal com—

puter products within the
coming year. Most of this
new increase is expected to
come from ofﬁce equipment
dealers. With PCir sales not
measuring up to expectations, rumors are rampant
that IBM is seriously con-

concurrently on a standard
PC; four of these tasks can

be viewed on the display.

Concurrent PC-DOS also has
a true windowing system
and communications support.

DRI has also introduced a
plug-in board for the PC that
turns Concurrent PC-DOS

into a multi-user system that
will support up to four users.

The board and associated
software are called StarLink.

It thus appears that DRI has

about a six- to nine—month

lead over IBM's introduction
of a multi-user PC system,
although that lead may suffer from Concurrent PCDOS's lack of full PC-DOS

2.0 compatibility.

sidering distribution of the ir

through mass market outlets.
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ILLUSTRATION - DAVID

the PC family and not a replacement for any of the
family members. IBM is
also rumored to be developing a speedy— 300 lines per

POVILAITIS

should be an expansion of

THE TECH JOURNAL

NEWSLINE
News, Views, and gossip on the IBM

and IBM-like marketplace

ber of these copies make
their way into the US. from
Canada. The likelihood is

that the same will happen
with IBM PC copies.

IBM may be in for more
problems as a software house
in Norwood, Massachusetts,
called Phoenix Software Associates has announced the
availability of a BIOS ROM

known to have wired 10 of

its buildings in Rye Brook,

ILLUSTRATION ' KEVIN

McPHEI—l

IBM NETWORKING

IBM will probably intro-

duce an interim LAN system

from an outside vendor to
tide it over until it can introduce its own LAN in 1986

or 1987. The company is
known to be evaluating LAN

systems from Sytek, 3Com,
and Ungermann~Bass for possible adoption. IBM has
named six of the seven Bell
operating companies as dis-

tributors and installers of its
LAN cabling system.
IBM is known to be work-

ing with Texas Instruments

(TI) on the development of
ICs for its LAN project. TI is
believed to have run into development problems, which
could be causing IBM to
reassess its fundamental
LAN architecture. Develop-

ment of a networking system
to interconnect a large num—
ber of varied devices that

will work reliably and easily
is a mammoth task, and IBM
appears to be taking the time
to do it properly. Further,

the demand for LAN systems appears to be develop-

ing slowly, IBM really may

not be under a great deal of
pressure to get its system
out. The company is already
SEPTEMBER 1984

New York, with 3.5 million
feet of cable connecting

2,800 devices, and it is wir—

ing 11 additional buildings.
Thus, IBM is expected to do
intensive testing of its LAN
system before it is released.
This will take time.

CUSTOMS SEIZES
PC COPIES
The US. Customs service in
Seattle recently seized a large
number of allegedly counterfeit copies of the IBM PC, after IBM registered its copy-

right with customs and
pointed out the copies. IBM
thus is following in Apple’s
footsteps in attempting to

protect its copyrights.
A number of Far Eastern
suppliers have been shipping
copies of the Apple 11 into
the United States without
the copyrighted ROMS, and
Apple has requested that
US. Customs take action

against these companies.

Apple has also encountered a

similar problem in Canada,
where the government has
been less aggressive in stop»
ping illegal importing of
Apple copies. A large num-

that is functionally identical
to the copyrighted IBM BIOS
ROM and yet does not infringe on the IBM copyright.
A license for the Phoenix
ROM and Phoenix version of
PC-DOS 2.1 is only $290,000.
Several Far East vendors have
already taken out licenses,
and PC-compatibles are expected to be introduced
shortly from more than a
dozen Taiwanese and Japa-

nese manufacturers.

continue opening Product

Centers and possibly to have
as many as 100 in operation
by the end of the year.

Rumors have been circulating in the industry that
IBM’s Product Centers were
having problems with high
labor costs, high overhead,
and low sales volume as a result of high prices and limited product selection. Future
Computing recently reported

that the Product Centers account for about 5 percent of

IBM’s PC sales, whereas independent stores and chains

account for 51 percent of
sales. The remaining sales
are via VARs, VADs, and
IBM's sales force. Previous
estimates had IBM selling as
much as 65 percent through
its direct channels.

At the same time, IBM
has added a ROM BIOS up-

grade to its price list. Although the chip contains the
entire BIOS and thus would
seem fair game for the manufacturers of clones, IBM is
protecting itself by requiring
that purchasers exchange
their old ROM for the new
one. The new ROM, besides

tronic Industry of
Tokyo a license to make a

ﬁxes for known bugs, also
includes the ROM scan feature that is needed to operate
the IBM Cluster or to allow
a boot from a hard disk.

CMOS chip. Dataquest, a

incorporating a number of

IBM PRODUCT
CENTERS —

RANDOM NEWS BITS
Intel has given Oki ElecCMOS version of the 8088
microprocessor used in the
IBM PC. Harris is already

making a CMOS version of
the 8086, which is used in
the HP-110 portable, and also
will soon be making an 8088
market research outﬁt, reports that notebook-size com—
puters made up 3 percent of
systems sold last year, and it
predicts sales of such computers this year will increase
to 7 percent and by 1988

will rise to 30 percent. Sony

GAIN OR LOSS?

has introduced a color moni-

that its chain of 80 Product

that it claims will display
1,280 by 1,024 pixels.

IBM recently denied rumors

Centers was operating at a

loss and that it does not plan
to open any more centers. Industry pundits expect IBM to

tor, using its Trinitron CRT,
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IBM PC USERS

TeamMate is breaking installation
and performance records.

TeamMate by Data Technology
2775 NonhWestem Parkway
Santa Clara, CA 95051

TEL: (408) 4960434
TWX: 910338-2044

COHERENTTM IS SUPERIOR TO UNDC
AND IT’S AVAILABLE TODAY
ON THE IBM PC.
Mark Williams Company hasn’t just taken a mini-computer
operating system, like UNIX, and ported it to the PC. We
wrote COHERENT ourselves. We were able to bring UNIX
capability to the PC with the PC in mind, making it the most
efficient personal computer work station available at an
unbelievable price.

For the first time you get a multi—user, multitasking operating
system on your IBM PC. Because COHERENT is UNIXcompatible, UNIX software will run on the PC under
COHERENT.
The software system includes a C-compiler and over 100 utilities, all for $500. Similar environments cost thousands more.

COHERENT on the IBM PC requires a hard disk and 256K

memory. It’s available on the IBM XT, and Tecmar, Davong
and Corvus hard disks.

Available now. For additional information, call or write,

Mark Williams Company
1430 West Wrightwood, Chicago, Illinois 60614
312/472-6659
CIRCLE NO. 164 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Mark

[[111] Williams

Company

COHERENT is a trademark of Mark Williams Company.
*UNIX is as trademark of Bell Laboratories,
CIRCLE NO. 186 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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We’ve turned
hard disk storage into
an affordable reality.
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, analyze user data. The data,

‘ entered at the keyboard,

can be listed, plotted, and used to

control external devices. With an

analog/digital I/O expansion board
like DASCON-l from Metrabyte,
the data can be entered automatically in either analog or digital
form, and the above-mentioned
functions can be performed with

Metrabyte’s inexpensive
DASCON-i moves
analog/digital numbers in

and out of the PC with
the greatest of ease.

very little user intervention.

DASCON—l is Metrabyte's solution for getting analog or digital information into and out of an IBM
PC. It allows high-precision data acquisition with a throughput of 16
channels per second.
Metrabyte’s expansion board
not only has obvious industrial and
scientiﬁc applications but also has
many uses for the small-business or

home computer owner. Applications
can range from power-line monitoring to long-term temperature measurements for home heating management. For example, by wiring a
solar cell to one A/D input and a
temperature probe to another, the

converter (12 bits plus a sign bit)
boasting a resolution of .0005 volts
while conﬁgured in the differential
mode; a clock/calendar, with bat-

tery back-up, which provides timing
references at 1 second, 1 minute, or

1 hour for data acquisition and
which can be accessed to update the
date and time of the PC; 12 bits of
digital I/O (through two ports),
which are TTL-compa’tible; internal
voltage and current references,- two
(R.T.D.) platinum resistance thermometer interfaces for temperature
readings between —200 deg. C and
+650 deg. C,- two optional 12-bit
D/A outputs; optional instrumenta-

tion ampliﬁers for two of the A/D
converters; a system manual; and
software programs, Photos 1, 2, and
3 show three of the boards that
make up DASCON-l.
The DASCON-l manual is di-

vided into nine well-written and detailed chapters. Chapter topics include an introduction, a guide to installation, how to program DASCON—l (more than 20 pages of examples and applications), how to set
and read the on-board clock, how to

PoorRichards Converter
WILLIAM H. MURRAY

user could investigate the effect of
incident sunlight on greenhouse
temperatures. Using the software

provided with DASCON-l, this data

can be saved and plotted at a later
date, or it can be plotted as it is received by the various inputs.

The DASCON-l package contains a four-channel, dual-slope A/D

William H. Murray teaches computer science

at Broome Community College in
Binghamton, NY. He is a contributing editor.
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use the graphics package, linearization of data, special applications, ac-

cessories (to make life easier), and a

description of the calibration program and test information. Three
appendices describe the various connections to DASCON-l, input and

output data ranges, accuracy, and
precision, and user-serviceable parts.
Refer to table 1 for details on
DASCON-l's electrical and conversion speciﬁcations.
PC TECH JOURNAL
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DASCON-l
One of the easiest techniques for receiving from or sending data to
included with the board. Eleven different modes allow the user great
ﬂexibility in programming in the
BASIC language. Table 2 gives a
short description of each mode. The
various modes are accessed from
BASIC with a CALL statement and
parameters that are to be passed:

CALLDAﬂmIMODE
CHANNELDATAmDATAL
lﬂﬁEADDREﬁ)

As an example of how to access

data from channels 0 and l on the
A/D converter, consider the program in listing 1. Mode 0 is a free

scan mode that samples all four
A/D channels. Lines 30-80 set aside

32

part of the memory that is reserved
for BASIC in order to BLOAD DASCONl.BIN. Actually, this program
can reside outside of the BASIC seg—
ment. Lines 90—150 initialize DAS—

CON-l for mode 0 operation. This
only needs to be done once per program, unless modes are changed.
Line 160 is the actual CALL state-

ment to DASCON-l. Data for chan-

nels O and l is returned to D10 (0)%
and DIO(1)% in terms of bits. In

other words, +/ —4095 bits correspond to +/ —2.0475 volts. Lines

170-180 convert the bit readings to
voltages, and line 190 prints the
data to the screen.
Listing 2 is a modiﬁcation of
the original program and will per-

mit the user to receive data upon an
interrupt from the clock. In this
program, mode 3 is originally called
to start the interrupt process. Once
PC TECH IOURNAL

’ . Your IBM PC Or XT Graphics Are Only
As Good As What's Under The Hood.

Get Smooth Clean Performance With Graphix Plus 11““.
Single Board Support Of Both Color/Ind Monochrome Display.
hen it comes to color/graphics adapter boards, your
IBM Personal Computer—and you—deserve only the

best. That’s why Graphix Plus II gives you

outstanding graphics...and a whole lot
more. With Graphix Plus 11, you’ll get

50% faster, flicker-tree scrolling over
IBM’s color/graphics board. And, the
Graphix Plus II is the only product on

the market which provides dual monitor

support for both RGB color and

monochrome graphics on a single board.

the use of two RAM disks and a print buffer. Plus, you
can access the screen RAM with absolutely no “snow” or
-

=f- - . 1,“t
t;

{“2161 1S0311 t1 )mputin}:

““

It gives you full screen (640 x 352)
monochrome graphics and high

u—

ﬂashing. Graphix Plus 11 also provides

true gray scale display on composite

video monitors, a light pen interface,

32K display RAM (text and graphics
modes), compatibility with Lotus
1-2-3TM and other popular software

packages. And much more. A battery

operated clock calendar is available as

an option.

.
Puts Y?" In The Drwerls Seat

resolution color graphics with the appropriate
software. When two monitors are used, Graphix
Plus II automatically shifts to the appropriate screen.

. . Graphix Plus H ﬁts €3511y 1n any
_
expansion 510'5 mSIdeyour PC- And W11?“ you power Up,
you’ll see the same hlgh-P0W6Y6d quality you’ve come t0

Luxury "3““ A" Standard Equipment

performance. From start to ﬁnish.

.

With the Graphix Plus 11, you’ll be glad to know extra
conveniences come standard. For example, you get a
parallel printer port which allows you to hook up any IBM
compatible printer or SASI compatible hard disk controller.
Our ‘PC Accelerator’ "" software is included which gives you

- -

- l - TM

5TB Systems, Inc.

IBM PC. XT are registered trademarks of International Busineg Machines Corporation.
Lotus 1-2-3 is a registered trademark of Lotus Development Corporation.

expect from your machine. Incredibly smooth, versatile

Graphix Plus II. So good, so reasonably priced, you might
say ...we’ve outclassed the competition. See your local
dealer for all the details. Or call or write STB Systems,
Inc., 601 North Glenville, Richardson, Texas 75081
(214) 234-8750.

_

CIRCLE NO. 199 ON READER SERVICE CARD

.
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Expanding Microcomputmg

PC Accelerator is a registered trademark of ResiCorp.

DASCON~ 1
called, the system will continue to
generate interrupts until reset (a call

to mode 4). A call to mode 6 (lines
170—200) reports the readings from
each interrupt. This program was
written to sample data on channel 0
once a second (the interrupt jumper

Photo 2: An electromechanical
relay board that contains 8 relays
rated at 120 volts RMS at 3 amps
resistive load, for controlling
power loads.

was set to one second) and print
data continuously to the screen.
Listing 3 is an extension of listing 2 that permits saving data in a

ﬁle on the B: drive called PDATA.

The manual is very detailed on how
ﬁle access can be made. The ﬁrst

data entry (line 170) deﬁnes how
many data points are to

ammag

.

-;

x

'_-:

1;

w

l I“;

,/.’

be recorded (the num-

~;

ber of data points
= 31—1 for this
example). Line 180
speciﬁes a plotting
format that will be
described later.
To test DAS-

CON-1's tempera-

ture probe, I monitored the temperature of a cup of coffee for 30 minutes.

Data were recorded at

1-minute intervals,

saved on a disk, and plotted using
the graphics software included with
DASCON-l. The temperature readings that were being reported using
DASCON-l were found to track accurately when checked against a
mercury laboratory thermometer.
The program shown in listing 3 recorded the actual data into the
PDATA ﬁle. Figure 1 shows a plot
of the data.
Several nice features about
DASCON-l’s graphics software
package deserve special mention: up
to 15 different data ﬁles can be plotted on the same graph; data entered
from the keyboard can be plotted,
by using a special program the X or
Y axis can be set to any size; data
can be plotted as they are received;
and data points can be plotted by
themselves or a line can be drawn
between successive points.

For another test of DASCON-l’s
capabilities, I used Titchener Hall,
one of the buildings at the community college where I teach, which
won the award for having the most
poorly designed air-conditioning system in the state of New York. Part
of the problem is that on sunny

Photo 3: A solid-state I/O

board that uses up to 8 modules
of the OPTO-22 type. The modules are selected to meet the
user's speciﬁc [/0 requirements.
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FORGET
EVERYTHING YOU
THOUGHT
YOU KNEW ABOUT
PROGRAMMING
IN BASIC

INTRODUCING
BetterBASIC”
“It combines the best points ofinterpreted
BASIC, Pascal, Forth, & Assembler,
...Its theﬁrst piece ofsoftware 121’ spend my
own money on.”

Susan Glinert—Cole

Technical Editor,
PC Tech Journal

Dramatically improve your
productivity with BetterBASICI“
Introducing a new, breakthrough programming system called BetterBASICI" At last, the

structure and functionality of advanced languages such as Pascal and “C” have been
combined with the friendliness and ease of use of BASIC. BetterBASIC'" will

dramatically increase the productivity ofboth new and experienced programmers.
BetterBASIC" is also a great Teaching Language.

Speed. Sieve of Erastosthenes Benchmark:
—BetterBASIC: 31.9 seconds.
—IBM PC BASIC: 191.] seconds.

Support of large memory (to 640K).
Built-in WINDOWS support!

BetterBASIC” offers:
El Extensibility (Make your own BASIC!!)
El Program Block Structures.
[:1 User deﬁned Procedures and Functions.

III Simple interface to Assembly Language
Procedures.

El Support for OEM hardware through
extensibility.
III Useful set ofData Types:

III Local and Global Variables.

—Byte, Integer.

El Shared Variables.

—Real (Variable precision BCD)
Ideal for business math.

D Recursion.

El Argument type validation,

—String (up to 32768 characters).

El Arguments passed by—value or by-

—Arrays ofArrays.

El 0

—Record Variables & Structures.
——N—dimensional Arrays of any type.

1
.
ptlona arguments.

address,

—Po1nter (of any type).

El Separately compiled program Modules.

General Information:
E] Interactive programming language based

on an incremental compiler.

El Syntax checked immediately on entry,

El Comprehensive 580 page manual.

El 8087 MATH support.

Wlth COHC‘SC error reportmg-

1] IBM PC. IBM PC/XT or compatible.

edmng-

El 192K to 640K memory,

13 Built-in Screen Editor allows on-line

|:l PC/DOS 1,1, 2,0, 2,1.

El Built-in Linker for separately compiled
program Modules.

El Usable on plain MS—DOS machineswith reduced
functionality.

I] Built-in Cross Reference Lister

(No Editor. Graphics or Windows)

B SIC
We are so sure you will like

Not convinced? Then try the

30—day money-back guarantee. Order

ﬁnd that BetterBASIC is truly a

BetterBASIC, we will give you a

BetterBASIC now!

PRICE $199.00
8087 MODULE $99.00

BetterBASIC Sample and you will

major breakthrough in computer

programming.
SAMPLE DISK: $10.00

You can ﬁnd BetterBASIC by calling us at 617 235-0729

Master Charge, Visa, P.O., Checks, Money Orders, and COO. accepted.

BetterBASIC lsa trademark 01 Summit

-

—

n.
.
sum m It SOftware TeChnOlOgy lnc.

PO. BOX 99, BABSON PARK, WELLESLEY, MA 02157

Software Technology. Inc.

IBM PC. IBM PC/XT and PC/DOS are
trademarks of Internallonal Busmess
Machines Corp.
MS-DOS Is a trademark of Microsoft Corp.
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DASCON- l

ne of the easiest

techniques for re-

ceiving from or
sending data to DASCON-I
is to use the software incIuded with the board

days the greenhouse effect is responsible for increasing the temperature
on one side of the building and not
the other.
One possible solution would be
to monitor the amount of sunlight
on one side of the building and use

a zoned heating/cooling system to
start the air conditioning on that

side only. This would involve reading in an analog voltage from a solar
cell, processing the information, and

making a digital decision about
whether or not to turn on the air

conditioning system. DASCON-l

38

could be used to input the analog
voltage to the PC and output the
digital decision to a relay.
Listing 4 shows the modiﬁcation to listing 1 that is required to

produce this interface. The solar

cell was wired to analog input channel 0 and read with the CALL in
line 160. If the converted analog

voltage is over 500 (in binary form)
then line 170 will set up DIO%(O)

for a digital output of 1 for ON or 0
for OFF. Digital outputs can be
achieved by CALLing mode 9.
This program continuously
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BELLESOFT HAS CHANGED THE
WAY PROGRAMMERS WORK:

PASCAL
COMPUTER AIDED PROGRAMMING
The Bellesoft Entry System for Programs (ES/P) has changed
the way programmers will work in the future by putting computer
aided programming (CAP) at their fingertips.
What word-processing programs did for writing text, Bellesoft

has now done for generating programs; putting the computer to
work to create a whole new way of writing software.

Bellesoft’s ES/P speeds up software development by up to
50%, produces better programs and reduces debugging time. ES/P
improves programming in five significant ways:

1.
2.

On-Line Syntax Checking. ES/P is more than a very smart editor:
it automatically checks your program for correct syntax as you enter
or change it.
On-Line Formatting. ES/P automatically provides a correct and
consistent format, critical for program maintainability.
Context-Sensitive Abbreviations. ES/P builds program structures
or skeletons with a single keystroke, provides correct keywords and

4.
5.

punctuation, and saves up to half your typing time.
Program Editing. ES/P manipulates program structures correctly
with a single keystroke, allows you to delete or move statements
easily.
On-Line Programming Help. ES/P provides menus of correct
program components and correct syntax as an aid to faster
programming.

ES/P is now becoming available to computer manufacturers for
inclusion in their software packages; to distributors and dealers for
resale; to universities and schools as an aid to teaching programming; and to programmers who want to cut their work in half

while writing better programs.
CIRCLE NO. 114 ON READER SERVICE CARD
To order, contact:

Lifeboat Associates
1651 Third Avenue New York, NY 10028
(800) 847-7078

IELLESQDDFT

THE FIRST NAME IN PROGRAMMING PRODUCTIVITY
(206) 828-7282

DASCON~ l
monitors the analog voltage and responds with the digital decision. It
would be necessary to build in logic
controls to prevent the system from
cycling on and off as clouds passed
over the solar cell.
In the Titchener Hall case, only
one channel of digital output was
monitored because I only needed to
turn a relay on or off. Actually,

DASCON-l provides 8 bits of digital
output at the PB output.
HIGH-QUALITY ADDITION

In DASCON-l, Metrabyte has pro-

duced a high-quality, professionally
designed addition to the IBM PC
that will make data input and out-

put easy. The careful design is evi—
dent from the manual and software
programs that come in the package.
Details such as a rechargeable onboard clock battery, easy-to-reach

calibration pots, and sufficient cali—

bration software make DASCON-l a

pleasure to use.

DASCON—I
Metrabyte Corporation
254 Tosca Drive

Stoughton, MA 02072
617-344-1990
$485
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Listing 1 LISTINGLBAS: Routine
To Access Data from Channels 0

and 1 on the A/D Converter
10 REM A/D 4 CHANNEL FREE SCAN (MODE 0)
20 REM PRINTING OUT CONTINUOUS DATA ON AID CHANNEL 0 & I

30 CLEAR,62463!

4050 W
5m
SE=256*VEEK(&H5I1)fPEEKIEHSIOJ
60 SG=62463lll6+SG
80 BLOAD "DASCONI.BIN",0

90 MO%= O
IIO UIM 0101(32)

120 DIOZlO)=0:OlOZ{I)=O
I30 BASADR%=758

, Listing 2 LISTING2.BAS: MOdiﬁ-

cation of Original Program
10 REM A/D CHANNEL 0 MONITOR HITH INTERRUPT
CLEAR,62463!

2

30 DEF SEG=O

60 DEF SEG = $6

70 BLOAD "DASCONI.BIN",0
80 OPEN "I",01,"DASCOH1.ADR“:INPUT(1,BASADRZ:CLUSEII

9 DIM 0101(8)
100 MD~=3

o

140 DEF SEG = $6
150 DASCONI = O

40

220 cuts m

40 SG=256*PEEX(&HSII)+EEEK(&HSIO)
50 56:624631/16+SG

100 CHZ=O

150 CALL DASCOHI

.

o

7O DEF SEG = 58

170 We = -ooos*mom)
18°
‘ '°°"5*”‘°‘“’
ZIO "N“
PRlNI ATODO,ATUDI

{MU%,CH%,DIU%(O),DIO%(11.8ASAOR%)

110 CH%=2

PC TECH JOURNAL

120
130
140
150
160
I70
I80
190
200
210
220
230

230
2A0
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350

010%(0)=0:DID%(1)=0
BASADR1=768
DEF SEG = 50
DASCONI = 0
CALL UASCDNI (MD%,CH%,DID%(0),DIO%(1),BASADR%)
M01=6
CH1=0
CALL DASCDNI (M0%,CH%,DID%(0).DIO%(I),BASADRZ)
IF 0101(8)=0 GOTO 170
PRINT 1.0101(0)
GOTO 100
END

CALL DASCDNI (MDZ,CN1.DIOZ(0),DIO%(1),BASADR!)
M01=6
CH%=0
CALL DASCONI (M01,CH%,0101(0).0101(1),BASADRZ)
IF 0101(8)=0 GOTD 260
TEMP%=.Z*(DIO%(2))
LSET DS=MKSS(I)
LSET N$=MKS$ITEMP%)
PUT II
PRINT I,TEMP%
NEXT I
CLOSEil
END

Listing 4 LISTING4.BAS: Modiﬁcation of Listing 1

IO REM AID RECORDING CHANNEL 0 UN INTERRUPT T0 DISKETTE
20 REM SET TO RECORD 30 DATA POINTS, THEN QUIT
30 REM SET TO SAVE DATA ON INTERRUPT 0NLV!!!!!!!!
4D CLEAR.62463!
50 DEF SEG=0
60 SG=256'PEEK(&H511)*PEEK(&H510)
70 SG=62463!/16+SG
80 DEF SEG = 50
90 BLOAD “DASCDNI.DIN',0
100 DIM 0101(8)
110 DID!(0)=0:DIOS(I)=0
120 DASADR1=768
130 DEF SEG = $0
140 DASCONI = 0
150 OPEN "B:POAIA' AS 91 LEN=30
160 FIELD 01,15 AS 08,15 AS NS
170 LSET D$=MKS$(31)
180 LSET N$=MKS$(1)
190 PUT II
200 FOR I=I T0 31
210 M01=3
220 CHX=2

10 REM AID 4 CHANNEL FREE SCAN (MODE 0)
20 REM PRINTING OUT CONTINUOUS DATA ON A/D CHANNEL 0 A I
30 CLEAR,62463!
40 DEF SEG=0
50 SG=256*PEEK(&H511)+PEEK(&H510)
60 SG=62463!/16+SG
70 DEF SEG = SG
8 BLOAD “DASCDNI.BIN”.0
90 DIM DIO%(8)
100 MDZ= 0
110 CHZ=0
120 0I0%(0)=010101(1)=0
130 DASADRX=768
140 DEF SEE = 56
150 DASCONI = 0
160 CALL DASCONI (M01,CH%,010%(0),DIO%(1).BASADR%l
170 IF DI01(0)>=500 THEN 0101(0)=1 ELSE DIDS(0)=0
180 M01=9
190 CNI=0
ZOO CALL DASCDNI (MD!,CH%,DIOI(0),DIO%(1),DASADRX)
210 SOTO 100

c

Listing 3 LISTINGSBAS: Extension
of Listing 2

Are you writing programs in BASIC or Pascal? The popular Peeks
’n Pokes has a disk with 58 programs and a 38-page manual that

helps you get ‘underneath the covers’ of the PC. Learn how to use
PEEK, POKE, INP, OUT, and DOS/BIOS function calls to do

what you want, fast! Do you want to perform functions not
available from BASIC or Pascal? It’s all explained in the manual
and demonstrated in the sample programs. Source code included!

Peeks ’n Pokes shows you how to:
0 Access the system’s conﬁguration

0 Unprotect BASIC programs

. Scroll part or all of the screen

0 Access the ﬁle directory

0 Logically swap printers

0 Read and change the keyboard
0 Find more Peeks and Pokes
0 And much more. . . for only $30.00

"

. 9W

W

W0,

grams, a 42—page manual, and a fold-out memory map that helps

you get better performance from the PC. With this package you can

give your programs assembler-assisted speed from high-level languages, get control over memory, customize and control the PC,
and more. Some programs require DOS 2.00. Source code included!

Thclnﬂdelrack

W

3‘33"“

Want to know more? The Inside 'Iiack! is a collection of advanced
utilities for the PC programmer. It contains a disk with 61 pro—

m.-

—

O.

The Inside ”hack! shows you how to:
0 Read/write files as fast as DOS
0 Display data on the screen faster
0 Reserve memory for your use
0 Copy memory to another location

0 Copy-protect your programs
0 Load large programs faster

0 Control the keyboard settings

0 And much more. . . for only $45.00

MasterCard and VISA accepted. Shipping charges: $2.50 per order for UPS; $2.50 per item for First Class Mail to USA and
Canada; $6.00 per item for Air Mail outside USA and Canada. Dealer inquiries invited.

Data Base Decisions 0 14 Bonnie Lane I Atlanta, GA 30328 0 404/256—3 860
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Hayes. Leading the way

With quality telecomputing
systems for thepersonal
computers that businesses

use most.

When it comes to communicating—

computer to com uter—Hayes says it
best. All ou nee is a Hayes Smartmodem it's like a telephone for our
computer) and Smartcom HT“ so are,
to get you into all the right places.
In no time at all, and with no assistance at all, you can create, send and
store ﬁles, and automatically log on to

information services. The communication possibilities are endless!

Introducing ournew Smartcom II.
More connection capabilities.
More convenience.

Smartcom II continues to maximize the

outstan '

capabilities of Smartrnodem.

And it still elps your computer and
Smartmodem work together. smoothly

and effortlessly. But now Hayes goes
even further to streamline your commu-

nications and optimize your connections.

Smartcom 11 software is currently

available for more than 12 personal

computers (with even more to come).
That means you can communicate.
Smartcom to Smartcom, with an IBM PC.
DEC Rainbow 100, HP 150. TI Professional Computer* and others.
And that’s not all! Smartcom II also
emulates the DEC* VTIOO and VT52
terminals, now in Widespread use in
many businesses. This feature lets your
personal computer "pretend" it's a DEC
terminal. opening the door to a vast
installed base of DEC minicomputers!
We stand on protocol.

In addition to the popular Hayes
Veriﬁcation protocol, the new Smartcom 11 also includes the XMODEM

protocol. ensuring accurate transmission to a wide range of personal com—
puters and mainframes at information

“When IgOt this computer

Ithought my robIems‘Wer
over Then it awned _ ‘
. on me Ineeded to talk
.
f to the PCin sales and
the T1 in accounting“ * "" '
What I needed was the _

right modem and

software, so I went .
with the 1‘ Her!”

services. By matching the protocol (or

“language") of a remote computer to
yours. Smartcom II can transmit informa—
tion error-free, regardless of interference
on the phone lines.
fburﬂags telecomputings stem
war —totally unatten ed.

Smartcom 11 makes telecomputing

siréilple, even when you’re not there.

It ows your Smarimodem to receive
a message for you when you’re out.

and leave it on our disk or printer.
And you can te Smartcom II to “save"
the messages you’ve created during
the day. and automatically send them
at night, when phone rates are lowest.

Getyourhands on the [cadet
With an uns assed record of relia-

bility. it's a sma wonder Smartmodem
is such a smart buy! Smartrnodem 300m

,

(the first of the Smarimodem series)
dials, answers and disconnects calls
automatically. Smartmodem 1200TM and
Smartmodem IZOOBTM (it plugs into an
expansion slot inside an IBM PC or
compatible). provide high-speed, high-

performance communications for businesses of all sizes.

And, when Smartmodem is urchased
with Smartcom II. you have e most
dependable telecompuﬁn system

available for your personal corn uter.
Everything we do at Hayes is esigned

V
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to make communications easier for you.

Feature-rich, direct connect modems.

Menu-driven software. Concise docu-

mentation. And a customer service

organization, second to none!
See your dealer right now for a handson demonstration of Smartmodem and

our latest version of Smartcom II. From

the telecomputing leader. Hayes.
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Hayes Microconglll/iﬂter Products, Inc.
5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Norcross. Georgia 30092. 404/441—1617.
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Smartcom ll, Smartmodem 300, Smart-modem 1200 and Smartmodem 120013 are trademarks of Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc. “'Il'ademarks of International Business Machines Corp, Digital
Equipment Corporation. Hewlett-Packard and Thus Instruments. @1984 Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc.

PC BRA NDWHAS UNBEATA 31.5
C has rapidly become the language of

choice for serious software devel-

opers. The language of maximum
portability across the spectrum of
today’s personal computers. The

language which will most rapidly adapt

to tomorrow’s machines. The companion
language to UnixTM, the operating
system destined for predominance.
Major companies such as Microsoft and
Micropro know this. They have switched
to C for their applications development.

How ready are you for the future?

PC Brand has the complete line of
today’s finest professional C tools. Not
just the finest compiler, but libraries for
graphics and screen design, overlay
linkers, and program editors acclaimed
as the best of their kind. It is a complete
workshop of craftsman's tools which will
turn you into a C professional in a hurry;
capital equipment which will pay back
your investment many times over.
Take the time to read this advertise—
ment. You are sure to see the competitive edge these products will deliver.

LATTICE C

The Preeminent 16-bit C Compiler
Y on can find a more economic way to
learn C, but if your interest is
program development, Lattice CTM is the

unparalleled choice. Byte said "the

Lattice C compiler produces remarkable code . . .outstanding in terms of
both execution speed and code compactness". After reviewing nine

compilers for the PC, the PC Tech journa]

unequivocally declared Lattice C “best
for software development. . .it compiles
fast and produces fast programs".
Lattice C is a full implementation of
Kernighan and Ritchie, not a subset, and
even offers extra features such as nested
comments, 39-character variable names
and extra compile time checks for some
of C's subtler errors. The compiler
comes with a full library of I/O routines
which implement under MSW—DOS most
of the Unix—compatible standards
described by Kernighan and Ritchie.

HALO

A Spectacular Graphics Extension to Lattice C

PMATE

aloTM will astound you. It provides a
complete library of graphic func—
tions which can be linked with your Lattice programs to create full-color charts,
graphs, simulations, even animation.

mate was designed for program—
mers. We’ll wager that you cannot
find a programmer who has discovered
Pmate and moved on to something else.
Pmate is a full screen editor with ten

disposal, including plot, line, arc, box,
circle, plus single commands to produce
bar graphs and pie charts. Pattern-fill
and dithering commands give your
graphics impressive texture and color
mixes, rubber-banding draws shapes for
interactive users, area moves produce
animation, fill and ﬂood commands paint
areas. The newest version allows you to
define your own world coordinate

The Prog'ranuner’s
Word Processor

auxiliary buffers for squirreling away

pieces of text until needed. It uses single
key commands to move the cursor, or
text, or insert or delete, or rescue several thousand characters of deleted text.
It has a format mode for tab setting or
wraparound and shaping when it's time
to write documentation. Pmate lets you
assign chains of commands or strings of
text to single keys: one keystroke could set
up the entire shell of a new C function,
for example.
Pmate has variables, if—then state—
ments, loops. It calculates, and converts
decimal to hex to binary and back. You
can write compact programs (called
“macros”) to delete comments, for example, or check syntax, or process long
sequences of commands. Macros can a1phabetize lists. do row and column math,
perform a series of operations on multiple files, even summon other macros.
Put another way, Pmate is a text editor
with its own built—in interpretive language. A language you can use to completely customize this text editor to your
fancy. Possibly the most artful, ingenious
program you have ever seen.
Product Code: 80600
Suggested Retail: $225.00

Our Price:

s175.00

Over 100 commandsare at your

scheme, divide the screen into

“viewports” (windows), and scale
graphic figures automatically.
It’s a long list of capabilities which
make for an extraordinarily powerful
product. In fact, Halo is so good that
manufacturers of graphics boards and
systems are adopting it as a standard
graphics language. So it can bridge your
application to other systems. CAD—CAM
developers. especially, have embraced
its device-independent approach for
maximal portability.
Halo is a dazzling demonstration of
why C has become the language of
choice among programming profes—
sionals: its function library architecture
means you can tremendously enhance
your firepower by acquiring libraries of
software like Halo with dramatic
economy of time and money.
Requires IBM monochrome or color
graphics card or equivalents.
Product Code: 30300
Suggested Price: $200.00

Our Price:
S 125 .00

Lattice C runs on Virtually any computer using an 8086 or 8088 microprocessor, and we carry two versions for either
PC—DOSTM or CP/M-86TM. Create your
source files with any word processor or
text editor like Edlin or our PmateTM and
Lattice C will compile them into Intel
8086 object module format ready for
linking with other modules by linkers
such as DOS' Link or our Plink86TM.
Lattice C offers a choice of four memory models which allow the program
designer to choose the right combination
of efficiency and size for an application:
a range between 64K and a full megabyte for program and data area size.
The documentation, which Byte says
“sets such a high standard of excellence
that others don't even come close",
features sample source programs and
covers the interface to assembly
language and machine dependencies.
C's structured approach encourages
development of tight, fail-safe functions
which can be counted on to return
reliable results every time. Local
variables unknown outside of functions
to safeguard against collision. Extremely
powerful nested expressions which
produce elegant, concise code.
Requires 128K RAM.
For PC-DOS: Product Code: 50100
For CP/M—86: Product Code: 80120 Our Price:
$ 295 .00
Suggested Price: $500.00

PLIN'K86

OverlayLinkage to Expand
oftware is becoming ever more
sophisticated, which means more
complex programs requiring large

chunks of memory. But if you use extra

memory, if you count on users to have
expanded RAM, you will forego sales to
those who do not.
Plink86 is the answer. It takes on the
job of shoe-homing large programs into
small memory. First, Plink86 acts as an
alternative to DOS’ Link. For a language
like C which encourages design of sep—
arately compiled object modules in the
Microsoft relocatable format, Plink86
pulls modules together into single compiled programs. But P1ink86's overlay
power is What has gained it a reputation
as a miracle worker. It binds into the
compiled program its overlay manager
which knows how to swap modules of
your large linked program between disk
and memory, so that each can temporarily occupy the same memory space.
Unlike other linkers, the overlay
manager acts on its own, needing no
calls from the source program. Instead,
Plink86’s straightforward overlay
description language allows you to
describe your overlay structure in one
place in your program — a structure

VALUES FOR ’C" PROFESSIONALS
Equip Your Workbench with Our
Precision Qualify Cmﬂsmon” Tools

All products operate on the IBM PC or
PC/XT under PC-DOS and require no
more than 64K of RAM unless indicated.

C-FOOD SMORGASBORD

A Menu ofDitﬁcuIt to Prepare C Functions
C is a language of function libraries:
sturdy routines which your
application can effortlessly reference to
get the job done. But someone has to
write them. It would take months to
concoct and perfect the complex and
useful servings which have been
prepared for you and thoroughly tested
in C Food SmorgasbordTM.
Decimal Arithmetic: Functions to
perform operations on binary-coded
decimal (BCD) numbers of up to sixteen
significant digits. Includes trigonometric
and logarithmic functions, powers,
conversions to strings, and much more.
Level 0 I/O Functions: Enable you to
perform direct I/O operations for
screen, keyboard, printer, and
asynchronous port with no dependence
on higher I/O functions to minimize
memory usage and maximize speed.
IBMTM PC BIOS Interface Access:
Allows you to get at the basic I/O
services in the ROM BIOS not available
through the normal operating system to
get and set the video mode, cursor
position, color and screen attributes,

Prices, terms and specifications
subject to change without notice.

keyboard shift, scrolling, printer channel
and port status.
TIP, the terminal independence
package: Lets you easily move programs
to computers with different types of
terminals.
There is a basket of delicacies beyond
this brief list; a cornucopia to sample,
any one of which will save valuable time
and pay back far more than C—Food
Smorgasbord’s overall price.
Product Code: SOZOO
Our Price:
Suggested Price: $150.00

s1.15.00

ments, provided your applications are not

wholly or substantially replications of the
products themselves.
Unix: TM Bell Laboratories / Lattice C and C—F‘ood
Smorgasbord: TM Lattice Inc. / MS: TM Microsoft Inc.
/ Halo: TM Media Cybernetics / IBM: TM
international Business Machines / FloatB’Z: TM
Microfloat / Panel: TM Roundhill Computer Systems
Ltd. / Plink86 and Pmate: TM Phoenix Software /
CP/M-86: TM Digital Research

Are You Still Coding Hand-Made Data Entry Smarts?

and retrieval products without any

the comprehensive code today's users
programming.
have come to expect without sacrifices to
Panel routines are powerful. Unlike so
memory constraints.
many programs which make error
Our Price:
Product Code: S0500
correction difficult once a field is
Suggested Price: $395.00
departed, Panel gives the user full field-

s315_oo
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You won’t find an offer like this
elsewhere: Exceptional prices
and software fully supported by a
knowledgeable staff specializing
in 'C‘ and companion tools.
© 1984 PC Brand

You may freely use these products to
create software applications for resale
without additional licenses or royalty pay—

PANEL

esigning custom screens is intricate,
time—consuming, and costly. It can
make you the loser in competitive
bidding. It can add weeks. even months
to bringing your product to market.
But not when you use PanelTM. Put
Panel to work and you hire a superpro—
grammer for the minimum wage. Telling
Panel your screen design is like using a
word processor. You can add, move,
copy, delete, and reshape fields with
single key commands. The result?
Finished C program code with field
YourArt ofthe Possible
descriptors, color and highlighting, input
permitting up to 4,095 overlays stacked
editing by type of field, help keys, and
32 deep. And you don’t have to re—
warning messages.
structure.
the
compile to rearrange
Panel can also create a terminal
Plink86 is a two pass linkage editor. On selection program customized for your
the first reading it determines all modapplication, and gives you a utility to
ules which need loading, to insure
quickly test your finished screens. It
memory
greater ﬂexibility in assigning
even includes a multi—key data file
segment addresses before the disk file
maintenance program which interacts
is created on the second pass. It can
with the screen you design. All the tools
even sub-divide its linked output into
you need to generate code for the
multiple files for programs which must
trickier aspects of your application, or
span more than one disk.
even to create stand alone data entry

But most of all it sets you free to write

Prices do not include shipping and

handling.

PC Brand and Craftsman
are trademarks of PC Brand.

to-field movement for editing, and
overtype or insert/delete within fields.
A truly superior productivity tool
every developer should have.

Product Code: 80400
Suggested Price: $295.00

Our Price:

$235.00

FLOAT-87

Software Support for

the 8087Math Chip

F loat—87T101 is a library of ﬂoating—point
math routines which are merged into
a Lattice C interface library. The routines handle all arithmetic functions and
the most frequently used transcendental
or trigonometric functions, and pass all
numbers to the 8087 to take advantage of
its 80-bit data format.
Putting Float—87 to work with an 8087
can increase the speed of floating—point
calculations by 40 times or more — and
with greatly expanded accuracy. If you
or your customers have an Intel 808?
math processor chip on board, this
software will switch on its afterburners.
Product Code: 80700
Suggested Retail: $125.00

Our Price:
$100.00

1-800-PC BRAND
That’s l—(800) 722—7263. In NY State call (212) 410—4001.
Charge your purchase to MasterCard or Visa.
Or mail your order and check to
PC Brand, PO. Box 474, New York. NY. 10028

AUGIE HANSEN

Ten communications packages that allow the
IBM PC to emulate popular terminals
y family and I recently returned home from a weeklong Visit in Florida at the ”Temple
of Tall Tales and Technology.” My
daughter, who is slightly more than

her ordinary life at home will seem

like sensory deprivation.

I was intrigued by the myriad

impersonators and impostors we saw
and heard: Audio-Animatrons, pup-

a year old, has a Whole new perception of reality. To her, I’m sure, a

pets, ﬁberglass models, and people

trying to separate a world-famous

sonators in the microcomputer

typical afternoon now includes leap—
ing through hyperspace to Mars,
rodent from his nose, and dancing
with an overgrown duck (Donald’s
50 years old this year). In contrast,

decked out in animal suits, all pre-

tending to be something they’re not.
This article examines some imperAugie Hansen is a programmer for a major
telecommunications company. He wrote

Chrome Ranger, a game for the IBM PC.

MIMICRY
world: communications packages
that include terminal emulation
among their capabilities.
Recently I’ve been calling such
packages by a new name, which
was an unwitting creation of Carole
Autenzio, PC Tech Journal’s edito-

rial assistant. She got tired of saying
”terminal emulators" during our
frequent conversations and subcon-

sciously shortened the phrase to
”termulators”; I’ve been using that
marvelous contraction ever since.
Each of these ”termulators" can
make the IBM PC masquerade as a

Relay. In addition, I’ve included
information about a free program
called SIMTERM that also does terminal emulation and is supplied
with complete Pascal and assembly
language source code.
I selected these terminal emulators for review because they mimic
one or more of the widely used
video terminals on the market.
Most of the communications programs now on the market claim to
emulate a “dumb" terminal, deﬁned
as a terminal that sends everything
typed on the keyboard to the re-

bilities and compare them to the
real McCoys. Most of them do a decent job; some are superb.

Types of Terminals

Like people, terminals are not all

created equal in appearance, intelli-

gence, or station in life. The diversity is astounding. Broadly speaking,
there are dumb terminals and intelligent terminals. Some manufacturers
use the term smart to mean a me-

Table 1: Summary of Terminal Emulations

TI 940
*4

£4

Custom

DEC
£4

VTlOO/VTSZ

TVI 910/920-series

K:

Crosstalk XVI

»<

Coramuniqueg - '

~<

IBM 3101

Esprit
Hazeltine

Regent
ADDS

PROGRAM NAME

LSI

ADM3a

EMULATED TERMINAL TYPE

- «:‘diréiztcOnnecti‘
IBM 3101 Emulation

"Théilm
_ pe,risoriator
I.
OmnitermZ

SIMTERM

Relay

terminal of at least one well-known

model. Some can do as many as six
impersonations, which qualiﬁes
them for the terminal emulator

mote computer and dumps everything received to the console. This
article examines emulations that are

considerably more sophisticated,

equivalent of the Rich Little act—
alike award. One package even calls

giving the user control over screen
displays and possessing the ability to

IBM 3101 Emulation Program, and

special functions.
Table 1 shows at a glance
which terminals each of the tested
programs claims to emulate. I examine each program’s emulation capa-

itself the Impersonator.
The other programs reviewed
are OmnitermZ, PC/InterComm,
direct.connect, Crosstalk XVI,
SmarTerm 100, Communique, the
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interpret keyboard commands and

dium level of intelligence, brighter
than dumb but not as bright as intelligent. Others use smart and intelligent synonomously.
Dumb Terminals. It was not
too many years ago that dumb
terminals were not considered so

dumb—they were the only game in

town. In comparison to many termi-

nals today, however, a typical dumb
terminal can do very few things. In
addition to displaying the next re-

ceived character at the current cursor or head position, most dumb ter-

minals can interpret a few ASCII

control characters called format ef-

fectors to do backspace, form feed,
line feed, tab, and other formatting
PC TECH JOURNAL

operations typical of simple character-by-character hard-copy printers.
Many of today’s video terminals
are essentially dumb terminals with
cathode-ray tubes (CRTs) instead of
print heads and paper. These are

Try this as a starting point for
further discussion. A smart or intelligent terminal earns its higher IQ
rating based upon how well it does
the following tasks (in addition to

editing): manipulating data; rangechecking and validation, blocking,
compressing, and storing data,- calculating; searching; communicating,

including transferring ﬁles; print-

ing; and more. An intelligent terminal is, in essence, a special-purpose

computer system.
The bibliography cites some

documents that try to deﬁne what

an intelligent terminal is, with

varying degrees of success. My as-

often called glass TTYs in honor of

their close operational resemblance
to older printing Teletype ma-

VT100-series Emulations

new meaning these days—Teletype

cursor position, set video attributes,

insert and delete characters or lines,
clear the screen, and protect dataentry ﬁelds. By themselves, in my

view, these editing capabilities do

not qualify the terminal to be considered smart or intelligent.
Of course, that’s a debatable
stand. There is really no consensus

on what separates the morons from

the merit scholars among terminals.
I conducted an informal poll of

about 30 programmers, hardware

designers, and marketers. Most
agreed that an ADM3a is a dumb
terminal. Beyond that, there was little agreement on anything.
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systems keep a database of terminal
capabilities, so that if the user is
running a full-screen editor application, and the host knows he is using
a VTIOO terminal, the host can interpret special keyboard functions
and can manage the screen effectively. In other situations, the editor
may be in the terminal’s memory,
thus completely off-loading from
the host any interactions during the
editing session.
The following material is a
summary of my tests and evaluations of terminal emulation programs for the IBM PC that try to
fool a host computer into thinking
the communicating machine is one
of the popular terminals listed.
Digital Equipment Corporation has
sold large numbers of VTlOO terminals throughout the world. This terminal has two things going for it: it

chines. (The term TTY is taking on

is making some intelligent video
terminals that don’t look and act at
all like their clanky ancestors.)
Smart and Intelligent
Terminals. Generally speaking,
an intelligent terminal is one that
has local memory, some processing
power, and peripheral interfaces to
permit it to do tasks normally done
by a host computer.
Many terminals use control (escape) sequences to set and report the

the host computer doesn’t know

how to interact with it. Many minicomputer and mainframe operating

incorporates a VT52 mode so that

the large base of existing software

sertion above is most in line with
the description given in Intelligent
Terminals: Functions, Speciﬁcations,
and Applications (Bernstein and
Kashar, 1978).

Terminal Emulation

The ability to emulate terminals is

important when the user is commu-

nicating with hosts that run full-

screen editors, spread-sheets, and

other programs that require tight
control over what goes where on
the screen. Some dumb terminals
are marginally useful for such tasks

but put a tremendous burden on the

host computer. Others— those that
lack cursor addressing— are virtually useless for such purposes.
Giving the terminal some
”brains” solves some of the problems. It is of little value, however,
to add intelligence to a terminal if

for that popular terminal can be run
without change,- and it was the ﬁrst
to conform, in a manner of speaking, to the ANSI standards for terminal devices. For a long time, it

was one of only a few terminal

types to do so. (See the sidebar on

ANSI standards for terminals.)

The VTlOO implements only a
subset of the ANSI standard func-
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Table 2: Comparison of VT100 Emulators and VT100 Terminal
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Each of these products uses

color on displays that support it.

PC/InterComm allows the user to
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during execution. All the others use
the monitor that was the default at
the time the program was loaded.
SmarTerm 100 will handle the 132-
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No
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LED Display 7_

l
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5,

Comm implement the reverse video
screen mode of operation perfectly.
SmarTerm handles the mode accept-

[3]

Yes

VT102/132 Extensions

fornia Computer Systems.
Crosstalk XVI and PC/Inter—

,

Yes

Reverse-screen Mode

Settable Tabs

column screen with a SuperVision
display adapter board made by Cali-
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Cursor Type UL/Block Select

'E

perform some VT100 functions as a

ably from the set-up form but not

No, No, No

Response to "What Are You?"I

muniqué, and SmarTermlOO add
the editing features of the VTIOZ or
VT 1 32 terminal — insert/delete
character and line, and replace
(overstrike) mode— that are missing
from the basic VT100.
All of the packages tested fail to

when under control of the host
computer. It is necessary for a clearscreen command to be sent to make

TerminalSetupgScreen Forms;

Relay

grams tested claims to do the
double-high and double-wide line
displays, but PC/InterComm simulates them by spacing displayed
lines horizontally and vertically.

VT 100
TERMINAL
FEATURES

SmarTerm

set-up operations. None of the pro-

Crosstalk

programs also emulate the VT100

PC/InterComm

incorporate a VTSZ mode. The

SmarTerm 100 and PC/InterComm

Omnitermz

XVI

tested that have a VT100 emulation

Communiqué

EMULATOR PROGRAM

Impersonator

tions, and it adds many ”DEC Private” functions that are not part of
the standards. It is, however, one of
the most popular terminals ever produced, so emulating it is sensible.
Table 2 is a summary of VT100
emulators and the features each supports. Virtually all of the programs

Yes

“

Yes

are not possible.)

No

No Yes No No ‘Yes Yes No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

NOP-No Options,- AVO-Adv. Video Option; GPO-Graphics Processor
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Requires SuperVision display adapter card.
<Shift> + <arrow> required to move cursor.
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the mode take effect, and doing that
makes the user lose the context of

the work in progress.

The other programs do not
emulate the reverse-video screen,

although they can be tricked into it
if the user sends the SGR 7 mode
command (Select Graphic Rendition—reverse video) and a clear-

screen command. I think the re-

verse-video screen looks garish, but
a lot of people seem to like it.
All of the programs send the
DEC sequences assigned to the PFIPF4 function keys, using the IBM
PC function keys Fl—F4 to do so.
The remaining function keys (F5F10) and their Shift, Alt—, and Ctrlkey alter egos are used for cursor

positioning and switching contexts

Within the communications program. They usually may be assigned
to any purposes the user desires, as
long as that purpose is within the
capabilities of the hardware. Only
Relay is an exception in this regard.

It uses the Alt—F1 through Alt-F4
sequences to simulate the VTlOO’s

PFl-PF4 keys (because F1-F4 are permanently assigned to other tasks).

IBM 3101 Emulations

In a dramatic departure from the
IBM world of computer communications, in which EBCDIC reigns
supreme, IBM introduced the 3101

local modes. The IBM program

modiﬁes some functions, such as Set
Control, to exclude control-code bits
that are not necessary. The Set Con-

trol function is not necessary by the
other programs because they do not
implement block mode. None of the
programs supports any foreignlanguage features.
Table 3 is a summary of the
IBM 3101 emulators tested. Except
for the IBM program, which implements some of the block mode features, the programs are nearly the

same from an operational perspective. The Impersonator is much the
easiest of these programs to use.

TeleVideo 910/920 series
Emulations

TeleVideo has been producing
smart terminals for a number of
years and has recently moved into

11 its efforts to keep the

cost low, TeleVr'deo
made one design decision I wish it hadn’t.- the
company used a Video
memory that is only 1,920
bytes small and a braindamaged Video controller.

ASCII terminal. (The PC is also an
ASCII-oriented device.) The 3101 is
a lovely terminal in many ways. It

has a ﬁne ”Selectric-style” key—
board, a screen that is easy on the
eyes, and some nice terminal features—all in all an attractive pack—
age. Most of the terminal options

are chosen through set—up switches

that are accessible to the user.
IBM sells a 3101 emulation
package for the PC and XT that
comes as close to the real thing as
one could expect given the hard—
ware differences between the ma-

chines. It is obviously the reference

program for this comparison.

None of the 3101 emulators
allows the use of transparent and
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bytes in the PC’s display memory
for one screenful of characters and
attributes. Each even byte in the
PC’s display memory holds a character code (one of 265) and each odd
byte holds the video attribute of its
corresponding character.
To control the video attributes

on its screens, TeleVideo uses what

have been dubbed "magic cookies”
in display memory. No, these are
not brownies laced with a controlled substance; they are bytes of
display memory that hold special
codes to set video attributes. These
attributes have effect from the time
they are ﬁrst set until they are
cleared. The bytes used for this are
effectively stolen from the bytes
otherwise used to store displayable
characters. To work with display
memories that use ”magic cookies,”
programmers must go through all
kinds of gyrations to write code that
can manage screen displays correctly. Programs that emulate Tele-

Video terminals need to account for
this difference in display memory

implementation.
An example of the differences
that must be considered in writing
an emulation program is the way
the functions that clear to the end
of a line are implemented. The
TeleVideo terminal allows two
methods: the erased characters can
be converted either to spaces or to

the microcomputer ﬁeld as well.

The company’s terminals have always been packed with many features for the money. As a user of

terminals, I appreciate the pains taken by TeleVideo to provide a high

degree of ”functionality," especially
in the area of video attributes and

control capabilities.
In its efforts to keep the cost
low, TeleVideo made one design de-

cision I wish it hadn’t: the company
used a video memory that is only
1,920 bytes small and a brain-dam—

aged video controller. That memory
size contrasts poorly with the 4K

nulls. The emulations treat both
methods identically and just pad the
memory buffer with spaces in the
prevailing attribute.
The Impersonator and Crosstalk
XVI provide TVI910/920-series
emulations. Again, Crosstalk provides a prepackaged set-up that cannot be modiﬁed. It combines the
features of the 910 and 920 terminals. The Impersonator implements
most of the features of the 912 ter-

minal. For all the purposes I found
for using this terminal emulation,

the two programs are nearly identi-

cal. On systems that have databases
of terminal capabilities, specify the
tvi912c entry—it seems to be op-
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Table 3: Comparison of IBM 3101 Terminal
and Emulators

EMULATOR PROGRAM

3101 TERMINAL
FEATURES

IBM

The Impersonator (Model 10)

Communique (Model 10)

They’re found everywhere, and they continue to serve
even when old and tarnished. About ﬁve years ago I
walked into a computer facility that had just received

Set Tab
Clear Tab

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Neither the Impersonator nor Crosstalk XVI

XVI (Model 10)

implements the block and protect mode operations
available with the 910/920 series. Also, neither speciﬁcally sets up the function keys of the 920 terminal.
Crosstalk allows the user to customize the IBM function keys; the Impersonator avoids the problem by simply not claiming to emulate a 920. Special editing, function, and transmission keys are primarily what distin-

guish the 920 from the 912.

The LSI ADM3a terminals are a bit like pennies.

Back Tab [B]
Start Field [B]
Read Cursor Address

—
—
Yes

3101

Lear Seigler ADM3a Emulations

Crosstalk

when these programs are used with screen editors and
similarly demanding applications programs. Be sure to
specify the ”c” sufﬁx, because early TeleVideo terminals were incredibly slow at certain operations, such as
scrolling the screen up, and they required lots of padding to accommodate their sluggishness.

Emul. Pgm. (Model 20)

timum for both the Impersonator and Crosstalk XVI

Yes
Yes
Yes

—
—
Yes

—
——
Yes

about a hundred of these light-blue-encased, one-eyed
monsters; they were arrayed, rank and ﬁle, like a small
army awaiting orders. I felt lucky to escape unscathed

Set Control

No

Yes

No

No

of them ever since that encounter. Of course, they are

Cursor Motion Control
Codes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cursor Home
Erase to EOF/EOL
Erase to EOS
Erase Input

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

—

Yes

—

Delete Char. [B]
Cancel [20]
Print Line [20]

—
—
—

Yes
U]
U]

Print Page [20]
Set Buffer Address
Set Cursor Address

——
Yes
Yes

Yes

and have had a hard time feeling comfortable using one

very dumb and rather slow, which may also play a part
in causing me to feel as I do. Despite these drawbacks,
the ADMSa has been a workhorse in the computer industry for years, and many programs will run on these
terminals easily.

Three of the programs reviewed include an
ADM3a emulation. The directconnect program and

SIMTERM, at least in their current versions, emulate
nothing else. The Impersonator also pays homage to

this electronics beast of burden burden.

There is nothing particularly tricky about the LSI

ADMSa terminal or any of its emulators. Aside from allowing the user to clear the screen, position the cursor,
and perform a few other functions, the terminal basically behaves just as a printing terminal does, except that
it uses a CRT screen instead of paper. All of the emula-

tions worked as they should while running editors and

other programs that required, as a minimum, cursor
positioning.

Miscellaneous Emulations

Time did not permit testing of the remaining three
emulations. The creators of the Impersonator state that
it can pretend to be a Hazeltine Esprit, a rather nice
video terminal that is ﬁnding its way into computer facilities and ofﬁces. Crosstalk, in addition to the emulations already described, is supposed to be able to func-

tion as an ADDS Viewpoint and as a T1 940 terminal.
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Read Buffer [B]

Write Send Mark [20]

Clear All

Insert Line [B]

—

-—

Yes

—
-

Delete Line [B]
Insert Char. [B]

—

Print Message [20]

Insert Cursor
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Unlock Keyboard
Function Keys (PFl—PFB)
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Lock Keyboard

Transparent Mode
Block/Char. Mode Select
Norm/Trans/Prgm Mode
Select
Erase Keys (4) Simulated

Cursor Motion Keys
Enabled
Local Mode Operation
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D]
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—

—
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—
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—
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—
—
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—
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—
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[B] —) Block mode only

[20]—, Model 20 only
[*] —. Some bits always set or ignored

U] —» Not supported
[%] —» Canadian French not supported

— —» Not applicable
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Custom Emulations

Two of the emulator programs— the
Impersonator and OmnitermZ— will
permit users to extend their capabilities'if they dare or are pressed hard
enough to try. These programs
make extensive use of input and
output ﬁltering and translations to
do their emulations. Both emulators
make those capabilities available to
the user through the use of various
menus and work screens.
The concept is deceptively simple: every key press sends a code
that can be passed through unmodiﬁed or captured and translated into
a local action or a sequence of codes

to be sent out. Similarly, a character

being received may be passed or
converted. Even patterns may be

captured and translated. With a programming language of decision
statements and actions, it is possible
to do many interesting emulations.

Of the two packages, the Impersonator is far more sophisticated in
the way it handles the preparation

of emulations and in the breadth of
its capabilities. More features are
also being added. Owners of the current version will be treated to a free
update that will speed up some op—
erations and increase the ﬂexibility
of the actions that can be taken,
making possible more block-mode
emulations and other extensions.

Figure I shows a work screen
from the Impersonator that exempliﬁes the clean method used to display and modify translation tables
and other conﬁgurable elements.
Users who decide to ”roll their
own” emulations should be prepared to do much experimenting
and to pad their walls with some—
thing soft; there are many subtle
interactions and ”gotchas” lurking
about in terminals.

Conclusions

Besides the terminal-emulation
aspects, these programs also have
other general communications capa—
bilities; I did not, however test any

of these features. In each case, a full
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set of capabilities—including ﬁle
transfers, local printing, and general

access to bulletin boards and infor—

mation services— is promised.
On the whole, the quality of
the documentation provided ranges
from good to excellent. The manual
provided with the Impersonator is
complete and nicely produced, but

it needs better organization in some
areas and better coverage of the

emulations that are provided. The
direct.connect package has wellwritten documentation that beneﬁts
from tabbed section dividers. The
documents that accompany

PC/InterComm and IBM 3101 Emulation Program are the most thor~

On the basis of VTlOO-series

emulations alone, I’d choose either
PC/InterComm or SmarTerm 100.

For users who need a range of
general-purpose emulations and the
potential to expand to others essentially at will, the Impersonator
looks hard to beat.
For overall versatility and general use, Crosstalk and OmnitermZ

are both strong contenders, but
don’t rule out any of these programs. Competition in the ﬁeld of

Photo 1: The Impersonator

Displaying :1 Work Screen
Used to Set Up Translations.

ough in describing what their programs do. PC/Intercom’s manual is

neat and well written, but the type

size may be a bit small for old eyes.

Communique is a new product,

and its lack of maturity shows

clearly when it is compared with

some older products. It has good

potential, particularly for use in a

UNIX environment in which the

extra tools provided with the pack—

age aid in handling multiple ﬁle
transfers and other functions. Its
documentation is currently in a
comb—bound booklet that has the
look of UNIX documentation. It
measures 81/2 inches by 11 inches,
unlike all-the others, which come
in the familiar half—size format.
Only one of the programs
tested, SmarTerm 100, is copy protected. All the others may be
backed up freely and placed on hard
disks. Persoft provides two complete

copies of the program diskette, and
each may be used once to transfer
needed ﬁles to a hard disk. If a registered user needs to update or re

terminal emulation is becoming so

ﬁerce that it is hard to ﬁnd a really
bad product. Of course, that situation is good for you and me.
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place a hard disk more than twice,
Persoft will describe how to do it. I

don’t like to see software of this
type copy protected because of the
inconvenience it causes end users.
To its credit, however, Persoft has

been helpful on the phone and has

tried to minimize the adverse effects
of copy protection.
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Corvus Systems’ Omninet can support a miscellaneous collection of
computers in the same network.
C orvus Systems’ Omninet is the grand old man of microcomputer net-

works. It began its electronic life by connecting Apple II and TRS-80
computers and has since evolved into the network community’s equivalent of the intergalactically renowned (at least to readers of Douglas Adams’
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy) babbleﬁsh.
Omninet is designed to interconnect a variety of microcomputers, all of

which can be running under different operating systems. When each computer

is provided with network hardware and drivers appropriate to the particular
machine, they are all able to share a central disk server, mass storage devices,
printers and other peripherals. PC Tech lournal has a Johnny One-Note variety
‘of microcomputers available for testing, and therefore we were able to evaluate
network performance only on IBM PCs.

SUSAN GLINERT-COLE AND IULIE ANDERSON

Cow/us
The operating systems that are
presently supported for the PC are

DOS 1.1, 2.0, and 2.1. Although
Omninet is written in UCSD Pascal,
no drivers are provided for either

computers— have individual trans-

porter boards installed to handle

communications; each board is set

to a unique address. As many as 64

mission line for trafﬁc. If the line is
idle, transmission proceeds. Otherwise a random delay count is generated, after which transmission is

the UCSD p-System or any version
of CP/M. Minimum requirements

for a user station are one disk drive

and 64K of memory. The station

used to generate the network system
and set up the server software needs
128K and one disk drive. Omninet
uses stand-alone disk servers for

sharing mass storage, and to imple—
ment spooling it uses either a separate print server, which can service
one parallel and two serial devices,
or an IBM PC with a printer.
Omninet is not inexpensive.
The server ranges in price from

$1,995 for a 5-megabyte disk to
$4,995 for a 45-megabyte disk. Each
station requires a transporter card
that costs $495. Print spooling and
back-up facilities run the price up

even more: the printer server is

$990 and the bank tape back-up
costs $2,195. Neither the trunk
cable nor the printer cable come
with the package.

The network is a CSMA system
and uses RS422 twisted-pair wire in

a linear bus conﬁguration for both
the trunk and drop cables. Connections between the drop and main
cables are made by means of trans-

devices can be linked together into

an Omninet system. The network
uses no interrupt or DMA channels,
it uses [/0 ports 248h to 24Bh.

The Omninet package provides
the services of the four lower layers
of the 180/081 protocol. The upper
three layers are supplied by Corvus

for each machine. Corvus reserves
the word Omninet for the lower
four protocol layers only and uses
the designation Constellation II to
mean the higher—level network software. We will refer to the entire
system as Omninet, because that
name is generally more familiar to
the computer community.
All transporter boards are iden—

tical in nature; no master network
controller is required. The transporter is responsible for generating
and receiving message acknowledg—

Table 1: Currently Supported Omninet Commands

again attempted. The process is repeated until the line is idle, or until

the number of retries exceeds the
limit set internally. Collision detection is not required.

From the host’s point of view,
the unit of transfer is a single message. To send a command to the
transporter, the host computer

formats a command vector in mem-

ory and sends the address of that

vector to the transporter. The trans—

porter converts the message into a

data packet by adding system infor-

mation and then converts the pack-

et to a synchronous serial bit stream

and sends it out over the network.

Currently, Omninet implements
seven commands (see table 1).

Only one message can be sent at

a time, but up to four can be received simultaneously. Four sockets

in the transporter are activated by a

unique vector that contains the
SETUP RECEIVE command; these

sockets thus operate independently.
Messages are split into a user-data

portion and a user-control portion,

and each is assigned its own host
computer memory buffer area by

the SETUP RECEIVE command for
that particular socket.
Network devices initiate com-

ceivers that are housed in small
plastic boxes. The length of the
trunk cable cannot exceed 4,000
feet. Network throughput speed is

one megabaud per second.
All of the devices on the net—
work— hard disks, print servers, and
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merits, retransmitting messages in

the absence of acknowledgments,

and detecting duplicate messages.

FILE OR MESSAGE TRANSFERS

When the transporter has a packet
ready to send, it checks the trans-

mands by sending 3 bytes, which
represent a 24—bit address, to the
local transporter. This address con-

tains the command vector, which
includes a command code, a result—
record address, and other information required to process the com-

mand. After the command has been
PC TECH JOURNAL

executed, the transporter signals the
host by altering the result record.
Computers that support interrupts
will generate one after the result

cables, and tap boxes. There are no
indices in some of the manuals, and
we often had three of them on our
laps simultaneously while attempting to diagnose a problem.

space, disk commands longer than

caused considerable installation
problems. One error was serious
enough to make installation impossible as described. A picture of the
address dip switches shows all the
switches UP as address 00. Unfortunately, this is backwards; all
switches UP should be address 63.

record has been modiﬁed.
Disk servers have limited buffer

4 bytes are sent in two parts. The

ﬁrst transfer sends the ﬁrst 4 bytes

of one disk command to the server.

The host computer waits for a
”G0” response from the server before it sends the rest of the com-

mand. The server can queue one re—
quest for each network device.
SYSTEM SET-UP

The hardware set—up for Omninet is
reasonably simple in concept: each

device in the network must have a
transporter board installed and set to

a unique address. Corvus devices,

such as the disk and utility servers,
come with the transporter hardware
already installed.

Each device is connected from

its transporter board to the trunk

cable by a drop cable and a trans-

ceiver (called a tap box). The drop

Several omissions and errors

When the system-generation pro-

gram asked for the address of the
server to be installed, it found no
server with address 00; the system
hung and had to be rebooted.
This problem would not have
been as serious if all of the switch

settings were consistently incorrect.
In fact, they were correctly described in some places (in the pamphlets for the transporter boards, for

example). The dip switch problem,
which plagued us
throughout
the installation,

OmniDrive Diagnostic Guide. As in
all of the hardware manuals, these

sections are organized in a ”paint-

by-number” scheme: follow each

step in the guides, and the installa-

tion is complete when all the numbers have been used up. This would
have been a satisfactory presentation

had everything gone smoothly.

When problems occurred, however,
it was less than satisfactory. There
are few, if any, problem-determination procedures other than ”Contact

your Corvus representative.”

The software comes on four
diskettes, three of which are the
p-System software kernel. The
fourth contains PC-DOS drivers and
the user-station software for managing volumes and performing print
spooling functions. Corvus maintains that the Omninet diskettes are
not copy protected, but we were unsuccessful in making back-ups for
two of the three p-System disks.
The system set—up and maintenance software is entirely menu

driven and simple to use. Once it

cable plugs into the tap box with a
jack, but the trunk cable attachment is a little trickier.

The outer shield of the
trunk cable must be
carefully stripped, so
as not to cut the in-

ner shielding, and the ‘ ‘
cable placed into two slots
in the tap box. It takes a ﬁne, steady
hand with a knife, razor blade, or
pair of wire strippers to accomplish
this. The bus must be terminated
with two resistors, which are not
included in the price of the network. (We got ours at Radio Shack
for 39 cents.)
The hardware documentation
is, for the most part, clearly written,

but it is not well organized. Each

device comes with its own manual;
another manual contains the instructions for installing the software, and the transporter boards

come with a separate pamphlet detailing the set—up of the boards,
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caused us to coin our Omninet Motto: What goes up, must be down.
The most irritating aspect of the
installation process was the lack
of meaningful error messages and,
in some cases, the absence of any
error messages at all. Although the
system does present error codes on

occasion, there was no table of error

messages in the documentation.

Also missing were several errata
sheets that were essential.
The main manual is divided

into four sections: system generation, system manager’s guide, network station user’s guide, and

was correctly installed, we had no

problem with the software.
Software installation is begun
by booting the system-generation
diskette, CORMSZI, and entering

the system password provided in the

manual. The initial menu presents

several choices: Initialize Drive,
Drive Management, Maintenance
Utilities, Conﬁgure System, List

Drives, and Help. All disk servers

on the network must be initialized
before installation can proceed.
When the drive initialization option

is selected, another menu appears
that asks the user to name the disk
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CORVUS
server, create a server password,
name the drive, and create a drive
password. The standard conﬁguration allows up to 512 users, 512 volumes, three computer types, and

of volumes are made when the user

is granted volume access.

Interestingly, the manual,
which contains an extensive walk-

through of the installation proce-

four Omninet disk servers. If these
parameters are not satisfactory, or if
Apple II computers will be part of

dure, grants the user access before
the user is actually created. The system doesn’t seem to care whether or

can be designated.
Once the drive(s) have been initialized, the Omninet software
copies system ﬁles from the ﬂoppy
disk drive to the Corvus Volume.
The entire process is well prompted
from clear menus and takes about
30 minutes. The system must be rebooted to continue the installation.
Selecting the Drive Manage-

Users are created with the User
Manager facility. They are assigned
a password, a home disk server, and

the network, other conﬁgurations

ment option at the main menu

brings up a second-level menu that
contains additional programs to
manage volumes, volume access,

users and devices, and operatingsystem boot environment. At this

point, volumes need to be created

for the network users. This is easily

done by choosing the Volume Manager option; another menu ﬂoats to
the top. Volumes are created with a

not the user really exists.

a boot operating system. For obvious

reasons, the user’s boot operating
system must agree with the volumes that have been mounted with
the access manager.
The creation of DOS 2.0 boot
disks for the user station involves
the process of copying the ﬁles on
the CORMSZ4 diskette to an MSDOS diskette that has been formatted with the system on it. A CONFIGSYS ﬁle on the boot disk must
contain this instruction:

For DOS 1.1, a custom BIOS

interface routine containing the

Corvus device driver is installed on
the disk server. The boot disk re-

ceives a modiﬁed boot record that
transfers control to that custom
BIOS routine.

The system is rebooted with the
user-station diskette, which presents
the CORVUS sign-on menu and
prompts for the user's password.
When it has been successfully entered, any AUTOEXECBAT ﬁle is
executed, and the familiar DOS
prompt appears. All mounted vol—
umes are accessible with drive letters beginning with the ﬁrst one
available after the local drives. For
example, if a host computer has two
ﬂoppies, a RAM disk, and a ﬁxed
disk, the ﬁrst network volume
would be mounted on drive E1.
Software set-up was easy (no dip

switches here). Because it is written

in p-System, however, the Omninet
software goes back to the disk to
load and initialize an overlay for
each menu selection. After only a
little while, the delays became irritating. Clearly, system installation is
not a frequently performed task, so

its duration is not a signiﬁcant factor; however, repetitive installations
induced by error conditions can

If other device drivers (such as a

make the process time-consuming,
although the system manager would
rarely spend several hours a day
with the set-up utilities.

RAM disk) are assigned to a drive

INFORMATION TRANSFER

precede the Corvus driver in the

print spooling, are implemented
with a pipe area. This is a special
volume, called PIPES, created in the
mass storage system. All users who

DEVICE = CORDRV.BIN

name, size, and operating system

type. Adding volumes is done by repetitively pressing a few keys until
the disk runs out of space, the user
runs out of patience, or all desired

volumes have been created.
Privacy protection in Omninet
is implemented by granting selected
access to a volume or volumes with
the Access Manager. Access can be
read-only or read/write. As many as

10 volumes can be automatically assigned to drive letters (called
mounting) when the user boots the
station software. These assignments
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letter, these device drivers should

CONFIGSYS ﬁle. This procedure

will mount all Corvus volumes on
drive letters following those of the
local MS-DOS device drivers.

File and message transfers, as well as

will be transferring information

PC TECH IOURNAL

must have access to this volume.
Once the volume is created, users
send ﬁles to the pipe area with the
name of the intended recipient,
which is designated as the pipe
name. The pipe name can be another user, a local printer, or a device, such as the print server.

Table 2: Benchmark Results

Files transmitted via pipes are a

convenient way of converting ﬁles
from one operating system format to
another. Information can be retrieved from PIPES by using the
DESPOOL program and naming the
pipe for which to search. Files that
are spooled to a print spooler are despooled automatically.
Internode spooling requires the
purchase of the Omninet print server or a PC with an attached printer.
Otherwise, users are limited to

spooling to local printers or to the
display. Although Corvus describes
the PIPES volume as a message center, it was awkward to use.

The SPOOL and DESPOOL programs default to PRINTER as the
name of the pipe to be used. Thus,
in order to send a ﬁle or a message
to another node, these programs

must be reconﬁgured to reﬂect the
change in pipe name. This change
is not saved, which requires the
sender or recipient to load the program and perform the change manually each time it is desired.
If a message is waiting in PIPES,
the recipient is not informed; he or
she must periodically check the volume for the correct pipe name. Al—
though the user can despool to the
printer, ﬁle, or console, the message
is gone forever and cannot be repeated once it has been despooled.
This would not be critical if
reasonable error checking were performed so that the recipient could
change a disk or close the drive
door. We despooled a message to a
full disk by accident: the message
was removed from the pipe by the
despooler and tossed away.
Corvus markets a separate electronic mail package called Omni-

Mail for use with the network. If
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message transfer is a priority for the
network, the extra expense should

be considered. (We did not receive

OmniMaiI in time for our review.)
One of the most pleasant fea-

tures of Omninet is its mass storage
tape backup, called the Bank. Tapes

are available in 100- or ZOO—megabyte capacities, and the software
provides elegant and ﬂexible options
for saving and restoring disk images
and volumes. Additionally, an entire drive can be copied to a second

drive, or a tape transferred to a second tape (assuming there is a second
Bank on the network).

PERFORMANCE

We tested OMNINET with six

small benchmark programs designed

to view network performance with
a heavy I/O load (see table 2). The
random-access test writes 50 records,

within a 1,000-record ﬁle, to 50

other records. Each record is 50

bytes long. The sequential-read test

reads 641 lines, each 50 bytes long,
within a 40,000—byte ﬁle. The se-

quential read/write test reads and

then writes 641 lines, each 50 bytes
long, to another ﬁle.
The dBASE II benchmarks used
200 records, each containing ﬁelds
for name, address, telephone number, and zip code. These records
were sorted on one key, indexed on

one key, and indexed on two keys.

The word processor benchmarks
were performed with WordStar and
WordPerfect, in conjunction with a
30,000-byte ﬁle.
The programs were run under
several different conditions, with
the OMNINET hardware always
in situ, except for the control tests
in the standard single-user PC-DOS
environment. The user-l unit was
an IBM PC with an expansion chas-

sis, 512K, a lO-megabyte ﬁxed disk,
and an IBM Graphics printer. The
user-2 machine was a PC with 256K

memory, without a printer.
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Corvus
First the single-user tests were

done on each unit, while the second
computer was idle. Next, the tests
were performed with both computers simultaneously running the
benchmarks from different volumes
on the disk server.
Under PC-DOS alone, the random access test took 6 seconds, the
sequential read/write test took 29

seconds, and the sequential read test
took 14 seconds. Performance in the
single-user situation did not decline
noticeably using the Omninet software. When two users performed
these tests simultaneously, bench-

marks that accessed the ﬁxed disk
showed some degradation, but in
general, the degradation Was neither
excessive nor particularly notice—

able. The Omninet software had a
similarly mild effect on the dBASE
II and word processor benchmarks.
Although the software is reasonably robust, it does have a few
quirks that range from irritating to

disastrous. Error checking on input
is lackadaisical. Often the system
will accept inaccurate information
without warning the user that it
will do so. When asked to remove a
volume, the volume manager does
not provide a warning message that

ﬁles are still present in the volume.
Omninet has few, if any, provisions for ﬁelding time-out errors. If
a device is unavailable, the com-

puter that is requesting transmission

hangs. Corvus intends to ﬁx this

problem in another release.

Users might feel somewhat iso-

lated within Omninet. There is no

way to ﬁnd out which devices are
hooked to which host computers or
to see who is on the network.
A more serious omission is the

lack of any provision for dynamic
disk, ﬁle, and record locking to pre—

vent data corruption in a multi-user
situation. All users are assumed to

be friendly to the network, but

there is no way, when accessing a
ﬁle, to ﬁnd out if someone else is

currently using it. Corvus implements semaphores for these facili—
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ties, and they are available to appli—
cation programmers who are writing

multi—user software to run on Omninet. However, dynamic locking at
several levels is now available on
many local area networks that do
not even require separate disk servers.

The Omninet protection
scheme is primitive: two passwords,

one for the system manager and one
for the disk server, will get a user

into the entire system. Privacy is
available only at the volume level.

Once a user has access to a volume,
he or she has access to every sub-

directory and ﬁle that is contained
therein. There is no way to write-

protect a single ﬁle or group of ﬁles
within a volume. Again, several
other networks offer more sophisticated privacy schemes. If privacy
and disk-data corruption are impor-

tant factors, purchasers of Omninet
will have to look to application programs to provide these facilities.
The installation problems aside,

Omninet is nicely designed and gen-

erally bug-free. The integration of
utility servers and mass storage
back—up provides a sense of unity to
the network hardware and software

environment. More signiﬁcant,
Omninet’s transparency and speed

are excellent. Revised documenta—
tion and well-implemented application software will augment what is
already a sturdy product, capable of
handling the network requirements
of a small business ofﬁce.
Omninet
Corvus Systems, Inc.
2100 Corvus Drive
San lose, CA 95124
408-559-7000
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Imagine your PC with
Apparat add-ons. Imagine
where it could take you.
Special values from the hard disk

experts. For example, imagine your IBM

PC or Portable PC with hard disk capability.

Apparat's external Hard Disk Subsystem

is completely compatible, running DOS
2.0 or 2.1 without modification or device

drivers. And now you can get more capac-

ity—22 and 53 MB formatted configura-

tions—for less money. 22 MB for $2,295,

55 MB for $2,995. Apparat also offers

internal or external 10 MB drives at simi-

larly low prices.

XT owners—trade in your 10 MB

drive for a larger Apparat hard disk
drive. Our 22 MB drive is $1,299, but

you pay just $899 with a tradeain of your

existing 10 MB drive. Our 33 MB drive is

just $1,799, but you pay just $1,399 when

you trade in your existing 10 MB drive.
Call the Apparat ordering hotline for
tradein details and shipping instructions.

TEAC or Panasonic ﬂoppies. These

half-height floppies are perfect for your

PC, PPC, or XT. Call for trade-in prices on
full-height floppies.
New 28 pin EPROM programmer.
NOW Apparat has a new Prom Blaster for

the PC. XT, PPC and Pe to program most

28 pin EPROMS (including the 2764, 128,
256), in addition to our original Prom

Blaster that programs most 24 pin EPROMS
...each $129. We also make an EPROM

cartridge for the Pe to accept your nel

programmed EPROMS.
PPC and Pe. Apparat has developed
new products for the IBM Portable PC.

Now available is a 256K RAM card and a
Combo card (P & S). Both fit the PPC short
slots. New for the Pe is a 128K RAM card
and a Combo jr card (P 8r clk). Both fit the

side attachment.
Other Apparat add-ons. RAM cards

for the PC and XT—64K $189, expandable
to 512K. COMBO II card for the PC and XT,

5 functions on one card—$189. CRAMBO
card for the PC piggybacks COMBO II on

64K RAM card—$559. 64K internal PRINT
SPOOLER with arallel interface— $299.

Stand-alone at 319.

Warranty. All Apparat manufactured
PC. boards sold afterjune 1, 1984 covered
by our exclusive lifetime limited warranty
covering parts and labor.

ﬁApporoilnc.

ADD ON AND ON AND ON AND ON AND ON
ORDERING AND DEALER
INFORMATION

800/ 52 5-7674

Prices subject to change without notice.

APPARAT TAKES YOUR PC TO NEW REALMS.
4401 South Tamarac Parkway, Denver, CO 80237—Customer Service 303/741—1778

Apparat retail outlets—DENVER: 4401 S. Tamarac Pkwy. 505/771-2032 - 5224 W. Warren Ave. 503/985»1217
CHICAGO: 1844 S. Arlington Heights Rd. 512/640-0322
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Mr. Chips Plays Your PC

Like a One Man Band
Mr. Chips, the new multi-function
card from Orange Micro, adds a full
ensemble of features to your IBM”

PC. Memory, printer ports, and a

clock are standard, and you'd

expect them on a top quality board.

But computing is changing.

Soon computers will take care of

everyday things; like watering the
lawn, or turning on your lights when
it gets dark. And onlyMr. Chips can
do this now. These capabilities are
standard, so your growing needs
won’t require additional equipment.
There’s also a dual game port, so

you can duel to the end, by yourself
or with a friend.

Every Mr. Chips comes with ChipdiskTM software, for RAM disk and
print spooling. With RAM disk you
set up your PC’s memory to act like
a disk drive. This means much

faster execution and searching of

programs. Print spooling sets your
PC’s RAM to serve as a printer
buffer, so you can compute even
while your printer is printing.
You can orchestrate
all this power

for a
remarkably low price.
Visit your dealer and see for your-

self: Mr. Chips is the multi-function

card for today. . . and tomorrow.

The First Multi-function Card with 9 Standard Features
0 Parallel Port": Great for getting fast printouts on
efficient dot matrix printers.
0 Serial Port: The most popular way to access high

grade letter quality printers or phone modem
communications.
0 64K—256K RAM: Upgrade your PC’s memory to

handle powerful integrated software and other larger

programs.
0 Clock/Calendar: Accurately keep track of time and
date, even when your computer is turned off.
0 Dual Game Port": Accommodate two complete joysticks at once, so you can play alone or duel with a

friend. Also for use with CAD/CAM software.

0 Real World Interface: This innovative port can monitor and control equipment like thermostats, moisture
detectors, photocells and other independent devices.
I BSR is a registered trademark of the BSR Corporation
I lBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

- BSR'"AC Line Controller*: Control your lights, appliances, security systems, or anything that plugs into
an AC wall socket.
0 Chipdisk RAM Disk: Set your PC memory to act like
a disk drive. Your programs will run much faster than
with conventional disk drives.

- Chipdisk Print Spooler: Your PC memory will serve
as a printer buffer, so you won’t have to wait for your
printer anymore.

”Cables available separately

@Oronge miclr‘o
[‘7’

O

1400 N. LAKEVlEW AVE., ANAHEIM, CA 92807 USA
(714) 779-2772 TELEX: 183511CSMA
© Orange Micro, lnc.. 1984
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ARTHUR A. GLECKLER

COMPARING

GREAT THINGS
WITH SMALL
IBM’s Color Graphics
and Compact printers
serve two very
different segments of
the PC marketplace.
PC COMPACT PRINTER
The PC Compact Printer is truly
compact (31 centimeters wide by 19
centimeters deep by 9 centimeters
high) and extremely simple in de-

Photo 1: IBM’s Compact
Printer—a low-end,

inexpensive printer for

the I’Cir owner

BM has recently added two
new printers to its line of personal computer products. The
PC Compact Printer, for use
with the PCir only, prints on
special thermal paper. The Color
Graphics Printer, a monster of a machine (at 55 centimeters wide by 32
centimeters deep by 25 centimeters

high), prints graphics and near—letter—quality text in color.
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sign (see photo 1). Only three controls are on the outside of the

printer: a paper release lever, a
paper feed button, and an on/off
switch. A curved cover over the printing mechanism lifts to reveal a rack
for roll paper. Because the printer

has been designed speciﬁcally for

the PCir, there are no DIP switches
to set or cables to build; instal—

ling the printer is simplicity itself.
The PC Compact Printer has

three paper-feeding options: rolls of
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PRINTERS
paper, single sheets, and fanfold pa-

per. Because it uses thermal printing

technology, the PC Compact Printer

can print only on specially treated,

thermal paper. Although thermal

printers are quiet, they also have

their disadvantages. Text printed by
thermal printers tends to be rather
light immediately after printing,
and it gradually fades away over
time, especially when exposed to
bright light. The poor print quality
and the characteristic silver sheen
of thermal paper result in a lessthan-satisfactory printed product,
the paper is also expensive.
In defense of IBM, it may be
said that this printer was designed
for low cost and the printing needs
of the average PCir user. Still, many
PCir owners undoubtedly will purchase slightly more expensive im-

pact printers rather than tolerate

Photo 2: IBM’s Color Graphics Printer—a monster of a printer
for the business user

many capabilities are lacking in the
new printer. Although the Compact
Printer can print double-width and

compressed text, it does not have

the poor print quality of the PC
Compact Printer.

emphasized, double-strike, subscripted, or superscripted text, and it

Printer are carry-overs from previous IBM and Epson printers,

scaled-down version of the IBM
Graphics Printer. Unfortunately, be-

Although most of the control
codes used with the PC Compact

Thrmughput
:1

1

115.384&

has only low-density graphics. In
terms of control codes, it is simply a

cause of the lack of medium-density
graphics, DOS 2.l’s GRAPHICS.COM graphic screen-dump utility
does not work with the Compact.
The PC Compact Printer has a

built-in, three-wire cable that at-

taches to the serial connector
(marked ”8”) on the rear of the PCir
cabinet. To attach most of today’s

printers to the PCir, a parallel printer port attachment device is needed.

IBM’s decision to use the PCir’s
built-in serial port for the PC Compact Printer lowered the cost of the
printer.
The documentation included

(DP MODE)
report #0? IBM COLOR PRINTER
86
5
ndm Fur 50
lines of text.
and For 3950
characters.
per
? par minute.

with the PC Compact Printer con-

Figure 1: A Sample Printed by the IBM Color Graphics Printer
(DP Mode) Showing Results of PC Magazine Printer Test

Throughput report for IBM COLOR PRINTER (TEXT QUALITY 10
lines of text.
Elapsed time =
42
seconds for 50
characters.
77.58095
characters per second for 3250
Lines per minute.
71.42858

CPI)

Figure 2: A Sample of Text Printed by the IBM Color Graphics

Printer (Text Quality Mode) Showing Results of PC Magazine
Prin ter Test

sists of one 36-page insert for the

Pe Guide to Operations. The ﬁrst

section of the manual details how to
insert paper, test the printer, and attach it to the PCir. It also explains
the shortcomings of thermal paper

and suggests ways to delay the fading effect. Technical information in
the manual includes a list of printer
control codes and their functions, a
list of legal print mode combinations, a chart of the characters that

Throughput report for IBM COLOR PRINTER
lines of text.
Elapsed time =
130
seconds for 50
characters.
25
characters per second for 3250
23.07692
Lines per minute.

Figure 3: A Sample of Text Printed by the IBM Color Graphics
Printer (Near Letter Quality Mode) Showing Results

of PC Magazine Printer Test
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the PC Compact Printer can print

(these include most of the PC char-

acter set but not the line-drawing

characters), and a diagram of con—
nections in the serial cable.
The PC Compact Printer is

suited for the home environment in
PC TECH JOURNAL

THE WORD
"FILE
_

CONNECTION

‘8" DISKETTE SYSTEM FOR THE IBM PC

8” Diskette file exchange between the IBM PC and

most micro-mini-mainframe computer systems.

8” Diskette text document exchange between the

IBM PC and many word processing systems.

8” Diskette to 51/4” formats for hundreds of other

systems, even Textpack and Wordstar to the new
D‘isplayWrite 2 format.
FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING / P. O. Box 1970 / Flagstaff, AZ 86002
Telephone 602-774-5188 / Telex 705609 FLAG-END-UD
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T
FAS
LETTER

QUALITY
FOR YOUR

EPSON
Now you can print letter quality on
your Epson FX printer at full textmode speed, up to 10 times faster

PRlNTERS
ABBREV

MEANING

DECIMAL CODE

BEL
BS

Bell
Backspace
Clear Buffer
Carriage return
Delete character
Escape character
Form feed
Horizontal tab
Line feed
Null character
Vertical tab
Choice of possible values
Repeated

7
8
24
13
127
27
I2
9
IO
0
11

CR
DEL
ESC
FF
HT
LF
VT
{ }

‘

Table 1: Abbreviation Key to Tables 2, 3, and 4

than with programs using graphics

FUNCTION

gives you two-pass dot-matrix let-

BIT IMAGE GRAPHICS
Double~speed, medium-density graphics
*Low-density graphics
Medium-density graphics
FORMAT CONTROL
*Horizontal tab
*Horizontal tab set
*Form feed
‘Set form length in lines
Set form length in inches
‘Vertical tab
‘Vertical tab set
LINE SPACING
*Set line spacing to 1/8 inch
(l/9 inch on IBM Compact Printer)
*Set line spacing to 7/72 inch
(1/12 inch on IBM Color Printer,
l/9 inch on IBM Compact Printer)
*Set line spacing to 1/6 inch
MISCELLANEOUS
Bell

mode. Printer BossTM software

ter quality and lets you create a
printer buffer of up to 32K. Or print
multi-page spreadsheets as wide
as you like, sideways on your paper,
at high speed, in a choice of five different type sizes.

Printer BossTM also allows full
menu-based operation of all control
functions of all of the Epson MX, FX

and RX printers. Select

and de-

select pica, elite, compressed, italic,
enlarged. emphasized, doublestrike,
underline, superscript and subscript
fOr scores of different faces. Set line
spacing, right and left margins and

skip-over-perforation. Load USA,

France, Germany, England, Den—
mark, Sweden, ltaly, Spain and

Japan language sets. Control unidi-

rectional, half-speed and proportion-

ally-spaced printing. Store and re-

trieve 10 complete menu settings

with a few keystrokes. Emulate the

IBM-label printer for the IBM-PC
while retaining full printer versatility.

Download to FX printers five different IBM character sets, including graphics symbols, greek symbols, screen and APL characters.
Print at full text-mode speed. Ideal

for IBM graphics software, or
screen dumps, or printing text from
Wordstar, Lotus 123 or many other
fine programs.
Printer BossTM for the lBM-PC and

compatibles $59.95. With Letter

*Carriage return

*Null
*Print left—tori ht for one line
Unidirectiona print start/end
PAPER FEED EXECUTION
*Line feed
*Perforation-skip mode cancel
*Perforationskip mode set
PRINT MODES
' ‘Compressed mode cancel
*Compressed mode set
Double-strike mode cancel
Double-strike mode set
Emphasized mode cancel
Emphasized mode set
*Enlarged mode cancel
*Enlarged mode set/cancel
*Enlarged mode set

Superscript/subscript mode cancel
Superscript/subscript mode set

*Underlined mode set/cancel

‘compatible with IBM Compact Printer

ASCII CODE
ESC Y length_word data. .
ESC K Iength_word data. .
ESC L length_word data. .
HT

ESC D positions. . NUL

FF
ESC C number_of_lines
ESC C NUL number_of__inches
VT
ESC B positions. . NUL

ESC 0
ESC I
ESC 2
BEL
CR
NUL

ESC <
ESC U {0, 1}
LP
_
ESC 0
ESC N number_of_lines

DC2
SI
ESC H
ESC G
ESC F
ESC E
DC4
ESC W {0, I}
SO

ESCT
rscs {0, 1}
ESC-{0,1}

BossTM letter quality or SidekickTM
sideways print option $99.95. With
both $139.95. Visa, MO, or send
check. Free info. Dealers welcome.

Table 2: Functions Common to Epson FX-80, IBM Graphics, and
IBM Color Printers

Printer Boss”

sive. If the problems inherent to
thermal printing are ignored, it is

CONNECTICUT SOFTWARE
30 WILSON AVENUE
ROWAYTON CT 06853
203838-1844

SIDEKICK IS NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH SIDEWAYS, A TRADEMARK OF FUNK SOFTWARE. PRINTER BOSS, LETTER BOSS AND SIDEKICK ARE TRADEMARKS OF SPEER RESEARCH CORPORATION.
WORDSTAR AND LOTUS 123 ARE TRADEMARKS OF
MICROPRO lNT'L CORP AN D LOTUS DEVELOPMENT
CORP RESPECTIVELY.
CIRCLE NO. 235 ON READER SERVICE CARD

that it is easy to use and inexpen-

an attractive printer.

COLOR GRAPHICS PRINTER

The IBM Color Graphics Printer

was designed with performance, not

cost-consciousness, in mind. It is a

rugged machine; its case is made

with surprisingly strong (6-millimeter-thick) plastic, and the entire
print mechanism is built on a
sturdy metal frame (see photo 2).

The print-head-positioning motor is
large (9 centimeters in diameter,

PC TECH IOURNAL
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compared to 3.5 centimeters for the
motor on the Epson FX-80). In short,
the IBM Color Graphics Printer is
built like a tank.
On the front of the printer is a

group of buttons for manual control
of printer functions, including line
feed, form feed, top-of—page set,

From the designer software series!

printer test, and power on/off. Be-

low this is a slot for inserting single

sheets of paper into the printer,-

continuous—form paper is fed
through a slot located underneath

the printer. The Color Graphics
Printer can handle standard and
wide (up to SOS-centimeter) forms
with its fully adjustable tractors.
On the inside front wall of the
printer are the DIP switches, which

control character set, line spacing,
perforation-skip mode, automatic

line—feed mode, line width, page

length, print quality, and other
functions. They can be reached by
simply raising the access cover. A

The Unique Keyboard Utility with:
. ONLINE MACRO LISTING
(See a listing of your macros at any time - instantly!)
- ONLINE FULL SCREEN MACRO EDITOR

fuse, located on the rear panel of

the printer, is as easily accessible

Create or Modify your macros from within your favorite software programs.

as the DIP switches.
By far the most interesting fea-

- USER DESIGNABLE HELP MENU CREATION
Quickly and easily create your own help menus that can be displayed within
your programs.

ture of the Color Graphics Printer is

its ability to print text and graphics

KEYSWAP 3.0 is the most advanced macro processor available for the IBM

in red, blue, yellow, black, and any
combination thereof. This capability

PC, XT and COMPATIBLES! - Includes ALL OF PROKEY’S FUNCTIONS and
many more.

is achieved through the use of a
multicolored ribbon and a mecha—

KEYSWAP 3.0 is the macro processor that can add a new dimension in

USERFRIENDLINESS to your PC.

nism that controls which part of the

ribbon is in front of the print head
at any time. Although no software
is included with the printer to test

WITH KEYSWAP 3.0 YOU CAN:
Record a series of complicated keystrokes used to invoke and set up a
program for data entry.
Condense many time consuming keystrokes into just one.

Epson bit image graphics control
codes makes custom programming
quite easy to do. However, a simple
screen-print utility would have been

demo purposes.
Create a single macro definition as large as 64K.
Redefine any keys (i.e. shift) or define any macro character.

its color graphics, its use of standard

Create “lessons” that can be played back at variable speed for tutorial or

IMAGINE: Automatic time and date display; fixed and variable definition fields;

a welcome (and impressive) addition
to the standard features of the Color
Graphics Printer. Alas.
Another impressive feature of
this printer is its print quality. The
printer will produce text comparable to that of the Epson FX-80 at 200
characters per second (see ﬁgure I),
and by sending a control code (or

audible feedback on toggle keys; alternate cursor control selection, and
keyboard customization.

KEYSWAP 3.0 - State of the art keyboard utility software. For the
IBM Pc, XT, and IBM COMPATIBLES.

PRICE: $119.00 (RETAIL)

+ 2.50 Shipping & Handling. MA res add 5% Sls. TX.

SPECIAL OFFER:
TRADE IN YOUR OLD MACRO PROGRAMS:
KEYSWAP (PER), PROKEY‘, etc.
(Call or write for details)

setting one of the DIP switches),

two other print-quality levels can be
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RICKERDATA
PO. Box 998, Melrose, MA 02176 (617) 662-0856
MC & VISA ACCEPTED

”Registered Trademark RoseSoft

"‘ Registered Trademark IBM.
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PRINTERS
FUNCTION
BIT IMAGE GRAPHICS

8-pin graphics

9—pin graphics
High-density graphics

DOWNLOADABLE

EPSON FX-80

IBM GRAPHICS

ESC * graphics_m0de (06)
length_word data.
ESC ° {0, l Iength_word data.
ESC Z engt _word data.

IBM COLOR

ESC Z length_word data.

CHARACTER

SET CONTROL

Copy ROM fonts to download
area
Deﬁne download character
generator
Select internal/download
generator

ESC : NUL NUL NUL
ESC & NUL data.
ESC & {0, l} NUL

FORMAT CONTROL

Automatic right justify
Backspace
*Clear tabs
Column width set
Left margin set
Margin set

Set line spacing to 3/72 inch
0 <= 3 <=85
Set line spacing to 3/144 inch
Set line spacing to 3/216 inch
Top of page set
Variable forward space 3/120
inch
Variable reverse space
VFU channel select
VFU position set

INPUT DATA CONTROL

ESC M {0, 1}
BS

BS

ESC A 3

ESC A 3

ESC33

ESC33

Print a character below 32
Printer deselect

DC3

Control code character set select
Print characters below 32

Printer select
Undeﬁned area as
control/printable
MISCELLANEOUS

'

'

,

CAN
ESC 7
ESC 6

International character set select

ESC R character__set (0~8)

Ribbon band 2 select
Ribbon band 3 select
Ribbon band 4 select
PAPER FEED EXECUTION
Forward feed 3/144 inch
Forward feed 3/216 inch
Reverse feed 3/216 inch
Reverse feed one line
PRINT MODES
Character set I select

Character set 2 select
Compressed mode select
Elite mode select
Elite mode deselect

Enlarged mode select
Italic mode deselect
Italic mode select

Print mode select
Printing quality select
Proportional spacing set/cancel
‘compntr‘ble with IBM Compact Printer

ESC \ number_of_chars (2. bytes)
ESC °
DCS
DCI

ESCa

Immediates print cancel/select

Ribbon band 1 select

CAN

ESCn{0,1}
ESC s {0,1}
ESCi {0, 1}
ESC @

Initialize printer
Initialize signal function set

ESC 4
ESC d 3 (2 bytes)

ESC Q 2

DCI
escr {0, 1}

Aspect ratio set

(0 = 5:6,1=1:1)
Automatic ribbon hand shift
Control value data type select
Half-speed printing cancel/select

ESC 3 3

ESC b channel (0-7)
positions. . NUL

Print characters above 128

Bit 7 control cancel
*Clcar buffer
Clear last byte in buffer

ESC X left__margin right__margin
ESC A 3 ESC 2

ESC e 3 (2 bytes)

ESC / channel (07)

ESC >
ESC =
ESC #
CAN
DEL
ESC 7
rasc 6

Bit 7 = one
Bit 7 == zero

ESC R

ESC Q number3of_characters
ESC l number_of_spaces

ESC @{O,1}

ESC?{O,1}
ESC y

ESC m

ESC c
ESC b

ESC I n__
rasci n.

ESC SI

ESC M
ESC P

BSC
ESC
ESC
ESC

80
5
4
I print_mode (063)

ESCp{0,l}

ESC I n_

ESC 3 n_

ESCIn
ESC ]
ESC
ESC
ESC
ESC

7
6
SI
:

ESC SO

ESC I print__quality (1-3)

ESC P {_0, 1}

Table 3: Functions Differing among Epson FX-80, IBM Graphics, and IBM Color Printers
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“There’s no magic to usingyour; .

personal computer for data acquISItion.”
Fred Molinari, President

There’s no trick to it.
It’s as easy as calling Data Translation.
So take your choice of our new single board
plug—ins and bring complete analog and digital I/O
capabilities to your personal computer:
Whether you’re working in laboratory
research or industrial process control, our single
boards can give you measurement and control
capabilities without having to spend big bucks.
And who knows that better than the lead—
ing supplier of low cost data acquisition boards,
systems, and software?
Our boards include multi—channel A/D
with programmable gain, D/A, digital I/O, 3 prograrnmable clock and many have direct memory
access capabilities. With power and performance
to match your PC, our analog interfaces provide
12, 14, or 16-bit A/D resolution and direct connection for high or low level signal inputs.
And these boards are easy to use. They
plug into the PC’s backplane. No messy external
boxes or cables. User input connections are
simple with our compatible line of screw termi—
nal panels for all of the I/O capabilities.
And comprehensive user manuals with

DATA ACQUISITION FOR PC’S
IBM PC”
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DEC RAINBOWW
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These easy to use, and easy to program boards are
highly reliable at a very low cost, and of course fully backed
by Data Translation’s service and support team.
So why look any further? No other analog I/O systems

can offer PC users such quality,

power and performance for such .mx
a reasonable price.
' But you probably expected ‘
that. After all, making data acquisi—_
tion easy is what we’re all about.
And that’s no illusion.

Call (617) 481-3700.
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Data Translation is the leading supplier
of personal computer hardware and software
for data acquisition and control.

.,

"

See our 192 pg. new product

supplement in Gold Book

1984, Vol. III, and our 336 pg.
catalog/handbook in Gold
Book 1983.

DATA TRANSLATION
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., 100 Locke Dr, Marlboro, MA 01752 (617) 48173700 Tlx 951-646.
European Headquarters: Data Translation, Ltd, 430 Bath Rd., Slough, Berkshire SLI 68B England (06286) 3412 Tlx 849-862.
lBM PC is a registered trademark of IBM. Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Corp. TI Professional is a registered trademark of Texas Instruments, Inc.
DEC Rainbow is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp. COM FAQ is a registered trademark of COMPAQ Computer Corp.

PRINTERS
chosen. The Text Quality mode
(ﬁgure 2) produces print only slightly better than the Epson, the Near
Letter Quality mode (ﬁgure 3) produces text almost indistinguishable
from that of a typewriter. In this

mode, the print head makes two
passes over every line. This slows
the printer considerably, but the results are well worth the wait. The

printer also has a proportional print
mode that can be used in conjunc-

tion with any Of the print modes.
The documentation included
with the Color Graphics Printer is
149 pages long, designed to be inserted in the Guide to Operations. It
is complete, well-written, and includes detailed information on
every aspect Of the printer. The in-

stallation and operation sections
have many clear illustrations. Complete technical information, including a list of the printer control codes

and their functions, a chart explaining DIP switch settings, and a com~

plete list of all printable characters
(the Color Graphics Printer can

print every symbol in the PC character set), is provided. A quick refer‘
ence card would be a handy addi-

tion to the documentation, considering the complexity and ﬂexibility Of
the control code set.

DEVELOP BETTER SOFTWARE

FASTER

WW. Antwan Subtwaueb

PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT TOOL
(PDT-PC)

COMPATIBILITY WITH OTHER
EPSON AND IBM PRINTERS

Control code compatibility is a

PDT-PC TRANSFORMS YOUR IBM-PC/XT INTO THE MOST POWERFUL
DEBUGGING AND ANALYSIS TOOL AVAILABLE FOR THE PC ENVIRONMENT:

° SYMBOLIC DEBUGGING AND ANALYSIS
0 0 LOCAL AND GLOBAL SYMBOLS
'- HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGE LINE NUMBERS
H FULL SYMBOLIC SUPPORT FOR OVERLAYS AND CODE MODULES
' SUPPORTS BOTH INTEL AND PC-DOS OBJECT MODULE FORMATS
0 DISPLAY BUFFER TO RECALL UP TO 200 LINES OF INFORMATION
0 INTUITIVE HUMAN INTERFACE
° REAL-TIME PROGRAM EXECUTION MEASUREMENT
° REAL-TIME MEMORY UTILIZATION MEASUREMENT
- STANDARD IN-CIRCUIT EMULATOR FEATURES
ONLY THE PDT-PC INTEGRATES A FULL-FEATURED DEBUGGER WITH AN 8088
EMULATOR AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS, PROVIDING A SINGLE ANSWER TO
YOUR MOST DIFFICULT SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS!!!

Corporation

Matrix and IBM Graphics printers.
A complete replacement for the
Problem Determination Procedures

section of the Guide to Operations
is supplied with this software. Unfortunately, the program tests only
the printer’s ability to print text,
not graphics, in multiple colors.

for |BM-PC* and Compatibles

Auowe‘t Sabtwane

The Color Graphics Printer is

supplied with a diagnostics package
identical to that included in the
Guide to Operations except that it
has been updated to test the Color
Graphics Printer, as well as the IBM

20863 Stevens Creek Blvd., BZ-C, Cupertino, CA 95014

(408) 253-7515

‘IEM-PC is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

major issue in designing printers.
IBM has chosen to maintain as

much compatibility as possible with
its earlier printers (which were
made by Epson and therefore used
Epson’s control codes). By doing

this, IBM has ensured that software

authors will not have to rewrite
code entirely to make it work on
more than one IBM printer. This is

good for the programmer; it is also
good for IBM, because it makes it

easier for software authors to support IBM’s printers (see my article,
”Epson Technical Comparison,” PC

Tech Journal, September/October
1983, page 130, for more on printer

compatibility issues).

Table 1 lists all control codes
that can be used without modiﬁca—

tion on the Epson FX—SO, the IBM

CIRCLE NO. 206 ON READER SERVICE CARD

72

Graphics, and the IBM Color
Graphics printers. Functions that
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ATRON Announces
A State of the Art Advance in

Source Level Software Debugging
PROGRAMMERS AND

MANAGERS knowthatfinding bugs

during new product development and
over the entire product life cycle adds up

to a significant portion Of total product
development cost and support time.
investing in the right debugging tools will
greatly improve time to market as well as
minimize development cost. Atron Corp.
has the right debugging tools for the PC
environment, These are:

1) PC PROBE
2) SOURCE PROBE
3) PERFORMANCE ANALYZER

These tools run on a PC or compatible,
A Snapshot of Real Time
Program Execution
Program flow is saved in trace memory
while running at full speed. PC PROBE
can display trace data as high level
language source code or as 8088
instructions. Real time trace answers
the question “How did i get here"?

A Bullet of Proof Debugger

What good is a debugger that can be

wiped out by an undebugged program?
PROBE software is write protected and
can't be changed.

Trap Memory

The PC PROBE has 8 breakpoints and
can trap conditions such as instruction

execution. read. write, IO, DMA. interrupt.
or external logic probes. Breakpoints can
also be set on ranges of address or

Why waste time with a debugger which
shows your C or PASCAL programs in
8088 assembly language. Atron's new
SOURCE PROBE let's you step. real time
trace. and edit your Hi Level source code
during debug, Display data structures in

data — symbolically too!
Don’t Look in the Manual
The PC PROBE designers know the
importance of EASE OF USE. The PC

the format which your program uses.

command — so you never have to
remember how a command works. it also

PERFORMANCE
ANALYZER

PROBE interface has a menu window
which displays the syntax of each

recalls the previous invocation of each
command to save tedious typing — and

tedious thinking!

Symbolic Debugging
Avoid the tedium of sitting through link
maps to find out where things are. The
PC PROBE uses your C. PASCAL. or
assembly language program symbols.
Macro Commands
Why be limited by a fixed set of de—
bugging commands? PC PROBE lets you

create your own powerful macro

commands with parameter passing. nesting. LOOPlNG and lF/THEN/ELSE
control.

20665 FOURTH STREET 0 SARATOGA, CA 95070 0 (408) 741 -5900
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ANNOUNCING
SOURCE PROBE

How do you find time critical program
problems or know where to start
performance tuning your software? Get
Atron's new Software Performance and
Timing Analyzer. Then you can display
historgrams of how your programs run —
by time or by events. You can perform
many different timing measurements.

Atron has many happy customers who
have made critical product schedules

because of PC PROBE. Why waste time
on primitive debugging techniques? —

Call us today and ask for your 12—page
data sheet.

My Programs Always
Compile the FirsTime”

PRINTERS
ASCII CODE

FUNCTION
BIT IMAGE GRAPHICS

‘Low-density graphics

ESC K length_word data.

FORMAT CONTROL
Clear tabs

”Form feed
*Horizontal tab
*Horizontal tab set
*Set form length in lines
*Vertical tab
*Vertical tab set

ESC D positions. . NUL

ESC C number_of_lines
VT

ESC B positions. . NUL

INPUT DATA CONTROL

*Clear buffer

CAN

‘Set line spacing to V9 inch
(1/8 inch on other printers)
*Set line spacing to 1/9 inch
(1/12 inch on Color; 7/72 on others)
*Set line spacing to 1/6 inch
MISCELLANEOUS
*Carriage return
*Null
*Print left-to-right for one line

ESC 0

LINE SPACING

ESC l
ESC 2
CR
NUL
ESC <

PAPER FEED EXECUTION

*Line feed
*Perforation-skip mode cancel
*Perforation—skip mode set
Set automatic linefeed mode

LF

*Compressed mode cancel
*Compressed mode set
*Enlarged mode cancel
*Enlarged mode set/cancel
*Enlarged mode set
*Underlined mode set/cancel

DC2
sr
DC4
ESC w {0, 1}
so
ssc- {0, 1}

ESC 0
ESC N number_of__lines

ESC 5

PRINT MODES

“compatible with Epson FX-80, IBM Graphics, and IBM Color printers

Table 4: Functions Available in the IBM Compact Printer

will also work on the PC Compact

Printer are clearly marked. Table 2
lists functions that cannot be used

on all three printers; table 3 lists the
subset of functions available on the
PC Compact Printer. All but two of
these codes are compatible with the
Epson FX-BO, IBM Graphics, and

IBM Color Graphics printers.
The Color Graphics Printer has
all the major features of the Epson
FX-80 save one: character sets that

can be downloaded. Except for this,
the Color Graphics Printer builds
upon the functions of other print-

Two MARKETS ADDRESSED

Both the PC Compact Printer and
the Color Graphics Printer address a

speciﬁc part of the printer marketplace. The PC Compact printer is
designed for home use, and is there—
fore less expensive and less capable

than other printers. The Color
Graphics Printer, on the other hand,
is designed with quality (and color
graphics) in mind, and is best suited
for business and professional use.
IBM has attempted to maintain con-

trol—code compatibility with its

ers, with new codes to control rib-

other printers, and although it sacriﬁced some with the PC Compact, it
has been largely successful.

Compact Printer, on the other hand,
is a stripped-down version of that

IBM PC Compact Printer.- $175
IBM Color Graphics Printer: $1,995

bon bands and print quality.
The control—code set of the PC

used in earlier Epson and IBM

printers. The PC Compact Printer

can handle all of the important texthandling functions of other printers

and has low-density graphics as
well, but its repertoire does not ex-

tend far beyond this.

IBM

PO. Box 1328

Boca Raton, FL 33432
(800-447-4700)
CIRCLE 500 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Yours can too!
FirsTime is an intelligent editor that
knows the rules of the language being
programmed. It checks your statements
as you enter them, and if it spots a mistake, it identiﬁes it. FirsTime then positions the cursor over the error so you
can correct it easily. FirsTime will iden—

tify all syntax errors, undefined varia—

bles, and even statements with mis—
matched variable types. In fact, any
program developed with the FirsTime
editor will compile on the ﬁrst try.

Unprecedented

FirsTime has many unique features
found in no other editor. These powerful
capabilities include a zoom command
that allows you to examine the struc—
ture of your program, automatic program formatting, and block transforms.

If you wish, you can work even faster
by automatically generating program
structures with a single key—stroke. This
feature is especially useful to those
learning a new language, or to those

who often switch between different
languages.

Other Features: Full screen editing,

horizontal scrolling, function keys
labeled on screen, help screens, inserts,
deletes, appends, searches, and global
replacing.

Programmers enjoy using FirsTime,
because its powerful features allow
them to concentrate on the program
logic without having to worry about cod—

ing details. Debugging is reduced dram—

atically, and deadlines are more easily

met.

The Spruce FirsTime editor is immediately available for PASCAL ($245)
and C ($295) on the IBM Personal

Computer and its compatibles. A dem—
onstration disk is available for $25. (N.J.

residents please add 6% sales tax.)
For programs that compile the
FirsTime.

To order, call or send check to:

Spruce

Technology Corporation
110 Whispering Pines Drive
Lincroft, N.J. 07738

(201) 741-8188 or (201) 663-0063
Dealer enquiries welcome. Custom versions
for computer manufacturers and language
developers are available.
FirstTime is a trademark of Spruce Technology
Corporation.
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Everything you need
SOFTWARE
ApTec (for color Prism Printers)
Rainbow Writer Color Text Formatter . $119
Rainbow Writer Screen Grabber . .

69

Ashton Tate

dBase II .......................

289

dBase III .........................
Upgrade (dBase II to dBase III) . ..
Framework ................... .
Friday! .......................
Reference Encyclopedia (book) . . .
Best Programs
PC/Personal Finance Program. . ,
PC/Professional Finance Program I| ~
PC/Fixed Asset System ............
PC/Tax Cut .................... .

375
139
375
169
55

.

145

Bible Research

THE WORD (KJV Bible - 7 disks)
Bruce & James
WordVision .................

Stone (requires graphics board)
Great graphics and sound

PC Connection

.

65
169
297
175

Software Specral

through September 31, 1984
We’re so confident you’ll be pleased with
these programs, that we're offering to
buy them back if you return them within
30 days,
PCsoftware
Championship Blackjack
. Realistic casino action
- Works on monochrome display or in
full color on TV/RGB
- Up to 6 players (including your PC)
- Can be used for fun or to learn point
count statistics ............... $19.
CREATABASE
One of the few databases chosen by

PC Magazine’s ”Project Database Review” (June 12. 1984) as “Would Buy’i
Quoted as. ".should be the first file

39

Digital Research
CP/M-86 ............................ 39
Dr.LOGO (requires 192k & RGB monitor) 69

Financier
Financier |I ......................... 115
Financier Tax Series .................. 97
Funk Software

Sideways ........................... 45
Lifetree

management system a PC owner

buys.” You can design your own
screen and report layouts ....... $39.

PFS/Graph ...................... $89.

PFS/Write ..........................

PPS/Report ................ .
Softword Systems

. . . .

Volkswriter ....................... . 1 15

MultiMate (wispell checker & tutorial).
Sorcim

Lotus Development
1—2—3 (version 1A) ................. . call
Symphony .......................... call
Upgrade (1-2-3 to Symphony) ......... call
Micropro
WordStar & ProPak come with quick lesson
CAl training disk and tutorial disk
WordStar 3.3 ....................... 235.
ProPak (WordStar/Mai/Merge/
CorrectStar/Starlndex) ............... 359,

Virtual Combinatics

Volkswriter International ..............
Volkswriter Deluxe (with Text/Merge). . .

Microrim

R:base 4000 .......................
Extended Report Writer ...............
Clout ..............................
Microsoft
Multiplan (ver 1.2) ..................
Microsoft Word (ver 1.1) .............

135.
175

297.
89.
129.
139.
239.

Microsoft Word with mouse (ver 1.1) . . 289.
Microstuf

Crosstalk XVI ....................... 105.
Transporter (includes Crosstalk) ......

169.

PC Crayon II (new release) ..........

39.

PCsoftware

Executive Picture Show .............. 139
CREATABASE .............. . see special
Peachtree
PeachPak Series 4 (G/L. A/R. A/P)

new version, IBM manuals ...........
Peter Norton

195.

WordPerfect ....................

call

PPS/Access ......................

63

Norton Utilities ....................... 55
Satellite Software
Software Publishing

PPS/File ........................

89.

89.

79.

call

Supercalc 3 ........................ 199.

Micro Cookbook .................. 29.
Warner Software
The Desk Organizer ........... . . . . 197.

to
to
to
to

use
use
use
use

Wordstar (volumes 1 & 2). .
dBase || (volumes 1 & 2) ..
EasyWriter || ..............
Multiplan ................

How to use Your IBM-PC .............
How to use MultiMate ...............

55.
55.
55.
55.

55.
55,

How to use Microsoft Word ........... 55,
How to use PC DOS ................. 55.

How to use TKISolver ................
Individual Software
The Instructor ........................

55

35.

Professor DOS ....................... 47.
Tutorial Set (both items above) ........ 75.
Professor Pixel .......................

47.

Typing Instructor ..................... 39,
Scarborough Systems (was Lightning)
Master Type ......................... 35.

EDUCATIONAL

FriendIySoft
FriendlyWare/PC Introductory Set

27.

Flight Simulator (new version) .........

35.

Big Top (climb to new levels) ......... 29.
Master Miner (1 or 2 players) .......... 29.
Hayden Software
Sargon III ........................... 35.
Microsoft
Orion
J—Bird ...............................
PC-MAN ............................
Paratrooper .........................
Pits & Stones ........................
Sir-Tech

29.
27.
25.
29.
42.

Wizardry ............................

Sublogic
Night Mission Pinball ................

29.

All AS T Boards come with SuperDrive.
SuperSpool, and one year warranty.
SixPakPlus 64k upgradeable to 384k. With
clock calendar. serial and parallel ports

(game port optional) ............... . 269.
MegaPlus .I‘- 64k upgradeable to 256k (or

more With MegaPak) with clock calendar

and serial port (parallel, game, or second
serial port optional) ................ . 269
MiedaPak 128k (not upgradeable) . . .

call

MegaPak 25g .....................

call

port (parallel, game. or second serial
port optional) .......................

129.

I/Q enigma] clock calendar and serial

Parallel. Game. or second Serial Port
for any AST board (spew/y board). . . . 39.
Connectall connector bracket (PC only) , 19.

Aer-5251 ....................... . 559.
649

AST;378_0 ......................

MonographPlus with clock calendar. serial &
parallel ports ..................... 429.

Davidson
Speed Reader II (high school 8. college) 49.
Math Blaster (grades 1-6).. ..... . .
Word Attack (grades 4~12) ............

Cosmic Crusader (as good as above). .

AST Research (For IBM-PC or XT)

How to use Lotus 1—2-3 (volumes 1 & 2) 55.

How
How
How
How

GAMES
Atarisoft
Centipede ................ . . . . $29.
Pac Man ...............
DigDug ...........
.29,
Defender .................... . 29
Donkey Kong. . ... ,.
Blue Giant
Hoser .............................. 25.
Broderbund
Apple Panic ...................... . 23,
Lode Runner ..................... 25
Funtastic
Snack Attack II (a favorite) ............ 27.

HARDWARE

TRAINING

ATI

My Letters. Numbers, Words (ages 1 to 5) 29
Kids Stuff (ages 3 to 8) . . .
. .
29
Across the USA. (ages 5 & up). . .
22

5.
35

35

Amdek

Video 300G Monitor (green). . . . . .
Video 300A Monitor (amber) ......
Video 310A Monitor (amber) .....

Color ll RGB Monitor . ,. .. . . ..
CompuCable
Plastic Keyboard 8x Drive Cover Set

.

149
159
179

399
17

* DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE REPLACED IMMEDIATELY DEFECTIVE HARDWARE REPLACED OR REPAIRED AT OUR DISCRETION SOME iTEMS HAVE WARRANTIES UP TO FIVE YEARS
‘3 COPYRIGHT MICRO CONNECTION. INC 1984 ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE IBM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF IBM CORP
MICRO CONNECTION IS A TRADEMARK OF MICRO CONNECTION. INC PC CONNECTION IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK

to add on and dive in.
IBM Mono Screen Enhancement. .

Printer to IBM Cable (specify printer)

$17
32

25

Smartmodem to IBM Cable ..........
Curtis
Low Profile Tilt & Swivel Pedestal

44

(for any monitor) ....................

PC Pedestal (for IBM Mono or Color) .

55

9,
PGS or Quadchrome display adapter .
System Stand (holds PC vertically) ..... 21

Extension Cables for IBM Mono Display 40

Keyboard Extension Cable (3 to 9 feet). 32.
AC Plug Adapter (any monitor to your PC) 8,
Epson
RX-8O with GRAFTRAX-Plus. . .

.....

RX-8O FfT with GRAFTRAX-Plus . . . .
FX-BO with GRAFTRAX-Plus .........
RX-100 with GRAFTRAX-Plus ...... .
FX-iOO with GRAFIRAX-Plus ..........
L0 1500 (letter quality dot matrix) .....

Printer to IBM Cable (specify printer). .

Hayes
Smartmodem 300 ................
Smartmodem 1200 ................

call

call
call
call
call
call
32.

209
489

Smartmodem 12OOB (w/Smartcom ll) . 409

Smartcom II ................
.
99
Compucab/e's Smartmodem-to-IBM Cab/e

Hercules Computer
Hercules Graphics Card (parallel port) . 339.
Hercules Color Card (parallel port). .

179

IDS
Prism 80 Printer (with all four options) 1397

Prism 132 Printer (with all four options) 1597.
Prism to IBM Parallel Cable ,
. . 32.
key tronic
Deluxe keyboard (KB 5151)
see special

Koala
Koala Touch Tablet with software
(connects to game port) .

.

.

89

Kraft
39.
. . . .
Joystick ,,,,,,,,
Maynard Electronics
Floppy Drive Controller .............. 165.

Internal Hard Disk (10 Meg). WS-1 Controller

& ROM for PC mother board ......
989.
Internal Hard Disk (10 Meg), WS-2 Controller
& ROM for PC mother board , . . .
1169
Mouse Systems
PC Mouse (w/software & desk pad). . . 197
NEC
Spinwriter 3550 (IBM-PC compatible) . 1679.
Spinwriter 2050 (3550's little brother). . 869.
Orchid Technologies
All Orchid Boards come with PCnet Drive
(Ram disk). PCnet spool (print spooling).
disk caching & partitioning.
Blossom Ok or Blossom 64k upgradeable

to 384k, with clockalemﬁ serial and

parallel ports ........................ call
ﬁnet Daughter Boarcl (piggybacks to

Blossom) wrth version 2.4 networking
software .....................
Paradise Systems
MultiDisplay Card (color & mono)
PIantronics/Frederick
COLORPLUS (w/Color Magic)

call

379

, , . . call

Princeton Graphics

PC Connection

HX—12 RGB monitor (690 x 240)) ...... call

Hardware Special

through September 31, 1984
key tronic
Deluxe 5151 keyboard
Typewriter keyboard
Has separate cursor and numeric
keypad (makes work with spreadsheets much easier)
Has indicators on numlock. capslock,
and cursor pad LED key.
Function keys are located at top of

keyboard along with 2 new keys
(pause and reset) ............ $175.

LIFE IN THE PC FAST LANE
Our goal is to have what you want when you
want it. On those rare occasions when we tell
you we‘re out of stock. it means one of several
things. The manufacturer is out of stock. A
new. favorable review has created heavy de—
mand. An announced product is still unavailable. Or, an updated version of the product is
on the way. and we have no intention of selling
an about-to-be-obsolete product (even if it
means losing a sale). Whatever the reason.
rest assured we'll give as firm an availability
date as possible.
0 We accept VISA and MASTERCARD.
- No surcharge added for charge cards
-Your card is not charged until we ship.
0 No sales tax.
OAII shipments insured; no additional charge.
oAIIow 1 wk. for personal &cot checksto clear.
0 COD max. $500. Cash or certified check.
- 120 day guarantee on all products.*
-To order. call us anytime Monday thru Friday
9:00 to 9:00, or Saturday 9:00 to 5:30.

SHIPPING
Continental US: For monitors. printers. and
drives. add 2% to all orders. Forall other items.
add $2 per order for UPS surface, $3 per order

for UPS 2nd-Day—Air. We particularly

recommend 2nd-Day-Air if you live west of the
Mississippi or south of Virginia. In most cases it
will only add $1 to your cost and will save you
up to four days on delivery time. UPS Next Day
Air also available. Outside Continental US:
We add freight charges to credit card pur»
chases. For prepayment. call 603/446-3383
for information.

1-800/243-8088
6 Mill St. Marlow. NH 03456

603/446-3383

285T

For the IBM-PC Exclusive/y.
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MP 64 (64k) upgradab/e to 512k .....

197.

Quadcolor | ........................ 197.
SMA(Systems Management)
PC-Documate Keyboard Templates

available for:

DOS/Basic 1.1
Multimate
DOS/Basic 20
Multiplan(IBM)
Lotus 1—2—3
Multiplan(Microsoft)
dBase II
Peachtext 5000
Easywriter II
Volkswriter
Wordstar ..................... (each)12,
TG
Joystick ............................ 45
USI (monitors for graphics board)
Pi-2 Monitor (12“ green, with cable). . . 1 19
Pi-3 Monitor (12" amber. with cable)

.

129

DRIVES
All drives are completely pre-tested. Specr/y
Drive A or Drive B for your PC, Comes with

complete step by step installation instructions.

OUR POLICY

PC Connection

SR-12 RGB monitor (690 x 480) ....... call
MAX—12 Amber monochrome monitor . . call
Quadram
We are a full line Quadram Dealer
New Expanded Quadboard 64k
expandable to 384k. with clock calendar.
parallel. serial & game port, l/O bracket.
and Quadmaster software .......... $269.
Microfazer Printer Buffer (parallel) w/copy

Drives are 320K/360K.
Tandon

TM 100—2 (5 V4“) full—height drive (DSDD) 199
TEAC

FD-55B (5 1A") half-height drive (DSDD)
Free 'y‘ cab/e & bracket with each pair. 169.

MEMORY
64k Memory Upgrade Set for IBM-PC or
XT system board. .— ..........
.
59.
64k Memory Upgrade Set for any memory
board specify make of Eard . . .
59
Install memory upgrades & run diagnostics
at time of board purchase only . .
1O

DISKS
Verbatim (with 5 year guarantee)
Datalife Disks SS/DD plastic box of 10 . .
Datalife Disks DS/DD plastic box of 10 , .
Disk Drive Analyzer ...................
Flip Sort (holds 75 disks) .............

23
33
25
19

INFORMATION SERVICES
Compuserv
Compuserv Information Service
includes subscription manual, 5 hours of

connect time, & month/y publications . . . 29

Source Telecomputing

The Source (subscription &manua/) . . . . 59

Put the Power

of the IBM PC
Bus into Your

OEMS stem

NEW Single Board ,

get/PC Bus System

The power of the IBM PC is
now available to OEM system

then download them to the I-Bus
system for dedicated execution.

dis‘gners “nth the new “3‘15

You’ll have the best of both

Single Board Computer

the PC world and the
OEM bus ' structured
world
with this new
.

and Enclosure
. N
systems
ow of
you
can
make use

Ergillelbgssrd computer

that vast array of

PC-compatible
expansion cards—
for communications,
graphics, data acqui
sition, peripheral
control, and every
other imaginable task.

I—Bus Systems has
packaged Intel’s powerful
new 80188 CPU into a Single
Board Computer. It has
64K of RAM and up to 160K
of ROM on board, plus a serial
console port to talk to a terminal
or a PC. Just plug the SBC into an
I-Bus 6-slot chassis or 9-slot card
cage and you have the heart
of a computer system,
ready to run.

.

-

For all the details,
give us a call today
at (800) 382-4229.
In California, call
(619) 569-0646.

,

Then

Just add any of
the hundreds of PC bus
cards already on the market, to
customize your system.

Modular PC bus packaging matches your
system needs, from basic cage to complete
enclosure system. Internal 40W power supply
with 6-slot enclosure, external su l or the

WW

9,510,.

Best of all, the IBM PC works
perfectly as a software development system. You can assemble
and test applications
programs on the PC,

US

S’T’STEMS

9235 Chesapeake Drive
San Diego, CA 92123

IBM PC is a trademark of IBM Corporation
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DOS

COMMAND
EPSON. COM simpliﬁes printer initialization
DOUGLAS RITARI

sers of the IBM PC are blessed by having

U access to the variety of sophisticated

printing features offered by the new intelligent dot-matrix printers. Many different print
fonts and densities are available. Few of the
printers offer an easy method of switching to
these different control modes, however; conse—
quently, many of the optional fonts that are
available are used only infrequently.
The most common way of initializing a

One such solution is provided by EPSON.
COM, a small, efﬁcient utility program that,
in addition to being easy to use, is only 281

characters long (see listing 1). The program was
designed around the Epson MX-80 command
protocol, because of the Epson’s widespread
popularity and near-compatibility with the
IBM graphics printer. It will work with any
printer, however, because of a hexadecimal

input mode that allows any set-up character

computer printer is through the use of the

sequence to be sent to any printer. See table 1

programs take up considerable space on a dis—

symbols used in the EPSONCOM program.

easy for an inexperienced person to use.
Clearly a better solution is needed.

St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company in St. Paul.

BASIC/BASICA language on the PC. These

kette (15,000 to 25,000 characters— especially
if they are put only on diskettes) and are not

SEPTEMBER 1984

for a summary of the segments, groups, and

Douglas Ritari is an information resource manager for

He functions as a systems analyst who specializes in

microcomputers and ofﬁce automation.
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EPSON .COlVl
PROGRAM OPERATION

The simplest way to activate the

using any PC-compatible assembler.
COM programs are designed to run

program is to type ”EPSON.” When
no optional parameters are entered,
the printer is set for the doublestrike and emphasized-print font. In
my opinion, this font produces the

message will be generated by the
linker when the program is run;

Epsom-compatible printers can produce. Optional parameters that may
be entered (by typing EPSON E T,
for example) are
E—Emphasized printing (char-

sage, as this is normal when a COM
program is generated.
After linking the program using
the DOS LINK command, name it
EPSON.BXE. Now run the IBM

best near-letter—quality print that

acters are thicker than
usual)

D—Double-strike printing

(each character is printed
twice in the same place)
I—Italics
W—Wide-character printing (5
char/inch)

C—Compressed-character printing (17.16 char/inch)

T—Top-of-form command (ad-

vances the paper to the top
of the next logical page on

almost all printers)
R—Resets the printer to its

power-up state (resets logi—

cal top-of—page; eliminates
the need to turn the printer

off and on to reset)
U—Unidirectional printing (the
print head prints only from

left to right, instead of in
both directions,- (although
slower, this produces the
best appearance)
lxxl—Hexadecimal input mode
("xx” represents paired hexadecimal numbers that are

sent directly to the printer
as is, no spaces allowed)
All other characters are ignored,spaces between parameters are ops
tional (except in the hexadecimal

mode) with upper- and lower-case

letters being permissible. The Epson
can understand a greater number of

commands than this, but the list in-

cludes most of the common ones.
CREATING THE PROGRAM

This program is intended to be as—

sembled and run as a ”COM” ﬁle

80

within one segment and do not include a stack segment. Because

there is no stack segment, a warning

don’t be concerned about the mes-

' hen no optional
parameters are
entered, the

printer is set for the doublestrike and emphasized-

print font. In my opinion,
this font produces the best

near-letter-quality print
that Epson-compatible
printers can produce.

EXEZBIN command, which con-

verts appropriately prepared .EXE
ﬁles to .COM format. After
EXEZBIN has been run, the disk

directory will contain a ﬁle named
EPSON.BIN. Simply rename this
ﬁle to EPSON.COM.
The .COM format, rather than
the .EXE format, was used to reduce

the program’s size. The original ver—

sion, which was an .EXE ﬁle, was
over 1000 characters long.
HOW IT WORKS

The general logic of the program
follows these steps:
1. Save the contents of the DS register onto the stack to return control to DOS when the program

completes (lines 34—37).
2. Set up the Indexing registers DI

and SI for movement Of the parameters entered from the Pro-

gram Segment Preﬁx (PSP),
which is located at offset 80H

(lines 41-45).

3. Check the character count of the

parms that were entered. If the
count equals zero, no parms were
entered. jump to the default rou—
tine and send the printer the
control codes for double strike/
emphasized print (lines 49-53).
. If the program has reached the
SEAR procedure, parms were entered (or perhaps an extra space

character was entered after the

EPSON command). Examine the

parm character and see if it was

entered as a lower—case letter. If

so, reduce its value by 32 to convert it to upper-case. Now begin

comparing this parm character to
the program options. If it is a ”/”
character, toggle the hexadecimal
switch to send all valid hex characters directly to the printer un-

til another “/” is found. If the

parm is an E-D-C-T-R-I—U-W,

jump to the appropriate routine
to process this code. This routine

continues until the count of
parm characters reaches zero.

The program then jumps to

PGMEND and ends (lines 65-88).
. The PGMEND (program end)
procedure will sound the printer’s bell if unpaired hexadecimal

parms were entered. It also tests
to see if anything was printed
during the program. If not, the

DEFAULT routine sends empha-

size/double strike. Then a return
command is executed to return

control to DOS (lines 152-172).

. The PASTI-IRU routine (lines
99-108) is used in conjunction
with the HEXMATH subroutine
(lines 199-210) to convert and

process parms into hexadecimal
numbers.

. The ESCAPE subroutine is used

to send the escape character l

to the printer. Most of the prede-

ﬁned codes are initiated by sending ﬁrst the escape character and
then the appropriate one or two

digits to do the print mode setup
(lines 176-183).
. The PRINTER subroutine is the
only routine in the program

PC TECH IOURNAL

that actually sends codes to the

printer. When control passes to
PRINTER, all the work has been
done; the character to be printed
is already in the AL register. The

YOUR CODE MAY BE WASTING ITS TIME!
THE PROFILERT" CAN HELP . . .

- Time critical code optimization
. Abnormal code behavior tracking
- Graphic presentation of results

DOS interrupt 17H is then called

0 Statistical Execution Profiler
. Works with any language
0 Completely configurable

line, no message to confuse inexperienced users will be gener-

THE PROFILER is a software package which gives you, the programmer, a powerful
tool for locating time consuming functions in your code and allows you to performance
tune your program. With the THE PROFILER you can determine where to optimize
your code for maximum benefit, then measure the results of your efforts.
Using THE PROFILER, you can answer questions like:

to process the print request.
Note: there is no check to see if
the routine actually worked.
However, if the printer is off-

ated. The program will not crash
the system (lines 189-195).

9. Finally, the PARM_E through
PARM_W routines (lines 112-

146) process the predeﬁned

Epson parms into appropriate

control codes. Note that the control codes are ”hard-wired” into
these routines instead of being
placed in a common data area.
Again, this was done to save

space and to cut down the pro

gram size,- it is not difﬁcult to
change if the user wants to custom conﬁgure this program for

0 Up to 16 partitions in RAM/ROM

Where is my program spending its time?
Why is my program so slow? What is it doing?

Is my progam |/O bound? CPU bound? Are data buffers large enough?
How much improvement did my changes make?
THE PROFILER is completely software based and consists of a system resident driver
and a monitor program. The memory partitions can range from 1 byte to 1 megabyte
in size and can be anywhere in the address space.
N0 ADDITIONAL HARDWARE IS REQUIRED!
Requires an IBM PC or compatible system with a minimum
6))
64k and one drive.

THE PROFILER is available for $175.00 from DWB

As socia I: e a

PO. Box 5777

Beaverton,0regon 97006

(503) 629—9645

another printer.

of the Epson printer and to the
housekeeping activities of certain

programs. First, be aware that cer-

tain printing modes are incompati—

ble with one another—for example,

Epson printer will result in empha-

sized font only. The EPSONCOM

program cannot help out here, as
the printer has the ﬁnal say on
what it will and will not accept.
If in doubt as to which print
mode is currently operational, do a
reset (parm R) before issuing new
control codes. Consult the owner’s

manual for these and other precautions if problems are encountered.
Another problem that might be
encountered with certain programs— VisiCalc, for example— is
that when the user goes to the

Associates or ask your software dealer. To order or for
more information, call or write DWB Associates. VISA/MC
accepted. Dealers welcome.

IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp. MSDOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corp.
THE PROFILER is a trademark of DWB Associates.
CIRCLE NO. 2l6 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CopyWrite
backs up all
IBM PC Software.

USING THE PROGRAM

Use of the EPSON command is
fairly straightforward if consideration is given to a few idiosyncrasies

trying to use emphasized and compressed type simultaneously with an

- Easy to use menu interface

There are no exceptions. Copy—protected software is copied
readily. CopyWrite needs no complicated parameters.

Requirements:
IBM Personal Computer or XT.
64k bytes of memory.
one diskette drive.
CopyWrite will run faster with more
memory or another drive.

CopyWrite is revised monthly, to keep up with the latest in copy
protection. You may get a new edition at any time for a $12 trade

in fee.

CopyWrite is available at a price of $50 US funds from:

Quaid Software Limited
620 Jarvis Street, Suite 2412

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 2R8
Telephone (416) 961—8243
CIRCLE NO, 194 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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EPSONCOM

dBASE II® & |||®
PROGRAMMERS
*Why use dFLOW?

Seq-ants and groups:
N a I 2

RAIN . .

"Jenna

Size

0219

BELEND .
DEFAULT.
DIBITS .
ESCAPE .
HEX. . .
HEXHATH. . .
o

HATHZ. .
PARN . .
PARH_C .
PARH_D . . .
PARN_E .
PARN_I .
PARN_R .
PARN_T .
PARH_U .
PARA_N .
PASTHRZ.
PASTRRU.
PBHEND .
PRINTER.

*PROGRAMMER:
dFLOW your sophisticated and/or
lengthy source code and have hard-todiscover typos and logic mismatches
uncovered in seconds.
*PROFESSIONAL:
Free your time for billable and
interesting projects by having
dFLOW catch basic coding errors during system develop—
ment.
31- YOU WILL BE AMAZED AT THE SPEED
AND PRECISION OFdFLOW

PRICE $50:

WALLSOFT SYSTEMS INC.

233 Broadway, Suite 869 New York, NY 10279

MC/VISA Phone: (212) 406-7026
‘19 REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF ASHTON 0 TATE
CIRCLE NO. 164 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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calbine class

_PARA 3 PUBLIC ,’CDDE’

Sylbols:

Type

'NOVICE:
Points out errors in coding technique and
labels the precise location of their occurrence.
INSTANT FEEDBACK provides the quickest
path to improved technique.

align

SEAR . . .
SEARBK .
SEARCP .
SEAREN .
SIXTEEN.
SSTART .
START. .
SNITCN .
TESTPR . .
TDBSLE .

L NEAR
L NEAR
L BYTE
N PROD
L BYTE
N PROD
L NEAR
L BYTE
L NEAR
L NEAR
L NEAR
L NEAR
L NEAR
L NEAR
L NEAR
L NEAR
L NEAR
' L NEAR
‘ L NEAR
N PROC
L NEAR
L NEAR
‘ LNEAR
L NEAR
L BYTE
L NEAR
F FREE
L BYTE
L BYTE
L NEAR

Value

Attn

0186 I RAIN
0105
HAIN
0106
RAIN
01E1 , NAIN
0107
NAIN
01F?
RAIN
020C
HAIN
0108
NAIN
0186
‘HAIN
0181 ‘ RAIN
017A
NAIN
0190
NAIN
0196
MAIN
018E
RAIN
01A! - RAIN
0180
MAIN
0175
MAIN
0165 RAIN
01136
RAIN
OIEC
HAIN
0124
MAIN
015A
NAIN
0125 ,HAIN
015C ~NA1N
0104
RAIN
0109
NAIN
0100 ~-NAIN
0103
MAIN
0105
RAIN
015E
HAIN

iLength =0008
, ’
Length =0020

Length =0000

Length =00E1

Iarning Severe
Errors

0

Errors
0

TINE==> 19:20:29.96
Table 1: Segments, Groups, and Symbols Used in EPSONCOM

menu option to print something,

the program resets the printer. This
effectively Wipes out any control

codes that may have previously

been established. Again, the EPSON
command will not help in this case.

EXAMPLES

Word processing can serve as an example of the use of EPSONCOM.

Assume that a user wants to produce a document in italics. He’s also
a little concerned about producing a
PC TECH IOURNAL

INDEPENDENT STORE IN NYC DEDICATED
PD SOFTWARE AND PEBIPHERALS ONLY
BY APPOINTMENT WE DEMONSTRATE MOST OF THE PRODUCTS WE SELL.

.rIII'IIT'TI'T1'1I
II !II II 'k‘ I ‘ «II

STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M.—5:30 P.M. E.S.T. MON—FRI.
Saturdays closed for months of July, Aug., Sept.

IL_3LJLIL_ JLZSIIEI
Terms, conditions and prices ditler in our store.
Ill-IIII-IIII
PD LINK, CORP. 29 WEST 38TH ST. 2ND FL., NEW YORK, NY 10018
HELIXBUBBLEMEMORYBOARDS.......................................CALL
(

o 512KB OF NON VOLATILE MEMORY O WORKS AS HARD DISK O WRITE—PROTECT. 0 UP TO
8 TIMES FASTER THAN A FLOPPY DRIVE. 0 HARD DISK EMULATION. OTWO YEAR WARRANTY.

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

NORTH AMERICAN BUSINESS
MEMORY SHIFT ...................

69.00

NORTON COMPUTER
NORTON UTILITIES ...................

55.00

PC SOFTWARE
CREATABASE ......................

65.00

PEARL SOFT
PERSONAL PEARL .................

CALL

ROSE SOFT
PROKEY 3.0 .......................

85.00

SAWHNEY SOFTWARE
TAX MODE ........................
PLAN MODE .......................

CALL
CALL

ALPHA SOFTWARE
DATA BASE MANAGER II ...........
EXECUTIVE PACKAGE .............
TYPE FACES ......................

$205.00
109.00
89.00

ASHTON—TATE
dBASE III ..........................
FRAME WORK .....................

CALL
CALL

CONTINENTAL
HOME ACCOUNTANT PLUS .........
TAX ADVANTAGE ...................
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT .........

85.00
45.00
319.00

ENERTRONICS
ENERGRAPHICS ..................

CALL

FOX & GELLER
D. GRAPH/QUICKCODE/DIUTIL ,,,,,
GRAFOX ..........................
OZ ................................

CALL
CALL
CALL

SOFTWARE ARTS
TK SOLVER ........................
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT .........
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING .......

FRIENDLYSOFT
FRIENDLY WRITER ................

269.00
85.00
85.00

60.00

SOFTWARE SYSTEMS INC.
MULTIMATE ........................

279.00

HARVARD SOFTWARE
HARVARD PROJECT MANAGER .....

CALL

HAYES
SMARTCOM |I .....................

95.00

INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE
TIM IV ............................

CALL

| U S
ACCOUNTING AR/AP/‘GL ea ttttttttt
INVENTORY CONTROL .............
ORDER ENTRY ....................
PAYROLL ..........................
EASY WRITER II/SHELLER/MAIL . . ..
EASY FILER .......................
EASY PLANNER ...................

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
199.00
199.00
159.00

LOTUS DEVELOPMENT CORP.
LOTUS 1-2—3. (NO MAIL ORDERS) ..
SYMPHONY (NO MAIL ORDERS) ...

CALL
CALL

MICRO DATA BASE
KNOWLEDGE MAN .................

CALL

MICRO PRO
INFOSTAR .........................
WORDSTAR .......................
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL .......

CALL
CALL
CALL

MICRORIM
R BASE 4000 ......................
EXTENDED REPORT WRITER ......
CLOUT (RE8256K) .................
PROGRAM INTERFACE ...... T ......

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

MICROSOFT
MULTIPLAN ........................
WORD ............................

129.00
CALL

MICROSTUFF
CROSSTALK .......................

CALL

TOLL FREE 800

.

-

DISK DRIVES
PEGASUS ............................
QUME T142 ..........................
SYSGEN .............................
TANDON TM 100-2 ...................

MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS
64 RAM CHIPS .......................
AST CARDS ..........................
OUADBOARD CARD ..................
AMDEK MAI CARD ....................
PC MOUSE ...........................
FTG LIGHTPEN ......................
PLANTRONICS COLOR PLUS CARD . . .
HERCULES f .........................
PRINCETON GRAPHICS ...............

55.00

ENTERTAINMENT & EDUCATION
ACROSS THE USA ...................
ATI TRAINING PACKAGES ......... ea.
ATTACK ON ALTAIR ...................
BIG TOP .............................
CONQUEST ..........................
COSMIC CRUSADERS ................
DEADLINE ...........................
DIGGER .............................
THE EXTERMINATOR .................
FLIGHT SIMULATOR—NEW VERSION ..
FRIENDLY ARCADE ...................
FRIENDLY PC INTRO SET .............
FROGGER ...........................
GORGON ............................
HIDE & SINK .........................
HI RES #4 ...........................
KID STUFF ...........................
MASTER MINER ......................
MOON BUGS .........................
MY LETTERS, NUMBERS 8. WORDS . ..
PC CRAYON ..........................

105.00
221

CALL
CALL
CALL
200.00

4

-D3 3
.

1A9" rcelrlrl’IBstedJnthlsagarfedgeéhagﬁp-SO.

PC TUTOR ...........................
PLANET FALL ........................
SERPENTINE ........................
SNACK ATTACK ......................
SPINNAKER SERIES ..................
SPYDER .............................
STYX ................................
SUSPENDED .........................
WITNESS ............................
WIZARDRY ...........................
ZORK I, II, III ...................... ea.
ZURAN DEFENDER ...................

49.00
39.00
25.00
27.00
CALL
29.00
29.00
39.00
39.00
49.00
27.00
25.00

ACCESSORIES
CURTIS PRODUCTS
DISPLAY PEDESTAL .........
MONO CABLE ...............
KEYBOARD CABLE ..........
SYSTEM STAND .............
KRAFT JOYSTICK ....................
HAYES MACH ||| JOYSTICKS ..........
KEYBOARD DRAWER .................

35.00
38.00
30.00
17.00
39.00
45.00
75.00

MONITORS
AMDEK 310A ........................
COLOR II + ..................
PRINCETON GRAPHIC HX-12 ..........
SR-12 ..........
ZENITH RGB MONITOR ...............

$175.00
CALL
469.00
CALL
479.00

MODEMS
HAYES SMART MODEM ...............
HAYES SMART MODEM 1200 ..........
HAYES SMART MODEM 12008 ........

$205.00
489.00
449.00

DISKETTES
DYSAN
MAXELL

S.S./D.D .....................
D.S/DD .....................

VERBATIM (5 year warranty)

$24.00
34.00
23.00
33.00

21144 HEAD/CLEAN KIT ......
S.S./D.D .....................
D.S./D.D .....................

10.50
20.00
30.00

D.S./D.D .....................

25.00

WABASH (Lifetime Warranty)

PRINTERS

DIABLO P32 D-MATRIX ...............
CALL
DIABLO 630 .......................... $1699.00
DIABLO 630 TRACTOR FEED ..........
249.00
DYNAX DX-15 OR DX-25 ..............
CALL
PROWRITER F10 .....................
925.00
IDS
PRISM 132 COMPLETE ..... 1499.00
CALL
OKIDATA 92P .......................
CALL
93F .......................
CALL
84P .......................
TOSHIBA P1351 ...................... 1499.00
EPSON FX SERIES ...................
CALL
NEC 3550 ............................
CALL
PRINTER CABLE/PARALLEL ...........
25.00
CIRCLE NO, 183 ON READER SERVICE CARD

. names... 5:... ortaamaaizz IN NEW YORK CALL1-212'730-803D

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

We reserve the right to repair, replace or return to manufacturer lor repair, all goods
acknowledged faulty or damaged on receipt by customer. Customer must call Tor Return
Authorlzatlon Number before returning any goods. Prompt attention will be given to all
damaged and laulty returned goods. Any goods returned for credit are subject to 10%
restocking charge. plus shipping charge. No returns for credit on any software. Customer
must deal with the manulacturer directly ii the customer linds any lalse claims made by

the manufacturer. All goods are shipped UPS. only. Add 2% of price. or minimum ot$3.0010r
shipping. Shipping charges on Printers & Accessories vary. We do not ship COD. Please
allow one to two weeks lor personal or corporate checks to clear, To expedite shipping send
money order, certitied cashier's check, or charge to your VISA. MasterCard, WE DO NOT
Add a Service Charge For Credit Card Usage. Prices subject to change without notice.
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.

EPSONCOM
good, solidly black type font, be—

page and enter the WIDE print

worn. Therefore, using the parame-

letin board. He types in

mode for a memo for the ofﬁce bul»

cause his ribbon is getting old and

ters that produce double-strike and
italics, he enters

EPSON t r w (producing
Top-of-form/Reset, just to

be safe/Wide)

EPSON ID (producing
italic/double—strike)

Note that the spaces between the
parameters and the lower-case letters did not affect the program.

Or perhaps the user wants to ad-

vance the paper to the top of the

Finally, let's imagine that a user

decides to single—sheet feed the
printer, but the ”paper out” sensor
keeps disabling the printer as he
gets halfway down the page. The
command to disable the paper-out
sensor is not one of the predefined
parms, however, the hexadecimal

input option will still save the day.
The Epson manual says that the (escape) sequence followed by an ”8”
will disable the paper-out sensor.
This translates into 1b38 in hexadecimal numbers. Therefore, the

user should type in

EPSON/1338/

and the paper-out sensor will be disabled until the printer is turned off
or reset. Note that no spaces are al-

lowed between the slashes and that
only valid hex numbers 0—9 and A—
F are allowed. (Epson-compatible

printers will BEEP at you if un-

paired or illegal numbers are entered). However, additional parame»

Screen Displays. Fast and Easy!
V

’

0 Ability to create on—line help
files as part of the screen
system;
0 Automatic generation of

Blaise Computing presents
VIEW MANAGER" —a screen
programming system for the IBM
personal computer and hardware
compatibles. VIEW MANAGER”
speeds the creation. documenscreens into programs developed
in high level languages. Versions
for C (Lattice, Microsoft, or
Computer Innovations) and

images, and names and sizes

ofall existing screens;
6 A comprehensive library of
routines to include in your
programs allowing full ma~
nipulation of screens and the
data that they display or capture;
O Royalty—free distribution of
your commercial or in—house
applications developed using

now available.
VIEW MANAGER" lets you
create inputloutput screens by
providing an integrated system
of programs carefully constructed to make your screen develop—
ment easy and fast. It features:
0

v

0

VIEW MANAGER".

screens and editing ofexist—
ing ones using an interactive
painter efficiently storing

All this adds up to a produc—
tivity tool no system developer in
the C and Pascal environment
should be without.

Extensive control over the for-

$275 (Source code available

from data capture fields;

tional $150)

Quick creation ofnew

screens in a screen database;

mat of data written to and read

for routine library—an addi—

v‘

executed simply by typing ”DIS-

ABLE." Also, the AUTOEXECBAT

-.

V

ﬁle could contain the appropriate

commands to automatically ini—
tialize the printer upon startup.

CONCLUSION

Q

The EPSON DOS command has
been of great help to me and to
other PC users over the past six

TOOLS 2'“ —A library of routines for
access to operating services of DOS

months, both on Epsons and on a

development projects in C and
Pascal include:

includes memory allocation, program
chaining, file and buffer handling $100
EXEC’"— A program chaining dispatcher for all DOS-executable files
supporting a common data area $95

used in the office. With imagina-

variety of other printers that are

2.0+ from within your program—

TO0LS"——A library of routines for ad
vanced string handling, forms utilities,
screen handling or more $125

V

2034 Blake Street Berkeley. CA 94704
(415) 540-5441

v

V

s
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tion and the printer manual, the

possible uses for this program are
nearly unlimited. Who knows,
maybe it will even do graphics.

BLAISE COMPUTING INC.
v"

numbers), create a one-line batch
file that will do the work for you.
For example, a batch ﬁle entitled
”DISABLE.BAT” could contain the
preceding command and could be

VIEW MANAGER” is part of the
Blaise Computing Productivity

Series. Other products to speed your

V

(it’s hard to remember many hex

including details of formats
for data entry fields, screen

Pascal (IBM or Microsoft) are

{,

of entering hexadecimal characters

screen documentation files,

tation, and incorporation of

v

> ._
V

ters may be entered before or after
the slashes to advance the paper or
set any predeﬁned character font.
To further simplify the process

a
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Would you hire an entire band when

all you need is one instrument? Of

course not.

So why use a whole orchestra of
computers when all you need is one
to develop software for virtually any

type of micro-processor?

The secret? Avocet’s family of
cross—assemblers. With Avocet

cross—assemblers you can develop
software for practically every kind of
processor — without having to

switch to another development
system along the way!

Development Tools That Work
Avocet cross-assemblers are fast, reliable
and user-proven in over 4 years of actual
use. Ask NASA, IBM, Xerox or the

10250.00"

‘

200.00 ,
- , 200.00 ,2;

hundreds of other organizations that use
them. Every time you see a new micro-

H 3 250.00 ,4

250.00;

processor-based product, there’s a good
chance it was developed with Avocet

cross-assemblers.

Avocet cross—assemblers are easy to use.
They run on almost any personal computer and process assembly language for
the most popular microprocessor families.
Your Computer Can Be A
Complete Development System

Avocet has the tools you need to enter

and assemble your soft-ware and finally
cast it in EPROM:

VEDIT Text Editor makes source code

entry a snap. EuII»screen editing plus a
TECO-Iike command mode for advanced
tasks. Easy installation - INSTALL pro—
gram supports over 40 terminals and
personal computers.
Customizable
keyboard layout. CP/M-80,CP/M-86,
MSDOS, PCDOS .............. $150

EPROM Programmers let you program. verify, compare, read. display
EPROMS but cost less because they
communicate through your personal
computer or terminal. No personality
modules! On-board intelligence provides
menu-based setup for 34 different

EPROMS, EEPROMS and MPUs (40»pin
devices require socket adaptors). Selfcontained unit with internal power supply,

R8232 interface, Textool ZIF socket.
Driver software (sold separately) gives
you access to all programmer features
through your computer, lets you download cross-assembler output files, copy

EPROM to disk,

Model 7228 Advanced Programmer
—Supports all PROM types listed. Superfast “adaptive” programming algorithm
programs 2764 in 1.1 minutes.

Model 7128 Standard Programmer —

Lower-cost version of 7228. Supports all
PROM types except “A” versions of2764
and 27128. Standard programming algo.
rithm programs 2764 in 6.8 minutes.

Model 7956 and
grammers — Similar features to 7228,

but program as many as 8 EPROMS at

once. 7956-SA stand-alone version copies
from a master EPROM. 7956 lab version
has all features of standalone plus RS232 interface.

EPROM: 2758, 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2764, 2764A,
27128, 27128A, 27256, 2508, 2516, 2532, 2564, 68764,

68766, 5133, 5143. CMOS: 27C16, 27C32, 27C64,
MC6716. EEPROM: 5213, X2816A, 48016, 12816A,

5213H. MPU (w/adaptor): 8748, 8748H, 8749,
8749H, 8741, 8742, 8751, 8755,
7228
7128
7956
7956-SA
PDV
481
511
755

Advanced Programmer

$ 549

Standard Programmer
429
Laboratory Gang Programmer 1099
Stand-Alone Gang Programmer 879
Driver Software
95
8748 Family Socket Adaptor
98
8751 Socket Adaptor
174
8755 Socket Adaptor

CABLE RS-232 Cable (specify gender)
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ASSEMBLER —With exhaustive field
testing completed, our 68000 assembler
is available for immediate shipment.
XMAC68K supports Motorola standard
assembly language for the 68000 and
68010. Macros, cross-reference, structured assembly statements, instruction

optimization and more. Linker and

librarian included. Comprehensive, well-

written manual. XMAC682 for MK68200
has similar features.

Call us toll-free for some straight talk

about development systems.

1-800-448-8500

(in the US. Except Alaska and Hawaii)
VISA and Mastercard accepted. All popular disc formats now available
“please specify. Prices do not incIude shipping and handling .. call for exact
quotes. OEM INQUIRIES INVITED.
*denmrk of Digital Research

HEXTRAN Universal HEX File Converter — Convert assembler output to
other formats for downloading to de~
velopment systems and target boards.

Also useful for examining object file,
changing load addresses, extracting parts
of files. Converts to and from Intel,
Motorola, MOS, RCA, FairchiId, Tek~
tronix, TI, Binary and HEX/ASCII Dump
formats. For CP/M, CP/M-86, MSDOS,

PCDOS ..................... $250
Ask about UNIX.
CIRCLE NO. 110 ON READER SERVICE CARD

"Trademark of Microsoft

AVOCET
SYSTEMS New

DEPT.
804 SOUTH STATE STREET
DOVER, DELAWARE 19901
302-734-0151 TELEX 4.67210

EPSONCOM
Listing 1 EPSON.COM

;“*******"**** MOVE COUNT OF CHARACTERS INTO PARM AREA ****""*"***

NAME EPSON

MOV
MOV
CLD
MOVSB
DEC

PAGE 55.132
TITLE EPSON.COM - DOUGLAS RITARI - 12/6/83
;

EPSON.COM

;

by:

;

DATE:

‘ Version 1.0 - Setup Utility for Epson Printer

DougIas Ritari
December 6, 1983

:iiitiiitﬂkti

,

3

MAIN

MDV
MOV
MOV
CMP
JE

SEGMENT PARA PUBLIC 'CODE‘

ORG

IOOH

PROC

FAR

ASSUME

CS:MAIN

ASSUME

DS:MAIN

ASSUME

SS:MAIN

;

ASSUME

ES:MAIN

;

JMP

SSTART

;*****ii******

SUITCH
SIXTEEN
TESTPR
DIGITS
HEX
PARM

DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

;JUMP TO REAL START_OF PROGRAM

INITIALIZE

0
16
coco

START

DATA

VARIABLES

;SNITCH FDR HEX 'I' SEO.- EITHER '0‘ OR ‘FFH'
;THE NUMBER '16' USED IN HEX CONVERSION - MUL.
;SHITCH TO TEST IF ANY OUTPUT HAS PRODUCED
;NUM. OF HEX DIGITS PROCESSED - '0' OR '1'
;HEXAOECIMAL ACCUMLATOR
;MOVE PARAMETER TD HERE - I BYTE AT A TIME

;
;
BEGIN PROGRAM - SAVE RETURN ADDRESS TD DDS
.*i*t*******: think!it2**ﬁtiti-*A‘tii-titi-iﬁiiiﬁtiittiﬁttttt-ki-kﬁtﬂiwi-QA-ttA-tt
-

SSTART:

PUSH
MDV
PUSH

OS
AX,O
AX

MRI I MENU

;SAVE PSP SEGMENT ADDRESS
;SAVE RETURN ADDRESS OFFSET (PSP + O)

DIRECTORY
IACIUSI DAT
“81181 OAS
EST D(E
EST LSI’
Eﬁ' MAP

UP

PARM

FIELDIS

PDINTERS

*iitﬁiit**t****iﬁ*it*t******

AL,PARM ',PUT NUMBER OF CHAR. IN PARM IN AL REGISTER
CX,AX
:PUT NUMBER OF CHAR. IN PARM IN CX REGISTER
BX.OFFSET PARM ;POINT TO PARMS BASE ADDRESS
CX.O
;HERE ‘ND’ PARMS ENTERED ?
SEAREN ;SEND OEFAULTS - ND PARMS - END PROGRAM
w. -

.

..

e x

MUVSB
DEC
MOV
CMP
JL
AND
SEARCP: CMP
JE
MOV
CMP
JNE
CMP
JE
CMP
JE
CMP
JE
CMP

;READ IN PARM FROM PROG.

SEGMENT PREFIX

DI
AL,[8X] ;MOVE NEXT PARM TO INPUT REGISTER
AL,96
;96 IS THE SMALL LETTER ‘A‘
SEARCP ;OO ‘NOT‘ MODIFY THIS LETTER IF LDHER THAN ’5'
AL,223 ;REDUCE BY 32 - UNCAPS===> CAPS
AL,'/‘ ;HEX SEQUENCE BEGUN OR TERMINATED
TOGGLE ;TURN ESCAPE SEQUENCE FLAG ON OR OFF
AH,O
;CLEAR AH REGISTER
AM,SNITCH
;IS HEX SEOUENCE DFF ?
PASTHRU ;PRINT CHAR.‘S HEX VALUE IFyHEX SWITCH IS ON
AL,'E‘ ;PARM TO 'EMPHASIZE' 7
PARM_E ;PARM-E ROUTINE
AL,'O' :PARM TO 'OOUBLE-STRIKE' ?
PARM_D ;JUMP TO PARM-D ROUTINE
AL.'C' ;PARM TO ‘COMPRESS‘ ?
PARM C ;JUMP TO COMPRESS ROUTINE
AL,‘T‘ ;PARM TU 'GOTO TOP-DF-FORM' 7

Don’tjust put your applications in windows—put windows in your
applications with VSI—the window manager.
VSI is a high-speed screen management tool.Y0u can create up to 255
simultaneously active overlapping windows—large or small—for any
application program. Read to or write from any window and display them
with borders and user declared prioritiesVSI is callable from any compiled language and supports all color and monochrome video attributes.
12832
4992

11-37-93
11-87-83

PRODUCT IMDERHZIMSS
PROCUCT MUTE: Inverted Tue-Im19.23
GAE

SET

PARMlS) HERE ENTERED F SEARCH FOR AND PROCESS PARMAMETERS

,
SEAR:

[*ﬁtti*ikiiitit*itittﬂiiiiﬁ*ti

SI,80H ;SOUREE STRING OFFSET (WITHIN PSP)
DI,OFFSET PARM ;DEST. STRING OFFSET
;SET 'FORHARD' STRING OPERATIONS
;MDVE l OF PARMS ENTERED INTO 'PARM' VARIABLE
DI

QUANTITY ON Hall): 18265
REOIDEI POIIn‘: 2898

Use the up and Jul-III irruﬂ PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: levers: let-“Inge for
or type the Vin-her for HI frnilgatlng bent horngwex.

Press (ENTER) to select 1
Press (ESC) to exit Erin this IEIIIL
Press 7 for help with the highlighted Ienu itu.

Cut Development Time
VSI‘s powerful primitives simplify your screen management chores
with a complete library of functions. And you can preview and edit your
screen layout before you actually program it
But that's only the beginning.
Free Demo Disk
Our free hands-0n demo disk will have you doing windows, too.
Return the coupon with $4.50 for postage and handling.
MasterCard OrVisa accepted with phone orders only.
V8] is used with IBM PC,XT and compatibles as well as T1
Professional. and Wang PC.
I develop software for 8086/8088 based machines and I want to do windows. too.
I'm enclosing $4.50 for postage and handling, Please send me your free demo
disk. My business card is attached. (Offer expires December 31,1984)

AMBER SYSTEMS, INC.
1171 S. Sunnyvale-Saratoga Road
San Jose CA 95129
(408) 9964883

Computer

N'imv

I

Companv
Address

CUITVI'IIEIII1984 Amber Systems. Inc.
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#PRESENTING %

The ﬁrst com ll rfor dBASE II

I

I
I

CDMF’ILERW

WordTech S}

dBASE 11‘1”.

INDEPENDENCE—«e—

Now you can write compiled, efﬁcient programs that will execute

independently of dBASE II, and without RunTime *R.

NO LICENSE FEES

You only buy (18 CompilerTM once. You may compile as many
applications as you wish, FOREVER, with no additional fees.

SPEED

a Application programs are compiled into low level code and only
include program functions that are absolutely necessary.

SECURITY

Compilation is far better than‘encryption for protecting your '

programming insights and procedures.

POREABILITY

Using dB Compiler’s cross-linkers you can use one development

system to generate code for various target environments.

Suggested retail price: $750; additional target modules: 5550
CIRCLE NO. 181 ON READER SERVICE CARD

" dBlIJlVIF’ILER“

WORDTECH SYSTEMS

PO. Box 1747, Orinda, CA 94553

[415) 254-0900
dBASE ll. RunTune" Ashton-Tate

EPSONCOM
I

PARM T ;JUMP T

c

JE

AL,'R‘

;PARM T

CMP

AL,'T'

;PARM T

PARM R ;JUHP T

o

a

JE

c

CMP

TOP-OF-FORM ROUTINE
‘REINITIALIZE PRINTER' 7
RESET ROUTINE
SET 'ITALIC‘ CHAR. ?
ITALICS ROUTINE

PARM I
AL,'UV
PARM_U
AL.'N'
PARM_N
SEAR

;JUMP
;PARM
;JUMP
:PARM
;JUMP
;LOOP

T
T SET ‘UNl-DIRECTIONAL' PRINT MO0E ?
T ‘UNI‘DIRECTIONAL' ROUTINE
T0 SET 'NIDE' PRINT MODE 7
TO HIDE ROUTINE
BACK FOR OTHER FARMS

SEAREN: JMP

PGHEND

;JUMP END-PROGRAM PROCEDURE

o

c

o

JE
CMP
JE
CMP
JE
SEARBK: LOOP

;*******t* BACKSLASH TOGGLES HEXIDECIMAL INPUT M00E ONIOFF ******‘**'~*
;

TOGGLE THE HEXAOECIMAL INPUT PROC.-OFF===>ON

TOGGLE: NOT
JMP
;ilﬁxtttttt

PASTHRU:

SHITCH
SEAREK
EDIT

SUB

FOR

AL,30H

BELEND

CMP

AL.9

JOE
SUB

JC
CMP

JA

PASTHRZ: CALL

JHP

ON===>OFF

;RETURN TO FARM SEARCH PROCEDURE

VALID

JC

- OR

HEXIDEEIMAL

NUMBERS

;CONVERT FROM ASCII REPRES. T0 REAL NUMBERS
;END PROGRAM IF HRONG PARM - SOUND BELL
;CHECK FOR DIGIT > 9

PASTHRZ ;VALID NUMBER - JUMP TO MATH ROUTINE CALL
;CONVERT FROM ASCII REPRES. TO HEX DIGITS A-F
BELEND
;ENO PROGRAM IF WRONG PARM - SOUND BELL
AL,0FH
;CHECK FOR DIGIT > '15‘ HEX

AL,7

BELENO
;ENO PROGRAM IF WRONG PARM ‘ SOUND BELL
HEXMATH ;CONVERT INPUT PARM T0 HEX-NUMBER
SEARBK
;RETURN FOR NEXT PARM

AL,45H

CALL

ESCAPE

JMP

SEARBK

JMP

AL.47H
ESCAPE

;CODE FOR 'DOUBLE-STRIKE‘ MODE

SEARBK

PARM C: MOV
CALL
JMP
I
PARM_T: MOV
CALL
JMP

AL,OFH ;CODE FOR ‘COMPRESSED‘ FONT’
PRINTER ;COMPRESSEO MOOE DOES 'NOT' NEEO PRE-ESCAPE SEQ
SEARBK

PARM_R: MOV

AL.AOH
CALL
SEARBK

;CANCEL ALL MODES/RESET LOGICAL TOP~OF-FORM
ESCAPE

AL,34H
ESCAPE
SEARBK

;CODE FOR 'ITALICS‘ FONT

JMP
;
PARM_I: MOV
CALL
JMP

AL.OCH ;COOE TO 'ADVANCE PAPER TO TOP-OF-FORM'
PRINTER ;FORM‘FEED TO TOP-OF-FORM DOESN'T NEED ESC.
SEARBK

i'tthittﬂﬁﬁtﬂﬁtttii*tﬁiﬁ

,
;*'****'* PRE-DEFINED EPSON PRINTER FARMS PROCEDURE *****~**'*«***~~**~
PARM_E: MOV

FARM 0: NOV
CALL

;CODE FOR 'EMPHASIZEO‘ FONT

PARM 0: NOV
T CML
MOV
CALL
JMP

AL,55H ;TURN 0N UNI-DIRECTIONAL PRINT MODE
5mm
AL,1
;CODE TO SET UNI-DIRECTIONAL 'ON'
PRINTER
SEARBK

PARM N: Nov
_ uLL
MOV
CALL
JMP

AL,57H ;CODE FOR 'PERMANENT DOUBLE-HIDE' FONT
ExAM
AL,1
;CODE TO SET HIDE ‘ON'
PRINTER
SEARBK

;tiﬁﬁﬁniﬁtititti END OF PROGRAM PROCEDURE *ﬂttttﬁttitﬁﬂ*i*ﬁk*tittitii*i

;

RESTORE CONTROL TO DOS ' END OF PROGRAM

BELEND: MOV
MOV
CALL
PGMEND: CMP
JNE

DIGITS,0
AL,D7H
PRINTER
DIGITS,D
BELENO

;CLEAR ’UNPAIRED DIGITS‘ HEX CHECK
;BAO PARMS IN PROGRAM - SOUND BELL
;PRDGRAH ENDED HITH ERRORS!
;HAS 'UNPAIRED' HEXCOOES ENTERED?
;SDUNO BELL TD SIGNAL ERROR

CMP

TESTPR,D

PRINTER PROC
MOV
MDV
MOV
INT

;

JE

DEFAULT

;ND OUTPUT HAS PRODUCED - SEND DEFAULT

RET
PRINTER ENDP

RET
;
;

;RETURN T0 003 - END OF PROGRAM.

ND PARMS HERE ENTERED - DEFAULT SETTING OF DOUBLE-STRIKE/EMPHASIZE
‘

;
DEFAULT: MDV
CALL
MDV
CALL
JMP

START

AL,47H
ESCAPE
AL,45H
ESCAPE
PGMEND

;PUT 'DDUBLE-STRIKE‘ CODE IN OUTPUT REGISTER

;PUT 'EMPHASIZE‘ CODE IN OUTPUT REGISTER

;JUMP TO END-OF-PROGRAM ROUTINE
I

ENOP

;**'**‘*'** ESCAPE SUBROUTINE - SEND ESCAPE CODE TD PRINTER *’*****‘*‘*

I
ESCAPE

PROC
PUSH
MOV
CALL
POP
CALL
RET
ESCAPE ENDP

NEAR
AX
AL,IBH
PRINTER
AX
PRINTER

;SAVE POTENTIAL CHAR. TO BE PRINTED ON STACK
;MOVE ESCAPE CHAR.(IBH) TO OUT REG.
;CALL PRINTER SUBROUTINE
;GET CHAR. TO BE PRINTED FROM STACK
;CALL PRINTER OUTPUT ROUTINE
;RETURN TO CALLING SUBROUTINE

NEAR
TESTPR,I
;VALIO OUTPUT HAS BEEN PRODUCED
DX,D
;SET REGISTER FOR PRINTER OUTPUT INTERRUPT
AH,O
;SET REGISTER FOR PRINTER OUTPUT INTERRUPT
17H
;CALL PRINTER DRIVER IN BIDS
;RETURN TD CALLING SUBRDUTINE

;*****~~** CONVERT INPUT FARMS To HEXIDECIMAL NUMBERS *****************
HEXMATH PROC
CMP
JNE
MUL
MOV
INC
RET
MATHZ: ADD
MOV
CALL
RET
HEXMATH ENDP

I
MAIN~

ENDS
END

NEAR
DIGITS,0
NATHZ
SIXTEEN
HEX,AL
OIGITS

AL,HEX
DIGITS,O
PRINTER

;RDUTINE T0 CONVERT PARM T0 HEX NUMBERS
;O===> IST l
1===> 2ND I
;JUHP a PROCESS 2ND l
;MULTIPLE IST 3 BY 16
;CLEAR & STORE RESULT IN 'NEX‘
;IST NUMBER PROCESSED
;RETURN TO PASTHRU ROUTINE
;TDTAL THE THO HEX DIGITS
;CLEAR DIGIT VARIABLE FOR FUTURE PARMS
;SEND HEX I IN 'AL' REGISTER TO PRINTER
;RETURN TO PASTHRU ROUTINE

START

.
;**~*****~ PRINTER SUBRDUTINE - ALL PRINTING IS DONE HERE *******~*****

;

SEND CHARACTER IN AL REGISTER TO PRINTER

Presenting the No-Risk Disk.”
No matter how many times you play it, the TDK
No-Risk Disk won’t drop a letter. A word. Not even a bit.
We guarantee it.
And not for 1 year. Or 5 years. But with a lifetime
replacement warranty for as long as you own the disk.
That’s a promise we don’t make
lightly Because it has almost 50 years’
3::
Ein
research and development of TDK
3?
recording products behind it.
3:3.
So the next time you want to store
important information, put it on TDK.
You’ve got nothing to lose.

3 3;:
so
3-K?

E Ln

2 7S"

TDK. THE NO-BISK DISK:
TDK oﬁers a complete line of the most popular disks in 5% - and 8-inch formats.
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Computer dreams.
7201/ COMPAT/ELE —

ﬂow; Au 77/5 I’D/0MB SDFru/Aze
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ntroducing the new COMPAQ DESKPRO."

COMPAQ combined the best features of the best
desktop computers. And then added exclusives you won’t
find on others. Today they’re together in one personal
computer. The COMPAQ DESKPRO.
The COMPAQ DESKPRO is the most expandable
desktop you can buy. It can grow as you grow. with up
to six available expansion slots and four storage devices.
including a unique fixed disk drive backup—all inside the
computer instead of out, saving your desk from Clutter.

It’s the most rugged desktop, too, because it's the only

desktop with a shock-mounted mass storage compartment
to help keep disk drives in alignment and help protect you
from losing data, downtime, and dollars.
It’s also the most compatible desktop, giving you true
hardware and software compatibility with the industry's
most popular personal computers. The COMPAQ
DESKPRO runs thousands of programs written for the
IBM“ PC and XT right off the shelf. Which brings us to the
next point.

“1984 COMPAQ' is a Registered Trademark and COMPAQ DESKPRO" is a Trademark of COMPAQ Computer Corporation. IBM“ is a Registered Trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

Dream computer.
The industry leader in compatibility

Ilext andgraphics on one screen. not two.
I} H Cl

Power and space for almost unlimited

expansion.

" .‘

\

lilillu'Jl-iL

Add up to 640K ofmemory on

system board and save expansion slots.
\

Runs software 2X to 3X faster \

10MB fixed disk drive
10MB fixed disk backup
Two diskette drives

Exclusive tape backup helps
protect data.

Unique shock mounting helps
protect your data and hardware
investment.

Familiar layout enhanced
.
with LED's on caps and num- ————
lock keys.

The COMPAQ DESKPRO is the fastest truly compatible
desktop you can buy. It's two to three times faster than the
industry standard. That saves time now. And in the future.
as software becomes more sophisticated and integrated, it
will save you even more time as well as protect your personal computer investment.
But there’s more. We gave the COMPAQ DESKPRO one
other feature not found on any other machine. You can
choose between an amber or green dual-mode monitor
that displays high-resolution text and graphics with equal

It simply works better

brilliance, saving you the cost and clutter of a second monitor.
See the Dream Computer. Then pinch yourself. It’s for real.
For the location of the nearest Authorized COMPAQ

Computer Dealer, or for a free brochure, call 1-800231-0900. Operator 5 or Telex #795437 COMPAQCOMP HOU.
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FROM PC
TO OKIDAE’X84
JEFF GARBERS

A program that translates the PC’s codes for line-drawing characters
into language the Okidata 84p can understand
ometimes a printer and a personal comput—
S er don’t speak quite the same language. An
example of this problem occurs with the Oki-

ent from the de facto standard established by
IBM. What the PC displays as a solid vertical

with an IBM PC or compatible. The Oki 84p

uses character 150, which would be displayed
by a PC as an “O” with a circumﬂex.
Since the codes are not compatible, at-

data Microline 84p printer when it is used

has become a popular alternative to the IBM

Dot Matrix and Graphics Printers. It is reasonably priced, quick, and offers an attractive
correspondence—quality mode as well as other
useful features. Unfortunately, it was not
originally designed to work closely with the
PC, so its graphics character set is quite differ]eff Garbers is director of product development for
Microstuf, Inc. in Atlanta, Georgia. He is coauthor of
Crosstalk XVI.

SEPTEMBER 1934

bar (character 179) comes out looking Iapanese on the Oki. For a vertical bar, the Oki

tempting to print any of the PC’s non-ASCII
characters results in a print-out that is dis—
tracting at best and unreadable at worst. The
situation is especially annoying when printing screen dumps of programs that use the
PC’s line-drawing characters to form boxes or
pictures on the screen. Checking the Oki
manual reveals that the printer can print
most of the necessary characters without

93

OK! DOKEY
having to revert to complex graph—
ics-printing procedures— it’s just
that the codes are different. All that
would be necessary to ﬁx things is a
program to translate the PC’s codes
into the Oki’s codes as the docu—
ment is printed.

XZOKI, the program presented
in listing 1, does just that. It intercepts any calls to the IBM BIOS

parallel printer routine, checks to

see if the character to be printed

should be translated, and does the
translation if it can. This version of
the program supports only the line-

drawing characters, but it could

easily be expanded to do more. The

program is well suited for modiﬁca-

tion and can serve as a base for
interesting projects. (For instance, it

could be used as an example by programmers wishing to develop a rou—
tine that would translate codes for
printers other than the Oki 84p.)

USING THE PROGRAM

The IBM Macro Assembler is re—

quired to assemble this program.
Use an editor to type it in (leave out

the comments if desired) and give it
the name XZOKIASM. Assemble
and link it with the following steps
(this article assumes that the programmer has MASM.EXE,

LINKEXE, and EXEZBINJ—ZXE):

MASM XZOKI;
LINK XZOKI;

(-will produce
a warning error

EXEZBIN XZOKI X20KI.COM
DEL X20KI.EXE
DEL X20KI.OBI

This routine will result in a runnable XZOKICOM, which the user

Btrievem
Network and single—user file management for all

your programs. All your programming languages.
Say goodbye to writing file management
routines. Because now BtrieveTM can han’
dle file management for all your program
development on the IBM PC. All your
programming languages.
Based on the brtree ﬁle indexing
system, Btrieve provides the most

sophisticated file handling powers
available for your PC. And for multiple
PCs. BtrieveTM/N lets you share files

among PCs in Net\l(/are,TM I’Cnet,TM
EtherSen'esIM or MultiIJnkTM networks.

And both Btrieve and Btrieve/N offer the
same superior performance characteristics:
° Interfaces all major IBM PC

languages—BASIC, Pascal,
COBOL, C, and IBM Macro
Assembler

0 Written in 8088 Assembler for the

IBM PC
0 Multikey access to records
° Automatic file recovery on system
crash.
Btrieve and Btrieve/N also have user—
defined transaction management.
‘ Unlimited number of records per file.
Complete error control and recovery
within an application. Duplicate,
modifiable, and segmented keys. Variable
cache buffer from 16K bytes to 64K bytes.
Moreover, record retrieval is fast with
Btrieve—no matter how large your data
base. So you can begin writing programs
faster with Btrieve.
Say goodbye to file management

routines. And hello to Btrieve.

Austin, Texas 78766

Suggested retail prices: Btrieve, $245; Btrieve/N,

$595. Requires PC/DOS or MSW/DOS, version 1
or 2. Dealer inquiries welcome.

(512) 3468380
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NetWare. and EtherSeries are trademarks of International

Business Machines, Microsoft Corporation, SoftCraft Inc.
Orchid Technology, Davong Systems Inc., Novell Data
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To start the program, type
XZOKI. The program will announce
that it is installed and running. To
toggle the translation feature (if, for
example, the Okidata’s graphics

features are needed), type XZOKI
again; the program will activate or
deactivate (as appropriate) and Will
display its current status. The program has been tested and used ex—

tensively on the author’s own system, but no guarantees are made as
to its usefulness with any particular

conﬁguration of PC and printer.

SPECIAL TECHNIQUES

Borrowing the Interrupt

IBM, MS, Btricve and Btrieve/N, PCnet, MultiLink,

Systems, and 3Com Corp, mpectively.

back, edit the source code, and start
again. The only error to ignore is
the warning error after the link
step— that’s perfectly normal.

XZOKI is extensively commented,
but there are a few notions that
need special attention:

g SoﬂCraﬂ Inc.

P. O. Box 9802 #590

may wish to put on his boot disk
and then incorporate into his
AUTOEXECBAT ﬁle. If errors are
encountered at any step in the as—
sembly process, don’t continue; go

~

Vector. Notice that when XZOKI
ﬁrst starts up, it stores the address of
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Buy the OMNINETNétwbrIe‘ _

Buy it because it’s the best buy

for the most eoqmndabz'lz'ty v .

At under $500 per node, OMNINET

has the lowest cost per station of
any local area network.

If you’re just starting a network,
consider OMNISHARE‘MSoftware. It
lets your regular PCs or PC—COI'h~
patibles make full use of the disk

Because an OMNINET Network

uses simple, twisted pair wire.
Which means that cabling costs one

space on an IBM PC XT.TM
When you want to draw on the

fifth of the coaxial alternatives,

with none of the installation
headaches.
Result? OMNINET is both

resources ofyour central computer, you’ll want Corvus’ SNA Gateway;
It lets your network’s micros tap
into your mainframe’s information.
Whether you have 2 computers

easier and less expensive to
install. Or expand.

or 2,000, OMNINET can get the

Buy the system
for unmatched
ﬂexibility

most out of them.

Buy usfor our experience.
We pioneered local area network—

From Apples
to Zeniths,

ing for micros. And we’re con-

stantly working on better ways to
give you the system

OMNINET

handles
more types

you need,with the ////

versatility you

of micros
than any
other net-

work. So keep
the DEC’s in Data Proc—
essing and the PCs in

Purchasing; OMNINET
makes for great workcg ing relationships.

'

.

want, at a price
that makes sense.

options like electr

people can choosy

different program
And starting with their needs. Not t 4
limitatio

an am
megab

OMNIN

right in
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mail, your

I over 500

if

5 out of every 5 locally-networked
micros in the world are connected

to a CORVUS network?“
Give us a call at 800-4-CORVUS
to find out more.

Because when it’s all said and
done, one ofthe best arguments for

going with an OMNINET Network
is really very simple.
Buy it for your peace of mind.
an—
p at
r
' th
auilt

C3RVUS
The Networking Company.

‘ 59% of all locally-networked micros operate in a CORVUS network
according to lnfoCmp CORvus,THE NETWORKING commm:
()MNINE'I'zmd OMNISHARE are trademarks of convus SYSTEMS INC.
IBM PC and PC xT are trademarks of international Business
Machines. APPLE is a trademark of APPLE COMPUTER INC. DEC is a
trademark of DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION. Zenith is a trademark ofZenith Corporation.“ is a trademark ofTexas Instruments.
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the old INT 17H handler away for
its future use. When its own work
is complete, it calls the old handler
before returning to its own caller.
This technique is often referred to
as ”borrowing” the interrupt vector.
In contrast, a program is said to
”steal" the interrupt vector when it

handles the interrupt itself and

either returns directly to its caller

or jumps off to a ﬁxed position in
the ROM BIOS, often leaving a previously installed caller out in the
cold. Programs that steal interrupt
vectors—especially the video, key~
board, and timer—handling vectors—
are one of the major causes of in-

compatibility between different software packages. Obviously, stealing
is to be avoided. The borrowing

technique, if used properly, allows
“chaining” of handlers and will
help to ensure future usefulness.
Using a Scan Table. There are
two common ways of performing
character translation: using look-up
tables and using scan tables. With a
look-up table, the program subtracts
some constant value from the in—
coming character so as to make it an
”offset” into a predefined table; for

TURBOCHARGE
YOUR IBM
PERSONAL EDITOR
Let EDITOR-lN-CHIEF‘“ take charge. EDITOR—IN—CHIEF is our highly
optimized key—definition proﬁle for the IBM Personal Editor that
saves you thousands of keystrokes. EDlTOR—lN-CHIEF simpliﬁes
and speeds entry and editing of programs and text, dramatically
increasing your productivity. More than forty new functions give
you powerful control over your text or program files.

With only one keystroke or key-combination, you can:
0 Mark or unmark a word or string of words 0 Capitalize or
lower case all text in the marked area 0 Mark from the cursor
to the beginning or end of the line 0 Repeat the current line
without marking it first 0 Extend a marked block of lines up
or down by one or more lines 0 Get to the ”unnamed" (error
recovery) ﬁle 0 Set tabs to provide for structured program
indentation 0 Automatically redeﬁne the Enter key to any of
ﬁve useful functions for entering or editing program or text
ﬁles 0 Save the current contents of the command line, for
later reinvocation without retyping 0 And much more.
We've adjusted and refined nearly every function in the IBMsupplied
profile for improved usability For example, functions meant to work in
the dataarea (such as marking characters. blocks, and lines)
work properly even when the cursor is on the command line.
EDITOR-lN—CHIEF also includes an alternate proﬁ
where you can custom-code your own key deﬁnitions.
Predefined keys let you conveniently switch back and forth
between the standard EDITOR-INeCHIEF profile and your
custom proﬁle. We also include a complete onlme help
facility and an alternate help facility. where you can
document your own key definitions,

$19.95

POLYGON
SOFTWARE
CORPORATION

example, a program might subtract
65 from an alphabetic character to
translate A to zero, B to 1, etc. The

program then uses one of the 8088’s

indexed addressing modes to pick

up the desired outgoing character

from the table, as in the following
code fragment:

sub 31, 65

mov bl, a1

; change ’A’ TO 0,
;’B' to 1, etc.

; we will use BX
;as our oﬂ-‘set

mov bh, 0

] high half is
;always zero

mov a1, TABLE[bx]

; pick up

;the desired value

Look-up tables are appropriate
when speed is a concern or when

many of the characters in a particu—

lar range need to be translated.
Neither of these cases is appro-

priate in XZOKI— the speed is going

to be limited by the printer’s output

capability anyway, and the program

can handle only a few of the possible characters. The scan table approach is therefore used instead. In
this method, there are two “parallel” tables—one containing codes

for incoming characters that need to
be changed and the other containing the desired outgoing characters.
The program scans the table, and if
it finds a match, the value at the

same offset in the other table is

picked up and used. See listing 1 for

an example of this process.

EDITOR-lN-CHIEF comes With:
diskette with profile and help file.
and alternate profile and help file,
reference card; complete installation
and reference documentation.

363 Seventh Avenue. New York. New York 10001, Telephone: (212) 5636487. Add $2.50
postage and handling (NY residents add appropriate sales tax) Visa and Mastercard accepted.

End but Stay Resident.

When a program ﬁnishes, DOS

usually frees up the memory it used
so that memory is available to other

programs. The user would run out
of memory quickly if this were not

IBM 2 a reqs'etvu imammx cl imrmuhsnal Business. Mastimus (Limiter.
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“In Me art

ofprogramming
t/Je diﬁ‘erence between
greatness and mediocrity
is often the quality of
the artist ’s tools. ”
POLYOVERLAY
Make Maximum Use ofMemory with Overlay Code. Creates optimal memory

overlay structures, in terms ofutilizing a minimum oftotal physical memory, while

it builds a batch file to automatically drive an overlay linker, for creating efficiently
overlayed executable code. Creates optimum overlay structures for any modular

language including C, FORTRAN, Pascal, Ada and even BASIC. Essential for

porting mainframe code to large to fit into personal computer's memory all at one

time. Requires MS-DOS 2.0, and Microsoft’s Linker Version 3.4. Shipped with
Users Manual .............................................. $99

Praise From Professionals
“PolyLibrarian is a powerful tool for serious

hobbyists and professional programmers. It
is a thing of beauty; a work of art. The documentatlon is excellent, the large selection

of commands are intuitive to learn and easy
to use, and the program itself provides a
service of inestimable value. It is refreshing

to see a tool of this caliber available for serious programmers. The design of this program shows foresight and ingenuity. it sets

the human engineering standard for pro-

gramming utilities. If all of 'a programmer's

tools were so simple to work with, better
programs could be developed in less time
and with fewer headaches. Bravo, Polytron!

I look forward to your next product.”

Dan Rollins,
Programmer and Author writing in PC Age

“PolyLibrarian is an extensive, friendly utility
. . . an excellent tool for serious programmers. It combines professional quality with
a flexible user interface.”
Greg Estes

Editor, Programmers Journal

“I am thoroughly pleased [PolyLibrarian] is
definitely one of the best products of its
type that l have ever used on any system."

An Unsolicited Comment from
Steve Kauﬂmen

Consulting Engineer

POLYTRON C LIBRARY 1
A Library of High-Performance Functions for Lattice C Compiler Users. Over 50 significant routines
more useful than common library functions. The library includes UNIX-like utility functions, file management

functions, more efficient and flexible I/O routines, and executive functions. This is a powerful, professional—

quality C library that is easy to use and designed to increase your productivity. Assembly and C source code
included. Requires Lattice C Compiler Includes Users Manual .............................. $99

POLYLIBRARIAN
The Object Module Library Manager for MS-DOSW. PoLibrarian lets you create a single library from
related Objects Modules. The IBM PC Linker will then select only the modules necessary to produce an

executable file. PoLibrarian can: Create, organize, reconstruct, dissect, and compress libraries ofobject code
modules. Add, delete and replace an object module. Extract a module from a library to create an OB] file.
Change public and external names. Modules are time—stamped within the library. Supports full path names.
Supports Microsoft ’5 original and latest Linker (Version 2.4). Includes installation program to customize options
to your specific needs. Features three Modes of Operation (Interactive, Command File, Command Line) that
can be freely intermixed. Surpasses performance ofother primitive librarians. Features a highly functional user
interface that uses simple meaningful key words. Requires 128K RAM, MS-DOS (PC—DOS) 1.1 or 2.0.
Compatible with any compiler or assembler that uses the MS—DOS (PC—DOS) Linker. Shipped rwith
comprehensive Users Manual including step-by—step tutorial for ............................
POLYLIBRARIAN II
Extends PolyLibrarian’s power to IntellM and Digital Researchm Format Libraries. PolyLibrarian II is an
enhanced version of PolyLibrarian. In addition to all the features and functions listed above for PolyLibrarian,
this version adds a new dimension ofproductivity for programmers using Intel and Digital Research Language
Products. Compatible with any Intel Format Library and any Microsoft Format Library. Compatible with
Intel's Link 86 under MS—DOS. Compatible with Digital Research Linker under MS-DOS ..... $149

POLYMAKE

The Intelligent Program Builder & Maintenance Tool for MS-DOS. PolyMake frees you from the need to
remember which files depend on others and which files have been modified. PoMake will: Remember the
exact sequence of operations necessary to make a new version of a program. This will significantly reduce
developement time, prevent bugs 8t manage large software projects. Automatically invoke your compiler,
assembler, linker, librarian, or do whatever is necessary to bring all dependent tiles up to date. Compare the date

and time ofall relevant files and use internal rules to rebuild a program or complete software system. Rules can
be modified and expanded. Extensive debug capabilities help construct efficient make files. Includes features
superior to UNIX Make. Fully automatic operation under MS-DOS 2.0. Full path name capabilities under
MS-DOS 20. Requires 128K. Shipped with a comprehensive Users Manual ...................

POLYFORTRAN TOOLS 1

To Order or Request Literature Call

1-800-54 7-4000
Ask For Dept. 310
VlSA & MasterCard Accepted
Or Send Checks, P.O.’s To:

Polytron Corporation Ds-310-F1
PO. Box 787, Hillsboro, OR 97123
Add $1.25 Shipping Charge For Each
Product Ordered.
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OILWRO

Four Powerful Utilities in One Package. For developing or enhancing software or porting mainframe
software to personal computers these easy-to—use tools will become indepensible for the professional
FORTRAN programmer. Includes: 1. FORTRAN-XREF for developing comprehensive cross—reference
maps of FORTRAN source code. Mainframe users expect this kind of utility. New personal computer users
have X—REF power. 2. FORTRAN-EXTRACT extracts the MAIN routine as well as all SUBROUTINES,

FUNCTIONS and BLOCKDATAS from FORTRAN source code. It is unsurpassed for breaking-up large
codes into manageable modules that can be individually modified, compiled, added to libraries and finally linked
into a single executable code. 3.FORTRAN-CLEANUP performs three critical functions to improve
FORTRAN source code readability: A. Renumbers FORTRAN source code statements within each routine to
begin at a user specified starting number; B. Adds spaces around delimiters and key words; C. Performs
indentation for DO loops, IF...Then and similar structures. Ifyou are becoming weary ofcleaning up “sloppy”
code then you need FORTRAN—CLEANUP. 4. FORTRAN-SCREEN lets you show offyour software. This
is a complete set ofFORTRAN callable screen attribute and cursor position control functions for creating user
friendly, interactive menus and displays. Requires MS—DOS 2.0, 256K, One Disk Drive, Compatible W/hard
disk. Shipped with Users Manual .................................................. $179
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the case. XZOKI, however, needs to

Okidata Plug ’N Play Compatibility

always ready for use. Otherwise,

when a printer interrupt happens, if

the handler has been overwritten by
a subsequently loaded program, the
system will crash.

Most programs stop with an
INT 20H, which lets DOS free up

the memory they used. XZOKI, how~

ever, ends with an INT 27H. This
is a special method of exiting that
informs DOS that part of the pro-

gram that is about to stop needs to

stay resident. It’s described (brieﬂy)

in the DOS manual. Notice two special aspects of the way X20KI uses
this function:
1. The INT 27H is used only the

ﬁrst time the program is run. Other
wise, every time the user typed

”XZOKI” another slice of memory

would be used up. The logic that
lets XZOKI determine if it has been
run before is shown in listing I.
2. XZOKI doesn’t keep more code

resident than it has to. The label
LAST marks the last location in

X20KI that needs to stay resident.

Everything after LAST is ”transient” and can safely be ﬂushed

from memory when the program is

done running.

Trying to use printers other

than IBM's with the IBM PC can be
frustrating and time-consuming.
The program presented here should
help programmers solve their translation problems and allow them to
print what they want to print.

or people who have an Okidata
ML92 or ML93 and who want
IBM compatibility without programming, Okidata offers the Plug ‘N
Play interface kit for $49. These two
replacement PROMs are installed in
the printer’s control circuit board,
and the resulting Okidata-cum-IBM—
Graphics printer has a combination
of features from both printers. Corre—

spondence quality printing, propor-

tional spacing, and 160 CPS data pro- ,
ceasing mode are added to the IBM

Graphics printer’s repertoire. Regret-

tably, some standard Okidata fea~
tures— notably, downline loadable
character generation and printing at
12 and 6 CPI—are made unusable.
All of the Graphics printer’s

character spacing commands and

printer modes, including bit-mapped
graphics, are accepted by the Okidata, but their implementations differ
slightly in a few cases. Character set
1 is completely supported. In character set 2, all of the Greek and Span—
ish characters, the mathematical
symbols, and the graphics symbols
are supported, but the card suit
shapes (ASCII decimal codes 03-06)

and some foreign characters (ASCII
decimal 129 and 131-159) are not.
Underlining on the Okidata is
continuous; the Graphics printer
does not underline between words.
The Okidata is designed for line
spacing in increments of.1/72:inch
or 1/ l44-inch, not l/216-inch like
the IBM Graphics printer. In order
to approximate 1/216-inch spacing,
the Okidata multiplies the number
given in the Esc 3 or Esc I commands
by 2/3 and uses 1/144—inch spacing.
Because of rounding errors, there can
be a slight gap or overlap in printed
lines if the original number is not
evenly divisible by 3.

in this program.

The utility should be disabled prior to running any program (such
as Lotus 1-Z~3) that depends on the Okidata graphics character

set or uses the Okigraph graphics printing facility.

needed are a Phillips-head screw

driver and some marking tape. The

control circuit board containing the
PROMs is removed from its slot at
the rear of the printer; to do this,
‘ seven connectors must be unplugged
from the circuit board. The marking
tape is used to label each connector
with its socket number in 3rder to
make reinsertion easier. After the existing PROMs are extracted, the replacement PROMs are installed, the
circuit board is reseated, and the
playing begins.
.
Because the plugging process ’
takes about 15 minutes, switching
between the IBM Graphics printer
emulation and the pure Okidata
'
environment is not easy. Although
some of the Okidata ML92 and
ML93 features cannot be used with
the Plug ’N Play interface kit in‘
stalled, the replacement PROMs
yield a high degree of IBM compati~
bility without any programming ef—
fort, and with the associated benefits
that no user memory is dedicated to
a resident printer program and no
processing overhead is incurred in
translating codes.
—]ulie Anderson

* translation feature off and on, reporting "XZUki temporarily

antennas-tartar!

graphics characters (hearts, happy faces, etc.) are not supported

\D
on

whetn»ae»~»

Since the 84p doesn't fully implement all double-line characters,
we translate everything into single-line graphics.
Other

placement PROMs’. The only tools

* USE: Giving the comnand “X20KI” for the first time will install the
* conversion utility and produce the report “XZOKi installed and
* running." Thereafter, giving the “X20ki” comnand will toggle the

Listing 1: X20KI.ASM
* This program traps the printer output interrupt (17H), and
* translates outgoing IBM-style line drawing characters to codes
compatible with the Okidata 84p.

Many programs, especially word
processors, ask the user to indicate
the type of printer that is being used.
Once the Plug 'N Play Kit is installed, the user should specify the
IBM Graphics printer, not the Okidata. Accompanying documentation i
provides additionalinstructions for
inserting printer commands in VisiCalc, SuperCalc, WordStar, and Super
Writer.
An instruction booklet supplied
with the Plug ’N Play interface kit
contains complete and clearly illustrated directions for installing the re-

*

*

deactivated" or “X20ki reactivated."

i'

*

Copyright (C) 1983 Jeffrey P. Garhers.

CSEG
assume

All rights reserved.

ill-##1##

”stay resident” in memory so it is

segment para public ‘CODE'
cs:CSEG, ds:CSEG

; The printer interrupt number is defined by the PC to be 17H.
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Mylstar can cut
your IBM-PC
debugging time
in half.
symbol names and mathematical expressions for hex values.

mands for break points. repeat loops and input/output redirection. It lets you define macros which can be saved and
used again. MSD also offers a Command to trace around
calls, DOS interrupt calls, and repeat string instructions.
And, becaUSe MSD supports the full set of DOS function calls
you can debug more programs than with any other currently
available debuggers.

time saving entries are also included.

MSD adds on what IBM left out

Introducing MSD! Mylstar Symbolic Debugging
Program for IBM Personal Computers,
PC-DOS V 1.1, 2.0 and 2.1.

MSD greatly enhances your IBM DEBUG Program. Using the

same command structure as DEBUG, it lets you substitute

Batch files, on-line help, multi-command macros and other

Call, write or check reader
circle number for additional information. You can
start debugging faster for
only $125. Phone orders
accepted with Mastercard
or Visa numbers.

Symbols

Every symbol declared public in 'a source module becomes
part of the symbol table. And new symbols can be created or
old ones changed as quickly and easily as you can type
them. And they can be stored for future use.

More than just a Symbolic Debugger

In addition to the examples shown below, MSD contains com-
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V MYLSTAR
ELECTRONICS
‘
mc.
1 65 We“ Lake Street
Nonhlake. Illlnols 601 64
Tel (312) 562-7400
Telex 72-8463
A cummi- Plclunl Indu-lrlll Complny

Dealer & Distributor Inquiries Invited

Arguments like
source listing
Labels inserted
Symbolic

parameter
accepted

mg _L 1C

0F C3
10 BEDEICOI

DX.DHset ERRDFQHSB
PRlNl’J‘lSG

CLRBUF:

implemented

(value currently
stored at
BUFLEN used)

GE TCHAR
ERROR

ERROR:

oc E64 inn

Indirection

CLRBUF

SETL INE:

00 E90000

CX.(BUFLENJ
REPZ
STDSB

D1 . m fset BUFFER
AL. 20

RET

tD \BUFFER L [\BUFLEN)

ZOVAIOlZO

2079:0130
'

:zxnaur
'D

\BUFFER

41) 5‘? 4C 5

20 44 45 4

L

52 20-53 59 4D 42 OF 4c 49 4:
55 47 47 45—5? 20 20 51: 2r.) 7»: 22 :o

5

MVLSTAR SVHBDLIC
DEBUGEER v 2.0

[\EIUFLENJ

X

:zzmn

Create Macros %’
Execute Macros

Even use symbols
with assemble —/«.
command

'RIP

wenpgsmm

‘RSP
'\5TAClK ‘Bo‘r‘run
3
l . DBUF
D \BUFFER L [\BUFLEN]
4D 5‘? 4C 53 5‘
209A: 0120

41 52 20—53 59 4D 42 4F 4: 4‘7 4:
zoﬁawtso 2o 44 45 42 $5 47 47 45—52 20 2c: SA 20 12 2E 30
l
t\TABLE = 1000
IA
TABLE
zbsbwmo MD
. ,- I
HOV AX. [\YﬂBLE]
SUB
DB

HVLSTAR SVHBOLIE
DEBUGGER v 2.0

RX, \TABLEEBXJ
‘ TABLE, .‘TABLE

'0103 AlOO1O
01: 25570010

AX,tset VABLE

AX. [TABLE]
AX.(BXVDOfset TABLE)

Ora DOKEY
PRINTER_}NTERRUPT

equ

; BIOS HANDLER contains the doubleword address which used to be the

17H

; The signature word is an arbitrary 16-bit number that we‘ll use in
checking to see if the utility has already been installed.

;

SIGNATURE

equ

D944H

;

printer interrupt handler.

;
;

so any other interceptors that may have been installed (spoolers,
etc.) will still work properly.

BIDS_hANDLER

dd

We leave here through the old vector.

?

; address of former

int handler

its first argument
; DOS is a handy macro that calls 005 for service.
The second one (if it‘s there) is
is a function code number.

; The translation tables.
;

IBM-defined codes for the single and double line box drawing

;

;

characters.

;

Okidata 84p codes for those characters.

fcn_code, location_arg

;

the 0K1 CHARS table are quite similar; this is because PC double-

mov

ah, fcn_code

ifnb

(location arg>

mov

dx, offset location_arg

;
;
;

line characters are translated to 0ki single-liners.
NUMBER OF CHARS just lets the assembler figure out how many of
these it have to look through.

21H

;

in order to expand the conversion tables, just add codes to both

;

tables as needed, making sure that you keep the order straight.

;

assumed to be an offset that needs to be loaded into DX.

DOSmacro

The first table (PC_§HARS) contains the

The parallel

second table (0KI_tHARS) contains the

Notice that the lines of

endif
int

endm
; A couple of 005 function codes, defined.
PRINT_MESSAGE
SET_VECTOR equ

equ
25H

PC_§HARS equ this byte
db
218,194,191.195,180,192,193,217,I96,179,197 :sng boxes

09H

db

; Programs to be passed through the EXEZBIN utility need to start at
;

address lOOH.

org

; goes thru EXEZBIN

100H

jmp

START

; skip around all

the data space

201,203,187,204,185,200,202.188,205,186,206 ; dbl boxes

db

214,210,183,199,182.211.208,189,215

0Ki_ﬁHARS

equ

this byte

db

152,145,153,147,146,154,144,155,149,150.143

$-PC_§HARS

db

152.145,153,147,146,154,144,155,149,150,143

db

152,145,153,147,146,154.144,155,143

db

152,145,153,147,146,154.144,155,143

; An area to save the incoming character, which we need to preserve.

1

;

@DUEDEARAEEEEED
PERFOBHAIIEE
@a PQRIABILI'I'Y
Linn em ISA“ PAGEGAGEE
a6 em IIIIBEA'I'ABLE
@EKDQE

; more combos

equ

INCOMING_CHAR

; Data areas for XZOKI.

; combinations

213,209,184.198,18l,212,207,l90,216

NUMBER_pF_pHARS

; Since PC-DOS will always start us at lUUH, we need to do a jump
; right away to get around the data and interrupt—handling stuff
; and get right to the program initialization.
HOME:

db

db

?

START OF X20ki CODE

The company that‘introdu‘ced micros to: Bi-‘Trees "in.
l279 and treated: ACCESS; MANAGEK’"
‘
Researchfnow redeﬁnes the market for high per-f:

‘ ” "‘B-Tree’ibase’d’ﬁie handlers." f , _ , '

9‘ high lével,'multi-key lSAM routines and§l§w law:

' _ BeTr' fundiqhs

f,

,r .

_.

G routines that Work with single-USer and etWOrk: ’
>
a V
t,
_ A1
systems
_,
'
0 no r 'yalties or; application programs?

§ warez a mac-cos“ mm , 4
, for VISA, MC argon orders, canton free;

’ moo—232.3344.

Access Manager and CP/M are trademarks of Digital Research. inc;
‘
- - ‘
, '
«
Gtreeis a trademark of Fair'CQm. _

2606johnson Drive

Columbia MO 65203
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PC TECH IOURNAI.

LOGITECH MODULA-Z.

The only Modula-2 native code compiler for 8086/8088based machines and VAX® systems.

Compiled machine code means very fast program execution. LOGITECH
MODULA-2 means very fast, very effective professional program development. Here's how:

All the strengths of Pascal, plus improvements in every respect.

Wirth’s Pascal language is favored for its support of structured programming,
elegant syntax, and ease of use.
Modula-2 is Wirth's second generation programming solution. All the

best features of his Pascal language have been incorporated; Modula—2

adds major features for true modularity, support for multi-tasking, syntax

improvements, and features for increased portability (to namejust a few).

Designed for structured, modular programming, LOOITECH MODULA-2
extends Pascal’s strong type checking features to include type checking
between program modules
Modula-2 is easy to learn. Programs are easy to write, read, and maintain.

A complete program development system.

LOGlTECH MODULA-Z includes a complete implementation of Wirth’s
design, plus additional LOCITECH modules (including display handling
and dynamic string handling),
A complement of powerful debugging tools—including compile-time
error checks and symbolic debugging—are included.

Professional support from the people who wrote LOGITECH

MODULA-2.

LOCITECH's commitment to Modula—2 as a professional development tool
is backed by the most professional support available for Modula users. Because the
support team includes the developers of our Modula-2 implementation,
you are assured of fast, high-level answers to the toughest questions.
Continuous support of Modula-2 and related libraries includes regular
notice of updates, and low user update costs.

As the leading producer of Modula-2 for VAX systems and
8086/8088-based micros, LOCITECH is committed to protecting
and enhancing your language investment.
Trademarks: MS—MiCl’OSOft Corporation; MODULA-Z/BG, MODULA-Z/VXBB, MODULA-Q/VMS—LOGITECH, Inc.
Registered madman-ks: PC—lnternational Business Machine Corporation, Inc;
CP/M-86—Digital Research Inc; VAX, VMS—Digital Equipment Corporation
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Don’t start another project without
considering LOGlTECH MODULA-Z.

LOGITECH’s complete Modula
family:
lj MODULA-2/86'" native code
8086/8088 compiler: $495
(1 MODULA-2/VMS‘“ VAX-resident
compiler: $1,500
D MODULA-Z/VX86‘” VAX to

8086/8088 cross compiler: $4,500

To order, or for more information,

call or write:

LOGITECH

Chris Cale, 805 Veterans Blvd,

Redwood City, CA 94063. (415) 365-9852.
In Europe contact: Willy Steiger,
LOGITECH SA, Switzerland. (021) 77 45 45.

I
I

Ora DOKEY
MAIN

proc

far

; The lodged part.

HANDLER:

jrnp

cmp

cs:ACTIVE, 1

; are

jnz

HANOLEdone

; we're not running

This translates Oki chars to our chars.

short HANDLEI

; skip data

;
;

(2) Request to BIOS is not 3 "please print character" call.
but rather a status or other request.

; Don‘t change that jump or put anything between here and the INSTALLED

or

ah, ah

;

and ACTIVE variables.

Jill

HANDLEGOHE

;

the start of the handler.

Later we assume that they come right after
;

; The INSTALLED variable is just an instance of the signature word.
; We can check for the presence of this word to see if the driver
; has already been installed,

therefore can‘t be a line drawing character. Testing
for this allows US to 9655 "10“ 0f the printing
characters through quickly without having to scan

;
;
;
',

INSTALLED

dw

SXGNATURE

-, ACTIVE is 1 if the utility is active.

If it's zero, we just pass

characters right through and don't do any conversion.

ACTIVE

db

1

; not a print call

(3) The character to be printed has a value below 128, and

the table.
test

al, 80H

1'1

HANDLEdone

i not a graphics char

; Okay, we have a character we may wish to do something to.

-, we are active

;

pushf

; Watch for the use of the CS: override prefixes in here. When we
; get control, the only segment register we know about is CS (the
;

First,

let's save a few registers.
-, need to save this because

push

es

; we're going to mess with

PUSh
DUSh

0‘
dl'

l the diFECHO“ “39 during
; our scanning.

Code Segment), so we'll use it to check to see if we're running.
; The following two-instruction sequence gets a copy of CS into

HANDLEI:

*

mov

cs:INCOMING_CHAR, al

;

the ES register.

',

this segment.

; save incoming character

There are three cases in which we want to do nothing here and just
skip right out to the HANOLEdone location (which passes control

Those are:

off to the old BIOS handler).

PUSh

pop

He will

CS

When scanning a table, you must:

;
~,

(1) Point ES:DI to the start of the table (we've already
done ES)
mov

di, offset PC_CHARS

ADVANCED SCREEN MANAGEMENT

NEW V r. 2.2

Easier_M§rePower

MADE EASY

Ni)?»
WW

ADVANCED FEATURES

/
"’

j

WINDOWS
FOR

- Help files

. Horizontal and vertical scroll

' Form printing

' Games

. Data screens

. Editors

ALL DISPLAYS

. No memory in screen buffers
Complete color control
0 Auto memory management
. Save and move window images
. Easy overlay and restore
. Format and print with windows
. Highlighting

O

'32

@

- Menus

. Fast! + No flicker or snow

.4g:
--l’

SIMPLIF Y 0 IMPROVE

. Unlimited windows and text files
Word wrap, auto scroll

r

.

in

es

;

(1) Utility not currently active.

<

be scanning the table that exists

C:TM

SETS THE STANDARD
FOR THE IBM PC +COMPATIBLES

Lattice c‘ 086,

DeSmel C, Microsoft O

C SOURCE MODULES FOR
pop-up menus, multiple window
displays, label printer, cursor
control, text mode bar graphs.

plus complete
building block subroutines

WINDOWS++

DESIGNED FOR

Much more than a window
display system. Windows for

PORTABILITY
Minimal de endenCe on

C is a video display toolkit

that simplifies all screen

management tasks.

IBM BIOS apnd 8086 ASM

FULL SOURCE AVAILABLE
NO RO YAL TIES

WINDOWS FOR C

$150

A PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE TOOL FROM

802-848-7738

Demo disk and manual
(applies toward purchase)
Dealer Inquires welcome

5 30

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS
.
21 Elm Ave! BOX T9! Richford, VT 05476

MaSter Card 8‘ V'sa Accepted
Shipping $2.50
VT residents add 4% tax

(specify compiler & version)
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.

InpOBOL:
For your IBM/PC

4t11nes faster,
and nowWith
mbp COBOL can be summed up
in one word: fast.
Because it generates native
machine language object code, the
.
mbp COBOL Compiler executes
IBM/PC* programs at least 4 times
faster (see chart). Fast also describes our new SORT, which can sort fourthousand 128-byte records in less than 30 seconds. A callable subroutine or
stand—alone, 9 SORT

GIBSON MIX Benchmark Results
Calculated S-Profile

(Representatwe COBOL statement mzx)

mbp

COBOL
1.00

Execution time ratio
Level II"

COBOL
4 ()8

R-M***

COBOL
5 98

Microsoft****

COBOL
618

128K system with hilrd disk required. 'lBM/PC is an IBM TM: “Level [I
is a Micro Focus 'I‘M; "'A Ry:1n-McFarlandT.\l; "" A Microsoft TM.

control fields can be

Speciﬁed And our new
CHAIN is both fast and

secure, conveniently

transferring control from

one program to another, passing 255 parameters. Plus, new

extensions to ACCEPT & DISPLAY verbs give better, faster
interactive programming.
The
complete

E.

'

COBOL.

An Interactive Symbolic Debug Package
included standard; Multi-Keyed ISAM Structure;
listing options allow source & object code, map
& cross—reference checking; GSA Certiﬁcation
to ANSI ’74 Level II; mbp has it all.
It’s no surprise companies like Bechtel,

Chase, Citicorp, Connecticut Mutual, and

mbp COBOL:

4 times faster.

Sikorsky choose mbp COBOL; make it your
choice, too. mbp is available at Vanpak Soft—
ware Centers, or direct; just send the coupon,
or call for complete information—today
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mbp Software & Systems

Technology, Inc.

7700 Edgewater Drive, Suite 560, Oakland, CA 94621

Phone 415/632-1555

Please send complete mbp COBOL information to.NAME
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY/STA'I‘E/ZII’
PHONE

a...00......not...oonoooooooooooooooooucoo

.

;

(2) Set ﬁx to the size of the table
mov

pop

7

es

pop?

CX, NUMBER_0F_FHARS

; Notice again the use of the CS override here.

;
;

(3) Set or clear the direction flag to indicate the
direction of the scan (normally CLD)

cld

;

;
;

The REPNZ prefix means “repeat this instruction while there isn't
a match."
repnz

scasb

;

jnz

HANDLEscanDone

; couldn't find it

; must PUSH before manually
calling an int. handler

HANDLEdone:pushf
;

; Now everything is set up for the scan. Let's use the nice
; 8088/8086 instructions to do it. The one we're going to use will
; scan bytes until it finds a match, or until it runs out of table.

We have not used the

DS register at all during this handler.

call

cszBIOS HANDLER

mov

al. cs:TNCOMING_pHAR

; recover original

iret

character codes

; and return to caller

; Since we‘re going to be doing an end-but-stay-resident, we'll
;

need to mark where the handler part ends.

;

serve nicely.

The label

LAST will

look it up
LAST

; last part of

this byte

equ

; resident

; Now 01 points one past the matching entry (remember that 01 is
;
;

always adjusted, even if we find a match.
We now need to convert
DI into an offset into the 0K1 CHARS table.
Since we started DI

;

at the offset of PC_§HARS, and—since we're one beyond our match,

;

we can subtract one more than our starting spot to find our offset
into the 0KI_FHARS table.
Messy? A little.
Work it out on
paper if you have trouble picking up on this notion.

;

;

Sub

di, offset PC_FHARS*1

mov

al, es:0KI_tHARS[di]

TRANSIENT PART of XZOki
;

See text of article about the difference between the
resident and transient parts of an interceptor program.
tkt

; make it an offset

START:
; Okay, either we've translated the character or we don't know how
;
to translate it.
Recover the registers we saved, and split out
; to the original BIOS handler.
HANDLEscanDone:
pop

di

pop

cx

ds

push

xor

ax, ax

push

ax

.
;

.COM programs start

; like this

AX is already zero, and we want to look at an interrupt handler's

address (which lives in segment 0000). So let's just move our
zeroed AX into £5 for snooping purposes. He'll set SI to 17H

(the printer service interrupt) times 4 (the number of bytes in

each handler address).

COOSOI. COMPUTER PRODUCTS
PRINTERS
mom-ran:

PRINCETON GRAPHICS RGB
TAXAN GREEN/AMBER/RGB
COMREX GREEN/AMBER/RGB
AMDEK GREEM/AMBER/RGB
NEC GREEN/AMBER/RGB

DOT MATRIX

MODEMS
HAYES SMARTMODEM 300, 1200
and 12008
NOVATION J—CAT
0 SIGNALMAN

OKIDATA 82A, 83A, 84
OKIDATA 92, 93, 2410
LE'ITER QUALITY PRINTERS
OKIDATA IBM PLUG AND PLAY KIT
NEC 2000 SERIES
0 FX-100
EPSON FX-80
NEC 3500 AND 7700 SERIES
0 RX-80 F/T
EPSON RX-80
DIABLO 620AND6308ERIES
EPSON MX-1OO WITH GRAFTRAX +
DAISYWRITER 2000
EPSOM LQ-1500
C.|TOH F10-40AND F10-55
C.|TOH 8510
BROTHERS HR—15 HR-25 AND HR-35
TALLY SPIRIT 80
COMREX CR-ll AND CR-111 0 SILVER REED
GEMINI 10X
PRINTER ACCESSORIES
RITEMAN BRIEFCASE SIZE
TOSHIBA 1351 AND 1340
IBM cru CARDS
IDS PRISM 0 NEC 8027 AND 8025
O AST6PAK PLUS 0 STB
CALI. 7 DAYS FOR LOW PRICES (11 4) 545-221 6 0 QUADLINK 0 PERSYST
COOSOL, lNC., P.O. Box 2642, Costa Mesa, CA92626-2642 0 H ERCULES G RAPHICS
Computer Baron, 3013 Harbor Blvd., Costa Mesa, CA92626 I 714) 979-2488 0 AMDEK MAIGRAPHICS
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Please judge this book by its cover.
who need straightforward, no-frills input on advanced

microcomputer programming and technology. People who
create their own systems for important business, personal,
scientific and educational applications.
Whether you use CP/M®, MP/M®, MS-DOS'", UN|X®,
XENIX'", or OASIS-MICROSYSTEMS will provide you with a
monthly package of expert tutorials on valuable modifi-

cations and special uses. The field’s leading authorities will

0 488 Bus Tutorial: What the IEEE—488 GPIB bus does and
how to use it

o Interfacing the Epson MX-80 printer via a parallel port
0 Will solid-state drives replace the hard disk?

0 Review of CompuPro’s MPX-1 Multiplexer Channel
And there’s more. Regular departments include industry
news and insider’s reports...The 5-100 Bus...The Unix
File. . . in the Public Domain . . . Book Reviews. . . New Products...plus the Software Directory, detailing newly available programs.
How high-level is MICROSYSTEMS? If you use computers in your profession, the cost of your subscription may
be tax—deductible. And if you act now—while this New-

Subscribers-Only offer is in effect—you can save up to 31%!

show you how to upgrade. Download. Modify. Debug.
MICROSYSTEMS. When it comes to customizing softInterface. Patch. Speed up. Short cut. Customize.
ware and adapting hardware, no one covers the field better.
You’ll get more power, more versatility, more
performance from your DOS for every informmmmmmm
_
mation processing job. For example, here’s the
type of high-level guidance you can expect in
the months ahead:
Boulder, CO 80322
PO. Box 2930
0 How to access the wealth of free software
YES—Please enter my subscription to MICROSYSTEMS immediately
available from Remote CP/Ms
at the NEW-SUBSCRIBERS-ONLY rate I’ve checked below: msazon
o HP-GL: Add graphics to any computer system
‘Ej‘l’lgﬁgﬁz‘fd °"
B One year (12 issues) only $21.97—l save 19%!
0 More WordStar mods for the Z-19 _
subscription price
24%!
save
$40.97—l
only
years
Two
D
o Twenty-seven16-bit DOS compared
of $26.97.)
D Three years only $55.97—l save 31%!
0 Reviews of four C compilers: BDS C, Small C,

Microsystems

tiny c W0” and Whitesmiths C

Check one:
[:1 Payment
enclosed
Cl Bill me later
Charge my:
El MasterCard
B Visa
El American

Save up to 31% on
THE JOURNAL FOR
ADVANCED
MICROCOMPUTING!

Express

I

Mr./Mrs./Ms.

(please print full name)

Company
Address
City
Zip

State

Exp. Date —

Card No.

Add $5 a year in Canada, all other foreign add $8. Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue.

_

— —

— —

_ i—

_

—

—

_

—

_ —’ _

h——___—__———

Everything you need to know about MICROSYSTEMS is
right there on the cover. It is, pure and simple, The journal
for Advanced Microcomputing. A professional resource
that takes you far beyond the basics of most computer
magazines.
MICROSYSTEMS is for sophisticated users and designers

O KI DOKEY
mov

es, ax

mov

si, PRINTEN_INTERRUPT*4

; When we get here, DX is pointing to a status message.
; and leave.

; point to

Print it

; installed address

~ First, we'll get the address that's there so we can call it later.

DOS

PRINT_hESSAGE

lods

word ptr esrtsil

;

word ptr BIOS_NANDLER. ax

;

; "print message“

; goodbye!

ret

mov

If we get to this spot.
been run.

Install

it's the first time that the program has

our own handler into the interrupt vector,

lods

word ptr es:[si]

;

report this event with a message. and let DDS know we want to stay

word ptr EIOS_NANDLER+2, ax

;

around.

Pick it up as a

INSTALL:

32-bit pointer so we can see who's there.

les

mov
DOS

Si, BIOS_hANDLER

al, PRINTER_INTERRUPT
SET_yECTOR HANDLER

; printer interrupt, please
; 005 function 25h is 1‘set
;

; He know that if it's our handler, there‘s the SIGNATURE word two

;
;

bytes beyond the beginning of the handler (our handler starts
with a short jump). See if it's us, and if it isn't, install us.

005

interrupt"

PRINT_NESSAGE m$NOHREADY

; Everything's complete.

Leave the program via INT 27H with DX

cmp

word ptr es:[si+2]. SIGNATURE

; this us?

i

pointing to the end of the resident part, and DOS will

jnl

INSTALL

; not yet--install us

i
;

by the part that's not part of the interrupt handler per se.

; Toggle the on/off setting. The ACTIVE flag lives four bytes beyond
; the handler--let‘s flop its setting.

mov

al, es:[si+4]

; pick up running flag

xor

al, 1

; flip the bit

mov

es:[si+4], al

; replace it

; Okay. we now have AL as the new state.
;

function

mov

; He've now got the old handler in BIOS_HANDLER
;

MSG_N_SPLIT:

keep

the important stuff around while freeing up the memory occupied

mov

dx, offset LAST+1

int

27H

; point to the end of the
; fixed part
; end-but-stick-around

; Three status report messages.

Give a message saying

our current state.
mov

dx, offset mSRUNNING

; for now, assume it‘s running

cmp

al, I

; were we right?

jZ

MSG N SPLIT

; yes, take this

mov

dx,_offset m$0FFNOH

; report 'off“

m$NOHREADY db
mSRUNNING db
mSOFFNOH
db
MAIN

endp

CSEG
end

ends
HOME

“XZOki installed and running.$"
"XZOki reactivated.$"
"X20ki temporarily deactivated.$"

MicroWayl” 8087 SUPPORT and FORTRAN
REAL TIME MULTl-TASKING/
MULTl-USER EXECUTIVE- RTOS

RTOS is a MicroWay configured version of

iRMX-86. Includes ASM-86, LINK—86, LOG-86,
LIB—86, and the ROM Hex Loader ........ $600

87 FORTRAN/ RTOS“ - our adaptation of

the Intel Fortrarr86 Compiler generates in line

8087 code using all 8087 data types including

80-bit reals and 64-bit integers The compiler

uses the Intel large memory model, allowing
code/data structures of a full megabyte, and
supports overlays Includes RTOS and support
for one year ............................. $1350

RTOS DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE

includes 87FORTRAN, 87PASCAL, PL/M-86,

Utilities TX Screen Editor and RTOS. . . . $2500

MWS-285" Configured to your speciﬁca-

tions our computer runs RTOS—286 or XENIX
Includes one Intel compiler, seven slot multibus
chassis, hard dislc streaming tape backup and

Intel Service Contract Six to twenty times faster
than your PC ............................. CALL

37BASICW includes patches to the IBM

Basic Compiler and both runtime libraries for
USER TRANSPARENT and COMPLETE 8087

support Provides super fast performance for all
numeric operations including Irigonometrics
transcendentals, addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division ................ $140

87 MAC R0 .. - our complete 8087 software

development package. It contains a "Prepro—
cessor,” source code for a set of 8087 macros,

PO. Box 79
Kingston, Mass.

02364 USA
(617) 746-7341

87/88GUIDE........................... $30
MICROSOFT FORTRAN 3.2.... $239
MICROSOFT PASCAL 3.2 ...... $209

Lattice C and the MS Librarian ........... $350

branches to calls and software and hardware

SuperSoft Fortran 66....

understanding and patching object modules

Mic
Wa

at very fast speeds. Includes matrix inversion
and the solution of simultaneous linear equa—
tions Callable from MS Fortran 32, 87MACRO,
87BASIC, and RTOS ................ each $150

87 DEBUGm - a professional debugger with

8087 support a sophisticated screen-oriented
macro command processor, and Irace features
which include the ability to skip tracing through

*Formerly MicroWare, Inc. — not
affiliated or connected with
MicroWare Systems Corporation
of Des Moines, Iowa.

MATRIXPAK" manages a MEGABYTE!

Written in assembly language, our runtime
package accurately manipulates large matrices

These IEEE compatible compilers support

transcendentals, trigonometrics, hyperbolics,
encoding, decoding and conversions... $150

and libraries for which source is not
available .................................. $200

64K RAM Set ....... $475o

and a library of numeric functions including

OBJ *ASM" - a multipass object module

translator and disassembler. Produces
assembly language listings which include public
symbols external symbols, and labels
commented with cross references Ideal for

8087-3
CHIP......... $175
including DIAGNOSTICS and 180-day warranty

interrupts Breakpoints can be set in code or on

guarded addresses in RAM ............... $150

87 BASIC/INLINEm generates inline

8087 code! Converts the IBM Basic Compiler
output into an assembly language source listing
which allows the user to make additional
refinements to his program. Real expression

evaluations run five times faster than in
87BASIC .................................. $200

You Can
laIk'lb Us!
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double precision and the 8087

MICROSOFT C COMPILER includes

LATI'ICE C with 8087 support ....... $350
FLOAT87 for MS C......................... 125

STSC APL* PLUS/PC. ..

L
TURBO PASCAL with 8087 Support . .
SIDEKICK..............................
HALO GRAPHICS .............
GRAPHMATIC ...........
ENERGRAPHICS......
Professional BASIC......
COSMOS REVELATION

MAYNARD ELECTRONICS Boards. .
NO CHARGE FOR CREDIT CARDS
ALL ITEMS IN STOCK
CALL FOR COMPLETE CATALOG

“My computer keeps track 017352000 cubic
feet of wholesale autoparts.”
The more work

you do, the more you

need to store. And
the harder it is to
work with stacks of

ﬂoppy diskettes.

“My Sysgen hard disk stores
the WhUIE [0t and

dissltyzyéggmusgdreham

3363:2231?”

runs a whole lotfaster. ”

conveniently. You

can look at any
program or ﬁle in
seconds. But. . .

Any hard disk can
fail—and lose your
information. So
every Sysgen-II-G
hard disk includes
‘/” cartridge tape
black-up~up to 20
Megabytes per
cartridge. (We make
back-up systems for

‘94”d
h.
he
let
p
S age S
t ls .

at light.

other hard disks,

too.) So you can
protect your ﬁles in
minutes. Instead of_
spending hours
re-entering them.

Sysgen.

Because a hard dlsk without tape '
Just doesn’t make sense.

Sysgen products for the IBM” PC, PC XTTM, and other
personal computers: Economical, 10- and 20—Megabyte
hard disk systems with tape back-up. Or lO-Megabyte

tape back-up for the IBM PC XT.
Go to your local computer dealer. Ask for a
demonstration of Sysgen back—up systems. And ﬁnd out
how to make sense ofyour storage.

SYSGEN

47853 Warm Springs Blvd., Fremont, CA 94539
Telex 4990843
(415) 490-6770

INCORPORATED

IBM PC—XT and IBM PC are trademarks oflnlernational Business Machines Corporation. SYSGEN-II»G and IMAGE are trademarks ofSysgen. Incorporated,

SYSTEM DISK

Serial No: 10000 1
Fonnal: IBM PC. X‘T and 100% compaﬁlmes
PC‘DOS 2.0
Version: 1 .0
w
Abl~i7I3N TA'TE ocopwmm mm A “mourn“:
non Blvd
‘0!
unun unnubunw \Inu mad
Culvur City CA 90 230 (2‘3) 204-6570 WOMKQ!§W
wall

YELEX 6M2?B AQHTATE CULV

A“ Huh“! lunumnd

More power
toyo .

you have to know is what you
want it to do.
Our new tutorial/manual
will havedyou entering and
Viewing ata in minutes rather
than reading for hours.
And to make matters
easier, you get a full screen
report setup for simple infor—
mation access.

Remember the magic you
expected when you first purchased
a PC?
It’s here.
dBASE 111”“ is the most powerful database management system

ever created for 16-bit

microcomputers. It pulls
every ounce of energy
out of your PC and puts
it to work.
On top of that, it’s

fast and it’s easy.

You’ve never seen
anything like it.

dBASE IH can handle over a billion
records per file, limited only by your computer s stem. You can have up to ten files
open, or sophisticated applications programs.
When you have two related files, information in one can be accessed based upon
data in the other.
dBASE [[1 now handles procedures,
parameter passing and automatic variables.
You can include up to 32 procedures in a
single file. With lightning speed. Because
once a file is opened, it stays open. And
procedures are accessed directly
Easier than ever.

dBASE 111 uses powerful yet simple
commands that are the next best thing to
speaking English.

If you’re unsure of a command, HELP

will tell you what to ask for.
If you don’t know what command

comes next, a command assistant does. All

Faster than no time at all.

dBASE IH isn’t just fast. It’s ultra-fast.
Operating. And sorting. Even faster,- is no
sorting. Because dBASE IH keeps your
records in order, so you really don’t have to
sort anything. Unless you want to. Then
watch out!
What about dBASE II®?
It’s still the world’s best database management system for 8-bit computers. And
it’s still the industry standard for accounting, educational, scientific, financial, busi-

ness and personal applications.

Tap into our power.

For the name of your nearest authorized

dBASE IH dealer, contact Ashton—Tate, 10150

West Iefferson Boulevard, Culver City, CA

90230. (800) 437-4329, ext. 333. In Colorado,
(303) 799-4900.
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Also runs on some IBM-PC Compatibles

53
000E132

PL ZR

803E5E-

>>D[]S_VERS|0N_NUM
1084: 0050
1004: 0000
1004: 0070
1004: 0000

41
20
20
20

53
20
4D
41

BP=0000

03:1984

UX=1130

D|=0000

0822001

S|=0000

BX.0ffsetVECLUR_TABLE_2

0MP

I

43
2D
41
20

8321003

0X=0000

M0v

BDAUBS-

SP:0007

BX=0000

N0 NV UP NA PE El
BX
24 |0_|N|T: PUSH
FADUP
ST[21,3T

003100

7305
BB0100
E802
FZAB

AXZBUBB

nus_vmsmn_uum,'2'

ES=1085

|P=0001
;TAG A LINE

;BBEAKPOINT SH

JAE
TRASHJT
MDV
BX,Uffset VECTUFLTABLEJ
JMP'
Short LON0_LAB LS_ARE_0K_AS_YOU_L1KE
THASILI'I': REPNZ
570500
;STDP 777th TIME
LUNG LABELS_ARE_0K_AS_YOU_L|KE:
LEA
BP.W|E00-000E + 2031]
'
AND
AL,000111000
;0HANSE RAUIX
00
'

40 40
2043
4B 45
42 4C

20
BE
53
41

53
04
20
53

'Ab's'b'l'ute'A'ddressz03005 Segment10ffset=0304005E
55—50"
05—53
44—45
54-21

50
00
42
20

4F
00
55
20

52
74.
47
20

54 20
00420
47 40
20 20

32
30
4E
20

20 ASCII SUPPORT
30
—— CodeSmith—BS
47
MAKES DEBUGGING
20
A BLAST!
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LVL 1
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CHRISTOPHER L. MORGAN

tan

An excerpt from
Bluebook of Assembly Routines
for the IBM PC
tring manipulation is an important part of computing that is useful in
text editing and database management. The assembly language routines in this article are fundamental to both of these application areas.

The ﬁrst two routines, called LOWERCASE and UPPERCASE, convert
characters within a string from upper—case to lower—case and from lower—
case to upper-case. The next two—STRSEARCH and STRINSERT—each
require two input strings. STRSEARCH searches for a copy of one string in

another, and STRINSERT inserts a copy of one string within another.
Next are two routines— LEXSEARCH and LEXINSERT— that require a
string and a list of strings as input. These routines deal with lexigraphically ordered strings. Lexigraphical order is another name for alphabetical or—

der. It is important to understand, however, that for these routines the indi—

vidual characters are ordered according to their ASCII code. For example,
all upper-case letters precede lower-case letters. If lexigraphical ordering of
the words is desired, the routines can be changed so that all lower-case let-

ters are converted to upper-case before being used in comparisons.

Editor's Note.- This is the third excerpt from Bluebook of Assembly Routines for the IBM PC,
a Waite Group book by Christopher L. Morgan. (Morgan is also the author, with Mitchell

Waite, of 8086/8088 16-Bit Microprocessor Primer and Graphics Primer for the IBM PC.)
This book is part of the New American Library series of IBM PC computer-language books

that have been issued under the Plume/ Waite imprint.
The first excerpt appeared in the March issue of PC Tech Iournal and dealt with assembly routines to control the graphics capabilities of the IBM PC. In April, the second excerpt
was published; it concerned assembly routines to control sound on the IBM PC.
—WF
Copyright c 1984 by The Waite Group
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THE NEWS
WEEK“ HIB
IBM SYSTEM
MIBIIII
IIIIMPIITHIS

The first weekly newspaper designed to
give key executives the latest
IBM Personal Computer news and analyses—
as soon as it happens!
To keep your company in the
forefront of today’s rapidly changing

IBM Personal Computer technology, you need timely information.
Information that‘s clearly written,

bringing you the news the way you
need it, when you need it. You need
PC WEEK.
PC WEEK is the first and only
weekly newspaper devoted to IBM
Personal Computer news—with the
latest breaking stories as they
develop.
PC WEEK follows and reports the
news—up to 48 hours before
publication—so you learn what's
new when it’s new! You'll find
research updates, strategic analysis,

new hardware and software

reviews, insights on future industry

concerns and controversies, and

company changes are analyzed and put into perspective, helping you plan for
future investments and
developments.

0 STRATEGIES: Every week

you get an in-depth profile of
a leading user company and

how they use their IBM and
compatible personal computers. Case studies help you
evaluate the success and
failure of new applications—
some you even may have

been considering.

0 INDUSTRY TRENDS: Discover

what’s happening behind the

scenes in new product

development from both hard-

ware and software manufacturers and what this could
mean to the future of your
company.

the timely information you need to
help make you more productive and
efficient.
Every week you’ll find outstanding
features and departments
0 PRODUCT REVIEWS: Incovering . ..
depth reviews of important
new hardware and software
0 NEWS: PC WEEK brings you
releases tell you what prodanalytical reports on the
uct is right for your operation,
major topics of the day.
and the technical and financial considerations involved.
Product announcements and

"E;

0 FOCUS ON: The latest news
and events in specific product areas are detailed every
week. We cover file systems,
3270 products, graphics
software, input hardware,
database managers, program generators, multifunctional applications—the
information you need for your
IBM installation.

0 BUYERS GUIDES: Special

sections with careful evaluations and comparative charts
to help you select the proper

peripherals and software
packages for your operation.

From word processing to
local area networks or compatibles, you’ll find complete
and unbiased reviews and
listings.

Your subscription to PC WEEK is
complimentary if you qualify. Take a
moment, fill out the Qualification
Form at right and return it to
PC WEEK today.
PC WEEK, your vehicle to stay in
the forefront of tomorrow’s IBM
Personal Computer technology.

Get the news you need every week, first hand, with PC WEEK.

STRINGS
LEXSEARCH searches for the

proper place to insert a string in a

lexigraphically ordered list of
strings, and LEXINSERT inserts a

string in the proper place in a lexi-

graphically ordered list of strings.
LEXINSERT is built upon the ear-

lier routines in that it calls
LEXSEARCH to ﬁnd the proper

spot and then calls STRINSERT to
make the insertion.
The last three routines—COMPARE, SWITCH, and BSORT—

work with string arrays. COMPARE
is used to compare two strings of
equal length. It enables the user to
compare two different entries of the
same string array. SWITCH is used
to switch two strings of the same
length— for example, two different
entries of the same string array.
Both of these routines are needed
by BSORT, which performs a bubble sort of a string array. Although
bubble sort is not one of the fastest
methods of sorting, it is easy to pro-

Listing 1 LOWERCASE -

ﬁrst two bytes in the string fbrm'a 16:1ﬁtinteger' f

that specifies the length of the string. Thejremain-

"

ing bytes contain the characters of the string. ‘ ‘ i
,
OUTPUT: Upon exit all alphabetical.charactersof,‘ ;

the string are IOWer-case.

REGISTERS USED: No registers are modiﬁed.

SEGMENTS REFERENCED: Updn entry the ‘

data segment must containr'the String. .

'ROUTINES CALLED: None :
ESPECIAL NOTES: None ,
l
V
VCODE: '

.

‘,

“

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT STRING TO LOHER CASE

.

_ Towercase
z

proc

,

uppercase

proc

bx

push

bx

push

cx

push

cx

push

ax

push

ax

inc

bx

inc

bx

mnv‘

a1,[bx]

; save registers

; first two bytes cantaih the length X‘ Id WET“

; above the upper case characters?

cmp

a1,‘z'

; skip if so

ja

uppercasez

and

a1.5Fh

; mask out bit number 5

[bx].a1

; store the character
; point to next character

a1,'Z'

ja

lowercasez

or

ai,20h

; 0R bit 5 into the‘byte

pop
pop

ax
cx

pop
ret

bx

Viewercase

cmp
Jb

; beiow the upper case characters?

; skip if so

,

aI,'a'
uppercasez

.

;

iowercasel

; first two bytes contain the length
; point to beginning of text

. a1,[bx]

cmp

loop

cx,[bx]

bx
bx

inc
inc

mov

a1,‘A‘

iowercasez

bx

mov

uppercasel:

; get the character

cmp

inc

; save registers

; loop through the bytes of the string

_

Jb

lowercaSeZ:
[bx],a1
mov

far

; get the iength

; point to beginning of text

'

_

i

pushr

,
; loop through the bytes of the string
Iowercasel:
,
,

!

FUNCTION: This routine converts the characters
in a string to upper-case.
‘
INPUT: Upon entry DS=BX points to a string. The
ﬁrst two bytes in the string form a‘ 16-bit integer
that speciﬁes the length of the string. The remaining bytes contain the characters of the string.
‘
OUTPUT: Upon exit all alphabetical characters of
the string are upper-case.
REGISTERS USED: No registers are modiﬁed.
SEGMENTS REFERENCED: Upon entry the
data segment must contain the string.
ROUTINES CALLED: None
SPECIAL NOTES: None
CODE:
; ROUTINE TO CONVERT STRING T0 UPPER CASE

far

; get the Iength
mov - cx.[bx]

Notice how easy string scanning

and comparing is when using these
string instructions; the COMPARE
routine has only one instruction
besides the PUSHes and POPS to
save the registers.

Listing 2 UPPERCASE

FUNCTION: This routine converts the c aracters ‘

in a string to lower-case.
INPUT: Upon entry DS:BX points to a string. The

gram, as is illustrated by the
BSORT routine. Because this rou—
tine is written in assembly language, it runs quickly despite the
inherent slowness of the method.
These routines take advantage
of the 8088 string instructions.

; get the character
below the lower.case characters?
skip if so
above the lower case characters?
skip if so

uppercaseZ:
; store the character

; point to next character

; restore registers

mov

inc

bx

100p

uppercasel

pop
pop

ax
cx

pop

bx

restore registers

ret

endp

SEPTEMBER 1984

uppercase

endp
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INPUT; U Egon entry DS:BX,points,to a source _
,'
andESxDX some to a'deStinatiVOn, skiing. Each’
‘‘ ith a 16-bit integer that speciﬁes, the ,j

, 'f'the trin'g’ﬁ' Y»

' ‘ A.

"

4 “Ti 2 WI! exit AL -co;1tains4a‘remm ﬂats
found, zone—1011116)“— andfif'the semi;
,

.

.

DX contains the location of the ﬁrst,
‘tchdnfthe destination}?
" '

REGISTERS USEDz-OnlyAX and DX are modi-

reed hey iamuxditdomputk

*,

72f

,

; get length of destination and point to first byte
mov
si,dx
; use source index
lodsw
; get the length of

‘mov
mov

” ‘CXJX:

n
strsearchl:

mov

3:521
"it” -

CODES

“

ROUTINE TO SEARCH FOR ONE STRING HITHIN ANOTHER

di,dx

dec

lodsw

index

_ get the lift-Si:i .65:i
forward direction

scasb

scan for match

strsearchz

~ ,,

3

quit if found no match

\

_,

61'

s beginning of word
u get length of source
) use source count and save dest count

cx_ax

cmpsb

I

strsearch3

a

; continue the scan
xchg

cx,ax

jmp

strsearchl

use destination count
hack for more scanning of dest

{nomatch is possible

strsearchz:
mov

al,0

unsuccessful outcome

strsearchexit
J‘mp
. ,
; found a match

strseatchS;
dec

dx

mov

al,0FFh

jmp

strsearchexit

YOU DON’T HAVE TO CRAWI.
THROUGHMANUALSANYMORE.
Now you can put them online with Explain'"...the documentation system from Communication Sciences, Inc.
CSI's Explain takes you a step beyond the editing/
printing cycle used for the traditional manual. With Explain,
writers create and update documentation online, as a data
base. And they don’t have to be programmers to do it.
Once your documentation is online, it can stay online.
Readers can get to it with the touch of a key, either directly
from your applications or through Explain itself.
User help. Program guides. Procedures. Standards.
Put it all online with Explain, the paperless documentation system.
For more information, please
. call us at (612) 332-7559, or write to
Communication Sciences, Inc., 100

North ‘Seventh Street, Minneapolis,
MN 55403.

; load destination

‘ “22v“ "Milli?” “5:322:Eut‘l‘étihiiiémm to
‘ jcxz

SEE IAL ” OTESi-None'

; text waging-snare»

i,‘s§1:'lf°”§?t,i:e;u
'cid

xchg

CALLEb: None

‘

; point indices to beginning of source and destination
mov
si,bx
; load source index

=repz

,

dx,s’i ‘

w

_
.18. mg y'STRSEAR‘QH
,, 4
w ’ :Thisftootine,;searches for afcopyofo ;_
source, trmg: 1thin2a deétination string. A ‘ ‘ '

.

1

pointitofbeginningl,
; successful match

MOVING?
Please let us know 8 weeks in advance so you won’t miss a single
issue of PC TECH JOURNAL.
Attach your old label where indicated and print
your new address in the space provided. Please
be sure to include your mailing label whenever
you write us about your subscription. it helps us

to serve you promptly.
ete to: R0. Box 2968, Boulder. CO 80322
Change address only
Extend subscription
Enter new subscription—
one year $24.97

Payment enclosed

Bill me later

E] Charge:
Number

American Express
Visa |:] MasterCard
Exp. Date

Signature

NEW ADDRESS HERE
Name
Address

City

State

7in

Add $12 per year in Canada and other foreign countries.
Please allow 60 to 90 days for delivery oi first issue,

v AFFIX OLD LABEL v
_It ﬁh—aveTOTa-bma-Indﬁrmmcﬁreghe—re:—
Name
Address
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City

State

AND NOW BESIDE COMPAQ, SPERRY, COLUMBIA,CORONA, AND ZENITH,TOO.

Beside Your IBM PC
Or XT, The Best Box
You Can Buy.
The Bernoulli Box“: The Superior Storage Solution.
For owners and users of the IBM PC,

XT, COMPAQ, Sperry, Columbia, Corona,

and Zenith micros, where to put and secure

the substantial amounts of data they are

A Handful of Cartridges Or

A Desktop Full Of Hardware.
You Decide

_

,

lhe bottom-lme beauty ofThe Bernoulli
Box IS that when
_

processing can get to be quite a problem.
Well, IOMEGA has quite a solution.

you HEEd more
mass storage, you
buy more car-

We call it The Bernoulli Box.
.
Hard Dlsk Performance And

tridges—not more

Reliability. Flexible Disk Economy
And Convenience.

iron. 50 you
save space,

The Bernoulli

tlmel money,

Box is a mass stor—
age system that

uses 10—megabyte

removable cartridges to deliver

L

incredible ver—
Séftlhty and

Virtually
unllmlted
.
.
storage capac1ty. Powerful pr1mary stor—

age. Quick and effluent backup. With the
performance, data integrity, mechanical
reliability, and low cost per megabyte
equal to Winchester hard disks.

'i

.

and get higher
performance

and a more
_
.
reliable storage solution to boot.

Check Out The Bernoulli BoxToday.
Computer dealers know a good idea

when it comes around. Many are currently stocking The Bernoulli Box in both
single- and double-drive models.
For the dealer nearest you, contact
IOMEGA at (801) 776-7330.
-

('MEGA

IOMEGA Corporation
1821 West 4000 South
Roy, Utah 84067
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LATTICE®

l—1

STRINGS

C Compilers

“My personal preferences are Lattice C in the top category for its
quick compile and execution times, small incremental code, best
documentation and consistent reliability;. .

strsearchexit:
cx
pop
pop
pop
ret

BYTE AUG. I983
R. Phraner

. . programs are compiled faster by the Lattice C compiler, and it
produces programs that run faster than any other C compiler available for PC-DOS."

; restore registers

di
si

strsearch rendp

PC MAGAZINE JULY I983
H. Hinsch

. . Microsoft chose Lattice C both because of the quality of code

generated and because Lattice C was designed to work with
Microsoft's LINK program.”

PC MAGAZINE OCT. 1983
D. Clapp

"Lattice is both the most comprehensive and the best documented of

the compilers. In general it performed best in the benchmark tests."
PERSONAL COMPUTER AGE NOV 1983
F, Wilson

“This C compiler produces good tight-running programs and provides a sound practical alternative to Pascal.”

SOFTALK AUG I983
P. Norton

. . the Lattice compiler is a sophisticated, high-performance pack-

age that appears to be well-suited for development of major application programs.“

BYTE AUG I983
Houston, Brodrick, Kent

To order, or for further information
on the LATTICE family of compilers, call or write:
LATTICE, INC.
E
PO. Box 3072
Glen Ellyn. IL 60138
TWX 910-291-2190
(312) 858-7950
CIRCLE NO. 128 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Listing 4 STRINSERT
FUNCTION: This routine inserts a source string
in a speciﬁed place in a destination string.

INPUT: Upon entry DS:BX points to the source

string, ES:BP points to the destination string, and
- 138s points to the spot in the destination string at
awhich the source is to be placed. Each string begins
with a 16-bit integer specifying the string’s length.
OUTPUT: Upon exit the destination string has the
source string inserted in the proper place. The
length of the destination string is increased.
REGISTERS USED: No registers are modiﬁed.
SEGMENTS REFERENCED: Upon entry the
data segment must contain the source string,- the extra segment must contain the destination string.

L‘J

9-TRACK MAG.

TAPE SUBSYSTEM
for the

IBM PC

For information interchange, backup and archival storage, IBEX offers a
9—track, IBM format—com-

patible 1/2"magnetic tape

subsystem for the IBM PC,
featuring:
I 42 M-Byies on a single
real.
I Automatic loading.
I IBM form! 1600 cpi.
I Software for Pc-DOS,
MS-DOS or CPM-86.

Write, phone or TWX

ROUTINES CALLED; None
SPECIAL NOTES: None
CODE:

; ROUTINE TO INSERT ONE STRING WITHIN ANOTHER

;addressing equates

essorc
dsdest

equ
equ

es:[sil
byte ptrEdi]

strinsert

proc

far

push

si

push

di

push

cx

push

ax

add

si,bp

; start of string

si,es:[si]

; point to next to last byte

inc

si

; adjust for length information

mov

,; find new end of destination string and update length
mov
di,si
; get old end of destination

mov

ax,[bx]

add

di,ax

add

es:[bp],ax

CIRCLE N0. 124 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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; get length of source

; new end of destination

; new length of destination

.

; move tail of destination string out of the way
mov
cx.si
; SI — DX + l is the count
cx,dx
sub
inc

cx

std

repmovs

dsdest,essorc

; backward direction
; move the tail

; move source string into place
mov

di,dx

mov

si,bx

lodsw

20741 MariIIa Street,
Chaisworih, CA 91311
(818) 709-8100
TWX 910-493-2071

; save registers

; find current and of destination string

; destination of move

source of move

forward direction

cld

IBEX COMPUTER CORP.

; equate for source in extra seg
; equate for usual destination

length of source

mov

cx,ax

the count

rep

movsb

make the string move

strinsertexit:

pop
pop

ax
cx

restore registers

PC TECH JOURNAL

V omethmgrmuyNewm Applies-t: ; ans software ‘ '

-_ Something brand new. Crafted in Assembly V
language as carefully as Borland‘s famous 'lhrbo
Pascal©, so that it’s lightning-fast and as compact as - ,
only Borland knows how to make it! With a notepad
‘ that has a full-screen editor that saves your notes to dish
You {can even swap information back and forth between“ ; . '
your applications software and your Sidekick©.
_ Suppose you‘re working with a Spreadsheet, and you
suddenly have an important idea. jdst hit the button; a‘
window opens, you write the note and hit the button

again. You're right back where you left off .in the
, spreadsheet
_
p ‘ «

, ard orders call Toll Free 1800423558098

.

15' open 24 hours, 7 days a week) Dealer and Distributor lnquir
nOOIIIOICUOOIQOQOIIOIIOIIQIVDOOCIOIOQIOQIID

STRlNGS
pop

pop

di

'

si

ready presiént then 138n points to the '1' 7 f

endp

REGISTERS USED: Only AX and D

ret

strinsert

this wordin the destinatiOn string.

7

CI

ﬁed because they are usedgfor output. : I
SEGMENTS REFERENCED: Upo

Idered list of Word strings for

It a new weird.
‘ -'
“DS:BX pointsio a source word ,

SEEP po ts to the ordered list of words. 7

data segment must contain'the source s
tra segment must contain the destination

ROUTINES CALLED: None
SPECIAL NOTES: None

CODE:

7

_

7

; ROUTINE TO SEARCH FOR A WORD IN AN ORDERED LIST OF WORDS

lexsearch
,

proc

push

si

push

di

push

cx

'

far
; save registers

; paint to beginning of list.and git its length ‘
mov
di,bp
; beginning of list
mov
cx,£di]
; get length
inc

'di

inc

di

I

; compare source word with words in the list

_

i

lexsearchl:

ESDX contains the location of the proper

to insert thenew word. If the word was al-

r
mov

OPT-TECH SORT”

Announces

3° 295’ .
WATSOFT Products Inc.
158 University Ave.

Waterloo, OntarioN2L 3E9

(519) 886-3700
Telex No.2 06-955458
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; save beginning of dest wordy”

; forward direction

A subsidiary of the University of Waterloo

3:
!»
‘51
9%190
9Y33.91?”‘34

dx;di

.

MTSOFTPRODUCTSINC
a full screen editor and a family
of language interpreters for the
IBM Personal Computer

ﬂ"'

SORT/MERGE program for IBM-PC & XT
Now also sorts dBASE ll tiles!

0

Written in assembly language for high performance
Example: 4.000 records of 128 bytes sorted to give

-

Sort ascending or descending on up to nine fields

I

Ten input files may be sorted or merged at one time

key & pointer file in 30 seconds. COMPARE!

O

Handles variable and fixed length records

0

Supports all common data types

-

Filesize limited only by your disk space

0

Dynamically allocates memory and work files

0

Output file can be full records, keys or pointers

0

Can be run from keyboard or as a batch command

0

Can be called as a subroutine to many languages

0

Easy to use, includes on-Iine help feature

0

Full documentation — sized like your PC manuals

0

$99 —V|SA. M/C, Check, Money Order, COD, or PO
Quantity discounts and OEM licensing available

To order or to receive additional information
write or call:

OPT-TECH DATA PROCESSING
PO. Box 2167 Humble, Texas 77347
(713) 454-7428
Requires DOS, 64K and One Disk Drive
CIRCLE NO. [79 ON READER SERVICE CARD

VVK)III(S3DI[\ITIIEII.. .
. . .With AutoKey
If you use an IBM PC you truly need AutoKey.

STRINGS
cld

; point to beginning of source .

my.
1"”1‘nc‘1i

AutoKey is the perfect mate for your spreadsheet, word processor, text editor or other
software.

i

‘ '

3
.

‘jcxz’l

'

':I

r.

,

lex‘s‘earchsrrr.

7

. .,

.

; end of list: insert. it.

mov

al,13

I

; scan for carriage return

75

' .

7.1;] check“ for 97‘9":d source, [word 1;
17.79""; 7'

[5171.31

je

lexsearchd

L

'

I}

q

amp],

,‘j‘elg-j

”.-

; source byte = carriage return?
; end of source word found

; check for end of destination word

eszifiiilal

.

; nest byte= carriage return?

Iérsearchii .

‘ -, nematch :5 go (to-gen were ,j: y '

_n
; compare character by character

cmpsb

je _

jb
.i

cx

lexsearchz

lexls'earchs

; check for match

a

V

.

; matched - check next character

a ; too high? this ,is:.the piece

; scan for next carriage return
lexsearch3:

AutoKey lets you concentrate on the problem

repnz

‘jmp:

instead of the mechanics of working with the
computer.

7

; set up carriage return as character for scanning

MAKE YOUR SOFTWARE EASIER TO USE
any more.

.

; point to beginning of source

gl’theiikffor endiof list; ”

dec

No need to remember tedious software commands

si

,'

; compare source word with a word of the list
lexsearchZ:

SAVE HUNDREDS OF HOURS OF TYPING

over again, again.

Shh}
sin;

inc 7:.

With AutoKey you can create single key abbreviations
for frequently typed text or any other sequences of keystrokes on your computer. So,

you never have to type the same things over and

; forward direction

scasb

; scan until

lexsearchl .j. .

: next word"

carriage return

.1 e‘ndrof sourceu‘urd uarsn'found
lexsearchd:

PERSONALIZE OFF-THE-SHELF SOFTWARE
Personalize your software so that the same keys have
the same functions in all your programs.

cmp

[di],ai

; dest character = carriage return?

je

Iexsearchﬁ

; end of destination word?

7'; found a spot. to insert: the word

flex'searchsr

*

mov

al,0FFh

jmp

lexsearchexlt

; success

7;} word is already present

AUTOKEY IS EASY AND FUN TO USE
* You will learn how to use AutoKey in less than 15
minutes. After that you'll wonder how you ever got
along without it.
" Create key abbreviations 'as you work by the
press of a button.

“ Key abbreviations can be stored in files for future
recall,

'lex‘searehﬁz , ‘ f
' ,iimav.__ﬂ
jmp

algoqh

'

,

; already there

lexsearchexit

.

7':

lexsearchexit:

‘pop‘
‘pop

lfzipopéﬁw
I C retry
lexsearch

cx
di

_. ' .

; restore registers: _

sly"; ‘
‘
endp

Listing 6 LEXINSERT

Autokey provides unsurpassed performance at a very
low cost.

FUNCTION: This routine inserts a word string in
the properplace in a lexigraphically (alphabetically)
ordered list of words.

$79 Try it for 30 days. If you are not completely
satisfied, simply return your diskette for a full refund.

string: ES=BP points to the ordered list of words. The
source word string begins with a 16-bit integer that
speciﬁes the length of the string. The last byte must

PERFORMANCE UNEXCELLED

INPUT: Upon entry DS:BX points to a source word

Strategic Automation, Inc.

33 Cherry Hill Drive, Danvers, MA 01923
617/777-5104 Support: 617/777-5161
MC/VISA Accepted
AutoKey and IBM PC are trademarks of SAI and IBM Corp

be a carriage return symbol (ASCII 13). The destina—

tion list of words begins with a 16—bit integer that
speciﬁes the length of the string and continues with
words that consist of ASCII characters. The words
are separated by carriage return symbols (ASCII 13).

OUTPUT: Upon exit the string is inserted properly.
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STRINGS
REGISTERS USED: No registers are modiﬁed. _
‘SEGMEN'I‘S REFERENCED: Upon entry the . '
data segment and the extra segment must be equal,
and-they must contain thesource string and the des-

titration word list. ‘

7

RQUTINES CALLED: LEXSEARCH,

STRINSERT

SPECIAL NOTES: None
‘
CODE:

.

7

"

'

; ROUTINE TD INSERT A HORD IN AN ORDERED LIST OF WORDS

Iexinsert
I

push

proc

far

ax

save registers

call

lexsearch

cmp

al.0

3e
call

lexinsertexit
strinsert

; search for match

already there?

; skip if so
insert the new word

}
lexinsertexit:
pop

; restore registers

ax

ret

lexinsert

.

ROUTINE T0 COMPAREVIIIO STRINGS

compare

far

endp

repz

compare

Professional Lab and
Business Graphics Software
for Your IBM* PC

E

I;—

_Innl"u

u

( In the)
_
u p

SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER-Pc—
.
Draws professional graphs of
your data. Line or scatter plots,
seml-log or lo -Iog plots, bar
graphs, explo ed pie charts,
stock charts with high, low,
close. 320 x 200 resolution in 4
colors. Automatic or manual
selection of axis length and position, tick marks and numeric
labels. FeaturesZO plot symbols,
- :1
l
I.
I,
1m 1“
Iain In M (In I- or!)
error bars, multlple labels ln 4
orientatlons and versatile prlnter hardcopy. Format and data files mag be
saved on dlsk. Includes 11 demos on disk plus manual ............ 9

CURVE Fl‘ITER-PC—Select the
best curve to fit your data.
Scale, transform, average or
smooth, interpolate (3 types),
least squares flt (8 ty es),
evaluate unknowns from itted
curves. Features auto-scaling,
statistical evaluation of fltted
curves, multiple labels In 4

orientatlons,

proc

and

10-1"
'

. 8
'

can. in y
at Holt Canons

versatile

printer hardcopy. Format and
[unionism
data files may be saved on disk.
lncludes5demos on disk plus manual ......................... s 95

SPECIAL: SCIENTIFIC PLO'ITER-PC and CURVE FITTER-I’C—«ghg5
IS ......................................................

Add $2.50 shipping on all U.S. orders. VISA or MASTERCARD orders
accepted.

'Trademark of Internatlonal Buslness Machines, Inc.

TM .
.
ll”.

INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.
PO. Box 139, Dept. 237

State College, PA 16804

Phone: (814) 238-8294 0 Telex: 705250
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cmpsb

; one compare does

it!

endp

G Graphics
Editor
A Fast, Powerful, Easy to Use drawing

program that lets you create, edit, and store
colorful images
Intricate detail
Easy to remember, single key commands
Variable cursor speed & brush width
User deﬁned color combinations
Commands for basic geometric shapes
Images can be erased, repositioned, copied,
mirrored, ﬂipped
Save to disk / Load from disk
I Images can be loaded into user’s BASIC

programs

' “HELP” and “UNDO” commands
0 Text in variable sizes, colors, directions
0 Designed for the IBM PC and compatible
machines with 128K RAM, single disk
drive, color graphics capability

Perfect for Artists, Designers,
Animators, Programmers, Educators

G Graphics Editor is available for $95 from

MICRO MARKETING ASSOCIATES
3497 East Livingston Avenue

Suite A
-Columbus, Ohio 43227; 1..i--

(514) 231-4956

ll...--k
I..--‘

”I...---m

ll”.
.----
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”seeeemsdeme‘
GENERATES CUSTOMIZEO
INPUT SCREEN PROGRAMS
IN I@Sll@ ANO l?@$@@ll a a -

- - uBECAUSE YOUR
TIME IS
TOO VALUA BLE
Only $12500
ITEM #3050
(Includes shipping and handling)
(N.Y.S. Res. Add 8% "/o sales tax)

BASIC or PASCAL. Easily!
Generate programs in BASIC or PASCAL. Your choice.
Works with Turbo PASCAL ‘ IBM * PASCAL or IBM BASIC (Interpreter and Compiler).
Easy to use. Begin productive use in minutes!

POWERFUL SCREENS
Everyone can have professional quality screens to dress up any program.
Generate complex, colorful, effective screens in minutes.

FULL FUNCTION SCREEN CREATION
Simply “draw” input screens with word processor style editor.
Advance screen creating features include:
0 Draw boxes, lines, etc. in seconds with unqiue character selection menu.
0 Repeat last character in any direction.
0 Special color-select screen displays all available colors.
{Paint and Repaint sections of screen at any time.
0 Copy and Move sections of screen.
0 insert or Delete characters and lines.
- input field definition screen gives you total control of character type definitions, edit screen masks, input sequence, variable
names. initial values. protected characters, etc.

COMPLETE DATA ENTRY ROUTINES
Generates customized program code that allows professional quality data input using the full PC keyboard (cursor keys, delete,
insert, and more). Checks input data for valid entries and displays error messages.
Programs are easily merged with your own programs.
Easy to follow documentation shows how and where you can modify the generated programs.
cAvailable now with iBM PC, Pe, PCXT, and all true compatibies.
oRequires 128k RAM, one floppy disk drive, and PC DOS. Works with any display type.
' Turbo PASCAL Is a registered trademark of Boreland international, Ltd. iBM is a registered trademark of IBM corporation.

Master Card and Visa orders call now toll free 1-800-824-7888. Operator 268
L

Alaska and Hawaii call 1-800-824-7919. Operator 268
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED. SORRY, NO C.O.D.

Produced and Distributed by The Software Bottling Co. of New York.
29-14 23 Ave., New York City. NY. 11105 0 (212) 728-2200 Telex 380748
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Listing 8 SWITCH

FUNCTION: This routine switches two strings.
INPUT: Upon entry DS=SI points to one string (the
source) and ES:DI points to a second string (the destination). Both strings have lengths given by CX.
OUTPUT: Upon exit the strings are switched.
REGISTERS USED: No registers are modiﬁed.
SEGMENTS REFERENCED: Upon entry the

data segment contains the source string and the extra segment contains the destination string.

ROUTINES CALLED: None
SPECIAL NOTES: None
CODE:
.

;
'

proc

push

si

push

di

push

cx

push

ax

cld
switchl:
mov
mavsb

.
switch

endp

Listing 9 BSORT'

save registers

INPUT: Upon entry DS:SI points to a string array,

CX contains the number Of entries in thelarray, and
DX contains the size of each entry.

SPECIAL NOTES: None

forward direction

; ROUTINE TD SORT A STRING ARRAY

get byte from destination

i
hsort

move from source to destination

i

es:[si-1],al
switchl

loop back for more

pop
pop

ax
cx

restore registers

put byte in source

y,”pro§rarr1rner5‘like'yo_
’
.

elf

'7 \

proc

push
push

si
d1

push

ax

‘push

. "g

and documentation that is written from the
perspective of a BASIC programmer, the

‘

(\-\

BASIC_C library provides the best path to help
make your journey pleasant and fast!

BASICS POWERFUL FUNCTIONS

IN c PROGRAMS—

‘ from inside the EC editor. In fact, EC gives you
complete access to the operating system. Do a

directory, copy or delete ﬁles. even run other

6-8. char

programs without ever leaving EC!

‘

‘\

MULTIPLE WINDOWS

‘

W‘

library is included!

WRITTEN WITH BASIC PROGRAMMERS
IN MIND—

dedicated to one ﬁle, while the others are
kept in the background—only a

keystroke away. You can even cut and
paste blocks of text between windows!

FULL SCREEN EDITOR FOR THE IBM—

\\

\

Our documentation is oriented to those familiar with BASIC. A full chapter
is devoted to a point-by-point comparison of BASIC and C. Each function's
description contains at least one example written in BASIC and the
equivalent C. Many customers tell us that the BASIC_C documentation is
the best C tutorial they've seen.

EC DEMO DISK - ................................ $

5

EC (pronounced e-see) - full screen editor ........ $125

LIBRARY - including source code .......
& EC ..................................
& DeSmet C compiler/w debugger .......
& Computer Innovations C compiler .....
& Lattice C compiler ....................
8: EC & DeSmet C compiler/w debugger .
& EC & Computer Innovations C
........................................
& EC & Lattice C compiler ..............

WITH A FILE
IN EACH—

All windows can be shown on the screen at
the same time; or the screen can be

\\
The BASIC_C library provides most of BASIC's high
\
level functions—string handling, sequential and
\\ ‘
random i/o, graphics and many more—all are
\\ ‘
designed to look and work like BASIC functions.
Instead of wasting time trying to ﬁgure out how to
clear a screen or locate the cursor. you can concentrate

on learning what C is about. Source code for the whole

-, save registers

Now you can edit, compile and test your program

‘

‘\

far

cx

makmgamejmhprmin BASIC’to czwith ' . \\ ‘
high level functions that work like BASIC
\\ _

124

'

CODE:

loop

BASIC_C
BASIC_C
BASIC_C
BASIC_C
BASIC_C
BASIC_C
BASIC_C
compiler
BASIC_C

._ _

FUNCTION: This routine sorts a stringf‘array by ‘
using bubble sort.
.

REGISTERS USED: No registers are modiﬁed...

mov

51:62:31

si

ret

SEGMENTS REFERENCED: Upon entry the
data segment and the extra segment must-be equal
and must contain the string array;
ROUTINES CALLED: COMPARE, Si gITCH

far

al,[di]

di

pop

OUTPUT: Upon exit the array is sorted.

; ROUTINE T0 SWITCH THU STRINGS
switch

pop

$175
$275
$325
$475
$525
$425
$575
$625

EC uses all the PC's spedal keys so that editing is fast and
intuitive. In addition to standard editing features, EC provides text
and command macros. word wrap, paragraph reformatting, horizontal
scrolling, and color video control.

DEMO DISK IS ONLY 55—
Call or write for our full-featured demo. You‘ll get a standard version of EC
that can handle up to 10K worth of text ﬁles and a complete set of
documentation. See for yourself how pleasant it is to use an editor that
gives you multiple windows and free access to your operating system.

'BAS|C_C and EC run on an IBM PC, or look-alike. with at least 128K RAM under
DOS 1.1 or higher. To use the EC EDITOR'S DOS interface feature you must have
DOS 2.0 or higher and enough RAM to run the additional program.
IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines.
MO. Residents Add 6% Sales Tax.

I ounce
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C SOURCE
12801 Frost Road
Kansas City. MO 64138

816-353-8808
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CUT THROUGH
THE TALL GRASS
WITH MOUNTAIN'S
FILESAFE “‘ COMBO
DISK /TAPE PACK
FOR THE IBMC”
PC/XT. '“
Our new FileSaie Combo pack
lets you mix and match hard disk
(10, 15, 20 or 35MB) and tape
backup (27 or 60MB) in one
low—cost, high—performance
unit that mows down the
competition.

A quick com—
BACKUP SPEED [20MB]

25 MINUTES

SMINUTES

SPEED
EXPENTISE

z NDuIIs
IIEDNIIIEs TECHNICIAN

ID MINUTES
NNYDNE

IBM COMPATIBILITY

DEDDInEs SOFTWARE
MODIFICATIONS

IDD% PLUG III ANI] DuN

longer WGYTCIHIY- Arld an at CI better price!
1
Y
h h
S

EggzlslpEpltsmv or

SEVEHELY LIMITED

UNLIMITED

Your WCIY through the ICIII (31088. Or You can

ERROR CORRECTION [ECC]

NONE

COMPLETE

RELIABILITY

ASK THEIR CUSTOMERS

ASK OUR CUSTOMERS

NETWDIIKIND

LIMITED

WARRANTY
PRICE

INSTALLATION:

cuNPATInIIITI

pCII‘iSOIl shows it offers greater IBM and

networking compatibility. It's faster, more reli—
.
.
.
able, and ea81er IO ll’lSICIII. It comes Wlih Ct
0 HOW YOU

ave CL C

OU can p OW

Olce.

I: renew

reach for a Mountain FileSaie Combo disk/
tape pack at ComputerLand and other lead—
ing computer stores.
.
.
.
.
For more information, write: Mountain, Inc,

3MONTHS

DMDNTIIs

300 El Pueblo ROGCI, SCOIIS Valley, CA 95066.

$5.745

$5.595

Or CCIII

300M. NDVELL. NESTAR

”‘Tallgrass TG-3135 with 35MB hard disk and tape backup
“Mountain MT-4000-04 with 35MB hard disk and tape backup
Mountain is a registered trademark and FiIeSate is a trademark of Mountain, Inc.

(408) 438—6650\II/ X 910- 598-4504
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IBM and KT are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. A
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PEAK or PERFORMANCE
’e
at

1—800-458-0300 (in California, 1-800-821-6066)

In Canada, call Parity Plus Inc. (415) 573—3321.
,
1495 Bonhill Road, # 12, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada LST 1M2 ,
I
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MTSOFTPRODUCTSINC

STRINGS

A subsidiary of the University of Waterloo

; adjust count for one less than number of items
dec
cx
; adjust the count

Announces

Woterloo
NetWorkStation
Tools
for the IBM Personal Computer

outer loop’:

“ mom}; ,
push

cx

mov

di,si

.31. f=g {to M“,-

,

' ‘

‘

-, save

_

ount

; destination points to source

; toner toopré

bsortz:
push

Editor

add

; point to’rkiekt'destxination

ITIDV

; entry length

call

' full-screen
' colour support
' function keys

Host Communications

' VM/370 CMS, RSTS/E, VAX/VMS
' file transfer micro to/from host
' access host files from micro programs

L bsontexit:

pop

; restore registers

POD

; M

. , pop ’
_

Terminal Emulation

A

ax

net

bsort

endp

For further information contact:

WATSOFT Products Inc.

158 University Ave. W.,
Waterloo, Ontario

(519) 886-3700
Telex No.: 06-955458

N2L 3E9
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SPF/PCT”

ACTUALLY, there is no comparison. SPF/PC is

the best full-screen editor available for the IBM
Personal Computer.
It looks and works like lBM’s large system SPF
editor.
OSPF/PC can use up to 786K of memory as workspace.
-Word processing commands.
04-way scrolling.
OSpIit screen support.

OOn-line help facility.

OCan edit up to 240 character records.
0Monochrome or color supported.
0|nstantaneous screen display.

OBlock Move/Copy/Repeat/Delete/Overlay/Shift/Exclude
OAutomatic line numbering supported.
040 user-definable Program Function Keys.
-Direct interface to DOS’ commands for PCDOS 2.0 users.
oBrowse sub-system.
0Move/ Copy sub-system copies any file format.
IUtilities include: Rename/Delete/Print/Directory list.

AND MUCH MORE. . .

UPLOAD/DOWNLOAD sub—system available to SPF/PC users for

230049.95

SPF/PC requires 128K, PCDOS,
and 1 disk drive.

THE ODD-COUPLETM

Allows the APPLE and IBM/PC to
communicate with each other.

OConnect APPLE to PC, APPLE to APPLE, and PC
to PC.

OTransfer any file in either direction.

OCHAT mode allows direct communications

through the keyboard.

-An Equipment Profile allows description of
your operating environment.
OCommunicate Direct or through a Modern at
speeds up to 9600 baud (bps).
oWritten entirely in machine language for speed
and efficiency.
REQUIREMENTS:
APPLE — 48K,1 disk drive, Serial Interface
64K, 1 disk drive, Serial Interface
IBM —

$79.95

For orders and dealer information write or call Rogue River Software, 2822 Tahitian Ave., Medford, OR 97504,

(503) 779-3002. Mastercard/Visa, Check, or RC. accepted. Add $5.00 for shipping. Canada $10.00. Foreign $15.00.
IBM is a registered trademark of international Business Machines, Inc. APPLE is a registered trademark 0' Apple Computer ”“1
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PELADA
EEXE EIIGIIIEE-‘I
The first full featured word processor for the IBM personal computer capable of

producing all mathematical, scientific and engineering symbo|s* including superscripts

and subscripts for complete equation editing on screen.

Multi-Iingual capabilities include the specific characters, accents and letters found in

French, Spanish, German, Italian and all other western European languages.

Advanced Word Processing features include:

0 Command line driven editor
0 Comprehensive, easily accessible on-line help
0 All features, including bold, italics, underlining and special characters appear on
screen exactly as they are printed.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE $250 MAIL ORDER ONLY. OFFER EXPIRES JULY 31/84.

PELADA lIIFO‘IIi'IAEICA Inc.
87 Queen St, Kingston, Ontario,
Canada K7K 1A5

Tel. (613) 549-1747

‘Requires Epson FX«80, FX-100 or similarly featured printer.

FREE SAMPLE DISK AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST.
CIRCLE NO. 141 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Simple as pie.
GraffHopper is designed to
reduce chart building to a
simple process. The user
simply looks through his
ChartBook catalog of over
100 formats, selects the
chart he prefers and
responds to a few simple
screen prompts.

GraffHopper formats range
from straight lines to
sophisticated report/ curve
combinations which can
be completed in a matter of
seconds.

GraffHopper also offers

the more traditional
approach to chart
building through the use
of a simple menu
structure (including

GraffHopper also includes
a unique feature —
Chart Connect. Using

(ﬁt

3‘ '1’
iii-\-

‘LOTUS 1-2-3 is a copyright of
Lotus, Inc.; MULTIPLAN is a
copyright of Microsoft, Inc; dBASE
II is a copyright of Ashton-Tate.

on—line help) or command
word method. Whatever
the mode of chart
creation, the objective of
the software is the same:
to produce complicated
charts with as little user
interaction as necessary.

Chart Connect the user
can access data already

stored in LOTUS 1-2-3 *,

MULTIPLAN“, or dBASE

11* ﬁles. With Chart
Connect, spread sheet
data may be retrieved
through a series of simple
user prompts and need
not be rekeyed.
For more information call
or write:

e

Data Business Vision, Inc.

“Q \\“ 9‘{\

35 1 O Dunhill Street, Suite B
San Diego, CA 92121

619/450-1557
800/521—6828
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@1984 Data Business Vision, Inc.

Projected Revenue
by Department
for the year 1985

- Department A
Departmenx B
- Departmenx C
- Depanmenx D
- Department E

IFE
[8 SIMPLE
WITH APL
rogrammers who have used
APL are rarely ambivalent
about it. This is a programming language to either love or

This little-known,

love-it-or-leave-it

language attacks
the game of Life
with ease.

PARDNER WYNN

hate. ”Learn a proper language,
not APL,” say its detractors, while en—
thusiastic APL users react quite differ-

ently. ”Keep doing things the hard

way, or start using APL,” they advise.
I paid my money, took my

chances, and rapidly became an APL
enthusiast. APL is to other program-

ming languages what poetry is to

prose: concise, expressive, and versa—

tile. It is easier to use than ”proper”
programming languages for two rea-

sons: it has an interactive, extensible
programming environment and simple,

consistent data handling.
BASIC programmers, when ﬁrst

exposed to APL, undoubtedly will no-

tice several similarities in BASIC and
APL. Both languages are interactive,

have commands to store and retrieve
programs from disk ﬁles, include built-

in program editing facilities, and

Pardner Wynn is a PhD. candidate in
electrical engineering at Stanford University.
He is a part-time microcomputer consultant
and is currently working on a major
educational software program for the PC.

SEPTEMBER 1984
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APL

rules. In APL, every expression is

evaluated right to left, except where
grouped by parentheses. Most languages evaluate expressions from
left to right and give some operators
precedence over others.
For example, in the expression
4+3X2+ 1 = 11, multiplication
takes precedence over addition in
most languages. In APL the same
expression is evaluated right to left
as [(1 +2) X3] +4= 13. Multiplica-

is
is
is

3

l
5
l
5

9
CisA
E
I

5

7

"3550“:

V
S
M

(numeric vector)
(numeric scalar)
(2-D numeric matrix)

(2-D character matrix)

Name

Description

Assignment

Assign value of
x to y

Addition

Format

Example

Yc—X

YQ—S
Yr—V

x+y

(vector+scalar=vector)

V + l 2 3 4 is
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division

X"Y

Logical AND, OR

x /\ y
x V y

x+y

Logical NOT

~x

Rotate

Rotate y along last
axis as speciﬁed
by x

X¢Y

Rotate

Rotate y along ﬁrst
axis as speciﬁed
by x

xey

Format

Convert y to

5y

tion order, as in 4+(3X2)+1=11.

Quad

Output contents of
x to display
Give random integer
from l—x

Dt—X

Why does APL exhibit this
nonstandard lack of operator precedence? Because it’s simpler. Memorizing the precedence of more than
75 built-in operators is impractical.
Since all operators in APL have the
same precedence, only parentheses

alter the right-to-left evaluation or-

der, and any APL expression is simpliﬁed and unambiguous.

APL AND DATA

No other language gives a program-

mer control of data the way APL

does. One reason is that any APL

variable can hold any type of data—
numeric or character, scalar or ar-
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Roll

2 5 8 ll (vector+vector=vector)

n

tion is not done ﬁrst, unless paren-

theses are used to alter the evalua-

Puts 5 in variable y
Putsarrayl357iny
S + l is 6
(scalar + scalar = scalar)
V + S is 6 8 10 12

character(s)

ray—at any time. Figure 2 shows

how to assign a value to an APL
variable. A very similar BASIC expression is also shown. In fact, adding two variables is done in much
the same way in BASIC and APL.
But the similarity ends when a list

(or array) of data must be stored and
used—APL is much simpler.
APL handles arrays in the same
way it handles single numbers

?x

1A] is 1 (true)
10V11 is 11 (true true)

~1isO
~0isl

l¢Vis
-1¢Vis

357
7 l 3
2¢Mis 3 4 l
785
ll 12 9
IBM is 5 6 7
9 10 1 l
1 2 3
5V is
1 3 5 7
(7 characters: 4
digits and 3 spaces)
EL—V shows 1 3 5 7
on display
?5 gives random integer
from 1-5
ZV gives 4 random integers
from (1-1) (1-3) (1-5) (1-7)
.—
ANDOO‘NU’IH

APL SYNTAX
APL syntax underscores the simplicity of the language. It requires the
user to memorize no precedence

Four test variables are used in the examples:

7:00:3ww

capabilities of BASIC. APL workspaces simplify the management of
programming projects. The language
can be extended to meet applications. It treats data consistently—
the same operators deal with scalars
and arrays, or with numbers and
characters. Syntax is simple and unambiguous. Further, APL has an unequaled assortment of built-in functions. (See ﬁgure 1.)

The following is a guide to a small subset of common APL operations. Short
examples illustrate how these operations are used in the Life game program.

OO‘N

common features far beyond the

Figure 1: Common APL Operations

“knee—-

have a host of math, character,
program control, and program de—
bugging functions.
This apparent similarity is misleading, however. APL takes these

(called scalars). To assign a list of

numbers to an APL variable, the

programmer simply has to do it— no
loops, no fuss. In contrast (as shown
in ﬁgure 2), BASIC must use a special dimensioned-array variable, and
each data value has to be loaded separately into its spot in the array.
APL adds two arrays just as it adds
two scalars. In fact, a function containing a line that does this may be
PC TECH IOURNAL

Figure 2: APL Versus BASIC
Data Handling
Assigning scalar data to
variables:

BASIC
NUM 1= 4
NUM 2 = 2

APL
NUM 1 .— 4
NUM 2 «— 2

Adding scalar variables:
APL
SUM — NUM l
+ NUM 2

BASIC
SUM = NUM l
+ NUM 2

Assigning array data to
variables:

BASIC
LIST I [1] = 0.
LIST 2 [1] = 4
LIST 1 [2] = 2 .
LIST 2 [2] = 5
LIST 1 [3] = 4.
LIST 2 [3] = 6

APL
LIST 1 .— 0 2. 4
LIST 2 .— 4 5 6

Adding array variables:
APL

SUMLISTo—LIST 1 +

LIST 2

BASIC

For I = l to 3

SUMLIST [I] =
LIST 1 [I] +
LIST 2 [1]

Next I

Figure 3: APL Indexing
Simple array indexing:

General array indexing:

Inn
1

1

INDEX

DATA [INDEX]

2

3

2

l

l

2

2
l

2

l

’A'

’C’

2

'B’

‘A’

l

used with array data one time and
with scalar data another time.
Individual elements of an array
are accessed in APL just as in
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BASIC. In ﬁgure 3, LISTl [3] is the

third element in a variable LISTl
(which is 4 in the example). APL
indexing is much more general,
however. Almost any subset of an
array can be speciﬁed by listing
which elements are desired. For example, LISTl [ l 3 4 ] is an array
with three elements: the ﬁrst, third,
and fourth elements of LISTl.
The second example in ﬁgure 3
better illustrates APL indexing.
DATA is a short string consisting of
three characters, “ABC”,- INDEX is
a 2-by-2 matrix of numbers from 1
to 3. The expression DATA[IN—

DEX] creates a 2-by-2 matrix of
characters, with an ”A” wherever
INDEX is l, ”B" Where INDEX is 2,

and ”C” where INDEX is 3.
Because of its treatment of data,
APL is popular with programmers
who must deal with large volumes

of data. Each time APL works with
data, it determines the type of data
and behaves appropriately.
EXTENSIBLE AND
INTERACTIVE

APL’s extensible and interactive nature is largely responsible for the
popularity of the language. It is extensible because the user’s functions
actually extend to meet his current
needs. When a function is inside
the active (memory) workspace, it is
part of APL— there is no difference
between primitive (built-in) and

user-deﬁned functions.
Any APL function can be individually executed by typing its
name and any required parameters.

iﬁed one step at a time. After using

this approach a few times, a programmer probably will not want to
go back to the testing environment
most languages dictate— that is, edit
the whole thing, then cross your
ﬁngers and watch for smoke.
To help the user with this modular development, APL’s debugging
facilities can trace or single-step
through the functions. This provides a ”window” into a function's

operation while it executes.

THE APL WORKSPACE

APL is not merely a programming
language. It is an interactive envi-

ronment for program development.
Figure 4 presents an analogy to the

APL environment. A carpenter who

builds shelves and tables uses the
same workroom for both types of
work. He has a separate closet for
unﬁnished shelves and tables, and
probably keeps his tools, nails, and
ﬁnishing supplies in another closet.

In APL a computer’s memory is

an active workspace that holds both
the functions and the data being
worked on. Different projects’ workspaces can be saved in disk ﬁles.
Many APL programmers also keep

"toolbox” workspaces on disks that
hold utility functions to simplify
program editing or testing. These
disk-based workspaces cannot be
worked on directly, but functions
and data can be transferred freely

between active (memory) and saved

sides being handy for “calculator-

(disk ﬁle) workspaces.
A programmer may have several ongoing APL projects, with a
saved workspace for each. To switch
to another project, he can save the
current active workspace in a disk
ﬁle, then copy another project’s
workspace from disk into a clean,

tions interactively, using any special

The best way to get a taste for what
APL can do better than other lan-

For example, in order to calculate

23.4X567.8, type that expression in.
APL will execute it immediately
and display the answer, 591.2. Bestyle" computing, this interaction is
helpful for developing functions.
When APL is used to develop
an algorithm, it can test small sec—

test data that are necessary. This al—
lows programs to be created and ver-

active workspace.

THE GAME or LIFE

guages is to see it in action. My ﬁrst

APL solo ﬂight was a program to
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‘ SYMD \
SYMBOLIC'DEBUGGER

Faster,
easier and
more productive
SYMD—the unique new
programming aid for PC—

DOSTM and MS—DOSTM

systems—dramatically

reduces the time and
effort needed to identify

and correct programming
errors. SYMD simpliﬁes
debugging by utilizing
source code symbols and
line numbers wherever

an address or offset is

required. Symbols are
easier to remember, more
efficient to use. SYMD
also lets you: Examine
and/or change real
number data; assign per—
manent or temporary

breakpoints, including
pass counts to control
looping; check instruction
execution sequences with
backtrace commands; use
proﬁling commands to
identify the most active

TMMS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

parts of a program. And
much more. SYMD can
be used with compiler
or assembly language
programs. System

requirements: PC—DOS

or MS—DOS 1.1 or 2.0;
192K recommended;

80—column display.

SYMD is introductory

priced at only $90. Free
literature on request.
VISA or MasterCard
accepted.

TMPC-DOS is a trademark of the IBM Corporation.

D+VSystems

400 Amherst Street Nashua. NH 03063 (603) 881-7140
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APL
play the game of Life. Devised by
the Cambridge mathematician I.H.
Conway, this game simulates a colony of simple organisms in a con-

ﬁned environment. The program is
short— about 40 lines long— but
demonstrates several important APL
features: function declarations, matrix operations, temporary variables,
random number generation, string
manipulation, row reduction and
expansion, and program branching.

The game of Life is very easy.
Only three rules control the growth
of the colony: (1) an organism will

die if it has fewer than two neighbors,- (2) an organism will die if it

has more than three neighbors; and
(3) an organism will be born into an
empty spot if that location has ex-

actly three neighboring organisms.
The program computes what the

next generation of the colony looks
like by applying these rules to each
location in the colony.
Six functions comprise the Life

game program:
NEXTGEN uses the three rules
above to compute the next generation of organisms from the
current generation.

NUMNEIGHBORS is used by
NEXTGEN to count the num—
ber of organisms next to each
spot in the colony.
RANDOM distributes the ﬁrst

PC FORTH TM
IBM PC & XT,
HP—150,
Macintosh,
Apple II,
CompuPro,
Sage & CP/M-68K,
Wang PC,
All CP/M and

MSDOS computers.

Try the professional language offering
the utmost performance in the shortest
development time. Transport your ap—

plications between any of our enhanced

83—Standard compilers or expanded

32-bit versions. Choose from our wide
selection of programming tools including

native code compilers, cross-compilers,
math coprocessor support, and B-Tree
file managers. All fully supported with
hotline, updates, and newsletters.

Laboratory Microsystems Incorporated
Post Office Box 10430, Marina del Rey, CA 90295
Phone credit card orders to (213) 306-7412

generation of organism ran-

domly, with an initial density
selected by the player.
Each generation of organisms is
printed out by the function
SHOWCOLONY.
INITBORDER creates a variable
that is used to help print out
the colony.

LIFEGAME is the main function.
It ties together the other ﬁve
functions.

MAIN DATA STRUCTURES
The primary data structure in Life
is the game board, which is a square
matrix. Only one organism can oc-

CIRCLE NO. I59 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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cupy any one spot on the board.
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Figure 4: The APL Environment
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Source

250 Functions: DOS,

1:] PACK 2: Database

Storage
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An APL Programmer’s Workspace

Object
$149
Source
$Call

100 Functions: B-Trees,
Variable Records

1:] PACK 3: Communications

Object
$149
Source
$Cal|

135 Functions: Smartmodem". Xon/Xott,
Modem—7, X-Modem

[:1 PACK 4: Building Blocks ||

Object
$129
Source
$Call

El PACK 5: Mathematicsl

Object

100 Functions: Dates,
Text Windows,
Data Compression

35 Functions: Log, Trig,
Square Root

$99
Source

D PACK 6: Utilitiesl
35 Functions: Archive, DIR

Object
$99

Manipulation

W—H

$99

$Call

Source

$Call

NOTE: Above Packs for Lattice” Compiler on

IBM PC/XT
To Follow: Graphics. Advanced Math. Other
Compilers and Hardware

Prices above for single user multi user
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Active

Unﬁnished
Tables

l:l

Unﬁnished

Workspace

[I

Shelves

Finishing
Supplies

V

Storage

Y
Active

A Carpenter’s Workspace
Each spot has eight adjacent spots,
so an organism may have up to
eight neighbors. The simplest struc-

ture is a matrix with a 1 in every location that has an organism, and a 0
in each empty spot.

The matrix variable, COLONY,
is illustrated in ﬁgure 5 for a 5—by-5
game board. In that example ﬁve

organisms in COLONY are denoted

by Is in the matrix. In APL, as in

BASIC, the elements of an array are

referred to by indexing. For in-

stance, the ﬁve organisms in COLONY are located at the coordinates

[2,3] (row 2, column 3), [3,3], [3;2],

[4,2], and [4,4]. Thus, COLONY

[4,4] is an APL expression referring

to the organism near the lower right
corner of the game board.
Five more variables the same
size as our game board COLONY

(617) 273-4711
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EVERY PROGRAMMER/ANALYST NEEDS . . .

[E III"
. . . THE STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING TOOL!
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Design your programs right on the screen using modern techniques based on the popularJackson
Structured Programming method (JSP)!

DEZIGN is more than just another flowcharting tool. It is an integrated tool for designing and
documenting programs and for generating source code in any of the languages listed above!

DEZIGN enables a software developer to create Data and Program Structure Diagrams using the
Sequence, Selection, and Iteration constructs; assign detailed statements to the Diagrams; and
synthesize source code from the control logic represented on the Diagrams and the detailed
statements assigned to them.

DEZIGN lists for $200 and is available directly from Zeducomp, from IBM and Zenith personal
computer dealers, and from software retailers.
o
o
0

DEZIGN-PC runs under DOS 2.0 and 2.1.
DEZIGN-86 runs under CP/M-86 1.1 and Concurrent CP/M-86.
DEZIGN-16 runs under ZDOS on Zenith Z-1 00 computers.

“Principles of Program Design,” by M. Jackson, Academic Press, describes the JSP metholology
and is available for$50 directly from Zeducomp and from most professional/technical book stores.

PO. BOX 68 O STIRLING, NJ 07980 O (201) 755-2262
dBASE II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate, Inc.
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- TALL TREE APL
SYSTEMS

JRAM-C (For Columbia PC)
0K, Clock/Cal ................ $249

MEMORY
64K chips 3550/Bank
256K chips $500/Bank

DOS 2.0, 2.1 SOFTWARE

JETDRIVE ............... $60

WINDRIVE ............... $60

JFORMAT-2 .............. $60
J SPOOL .................. $60

—

TALL TREE SYSTEMS
1032 ELWELL COURT, SUITE 124
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(415) 9641980
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Figure 5: Life Data Structures

are used. The variable NEIGHBORS
(ﬁgure 5) keeps track of how many
neighbors each spot on the board
has. For example, the location
COLONY[2;2] has three adjacent organisms (marked by ls in locations
[2,3], [3,3], and [3,2]). Therefore,
NEIGHBORS[2;2] equals 3.

Each spot in COLONY with ex
actly three neighbors is marked by a
1 in the variable BORN, as in ﬁgure
5. This variable is used to enforce
the rule that an organism can be
born into an empty spot with three
neighboring organisms.
LONELY and CROWDED mark
the location of each organism that

will die because it has fewer than or
more than three neighbors. DIED
combines LONELY and CROWDED
into one matrix.

THE NEXTGEN FUNCTION

The heart of the Life program is the
NEXTGEN function. This function

computes what the next generation

of COLONY will look like; it is an
expression of the three rules of Life
that were presented above.
Each line in the NEXTGEN
function implements a separate

portion of the game rules. APL's

simpliﬁed array handling lets each
line do the work of a half-dozen

statements in conventional lan—

guages. As soon as a user is familiar

with some basic APL symbols and

syntax, a function such as NEXTGEN is easy to read and write.
The ﬁrst line (0) of any APL

function is a function declaration. It

gives the name of the function, how

the function is used, and what (if
any) temporary variables are to be

created for use by the function.
In ﬁgure 6, line 0 of NEXTGEN declares ﬁve temporary variables that will exist only while

NEXTGEN is executing. These
temporary variables are declared by
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Applications backlog. Technology blur. Mounting user
pressures. Staying abreast of changing prices. A tidal wave of
problems!
Even if some answers are available, you have to go to too
many sources and sift through so much information, there's not
enough time to locate the solutions to your immediate and most
important problems.
Well, help IS within easy reach—in the form of an information system that displays all your current software, hardware and
communications options for instant reference.
That system is DATA SOURCES, and you're invited to make
it work for you. Simply fill in the coupon and we’ll send you DATA
SOURCES 4 quarterly editions at 33% off their regular price.
What DATA SOURCES does is organize ‘your options. It
guarantees that you've considered all relevant products by guiding you to those with the best possibility of success.
DATA SOURCES is a conveniently sized, extremely wellorganized and skillfully indexed 2—volume reference. ..maintained
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I" ____________________________
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Release

4.1

We’ve continually improved Microstat since it was introduced in
1978, and the latest release includes many new features you’ve
wanted.
Interactive and Batch Processing
Expanded Data Management

Subsystem with New Data
Transforms
Reading data files created by other

programs
3 types of Analysis of Variance
Time Series
Crosstabs and Chi-Square
Factorials, Permutations, and
Combinations

Data sets that can exceed memory
Multiple Regression (including

Stepwise)
Scatterplots (including best fit
regression)
Correlation Analysis
12 Nonparametric tests
8 Probability Distributions
Descriptive Statistics

Easy Installation

Hypothesis Tests

Microstat‘s algorithms have been designed to prevent numeric overflow
errors
and yield unsurpassed accuracy. Microstat's price is $375.00 including
the user’s
manual and is available for the 280. 8086, 8088 CPU's and CP/ M80,
CP/ M86,

MS—DOS. and PC—DOS. To order, call or write.
E
[CD-OFT

6413 N. College Ave. 0 lndlanapolls, IN 46220
IN:

(317) 255-6476

Trademarks: Microstat (Ecosoft). CP/M (Digital Research), MS-DOS (Microsoft),
PC—DOS (IBM), 280 (Zilog), 8086, 8088 (lntel).
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APL
listing the desired variable names
on line 0, preceding each one with a

semicolon. These variables hold sev-

eral intermediate results.
Compare the NEXTGEN function declaration (line 0) in ﬁgure 6
to line 8 of the LIFEGAME function
in ﬁgure 12, where NEXTGEN is
actually used. The two lines are
similar in form (ignoring the ﬁve
declared temporary variables). The
function declaration provides a template for how the function is used.

In line 8 of LIFECAME,
NEXTGEN is executed with one input parameter, the COLONY game

board. It also has an output (the up—
dated game board) that is assigned to
another variable (in this example
COLONY is used again, but any
variable could have been used to
"catch” NEXTGEN’S output data).
The NEXTGEN function declaration supports this by providing a

temporary input variable (called
COLONYIN) and a temporary output variable (called COLONYOUT).

Whenever NEXTGEN is used, input data (COLONY, in the example)
are copied into NEXTGEN’s temporary input variable. When the func-

tion ends, whatever is in the tempo-

rary output variable is automatically
assigned to the indicated variable

(COLONY in line 8 of LIFEGAME).

NEXTGEN does not care what
the name of the original input data
is, or where the data came from.
NEXTGEN can thus be used in several places with different variables.

An APL function declaration,
then, completely describes how a

function is used. NEXTGEN re-

quires one input parameter, and
returns an output value. It also reserves ﬁve temporary variables to
accumulate intermediate results.

The remainder of the function
deﬁnition describes how it works.

Line 1 of NEXTGEN uses the
NUMNEIGHBORS function to

count the number of neighboring
organisms for each spot in
COLONYIN (which is a copy of the
PC TECH IOURNAL
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Figure 6: NEXTGEN

COLONY game board) and puts the
resulting matrix in the temporary
variable NEIGHBORS. In ﬁgure 5,
COLONY[2,2] has three neighbor-

ing organisms, so NEIGHBORS [2,2]
is equal to 3.

Line 2 of NEXTGEN puts a 1
in each location of BORN corresponding to a COLONYIN spot
with exactly three neighboring or-

ganisms. BORN can thus be used to

enforce the Life game rule that an
organism will be born into an
empty spot if that location has exactly three neighboring organisms.
The APL expression NEIGHBORS=3 produces a matrix the

same size as NEIGHBORS. Where
NEIGHBORS equals 3, the expres—
sion is true, and a 1 is put in that

location in the matrix. Where
NEIGHBORS does not equal 3, the
expression is false, so a 0 is put in

the matrix. This matrix is stored in
the BORN variable (see ﬁgure 5).

Notice that the expression in
line 2 performed a logical operation
on every location of an arbitrarily

sized matrix. This economy of expression is unique to APL.
The Life rule that an organism

will die if it has fewer than two

neighbors is enforced in a similar

way by line 3 of NEXTGEN. As
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Figure 8: RANDOM
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illustrated in ﬁgure 5, the variable
LONELY marks the location of each
organism that will die. The expression NEIGHBORS<2 does most of
the work by marking each location
in COLONYIN that has fewer than
two neighboring organisms.

he NEXTGEN

function demon-

strates how easily
(and automatically) APL

handles matrix data. The
user never has to be concerned with the size or

shape of a matrix.

When NEIGHBORS<Z is

ANDed with COLONYIN, only
those board locations with fewer
than two neighbors and with an or-

bors is enforced in line 4 using the
same method as was used in line
3— the CROWDED variable marks
locations that have an organism and
more than three neighbors.
Line 5 of the NEXTGEN function marks each organism in
COLONYIN that will expire. That

is, a logical OR operation allows the
variable DIED to mark each loca-

tion where an organism is either
LONELY or CROWDED.
The last line of the NEXTGEN
function updates COLONYOUT to
the next generation of organisms.

The next COLONY generation is

depicted in ﬁgure 5.
The NEXTGEN function

demonstrates how easily (and automatically) APL handles matrix data.
The user never has to be concerned

with the size or shape of a particular matrix. To ﬁnd exactly which

ganism present are marked. This
works because of the data structure

locations in a matrix are greater
than two, a simple expression like
MATRIX>2 is sufﬁcient.

COLONY: locations with an organism present have a 1, empty spots

FUNCTION

that is chosen for the game board

hold a O. A logical AND puts a 1 in
LONELY where both COLONYIN

and NEIGHBORS<2 are 1.

The rule that an organism will
die if it has more than three neigh-

THE NUMNEIGHBORS

NUMNEIGHBORS uses two simple

but powerful matrix rotate operations to perform some elementary
"signal processing” on the game
board. The NEXTGEN function

PC TECH JOURNAL
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COLONY

BORS) via the TEMPOUT (tempo-
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One way to write NUMNEIGHBORS is to examine each
spot in TEMPIN individually and
count the number of ls (organisms)
in the eight adjacent spots. This

OOXCD

porary variables are used.
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rary output) variable. No other tem-
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turns an output value (to NEIGH-

0

4

ooooouw

put variable called TEMPIN; it re-

2

O—-—-OCN

NEIGHBORS copies the game board

in COLONYIN into a temporary in-

«beam-—

the number of organisms adjacent to
each location in COLONYIN. As
ﬁgure 7 shows, line 0 in NUM-

Figure 10: Printing COLONY
OOOOOH

uses NUMNEIGHBORS to compute

CHAROUT
‘X 0' [CHARINDEX]

works, but there is a simpler way to

approach the problem. Every organism (marked in TEMPIN with a 1)

rotate operators (refer to ﬁgure 1).
Line 1 of NUMNEIGHBORS temporarily shifts TEMPIN (a copy of

COLONYIN, which is NEXTGEN’s
copy of the COLONY board) up one
row and left one column, and stores

this matrix in TEMPOUT. This

procedure puts a l in each location
that is up and to the left of an or-

ganism. Line 2. temporarily shifts

TEMPIN up one row and adds this
to the previous TEMPOUT matrix.

For each organism on the board
(TEMPIN), a 1 has been added to

the two locations: up one and left

one,- and up one. For each empty
spot on the game board, Os have

been harmlessly added to the same
two relative locations since empty
spots are represented by Os.

Lines 3 through 8 of NUM-

NEIGHBORS repeat this process for

the remaining six locations adjacent
to each organism. When NUMNEIGHBORS ﬁnishes, each or-

ganism has added a l to each of its

eight adjacent spots. The ﬁnal
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suggestion: every spot with n adjacent organisms holds the number n.
The 1s can be added to the
TEMPIN variable using two APL

on INITBDRDER
1] BORDERMASK (- (SIZE,SIZE) P 1
2] BORDERMASH E 1,SIZE ; J 6 Q
:-.J BORDERMASH E ; 1,SIZE J 6 0

Figure 12: LIFEGAME
1]

4]

\'
|_:

the result is the same as the original

Figure: 11: INITBORDER

HI-Il—Ir‘ll-II—Iﬂr—Inr-II-rl-Ir-Ir—IH

has eight adjacent locations. 'If we
add is to the eight locations adjacent to each organism in TEMPIN,

'

LIFEGAME
INITBORDER
RANDOM
COLONY 6 COLONY “ BORDERMASK
POPULATION 6 +/ ,COLONY
GENERATION 6 1
LOOP: aEND X \POPULATION = O
SHONCOLONY

COLONY e NEXTGEN COLONY
GENERATION e GENERATION + 1
COLONY e COLONY “ BORDERMASK
POPULATION e +/ ,COLONY

aLOOP
END: O G 'ALL ORGANISMS EXTINCT!’
U 6 ‘Boodbye.’

count, stored in the temporary

output matrix TEMPOUT, is as-

signed to NEIGHBORS in line 1 of
the NEXTGEN function.

THE RANDOM FUNCTION

RANDOM demonstrates APL’s sim-

ple facilities for random number
generation. For small game boards,
such as those in ﬁgure 5, a Life

program user could create his own
initial COLONY matrix. However,

Life is most interesting with a board

measuring 15 by 15 or larger—even

though typing in 225 matrix ele-

ments is somewhat tedious.

The RANDOM function will
scatter organisms randomly

throughout COLONY. A user has
some control over how COLONY

starts off, since he uses the DENSITY variable to select the approximate initial percentage of occupied

COLONY locations. If the user se-

lects an initial population density
that is too low (5 percent) the organisms are spread thinly, and they rap—

idly die out because they have
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Figure 13: A Sample Run of the LIFEGAME Program

A Sample run of the we Game F‘rnuram
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DD

two or three lines if no temporary
variables are used, but the resulting
deﬁnition is rather obscure. The
temporary variables CHARINDEX

x

SIZE.

CURRENT POPULWDN: 3

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

SHOWCOLONY can be ﬁt on

X

ODD

print-out: an X for the colony bor-

ders, a space for empty spots, and
the letter O for organisms.

0

GENERzTiuz NONBER: x2X
CURRENT POPULATION: 22

i
l
E

CHAROUT format shown in ﬁgure
10. Three characters are used in the

DD

X
X
X
X
X
X

handling and provides an example
of the language’s powerful array indexing. To display the successive
generations of COLONY, the user
could just print out the variable
COLONY. However, the resulting
pattern of Is and Os would be a bit

overwhelming. SHOWCOLONY is

D

DD

i

0000

;
X;

X;

used to transform COLONY to the

x

5

X

The SHOWCOLONY function (ﬁgure 9) introduces APL character

XXXXXX

;

DD

THE SHOWCOLONY
FIINCTION
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DO

COLONY elements will be Is.

ODD

DD

00

XXXXXXXXXXX

CD

spot. For a low DENSITY value like
5, about 5 percent of the random
numbers will be less than or equal
to DENSITY, so about 5 percent of

to
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i

board

to 100 to DENSITV‘.

_

CURRENT POPULATION: m
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APL.

+++++

game

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

COLONY matrix is created with a I

to DENSITY, and a 0 in every other

the

EXAMPLE:

GENER‘WION NUMBER:

dom number was less than or equal

bv

D

+++++

SHE e 2,,
uawsm é a

SITY a scalar value Of l to 100. The

in every location in which the ran-

of

Assign a density from
Type LIFEGAME

DD

pared to the global variable DEN-

XQnOl’Ed

DD

dom numbers from I to 100) is com-

15

sue

x

Each element of this new ma—
trix (which is now ﬁlled with ran-

it

INSTRUCTIONS

the

0

called roll, is applied to this matrix,

it replaces each 100 with a random
number from 1 to 100 inclusive.

13.
3.

Assign

000

each location. When the ? operator,

starts an AF'L comment:

after

++>++
1.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

.

typed

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

“FEWE

.

columns, With the value 100 in

thzs symbol

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

matrix with SIZE rows and SIZE

is only one line in APL, the core ex—
pression, SIZE, SIZE P 100, creates a

NOTE:

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

30 percent seem to fare best.
Although RANDOM (ﬁgure 8)

overcrowding thins the organisms
quickly. Initial densities from 15 to

=—»

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

I:

n

percent or more), massive initial

3:311

fewer than two neighbors. If the
initial population is too dense (50
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Figure 14: Modiﬁed RANDOM Function
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ing it to the quad function.

help logically separate subtasks

within the function. It is wise to do
this whenever a function deﬁnition
starts to look a little complex.
The function declaration for
SHOWCOLONY is simpler than for
NEXTGEN, NUMNEIGHBORS,

and RANDOM. It has no input parameter, and no output value is re-

Winchester power
for your PC

turned. SHOWCOLONY takes its

input directly from COLONY and

displays its output on the screen.
The rightmost expression in
line 1 of SHOWCOLONY (ﬁgure 9)

adds 1 to every location in COL—
ONY, so an organism is represented

by a 2, and a blank spot by a 1. This

intermediate result is added to BORDERMASK (which the function
INITBORDER creates with Us

around the outer edges, and ls inside, as discussed below). The result

of line 1 is a matrix (stored in
CHARINDEX) that has a l in every
border location, a 2 in each empty

spot, and a 3 for each organism.

Line 2 0f SHOWCOLONY uses
5PM POWerful arraYmdexmg
31““: CHARINDEX 15 9‘ COLQNY'

The proven Winchester subsystem drives for your IBM
or compatible PC. 10, 15, 25, or 33 megabytes of big
system storage in a DiskSystem‘? you simply plug into

from 1 03°14“) ‘0 3 (orgamsm)/ _the

the speed and storage of a Winchester practical. Only

Sized matrlx W‘th values Iéngmg

dummy varlable CHARQUT Win,

your system and it’s ready to use. At prices that make

$1495 for a 10 megabyte DiskSystem, $1795 for 15

13835519623 COLONYjSIZEd mam"

megabytes, $2245 for 25 megabytes, or $2795 for 33

CHARINDEX = 11:51)“? Wher’

Winchester. See your dealer today for DiskSystem

Wlth an X 1“ eaCh locum“ Where

ever CHARINDEX — 2, and an 0
wherever CHARINDEX = 3.

A display of CHAROUT would
look a little cramped. Line 3 of the

SHOWCOLONY function uses the
expansion operator \ to spread out
CHAROUT when it is printed. The
leftmost expression creates a row Of

megabytes. DIskSystems can be bootable from the

power for your PC.

_
;

21101 Osborne 53m

Interface Inc ISlS‘SSJPI:7k21Cf- r30: 602949

_
Dealer Inquiries Invited

DiskSystems is a copyright of Interface Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of IBM
Corporation. Prices are suggested retail and are subject to change without notice
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APL
Lines 4 and 5 print out strings

indicating the current generation
number and population count.
Format and concatenate operators
are used to convert the numeric
GENERATION and POPULATION
variables into strings and to add
them to the end of the message
strings. These arrays are assigned to

the quad function for printing.
SHOWCOLONY’S last two lines

(6 and 7) print two blank lines by
assigning an empty string to quad.

THE INITBORDER
FUNCTION

INITBORDER creates a matrix

ﬁlled with ls except for a ring of Os
around the outer border. This ma-

trix is used by SHOWCOLONY and

LIFEGAME. Line 1 of INITBOR-

DER (ﬁgure 11) creates a square ma-

trix with SIZE rows and columns
called BORDERMASK (ﬁgure 10).
The matrix is initialized to all Is.
SIZE is a global variable that holds
the size of the COLONY matrix.
Lines 2 and 3 put Us in the ﬁrst
and last rows and columns of BORDERMASK. BORDERMASKU SIZE
,- ] in line 2 refers to every element
in rows 1 and SIZE—when no column numbers are speciﬁed every

column is assumed. 80 line 2 puts Os

in rows 1 and SIZE. Line 3 puts Us
in columns 1 and SIZE. BORDERMASK is thus a matrix the same
size as the game board ﬁtted with ls
except for a ring of 0s along the out—
er edge.

SHOWCOLONY uses BORDER-

MASK to help print out the border
area of the COLONY game board
with a special character. Another
function, LIFEGAME, uses BORDERMASK to sterilize the outer

border of the COLONY game board
by ANDing these two variables.
This prevents organisms from getting to the edge of the game board.

THE LIFEGAME FUNCTION

The LIFEGAME function controls

the overall Life simulation (see ﬁg-
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Casual 01' Serious: Which APL System to Choose
have used two APL systems for

the IBM PC: the recently released

IBM package (which I own) and the

STSC version. Based upon reviews

published in the past several months
and based upon my own experience,
I recommend the IBM package for
the casual APL user and STSC’s APL
for the enthusiast.
Although the STSC APL system
costs three times more than IBM’s
$195, the IBM system requires the
8087 Math Coprocessor. This additional purchase will effectively raise
the price of the IBM package by
$200 to $250.
IBM’s APL uses a color graphics
adapter so special APL symbols can
be displayed with no special hardware. It can use the monochrome
adapter as well, but will not correctly display all of the APL symbols. The STSC system works with
either display adapter, but requires a
special APL character ROM. This
makes for a more readable display
using APL, but the screen may look
strange with other software, since APL
symbols will be substituted for
certain characters in the original
(replaced) IBM ROM.
Several auxiliary software modules extend the IBM APL system to
allow ﬁle handling, display management, music generation, and fullscreen function editing. STSC has a
few extension packages as well.
IBM’s APL is especially lacking

in two areas: printer support and

ure 12). Line 1 uses the function
INITBORDER to create the BOR-

DERMASK variable used in SHOWCOLONY and later in LIFEGAME.

In line 2, RANDOM is used to
create the COLONY matrix and to
(randomly) initialize it to the first
generation of organisms. Line 3 uses
BORDERMASK to sterilize the
outer border of COLONY.

The total number of organisms
in this ﬁrst generation is tallied in

line 4. The expression COLONY
unravels COLONY from matrix

form into one long row of Is and Us.

The expression +/,COLONY
(called a row reduction) adds the Is
and Us in the unraveled COL-

memory management. The IBM

package will print the complete APL
character set only on an IBM graph-

ics printer. I have an Epson FX-BO,

which almost does the trick, but a
few characters don't print correctly.
Perhaps some clever programmers
will come up with special APL printer software in the near future.
My second complaint with the
IBM package is its stinginess with
memory. My PC has 512K of memory, but the APL active workspace is
still limited to 64K. This inadequate
memory management restricts programmers with even moderate
amounts of data. Remaining memory

forms an “elastic" workspace that

can hold functions and data not immediately required. APL automatically (and slowly) swaps objects between the 64K active workspace
where all calculations take place and
this elastic workspace reservoir, but
with a noticeable time penalty.
The STSC package suffers from
neither lack of printer support nor
inadequate memory.
The lower-priced IBM APL
package is clearly intended for 3 casual user, such as an engineer or business person who needs inexpensive
access to an APL system with moderate capability. A PC dedicated to
more serious engineering, business,

or educational applications would be
better equipped with the STSC’s APL
package than with IBM’s.
~Pardner Wynn

ONY row. This organism count is
put into POPULATION.
The current colony GENERATION number is initialized to l

in line 5. Line 6 is an APL branch
statement. It is read: ”This line is

labeled ’LOOP’. Go to the line
labeled ’END’ if POPULATION =

0.” That is, when all organisms are

dead, the program will branch to the

statement labeled END (line 13).

SHOWCOLONY displays the

current COLONY in line 7, then

computes the next generation of the

colony in line 8 using the NEXTGEN function. GENERATION is
incremented to indicate the current

generation number in line 9.

PC TECH JOURNAL

Like lines 3 and 4, lines 10 and
II of LIFEGAME sterilize the colony border before counting the
number of organisms present. Line
12 is a jump to line 6 (labeled

LOOP), which is done to repeat the
display and update functions in
lines 7 through 11 until the organisms are dead. A brief termination
message is printed in line 13, followed by another one in line 14.

in a wide variety of programming
applications. First, Life’s simple data
structures allow use of APL’s powerful array manipulation facilities.
Few languages support data structures as well as APL. Second, an
APL expression or operation applied

to matrix data automatically applies

to 100 (15 to 30 for best results).
Typing LIFEGAME will start the

simulation. Figure 13 shows LIFEGAME being run on IBM’s APL.

The colony of organisms alternately expands and contracts in fascinating patterns. The program

prints successive generations on the
computer display until no organisms remain. In some cases the col-

THE MOST EXTENSIVE
LIBRARIES ANYWHERE
for the IBM PC, XT

THE GREENLEAF FUNCTIONS I
Total Access to the PC
PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMER’S TOOLS, With Comprehensive
Manual, Full Source, Examples, Demos, & Newsletter.
Supports All Major Compilers, All Memory Models, DOS 1.1, 2.0, 2.1
IBM ‘ Honeywell ' Control Data ‘ GE ‘ Lotus . . .
Hospitals ° Universities ‘ Government .' Aerospace . . .
Why not for your application?

Save Months of Painstaking Research

ony never dies out, so the program
continues to execute until the user
presses the APL INTERRUPT key

(the Escape key in IBM’s APL).
Although the random patterns
produced by the original RANDOM
function are interesting, the user
may want to deﬁne his own patterns. To do this, modify RANDOM to create COLONY with any

size and any pattern of Is and Os.
The sample session of ﬁgure 13 was
run with a modiﬁed version of the
RANDOM function, which assigns
COLONY a pattern of 18 organisms
called the Cheshire Cat (see ﬁgure

14). This pattern fades away in gen«

erations 2 through 6, leaving a smile
in generation 7 and a paw print in
generation 8.

USING APL
Three generalizations about the Life
program point out APL’s usefulness
SEPTEMBER 1984

gramming task at a time. APL sup-

ports this modularity with ﬂexible
function declarations and use of
temporary variables.

to the entire matrix—whatever its

THE LIFE PROGRAM

Before running the Life program,
the user should select the desired
size of the COLONY game board
and assign it to SIZE. A value of 15
will create a lS—by-15 matrix for
COLONY. The DENSITY variable
should be set to any number from I

size. Finally, by dividing the program into several smaller modules
the user can concentrate on one pro—

GENERAL LIBRARY — What You Would Write If You Had The Time
‘ 200 functions ' DOS 2.0 ‘ Video ' String ' Printer ‘ Async ' Color ' Time-& Date
* Function Keys ' Diagnostic ' More
#LZ for Lattice or Microsoft, or #C2 for CI C86 ....................... $17500
#Dl for DeSmet C ............................................... 5 990° '

ASYNC COMM LIBRARY— Interrupt Driven Communications Capability
' Pollecl Mode ' Interrupt Mode ' Ring Bufferred ' Modem Control ° CRC
.
‘
‘ XMODEM Protocol Pieces ' More

#L3 for Lattice or Microsoft, of #C2 for CI C86 ....................... $16000

#D3forDeSmetC-.“..............................................$ 850°

#CCI Computer Innovations C86 Compiler V2.1 ............. L......... $34900
#CCZ LatticeCCompilerV2.1.....................................$395°°

iii—F:
GREENLEAF
SOFTWARE (:3

(214) 446-8641 *. Add $7.05 Shipping :4. . 1......

‘ Order Direct or Ask Your Dealer
' MasterCard or VISA Accepted

' Specify Compiler and
Our Part Number

GREENLEAF SOF I WARE. INC." I
2101 HICKORY DRIVE ° CARROLLTON, TEXAS 75006
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NOVATION
TALKS BUSINESS
Introducing the LSI Cat Communication
SystemTMwith the Hayes compatible 300/1200
Smart-Cat'PlusTMmodem.
No more wondering what goes with

The software is MITETM —menu’driven,

what. Here’s the best modem and the best

easy~toeuse, remarkably powerful. It gives you

one package.
Will your computer take an internal
modem? Or do you prefer a stand—alone?

access to Dow Jones, CompuServe and the like.
With the Cat System everything you get
is the best of everything—that includes the

software for your specific computer—all in

error’free data communications and instant

And which operating system do you need—
, CP/M, CP/M’86, PC—DOS, MS’DOS.7

best price. Suggested retail: $499.
See your dealer. He has them right now.

The quality starts with our new Smart,

their operating systems. More models to come.

The Cat System includes them all.
And no compromises.

Cat PLUS modem. There is absolutely

nothing else to equal it on the market. You

ggﬁffggggggﬁgggfﬁggﬁgggi'caﬁgﬁgc

cuit. State’of—therart advanced LSI circuitry.

Seven models covering the IBM»PCs and
their look’alikes, DEC Rainbow, KAYPRO and
N

.

ovation, lnc., Box 2875
20409 Prairie Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311

(800) 4235419- in camomia. (818) 996—5060

And more. It is simply the best there is.
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» new

Solutions

With Vision ‘

Dealers are finding Pacific Datanet's
Vision ’ hard disk sub—systems are
today's personal computer users'
choice for mass storage sub—systems.

,
Fast Tape Backup .514. , ” tape
streamer backs up at‘acansistent5-Mb

The Vision Series is more than
illusionary— read on I

Error (.‘orrcctimz S Lib-systems
provide 8 bit error correction.

(.‘apacitj' A variety ofsub-systems—
72 70Mb. 19 17Mb. 26,527Mb.
4O 32Mb. 50f43lVIb. 70i62Mb.
705 92Mb. and 1401 725Mb.

Reliability Stringent quality control
assures reliable operation.

.S‘Q/lu'nrv Menu—driven software
makes installation simple with the
IBM PC. XT. or IBM compatible.

( .‘ompletv Sill) {warm

Vision Series

are complete. Sub—systems include
a 5%." Winchester: our controller. host
adapter. heavy duty international
power supply. software and cables.

per minute using standard 90ips.

‘4“ tapes]

' '

'

Price Prices start at 82. 195 for the
hard disk sub-system. and 81,995 for
the streaming tape backup.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

PACIFIC DATANEI LTD.
4701 Patrick Henry Drive, Bldg. 9
Santa Clara. CA 95054
(408} 980-0693 Telex: 759341
‘ VISION is a trademark of Pacific Dalanet, Ltd.
‘IBM is a trademark of/nteinational Business Machines Corp.
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Apex Industries Customer Data

Customer Id: Acme

Customer Name: Acme Industries

Credit Rating: AA Credit Limit: 25000
Current Balance:
30 Day Balance:
60 Day Balance:
90 Day Balance:

12500
4000
1500
0

Billing:
Address: 2701 South Bayshore Drive

City: Miami

om°'

State: FL Zip: 33133

Shipping:
.
Address: 913 Majorca Avenue

City: Coral Gables State: FL Zip: 33134
Phone: 305-856-7503 Contact: Gerald Green
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DataFlex is the only application development
takes to actually write it to the file! The updated
database which automatically gives you true
record is then immediately available. The
multi-user capabilities. Other systems can lock number of users who can access, and change,
you out of records or entire files for the full
records at the same time is limited only by
time they are being used by someone else.
the number of terminals on your system or
DataFlex, however, locks only the data being
network. Call or write today for all the details
changed, and only during the micro-seconds it on DataFlex. . .the true multi-user database.

‘ DATA——

8525 SW 129 Terrace, Miami, FL 33156 (305) 238-0012
Telex 469021 DATA ACCESS Cl
CIRCLE NO. 146 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Congratible with .CP/M-BO, MSDOS networks, MP/M-86, Novell Sharenet, PC-Net, DMS Hi-net, TurboDOS multi-user,
Molecular

-Star, Televrdeo MmmOST, Action DPC/OS, lBM PC w/Corvus, OMNINET, 300m EtherSenes and Micromatlon M/NET.
M8003 is a trademark 01 Microsoft. CP/M and MP/M are trademarks of Digital Research.

GREGG L. PETTIT

of Both
A ssembly language is a powerful
and useful tool,- it can make a
computer do anything within that
computer’s capability. The language
does have drawbacks, however. For

example, many instructions have to
be written to accomplish What
might be considered a single function. These drawbacks led to the development of more convenient
higher-level languages in which a
single statement can represent many
assembly language instructions.
Some languages were developed
for speciﬁc purposes, as COBOL was

for business data processing and

Gregg L. Pettit is a data processing
programmer writing general-purpose software

for Harry and David Company, a subsidiary
of Bear Creek Corporation, located in
Medford, Oregon.
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Macros that give the programmer
access to the power

of assembly language and the
convenience of structured programming

FORTRAN for statistical/engineering purposes. Other languages, such
as PL/l, were developed for general
purposes. In the hands of expert
programmers these languages provide excellent solutions to a wide
class of problems. However, for developing utilities, general-purpose

programs, interactive graphic games,

etc., assembly language is probably
still the best choice because of its
access to the full range of the computer’s capabilities.
Another reason for choosing

one of the “higher-level circus animals” rather than assembly lan—

guage is that most higher-level languages provide the logical structures
needed for structured programming,

while assembly languages traditionally do not. One of the ways this ob-

jection can be overcome is through
the use of a well-designed set of
macros that provides the kind of
control structures that are found in
higher~level languages.
In our data processing shop we

use a set of macros that provides
structured programming capability
for the IBM/370 assembly language.

Having found these macros advanta-

geous, I set out to implement the IF
and the DO sets for use with the PC
Macro Assembler.

(Note: The names of the macros

in the IF macro set for the PC are
suﬂ'ixed with an M because the PC
Macro Assembler reserves the IF,

ELSE, and ENDIF as conditional
pseudo-ops. The conditional pseudoop IF gives the PC Macro Assembler
the capability to determine whether
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MACROS
Figure !: Example of Flag Setting and Testing Instructions

CMP
JE

CL,0
LABl

Assembly ,

;Compare the CL register to 0
;Test Flag Register

;equal to 0 execution continues
;with these instructions.

equal to 0

LABI:

'

LABZ
.

Assembly

instructions

no WHILEA,CMP,DL,E,O

;If the ctregister was not

instructions
for CL not

JMP

Figure !: Example of Logic
Provided by a DO WHILE and
ENDDO Combination

+?Dw1:
+
+
+

+?DL1:‘
;Jump unconditionally to LABZ

.?DE1

, .
K
Assembler
Instructions

;ExeCution continues here if the

zero.

+
+?DE1:

to 0

CL,0

?DL1

for CL equal to

;CL register was equal to 0.

for CL equal

CMP_,

JE
JMP

,ENDDO,
JMP

mm '

LABZ: ~ W
source code contained within the
pseudo-op and its EN DIP is to be assembled based on the truth value of
some expression.)

FLAG SETTING AND TESTING
The architecture of computers today
provides two classes of instructions

by which the logic of an assembly

language program is accomplished.

Instructions in the ﬁrst class set

some indicator that signals the re-

sult of its execution. Those in the

second class test the indicator that

was set by the ﬁrst class. Based on
the result of that test, execution ei-

ther continues with the next se—
quential instruction or is transferred
to some other instruction.

The indicator provided by the
8088 CPU is called the ﬂags regis—

ter. This register contains 12 ﬂags or
bits, some of which are set on or off
by the result of actions by the ﬁrst
class of instructions. Some examples

of these ﬂagrsetting instructions are

the compare instruction (CMP), an

arithmetical instruction such as sub—

tract (SUB), etc.
The 8088 CPU also provides the
second class of instructions, such as
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jump Equal (IE), Iump Not Equal
(INE), and Iump If Above or Equal
(IAE), which tests the current status

of the ﬂags register and transfers execution to another instruction— that

is, execution jumps to another in-

struction if the condition is true.
The logic of an assembly language
program is accomplished through a
combination of ﬂag-setting and ﬂagtesting instructions (see ﬁgure I).
ADVANTAGES OF MACROS
One of the most important advan~
tages gained in using the macros for
structured programming is that the
programmer need not explicitly

code the jump statements and their
destination labels, the PC macros for
structured programming provide
this control implicitly. For instance,
each macro set contains a header
macro (IFM or DO) that generates a

jump on the condition desired to

the instructions to be executed for
that condition. If the necessary condition is not met by the ﬂags register at the time the jump on con—

dition is executed, the following unconditional IMP (also generated by
the header macro) jumps to the

trailer macro (ELSM, ENDIFM, or

ENDDO). See ﬁgure 2 for the kind
of logic provided by a DO WHILE,
ENDDO combination. The statements in ﬁgure 2 that begin with a
“+” were generated by the Macro
Assembler from the DO WHILE,
ENDDO macros. For further examples of the logic generated by
IFM and DO macro sets, see table 1.
Coding time can be shortened
by removing the time-consuming
chore of inventing meaningful
labels or keeping track of the function of non-meaningful labels. An-

other way to reduce coding time is
by removing the possibility of misspelling labels or branching to the
wrong label. For those who like to
put their routines into ﬂow charts,

further gains in efﬁciency can be
made by using decision paths that

correspond to the structured programming macros. These macros

can then be coded to follow the

ﬂow chart and give the logical
structure on which to hang the details of the code later. Following this

procedure will increase the likelihood of getting the logic of the routine correct from the start and thus

will decrease debugging time.
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Do it yourself!
When developing effective applications
for the PC is a matter you want to take
into your own hands, first get your

hands on the APLirPLUS®/PC System
from STSC. This unique application development tool gives you the power to
deliver totally integrated, highly efficient
solutions to problems that conventional
software simply can’t handle.
The APL*PLUS/PC System is the
most advanced application development
system available today. And it includes

enhancements for the professional,
hobbyist, or novice programmer.
——Advanced screen management

facility with windowing and scrolling
features.

—Complete on-line HELP facility for
novice users.
—Powerful communication capability
for moving data between computers.
—Comprehensive color graphics

capability, and much more.
Because of the efficiency of the

APL*PLUS/PC System, you can develop programs 4 to 10 times faster than

with conventional languages like BASIC
or FORTRAN. And the system can be
integrated with other applications
you’ve already bought, or used to link

those that aren’t speaking to each other.
It doesn’t demand that you abandon

those skills you’ve learned or the software you’ve come to love. But it does

enhance your programming power, so
you can do what you do even better!
Get the advanced capabilities of the
APL~kPLUSl PC System for'only $595.00,

a valuable investment when you can have
things done your own special way. To
order the APL*PLUS/ PC System see
your local dealer or contact STSC, Inc.,

(800) 592-0050, 2115 East Jefferson
Street, Rockville, Maryland 20852,
(301) 984—5030 (Call collect).
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STSC

A Contel Company
The APL‘kPLUS/PC System runs on the IBM PC with 192
KB of RAM, as well as on a number of compatible ma~
chines.

APLirPLUS is a service mark and trademark of STSC, Inc.,
registered in the United States Patent and Trademark Ofﬁce
and in certain other countries.

’ NEW FEATURES ‘
(Free update for our early customers!)

0

0

Edit & Load multiple memory
resident files.
Complete 8087 assembler
mnemonics.

Figure 5: An Illustration of the Readability of Assembly
Language Code Using the Macros for Structured Programming

0 High level 8087 support.

Full range transcendentals

(tan, sin, cos, arctan,
logs and exponentials)

0

.

lVlACROS

Data type conversion and
NO formatting.
High level interrupt support.
Execute Forth words from within machine code primitives.
80186 Assembler extensions for
Tandy 2000, etc.

Without Using Macros

0MP
JNE
CMP
JNE

0 Video/Graphics interface for
Data General Desktop Model 10

-

FORTH
IBM-XT

COMPAQ

EAGLE-P02

TANDY 2000

CORONA

IBM-JR

DL,0
LBLNEI
CL,0
LBLNEZ
codekA

LBLNEZ:

JMP’ FINtEQ
code B

Fully Optimized & Tested for:
IBM-PC

-

JMP

LEADING EDGE

code C

(Identical version runs on almost all
MSDOS compatibles!)

0

A programmer must be able to
determine the functions of the various parts of a routine—not to mention its overall function— if he is to
be able to debug that routine or
modify it later. Structured programming macros provide an advantage

Complete Assembler

(interactive, easy to use & learn)

0

in this area as well by making the

Compare

BYTE Sieve Benchmark

jan 83

HS/FORTH 47 sec BASIC 2000 sec
w/AUTO-OPT 9 sec Assembler 5 sec
other Forths (mostly 64k)

70-140 sec

FASTEST FORTH SYSTEM
AVAILABLE.
TWICE AS FAST AS OTHER
FULL MEGABYTE FORTHS!
(TEN TIMES FASTER WHEN USING AUTO-OPT!)
HS/FORTH, complete system only: $250.
E Visa

Mastercard @

Add $10. shipping and handling

HARVARD
SOFTWORKS
K

PO BOX 339
HARVARD, MA 01451
(617) 456-3021
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cﬁlodie’i C

,.

, ENDIFM_;_

FINIEQ:

(including windowed scrolling)
Music - foreground and
background
includes multi-tasking example

Includes Forth-79 and Forth-83
File and/or Screen interfaces
Segment Management Support
Full megabyte - programs or
data
0

_ENDIEM-g
ELSEM
‘
'

FINIEQ

LBLNEl:

- Graphics & Text

Using .l‘tacrosﬁ‘fl LL
—-------—«—--_-_-

relationships between the various
sections of code more obvious.

Furthermore, since the PC’s ma-

cro assembly language allows instructions to begin anywhere on a

line, by indenting nested IFMs and

DOS the programmer can get the
same readability as in a higher-level
language such as Pascal. A nested

set of IFMs and ENDIFMs is much
easier to follow than many CMPs

that have explicit )MPS to labels
and the corresponding labels. Figure
3 illustrates the readability of as-

sembly code using the macros for

structured programming.

The increased readability can

j

be advantageous to programmers
who are accustomed to using

Figure a: Two Open Strings of

IFMs in a Set of Nested IFMs

IFM 5'
IFM NE_

_ ’IFM 7:3,“

ENDIFM

_

“

(*l '

IFM E ,__§;

‘IFM‘NE‘"“ _
ENDIFM (at)

euatrug;;;;t2)‘
ENDIFM'~ :1,’f_
ENDIFM
. ,(1)
higher-level languages, such as
PL/ 1, Pascal, etc, because with the
structured programming macros,
programs will look more like those
created with a higher-level language. More importantly, with the

macros it is easier to structure as-

sembly language programs in the
PC TECH JOURNAL

Fastand restless.

The new Delta- 15 printer kicks out AnyCalc,
easy as 1,2, 3!
In a 9 to 5 world full of changing spread—
sheet data, you need a business printer that moves
fast. A printer that constantly fires out printed infor—
mation. A printer called Delta-15.
Delta has the ability to print multi-copy
spreadsheets at an intense 160 cps. Its throughput
never rests. In fact , it never even wavers in speed.
That means that Delta constantly fits the most work
into every single second.
Delta comes in a 10” or 151/2” carriage size.
It offers you the flexibility of standard 8K parallel and
serial interface. And has the ability to underline,
accept macro instruction, and print characters that
range from full graphics to everyday printing to scientific notations.

Plus, as always, you get our unique 180 day
warranty (90 days on print head).
So for everyone who needs their spreadsheet
data “yesterday,” this is as close as you can come!
The new fast and restless Delta-15 business printer

stem:
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THE POWER BEHIND THE PRINTED WORD.
200 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10166
Dallas. TX (214) 456-0052 ' Boston. MA (617) 329-8560
Chicago. IL (812) 773-3717 - Irvrne. CA (714) 586-8850
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MACROS
: Valid Structured Programming Macro Formats

, _i.5;¥n'.e rm sari" ‘
Examplel':
..'-.,..---._.-....-_-.... .....

codefhi

nnzxxtrs
JNE" .rnxm
JMP 1.73:1 ,

imam P1

JE‘PI‘J‘gnxto

mar 20L!
JMP ‘ 12m
'c‘urdeiA,
+
+‘:
+

same way as those using a higher—
level language are structured.
DRAWBACKS OF MACROS

Although these structured programming macros provide signiﬁcant ad—

vantages, they do have some disad-

vantages. First and foremost, whenever macros are used the compile
time is signiﬁcantly increased. For
instance, one small test program of
150 statements took 1 minute to

compile. The same program written
with structured programming ma-

cros (one INITDOIF, eight IFMs

them may be lost in waiting for
compilations to complete.
One way to overcome this disadvantage is to keep programs as
modular as possible by building a
module for each logical function re-

quired by the program. Then when
changes are necessary only the mod-

ules affected need to be recompiled,
and all the modules can be relinked
to form the revised program.
Another disadvantage of struc—
tured programming macros is that

they will increase the size of the ob-

ject and load modules. The pro-

with corresponding ENDIFMs, one
ELSEM, one DO WHILE, and one
DO UNTIL) took 2 minutes and 45
seconds. For some experienced pro-

grammer functioning without struc~
tured programming macros can

factor against using these macros,

bytes of code and short jumps (IE,

choose more efﬁciently how to

grammers this could be a deciding

jump (short or long) and when to do
it. Long jumps (IMP) generate 3

because the time gained in using

INE, etc.) generate 2 bytes.
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:

005m mum's;

_

'

cupﬂctm ,.
one 770x21),
an? anti ‘

:-

With the structured programming macros that accompany this
article, the jumps to the ELSEM,

ENDIFM, or ENDDO are always

long, so it will not matter how
many lines of code are between the

n weighing the advantages and disadvantages

of using structured pro-

gramming macros, it seems

the advantages outweigh
the disadvantges.

header macro (IFM or DO) and its

matching ending macro (ELSEM,
ENDIFM, or ENDDO). The long

IMP generated by IFM, ELSEM, or
DO may be avoided if the program-

mer generates that jump.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The advantages of using structured
programming macros seem to outweigh the disadvantages. The disad—
vantages discussed here might be
important to an experienced assem-

bly language programmer who, in
any case, has probably developed
techniques with which he or she is
comfortable. For the beginner, however, the advantages can signiﬁcant-

ly increase the utility of the PC’s
macro assembly language.

In its current state, the IBM PC
macro assembly language is not
very friendly to the implementation
of structured programming macros.
The IBM 370 assembly language

has indexed global variables that

can be used to stack the references
to labels to which the header ma—
cros must build jumps. When the
SEPTEMBER 1984

trailer macros are encountered in

the code these references can be un-

stacked to build the actual labels

referenced in the header macro.

The PC’s macro assembly lan-

guage provides two pseudo-ops that,
although not as convenient as a
stack, nonetheless make it possible
to provide an elegant and efﬁcient

implementation of the structured

programming macros. An inelegant

solution would be one in which the
programmer must provide, as an argument to each header macro (IFM
or DO), a unique identiﬁer that
could be used by the macro to customize the labels it needs to generate. The two pseudo-ops are the
equal sign (=) and the IFDEF.
The equal-sign pseudo-op allows
the programmer to increment or

decrement counters, which are then

known globally— that is, to all the

macros deﬁned in the source code.
This facility is used by the structured programming macros to customize the labels referenced by the
header macros (IFM or DO) by appending a number to each label. In
order to initialize the counters the

INITDOIF macro must be included
in the source code prior to the ﬁrst

use of any IFM or DO macros. Note

that if the INITDOIF macro is not
used before any IFM or DO macros,
many error messages will be displayed saying that various labels

have not been deﬁned.
Because of the global counters
referred to above, no more than four
strings of D0 or IFM macros may
be open at any one time. This is be-

cause each time an open string is

created a counter for that string
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Mamas
must be saved and a new counter

begun. Currently there are only
eight counters implemented, four
for the IFM macro and four for the
DO macro. See ﬁgure 4 for an illustration of two open strings of IFMs
in a set of nested IFMs.
(In ﬁgure 4, the single asterisk
indicates the closing ENDIFM of
the last IFM in the ﬁrst open string

of IFMs. The IFM following that
ENDIFM is assigned to be the sec—
ond counter and begins the second
string of open IFMs. The double asterisk indicates the closing ENDIFM
of the last IFM in the second string
of open IFMs. Following that, the
next IFM is assigned to be the third
counter, and the third string of
open IFMs is closed immediately by

PROGRAMMER’S
GUIDE TO

the following ENDIFM, which is
indicated by the triple asterisk. The
numbers in parentheses indicate the
closing of each of their respective
strings of open IFMs.)
Fortunately, the limitation of
four open strings of D0 or IFM macros is the only restriction on nesting such macros; they can be nested
in any combination desired. In fact,
these two sets of. structured programming macros for the IBM PC
contain an enhancement not provided by the same macros for the
IBM 370. If a PC IFM macro is
nested within a PC DO macro and a
PC DOEXIT macro is executed

within the range of the IFM macro
(that is, before the closing ENDIFM
macro), the DOEXIT macro will
jump to the proper ENDDO macro.
In the IBM 370 assembly language,

D

on the other hand, the structured

programming macros will generate

EDITED BY SOL LlBES
ere's an important collection of
H CP/M insights that you'll never
find in any CP/M manual. CP/M

is the most p0pular microcomputer
DOS in use today, and this widespread
use has generated many innovative

techniques and enhancements of
CP/M. Programmer's Guide to CP/M
tells you what these enhancements are
and how to putthem to use, how to get
around apparent limitations of a
CP/M system and why CP/M is far
more versatile than you might have
imagined. Every article in Program-

mer's Guide to CP/M originally appeared in MICROSYSTEMS between

I_Micr0systems
I
l

l

l

l
l

undeﬁned symbols if DOEXIT ma-

January l980 and February 1982. Except for this collection, these articles
are now unavailable! Programmer's
Guide to CP/M gives you an in-depth
look at CP/M from the viewpoint of
the programmer—the individual who
creates the software that interfaces di—
rectly with CP/M, or who is installing
CP/M on systems for which configurations do not already exist.
Contents include ”An Introduction
to CP/M," "The CP/M Connection,"
”CP/M Software Reviews," ”CP/M Util-

ities & Enhancement," “CP/M 86" and
”CP/M Software Directories." 200
pages, $12.95.

MICROSYSTEMS PRESS

Dept. NN4H, 39 East Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
copies of Programmer's Guide to CP/M at $12.95 each, plus $2 for
Send me
postage and handling. # 14C
Also available at your local bookstore or computer store.
El Outside USA add $3.00 per order.
. CA, NJ and NY State residents add applicable
El PAYMENT ENCLOSED $
sales tax.
El CHARGE MY: El American Express Cl MasterCard El Visa

I

Card No

l
l
l
l
l

Signature

Exp. Date

ming macros on the IBM PC is the

IFDEF or its complement, IFNDEF.

These pseudo-ops are used to deter—

mine the next code produced by the
macro assembler based on whether

or not a symbol has been deﬁned.
Whenever an IFM macro is used, a

IMP ?ISd= (where d stands for some
number) is produced. This jump
will be to either an ELSEM or an
ENDIFM macro, depending on

whether a matching ELSEM macro
appears in the code for the header

IFM macro. The ELSEM macro generates a IMP ?IEd: to the ENDIFM

macro and a ?ISd: label to head the

code for the else condition.

The ENDIFM macro deter-

mines whether to generate a ?ISd= or

Print Name

Apt

Address
City

cros are executed within IF macros.
The second pseudo-op that is
necessary for an elegant solution to
implementing structured program—

State

Zip

For faster service, CALL TOLL FREE; 800-631-8112

(In NJ only, call 201-540-0445)

a ?IEd: label. Under the current im~
plementation of the structured programming macros, the ENDIFM
tests to see if the ?ISd: label has
been deﬁned. If it has, the ENDIFM
generates a ?IEd: label; otherwise a

?ISd: label is generated. Surprisingly,
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. . . from giant corporations to small independents. There are
many reasons why. First, THE PROGRAMMER’S SHOP
provides the kind of personal service and support that is
not available anywhere else: answers . . . technical literature
. . . newsletters . . . evaluation . . . special disk formats . . .
rush delivery. . . and more. But that’s just the beginning.
THE PROGRAMMER’S SHOP offers five times the product
selection of any other supplier. . . at good prices. We are
committed to helping you write better programs and get
maximum productivity out of your software. . . while saving
you time, trouble and money. Here are a few examples:
UNIXT'V' for the IBM PC
COHERENT by Williams is fast,
coresident with PCDOS, well
documented—for “C”

$475
developers.
VENIX by Venturecom is a ”true"
UNIX. It fits needs for development
$775
and for business use.
XENIX by Microsoft is a rich system, has applications available

and a “High” 74 COBOL.

$1325

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Lab.

For CPIM-BO

ECOsoft C is now complete, rich,
$225
fast, has library source, trig

Edit programs with VEDIT ($119),
MINCE ($149) or “C”SE with
source ($75)

Other Key Products

C86 by CI ($339), Lattice ($359)
from Lifeboat or Microsoft, and
Williams C ($475) are in a tight
battle. Which is best for integra-

tion with Fortran? 8087? support
libraries? speed? debugging?

FORTRAN-86 from Microsoft
($259) is improving with libraries
for graphics ($175), screen ($265),
and statistics ($275).
LISP by Integral Quality ($155) is
well rounded while GC Lisp ($465)
supports syntax closer to “Com-

mon LISP."

Graphic “C” library with source—for
PC, Corona, printers, plotters, Hi-Res,

8087 option, with source

$195

PLINK—86 is a program- independent overlay Linker to

32 levelsfor all MS Languages, 086 and Lattice. $315

For a catalog, comparisons, prices, or for an info packet on Al, or Editors, ‘C

BASIC, PASCAL, FORTRAN, or COBOL—or just for straight answers—

CALL TOLL FREE 800-421-8006

THE PROGRAMMER’S SHOP ‘“
The programmer's complete source for software, services and answers

128-P Rockland Street, Hanover, MA 02339 In Mass: 800-442-8070 or 617-826-7531

Photos-86 in
Learn Fast,
Experiment

1 or 2 pages of PROLOG would require
100r15 pages in “."C

Be familiar in one evening. In a few
days enhance artificial intelligence programs included like:

- an Expert System
- Natural Language

Intro price: $125 forPCDOS, CPM—86.

Full Refund if not satisfied

SOLUTION SYSTEMS

45-EAccord Park, Norwell, MA 02061

617-871-5435

C HELPER ‘m

UNIX-like Utilities for
C Programming

Save time when working with your C

programs. Fullsource lets you modify,
helps you learn.
Utilities included: compare files (DIFF),
cross reference variables (CCFIEF),
examine flow of functions (FCHART),
search for patterns (GREP). Others
check syntax, printyourway, more.
$135 for MSDOS, CPM—86 orCPM80.

MACROS
the ilEd: label is always generated

by the ENDIFM macro, whether or

not an ELSEM is included for the
header IFM macro. This piece of
magic is not documented in the
Macro Assembly Language manual.

urprisingly, the .?IEd.label is always generated by the ENDIFM

macro, whether or not an

ELSEM is included for the
header IFM Macro. This
piece of magic is not documented in the Macro Assembly Language manual
that is provided by IBM.
Apparently the reference to the
?lSd: label—that is, IMP ?ISd=—
generated by the header IFM

macro constitutes deﬁnition of the
symbol and not simply a reference.
However, here is the magic: when

no lISd: label is deﬁned by an
ELSEM macro, the macro assembler
associates the reference to the ilSd:

label generated by the IFM with
the 21Ed; label generated by the
ENDIFM. The ilEd: label prints in
the expanded source listing of the
compiled program. The ilSd: label
does not print in the expanded
source listing but does print in the
Symbol Table and the Cross Reference, along with the iIEd: label.
The set of macros found in listings 1 through 9 will allow the programmer to take advantage of the
speed and power of assembly language without giving up the conve<
nience of structured programming.

SOLUTION SYSTEMS

45-vAccord Park, Norwell, MA 02061

617-871-5435
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LET’S TALK EXPERT-TO-EXPEHT
PC TECH JOURNAL, the only magazine written for sophisticated
IBM PC users...talks with you expert to expert!

Do you require a magazine that provides you with the
insight and knowledge to act as your silent partner
when developing new programs? Have you needed to
consult with authorities in telecommunications to

resolve a nagging problem? Wouldn’t a

second opinion about connecting your

PC to a main-frame be helpful? With your
subscription to PC TECH JOURNAL,
you’re harnessing experts in your ﬁeld...

experts who will talk to you in the lan-

guage you understand, about the con-

cerns you have. . .EXPERT TO EXPERT!

PC TECH JOURNAL is the technologically sophisticated magazine written

for experts in the ﬁeld of personal computing like yourself. . . discussing the con-

cerns experts have. . developing elegant
programming methodologies only experts
can understand. . .covering the whole
ﬁeld of IBM PC’s with thought-provoking

articles on communications, distributed
processing, office automation, networking and programming.

Subscribe today and save up to 36% off the full

subscription price, and have PC TECH JOURNAL
delivered to your home or office every month! From
One Expert to Another: subscribe today!

I— ___________________________
PT4ZOO7

TE®H PO. Box 2966, Boulder, Colorado 80322

JOURNAL

I want to communicate with other experts and professionals about
, IBM PC's and compatible machines! Please enter my subscription
to PC TECH JOURNAL for:

YES

El One year (12 issues)

for $24.97—SAVE 17%!

Mr./Mrs./Ms

Company

El Two years for

$43.97—SAVE 27%!

1:] Three years for
$57.97—SAVE 36%!

please print name in full

Address
City

Zip

State

Savings based on full one-year subscription price of $29.97.

Check one:
Charge my:

Card No

I] Payment enclosed.

[I American Express

I] Bill me later.

I] Visa

D MasterCard

Exp. Date

Add 512 a year in Canada and all other foreign countries. Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of ﬁrst issue,

MACROS
mm=
IFE 1c113

Listing 1 INITDOIF Macro
INITDOIF MACRO
7crn=o
7CTE=0
2crzx=o
2ctzx=o
2c14x=o
251 — 0
?sz 0
753
0
154 o
7crt=o

2c11
2crrzx = 1
ELSE
7c113 = 7:113 +1
7c113x = ?c113x +1
ENDIF
ELSE
[FE 2514
[FE ?c114x

_

?CT14 = 7CTI'

7c114x = 1

ELSE

2cr12x=o
2crxax=o

2:114 = ?c114 +1
2crxax = 1:1141 +1

7c114x=o

.

?5,Z
2513
?514
END”
.

ENDIF

ELSE

coco

7511

_

Llstlng 2 IFM Macro
IFM

MACRO Pl,P2,P3,P4.01.P5,P6,P7,PB,OZ,P9,P10,PII,PlZ

?CTA = o
?c11 = ?c11 + 1
[FE 2511
7c111 = 7:11
ELSE
IFE 7512
IFE 1:112x
2c112 = 1011

?cr12x = 1
ELSE
?c112 = ?c112 +1
?CTIZX = ?5112x +1
ENDIF
ELSE
IFE ?513

Have you heard?
During the last 12 months, thousands
of applications programmers dumped
dBASE Ila

Why?

Because dBASE || hasn’t improved
a lick in years. And that makes it a
whole generation behind Q-PRO 4...
the 4th generation applications
development language for
microcomputers.
With dBASE ll, all the original bugs,
complicated operations and absurd
restrictions (like only two open files)
are still there. dBASE || just can't
make it for applications in 1984.

MJMP MP,?IFERR
ENDIF
ENDIF
euo1r
ENDIF

”3 HJMP
<P2>
MJMP

P1,?IF,1?CTI
MP,?IS,%?CTI

MLBL ?1r,z?c11
ELSE
p1
92,94
1r1nu <01>,<AND>
MJMP P3,?IA,%?CTI,%7CTA
MJMP MP,?IS,1?CTI
MLBL ?IA.%?CTI,1?CTA
7CTA = 1crn + 1
P5
MJMP
MJMP
MLBL
7CTA
IFIDN
P9

P6,P8
p7,?1n,:?c11,z?crn
MP,?IS.%?ETI
71A,1?cr1,z?crA
= ?CTA + 1
<02>,<ANu>
P10,P12

MJMP P11,?1F,%?CTI
MJMP MP.?IS,1?CTX
ENDIF
MLBL YIF,X?CTI

Listing 4 ENDIFM Macro
ENDIFM

ELSE

MJMP

P3,?IF,%?CTI

IFION <01>,<0R>

PS
HJMP

PB,PB
P7,?IF,%?CYI

IFIDN <02>.<0R>
P9

P10,P12

MJMP P11,?IF,%?CTI
ENDIF
ENDIF
MJMF MP.?IS.%?CTI
MLBL ?IF,%?CTI
ENDIF
ENDIF

ENDM

Listing 3 ELSEM Macro
ELSEM

MACRO
IFE YCTIZX
?CTX = ?CTIl
ELSE
IFE ?CTI3X
7CTX = ?CT12
ELSE
IFE ?CT14X
?CTX = ?CTI3
ELSE
?CTX = 7CTI4
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
MJMP MP,?IE,1?CTX
MLBL ?IS,%?CTX
ENDM

MACRO
IFE ?CTIZX
MALTLB 71$,1?CTII,?IE
?CT11 = ?CT11 - 1
?Sll
1
IFE ?CTX1
?511 = 0
ENDIF
ELSE
IFE ?CTI3X
MALTLB ?XS,%?CTIZ,?XE
7CTIZ = ?Cl - 1
?CTIZX = ?CTIZX - 1
?SIZ = 1
IFE YCTIZX
?SIZ = 0
ENDIF
ELSE
IFE ?CT14X
MALTLB ?IS,%?CTI3,?IE
?CT13 = ?CTI3 - 1
?CT13X = 7CTI3X - 1
7513 = 1
XFE ?CTI3X
?SI3 = 0
ENDIF
ELSE

MALTLB 7IS,%?CT14,?IE
?CTI4 = ?CT14 - 1
?CTt4X = ?ETI4X ~ 1
7514 = 1
IFE 2crr4x
7514 = o
ENDIF

ENDXF
ENDIF

ENDIF
ENDM

dBASE II awav
Apparently, Ashton Tate (the dBASE |l
merchant) is gambling you don’t
know any better. It’s pitiful.
Well, we‘ve been blowing the whistle
on Ashton...and Tate, too.

And you can spread the word.
Be one of the growing legions
that’s moving up to Q-PRO 4...
the complete 4th generation
applications development system
for microcomputers.
You can use Q-PRO 4’s super
efficient syntax to finish business
programs much faster. And the
extensive error trap and help screen
capabilities make the finished software products far more friendly, too.

As one convert put it, “ O-PRO 4

has it all...the formatted data entry
fie/d edits, and report generator are
abso/ute/y superb.

“Any app/ications programmer sti/l
strugg/ing with outdated 3rd gener—
ation data base managers or worse,
a 2nd generation /anguage like

BASIC is ripping himse/f off. ”

So what are you waiting for? Here is
your chance to dump all the dBASE ll
hassles and move up to Q-PRO 4...
the sensational 4th generation
language for faster, easier application
development.
You owe it to yourself. your career,
and your family to move up to
Q—PRO 4 now. It’s that good.
Attention O-PRO 4 Hotshots.
Current version 3.0 includes Multikey ISAM (true mainframe power).

Runs with PCDOS, MS—DOS, CP/M.
MP/M, CP/M86, MP/M86, TurbODOS.
MmmOST, MUSE, and NSTAR.

Single-user—$595; Multi-user—$795.
Author‘s lock up package available.
Finished applications are freely
transportable between operating
systems. Multi-user with true record
and file look.

For Q-PRO 4 demonstration,
go to the nearest MicroAge store
or other fine dealer.
136 Granite Hill Court
Langhorne, PA 19047
(215) 968-5966 Telex 291 -765
CF/M, MP/M. 0PM“, and MP/MBG are trademarks at Digital Research. inrboDOS, MmmUST.
MUSE. NSTAR. MSVDDS and F‘CDDS are traqamarks cl Sultware 2000. Televiueo Systems.
0.5 M , Molecular. Microsoft and IBM. respectively.

nuic-n-easi products inc.
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Listing 5 D0 Macro
no

164

MACRO TYP1,P1,PZ.P3,P4
3crn = ?CTD + 1
IFE ?Sl
?cr1 = ?CTD
ELSE
IFE 732
IFE 7ET2X
7c12 = YCTD
?c12x = 1
ELSE
?crz = ?CTZ +1
2c12x = 2c12x +1
ENDIF
ELSE
IFE ?sa
LEE ?c13x
?c73 = 2crn
2c13x = 1
ELSE
?CT3 = ?c13 +1
1c13x = 7cr3x +1
ENDIF
ELSE
IFE 754
IFE 7c14x
?c14 = ?c10
?CT4X = 1
ELSE
2cr4 = zcra +1
?cr4x = ?c74x +1
ENDIF
ELSE
MJHP MP,?DOERR
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
IFIDN <TYP1>,<1NF>
MLBL ?nu,z?cTn
ELSE
IFIDN <TYP1>,<HHILE>
MLBL 1ow,12c10
PZ_P4
p1
MJMP P3,?DL,1?CTD
MJMP MP,?nE,z?cTn
MLBL ?DL.Z?CTD
ELSE
IFIDN <TYP1>,<UNTIL>
MLBL ?ou,z?cro
P2,P4
P1
MJMPN P3,?DL,%?CTD
MJMP MP.?UE,%?CTD
MLBL 20L,z?c10
ELSE
IFIDN <TYP1>,<FROM>
IFNB <P2>
mov P1,P2
ENDIF
MLBL ?DW.%?CTU
IFNB <P3>
SUB P1,P3
ELSE
DEE P1
ENDIF
IFNB <P4>
CMP P1,P4
ENDIF
MJMP GE,?DL,1?CTD
MJMP MP,?DE,%?CTD
MLBL ?DL.%?CTD
ELSE
MJMP MP,?BADDO,1?CTU
ENOIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDM

Listing 6 DOEXIT Macro
DOEXIT

MACRO P1,P2,P3.P4

IFE ?c12x

ELSE

YCTX = 7CT1

IEE 2cr3x
YCTX = ?c12
ELSE
[FE 2c14x
7CTX = YCTJ

ELSE
2c = ?c14
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
IFB <p1>
MJMP MP,?DE,%?CTX
ELSE
IFB <pz>
MJMPN P1,?DX,1?CTX,Z?CTE
MJMP MP,?DE,%?CTX
MLBL ?nx,27c1x,:?cTE
?CTE = ?CTE +1
ELSE
P1
PZ,P4
MJMPN P3,?DX,1?CTX,Z?CTE
MJMP

MLBL

?CTE
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDM

MP,?OE,2?CTX

70X,1?CTX,'.?CTE

= ?CTE +1

Listing 7 ENDDO Macro
ENDDO

MACRO
IFE ?CT2X
MJMP MP,?DH,%?CT1
MLBL ?DE,1?CT1
?CT1 = ?CT1 - 1
?51 = 1
IFE ?CT1
751 = 0
?CTE = 0
ENDIF
ELSE
IFE ?CT3X
MJMP MP,?DH.%?CT2
HLBL ?DE,1?CT2
?CT2 = ?CTZ - 1
?CTZX = ?CT2X - 1
?52 = l
IFE ?CT2X
752 = U
ENDIF
ELSE
IFE ?CT4X
MJMP MP,?DH,%?CT3
MLBL ?0E,1?CT3
?CT3 = ?CT3 - I
?CT3X = 7CT3X - 1
753 = 1
[FE YCTBX
?S3 = 0
ENDIF
ELSE
MJMP MP,?DH,X?CT4
MLBL ?DE_1?CT4
7CT4 = ?CT4 - 1
?CT4X = ?CT4X - 1
?S4 = 1
IFE ?ET4X
754 = 0
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDM
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Now,

X—shellTM brings
UniXTM capability to your PC
for an amazingly low

Computers. You know at least two

Hardware Requirements

(where you can save hard cash)
IBM PC or XT (or compatible)

things about them: One, they should
be a tool for solving your problems.
Not creating them. Two, you want
to spend as little time as possible

on one.

X-sheIl

Software Tools Package
That’s why Standard DataCom, Inc.
developed X—shell, a command

interpreter software tools package for

IBM PCs and MS-DOS/PC-DOS

operating systems.
X—shell helps your computer solve
your problems faster. Makes the
time you spend on the computer
more efﬁcient. Squeezes more out of

256K bytes of RAM

2 Disk Drives—Hard or Floppy
Since X—shell can be run using ﬂoppy
disk drives, you can save a bundle of

1. Support for pipelines and

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ﬁlters
Input 8c output redirection
Variable substitutions
Command substitutions
Filename expansion
Nested command ﬁles
Structured ﬂow control:
if/then/else, while/do/done,
until/do/done, case/esac,

for/do/done

Unix is a trademark ol'Bcll Laboratories
X-shcll is a trademark rll'Srandard DaraCmn. lnc.

Reference Manuals.

2. Complete X-shell Software Tools

Package on two diskettes.

3. A more efficient use of your

computer time.

are expensive. Floppies aren’t. It’s
that simple.

4. More effective use of your PC.

Software Requirements
PC—DOS version 1.1 or 2.0
Software Disk Emulator
Since X—shell runs on PC—DOS, it

Get the software package that gives

supports existing PC—DOS software.
Over 40
Commands
X—shell’s commands
include:

Proven
Unix Features

providing these proven Unix features:

1. Complete Documentation,
including: Installation, Tutorial and

money on your hardware. Hard disks

your computer investment.

X—shell gives you Unix capability by

What You Get For $225

hmnama —strip extension from
lile name
—concatenate tiles
—chanue directory
—clear monitor screen
—con1pare liles
-output lines common
to two tiles
cu
-copy liles
split
—li|e backup/archival
daia
—qet or set date and time
acllo
—echu arguments to stdout
expand
-expand tabs into spaces
axpr
-strinu and arithmetic
evaluation
lalre
—do nothing.
unsuccesslully
tlnd
—produce list at selected
liles
grep
—searcn tiles tor speciiied
pattern
lid
—hex tile dumper
hlad
—output tsl lines at like
ls
—soned directory list
more
—copy tiles to display
my
—move liles (rename)
cat
ad
clear
cmp
comm

num
pr
print
nerd
l'l'll
sh
size
sort
llllll
lIll
tee
test
time
t

—number lines
—lormat tiles [or printing
—pr directed to printer
—pn'nt working directory
—remove ﬁles (delete)
—shell (command
interpreter)
—size ml object code
—sort numerically or
alphabetically
—checksurn ﬁle
—output last lines at tile
—pipe fitting
—test iile's orstring's
characteristics
—deiermine timeto execute
a command
-translate or delete
characters

tale
—do nothing.
successfully
ununanl! —rep|ace spaces with tabs
unlq
—remuveduplicate lines
I:
—count chars. words
and lines
lord:
—ouiput tile 1 word per line

Dealer Inquiries Invited

How To Order X-shell

you Unix capability for an amazingly

low $225.

Call Standard DataCom, Inc.

415-775-8882 with your Visa or
MasterCard order, or for more
information.
Or ask your dealer.

Standard

DataCom,
In

3/; MM

Ask us about X.25
Standard DataCom. Inc,
1550 California Street #6195,
San Francisco, CA 94109
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MACROS
Listing 8 MLBL, MALTLB, and
MIMI’ Macros
MLBL
MACRO P1,CT1,CTZ
&P1&CT1&CTZ:
ENDM

MALTLB

MACRO P1,PZ,P3
IFDEF &P1&P2
MLBL P3,P2
ELSE
HLBL P1,P2
ENDIF
ENDM

MJMP

MACRO P1,P2,CT1,CT2,P3,CT3
IFNB <P3>
&P3&CT3: J&Pl &P2&CT1&CTZ
' ELSE
J&P1 &PZ&CT15CT2
ENDIF
ENDM

Listing 9 MIMPN Macro
MJMPN

MACRO P1,P2,CT1,CT2,P3,CT3
IFXDN <P1>,<E>

MJMP NE.PZ,CT1,CTZ,P3.CT3
ELSE
IFIDN <Pl>,<Z>
MJMP NZ,92,CT1,CTZ,P3,CT3
ELSE
IFIDN <Pl>,<NE>

MJMP

E,pz,c11,cTz,Ps,cTi

ELSE
IFIDN <Pl>,<NZ>
MJMP z,Pz,CT1_CT2.P3,c13
ELSE
IFIDN <P1>,<8E>

MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE

NBE,PZ.CT1.CTZ,P3,CT3

<P1>.<NA>
A,P2,CT1,CTZ,P3,CT3
<P1>,<NBE>
BE,PZ,CT1,CTZ.P3.CT3

IFIDN <P1>,<A>

MJMP
ELSE
IFXDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFLDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDH
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE
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NA,P2,CT1,CTZ,P3,CT3
<P1>,<AE>
NAE,P2.CT1,CT2,P3,CT3
<P1>,<NB>
B,P2,CT1,CTZ,P3,CT3
<PI>,<NAE>
AE,P2,CT1,CT2,P3_CT3
<P1>,<B>
NB,P2,CT1,CT2,P3,CT3
<P1>,<G>
NG,P2,CT1.CTZ,P3,CT3
<P1>,<NLE>
LE,P2,CT1,CT2,P3,CT3

IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJHP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJHP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJMP
ELSE
IFIDN
MJHP
ELSE
IFlDN
MJMP
ELSE
MJMP
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDM

<P1>,<NL>
L,P2,CTI,CTZ,P3,CT3

<Pl>,<NGE>
E,M,U1JTLPLCU
<P1>_<L>
NL,P2,CT1,CT2,P3,CT3
<P1>,<0>

N0,P2,CT1,CT2,P3,CT3

<P1>,<N0>
0,PZ,CT1.CTZ,P3,CT3
<P1>‘<NS>

S,PZ,CT1,CTZ,P3,CT3
<P1>_<S>

NS,P2,CT1,CT2,P3,CT3
<P1>,<NP>

P,PZ,CT1,CT2,P3,CT3
<P1>,<P>

NP,PZ,CTL.CT2,P3,CT3
<P1>,<P0>

PE,PZ,CT1,CTZ,P3,CT3
<P1>_<PE>
P0,PZ,CT1,CT2,P3,CT3
<Pl>,<NC>

C,P2,CT1,CTZ,P3,CT3

<P1>,<C>
NC,P2,CT1.CT2,P3,CT3

MP,?BADUP,CT1

<P1>,<NG>
E,PZ,CT1,CT2,P3,CT3
<P1>,<LE>
NLE,P2,CT1,CTZ,P3,CT3
<P1>,<GE>
NEE,P2,CT1.CTZ,P3,CT3
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No Head is Better
than One!
‘

\\

Bubble Storage for the PC and PC XT.
Bubble memory combines the
best features of disk and solid state
memory with extreme reliability.
Unlike a ﬂoppy disk. it's entirely solid
state with no moving parts. This
makes it impervious to dust. dirt.
fumes. and vibration. And. unlike
normal memory. it doesn't lose data
when the power goes off.
Now you can enjoy all the
advantages of bubble memory
combined with thefamous Pure Data

quality and reliability for your
lBM PC or XT.

0 PD] B—l 28 provides 1 28 KBytes in one
slot
0 PDiB—384 provides 384 KBytes in one
slot
0 Not affected by power failure
0 Faster than a ﬂoppy disk
0 Extremely reliable
0 Standard DOS 2.0 disk-type device
0 Compatible with all DOS software
0 No patching of any system files
0 Password option for computer
and/or bubble
0 Password cannot be bypassed by
software

0 Bubble uses 2 i/O addresses and no

memory space
0 interrupts are supported but not
required
0 DMA is supported but not required
0 On~board EPROM socket
0 Pure Data quality and reliability

0 No moving parts

PDl 3—384

PINE-123
33rd:

0 Comprehensive diagnostics and other
utilities
0 Fully illustrated installation and
operation manual
0 Technical support hot—line
0 Guaranteed 48 hour service

‘

Pure
Data Ltd
860 Denison Street.
Markham. Ontario. Canada 13R 4H1

3:(416)475—2424

8(416)498—1616

Pure Data products are available through.

1335 Valwood Parkway, Suite 108.
Carrollton. Texas 75006
lllllll_
DATA SYSTEMS Telephone (214) 620—8000
PO. Box 815155. Dallas. Texas 75381
Highland Computer Corporation. Keysoft International.
Computerland. Computer innovations. Compugroup.
ECOSEA Technologies and others.
IBM is a registered trademark of international Business Machines Corporation.
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Scroll & Recall‘“

II
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‘
Screen and Keyboard Enhancement
for the IBM - PC, XT and Compatibles

Diskette Exchange Software

Allows you to conveniently scroll back
through data that has gone off the top of
your display screen.

Access IBM data processing equipment through the 8” diskette and
avoid the problems of serial communication.
By adding an 8 ” drive to your PC
and using our FIEFORMATTER®

Allows you to easily recall and edit your
previously entered DOS commands and
data lines.

Very easy to use, fully documented. Compatible with all versions of DOS, monochrome & graphic displays.

Conversion Software, you can exchange diskettes with IBM’s 3741,
3742, 3747, 5110/20, Series 1, System

$69 - Visa, M/C, Check, COD, POs
Phone orders accepted

3/32/34/36/38/360/370 and 43xx and

Make Your Work Easier!

non IBM machines that read and write
the IBM 3740 diskette.
Available under PC-DOS or
CP/M—86 at $350 from MicroTech
Exports, 467 Hamilton Avenue, Palo

To Order or to Receive Additional
Information, Write or Call:

Opt-Tech Data Processing

PO. Box 2167 0 Humble, Texas 77347
(713) 454-7428
Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Alto, CA 94301. Tel: 415-324-9114
TWX: 910-370-7457: MUH-ALTOS.

1‘
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New 1/2
’

Tape

TC, ‘ C is a high performance tape
co , letter] the lBM—PC With these

important features:

IMPROVE YOUR PC MEMORY
Now you can organize your copies of

PC TECH JOURNAL

f

1

g

Now your magazines can be a handsome addition to your decor,
well organized, and easy to find, thanks to these durable library-quality cases or binders. They're made of luxury-look

leatherette over high-quality binder board. And both styles are

custom-designed for this or any other magazine you save, with
size, color and imprint selected by the publisher. FREE transfer
foil included for marking dates and volumes.
Magazine binders
For faster service,
CALL TOLL-FREE 800-526-0190
(In N] only 201-540-0445)

capable of reading and writing
ir‘dustry standard 1/2" tape
_,
o ,C ,mprehen‘sive software‘tools
:-

We TECH JOURNAL

I 13.0. Box 5120, Philadelphia, PA 19141
I Please sendzﬂ Cases

TITLE
PC rech journal

, and read~after-write verification of
0 Q frnpatible‘With mostnine track“
formatted tape drives

,

- Operates with tape drive speeds up

to;;120 inches per second; allows-y,

data transfer rates of up't‘o 192,000

bytes per second
"
0 Economically priced at $880
Forgmore information on the TC‘PQ,
_- ;
,
caii‘éjor'writetoday. ,

Dealer/Distributor inquiries invited. ‘
OVERLAND DATA, INC.
1 -' 5644 Kearny Mesa Rd, Suite A

San Diego, CA 92111
Tel; (619) 573-5555
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holds your issues on

individual Snap-in rods,

0011113m ihemlmo

I

.

gigsorvolume;
each$22.50, $795
6 for $42.95.

Mixed titles OK for quane

tity prices

Open-back cases

I

El Binders

7
I

QUANTITY

Other

D PAYMENT ENCLOSED $ ..._." Add

I

$1.00 per order for postage and handling. Out— I

I

fsided USA add $2.50 per unit ordered; send us I

I

g airman Express

un 5 only

I 1:1 CHARGE (Minimum $10);
I Card No

El MasterCard

|

I

Fm Date

I Signature

I Print Name
I

Addrpq:

I City

store your issues for individ» I
.
State/71p
ual reference. $6.95 each; 3
for $19.75; 6 for $37.50. Mixed
*Residents of PA add 6% sales tax.
titles OK for quantity prices.

_I

Considering Tape
For Backup Storage?
. . .Tut, Tut.

There was a time when tape was the way to store backup
data from your hard disk. It was fine for archives, but not

Unlimited Expansion. No more erasing old data to

when you wanted your data live and on-line. Today's busi-

increase space on your hard disk. Fact is. there’s no limit
to the amount of off—line storage you can add.

Single—function tape backup units can't come close to

Our DATA Series 5 and 10 megabyte cartridge hard disks
are external drives available in removable only. or paired
with 10. 20, or 33 megabyte fixed drives. Our SQ Series
features 5 megabyte cartridge drives, in matching exter—

ness pharaoh can have his data on—line and backups.
too—with 5 or [0 megabyte removable cartridge hard disk
systems from Micro-Design.

matching the versatility and cost~effectiveness of hard disk

nal cases or ready for internal installation. All are 100% com»

cartridges; you get backup capabilities PLUS the benefit of
having another full 5 or 10 megabytes of on~line data

patible with the IBM—PC, XT, and work-alikes, with no
software modifications needed. You can even boot from
the hard disk.

Use hard disk cartridges the same way you use a floppy

Don’t let single~function hard disk and tape units send your
asp up the Nile. Ask your local computer dealer about
MicroDesign's versatile hard disk cartridge units. Or. call
us for details on our full product line and ordering informa—

access.

disk system. Just switch them out as needed—one car—

tridge for wordprocessing. another for accounting, and another for backup storage. Add additional cartridges when-

ever you like

Fast. Cartridges run as fast, or faster, than
fixed hard disk drives. /\ 5 mega»

byte backup takes only a few
minutes. using Micro—Designs

backup utility software.
Switching out cartridges
takesjust a few seconds.

Convenient and

Secure. It's easy to
lock—up sensitive files

—just remove the car-

tridge and put it somewhere safe. If you share a computer
with others. everyone can have their own cartridge. Or, have
a home cartridge and a business cartridge for use with your
portable computer.
IBM® International Business Machines.

tion. Dealer inquiries invited.

We've got a complete line of mass storage
devices, including floppy drives. Prices start as

low as $1549 for a 20 megabyte fixed hard disk
drive. Call for our FREE catalog today!
One year warranty. Network compatible. Backup utility software included
with 2 drive systems.

.

.

MICI‘O- Desrgn
Making The Most of Your Micro.
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Call Toll FREE 1-800-531-5002.
In Texas, call 512-441—7890.

630l B Manchaca Rd. Austin. TX 78745

Introducing the new
United theystand.

Programs in IBM’s Assistant
Series are like actors in a play. Alone,
each gives an outstanding performance.

Together, they’ve been directed to act well as

a troupe. (In the software world, this interaction
is called “integration.")

Just as actors can easily perform
on different stages, these programs can easily

work on different IBM personal computers—
from Pe to larger systems like PC/XT.

How integrated software works.
Want to get your facts and ﬁgures in order? Start with
IBM Filing Assistant. Then, to print the facts in tabular form,
add IBM Reporting Assistant. To write about what you’ve
been working on (and make sure the spelling’s accurate), use

IBM Writing Assistant— the word processing program. Want to
put a chart in the middle of your text? Use IBM Graphing Assistant.
It takes data directly from IBM Filing Assistant to turn numbers
into pictures. When it’s time to think ahead with schedules and
forecasts— get IBM Planning Assistant,* the spreadsheet program.

The ﬁnishing touch? IBM Assistant Solutions. They

Little Tramp character licensed by Bubbles Inc., 5.2:.
*Available early next year.
MPrices apply at IBM Producr Centers

IBMAssistantSeries.

ivided theystand.

make using IBM Filing Assistant

even easier. Tohelp you With record
keeping, several predeﬁned, often—used

N

forms are included in each
Solutions package.

Learn one, learn them all.
IBM’s Assistant Series works hard for you.

But the programs aren’t hard to work. Many
of the menus, commands and function keys are the
same. So once you’ve learned one program, you’re well on
your way to mastering the rest.

They’re not hard to buy, either. Pick what
you want when you want. Each program is less than $150.”

There’s a demo in store.
We’ve shown you how affordable the new IBM Assistant Series is.
But we can’t show you how easy. Your dealer can. Simply ask for a

demonstration. For the authorized IBM Personal Computer dealer
_
or IBM Product Center near you, call 800—447—4700.
In Alaska or Hawaii, 800—447—0890.
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WITHOUT
achine—language programM ming is often a painful chore
for even the most experienced pro-

grammers. Assemblers are noto-

riously tricky, unforgiving beasts

that embody all the most frustrating
characteristics of dealing with com-

dvanced

macro techniques
for ASM-86

puters. However, higher-level languages often fail to give the user

access to the full power of the ma-

chine, and they produce less-than—

optimum code, costing the user lots

of time and/or making the program
much larger than strictly necessary.

Sometimes the efﬁciency and
total control of assemblers is re-

quired. One way to get that control

on the IBM PC without descending

to the masochistic depths plumbed
by hard-core assembly hackers is
with ASM-86’s macro feature.

SHORTHAND

ERIC S. RAYMOND

SEPTEMBER 1984

A macro is a way of replacing one
piece of text with another. With
macros you can invent a shorthand

that brings your assembler closer to

the language you want to speak

without introducing the inefﬁciencies of a compiler or interpreter.

Unlike higher-level languages, ma-

cros won’t directly help you reduce
the bug vulnerability of your programs, but they can help you reuse
debugged instruction sequences.
The macro features of ASM‘86
are documented in chapter 5 of the
Macro Assembler manual, on pages
5-48 to 5—69,- conditional pseudo—ops
are documented on pages 5-44 to

5—48. The ASM-86 manual is not a

masterpiece of clarity overall, and

the sections on pseudo-ops and ma-

cros are particularly obscure. By the
time you’ve read this article,
though, you’ll be able to make the

assembler do wonders. Let’s start
Eric Raymond is a software designer

working on UNIX applications for Rabbit

Software of Malvern, PA. His background is
in artiﬁcial intelligence research, language
design, and software engineering techniques. He is writing a book on portability
under UNIX. He owns a PC with a very
low serial number.
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our HAM. cums
(Set of 9) 150 ns

_

We“ not nAM‘cHIPs

(SeLof 9)’ 200 NS ’

For your IBM PC or compatible.

5%" FULL AND HALF
HEIGHT DISK WIVES
TANDON TM 100-2
TANDON TM 101-4
CONTROL DATA 9409
TANDON 50-2
CONTROL DATA 9428
OUME 142-A
TEAC 553
TEAC 55F
AMDEK AMDISK—V

Hogans
AMDEK VIDEO 31ﬂ-A
PGS HX-12
P68 SIT-12

with an example of what can be

done using macros.
In 8088 machine language one

10. 15. 21 & 33MB
MAYNARD
W81, 2', A 3

instruction can move data from reg—
ister to register, or from memory to

register, or from register to memory,
but not directly from memory to

MAYNARD

All options available.

FDC (5%")
F00 (8”)
MAYNARD
Sandstar Series
Modular Controller Cards

1 Wammns
TALL TREE
,.
J FORMAT-2, WINDRIVE,
JETDRIVE .
EXPAN ION BOARDS

MOV AX, SOURCEWORD
MOV DESTINATION, AX

when what you want is

.

SIX PAK PLUS (64K)
MEGA PLUS ll (64K)
|/0 PLUS ll
OUADRAM
.
'
'
,
All options available: Expanoahle meow.
OUADBOARD
.
- ’
EXPANDEDOUADBDARD .
QUADBOARD ll

HERCULES
PARADISE SYSTEMS
AST MONOGRAPH PLUS

Hours: s‘AMé 5' PM mam; ‘

To" Free 1-800-632-8515
California 1 -714-632-8512
TERMS: Prepayment, COD, Vlsa and MasterCard
accepted. Add 2% shipping and handling on all orders.
Add 3% surcharge for Visa and MasterCard.
Prices subject to change without notice. 20% restocking charge for all returned items.
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ADD ALPHA, 2 ;ALPHA is a
memory location
MOVE SCRATCH, ALPHA ,So is

SCRATCH
AND CX, SCRATCH

and the assembler will see:
ADD ALPHA, 2
MOV AX, ALPHA
MOV SCRATCH, AX
AND CX, SCRATCH

ﬁgure 1 in front of your program.
This tells the assembler to substi-

You can now view MOVE as an
extra assembler instruction, but
you’re in trouble if you use it some»
where that destroys an important
AX value. This illustrates the major
pitfall of macros: they can hide

ENDM anywhere it sees MOVE in
the program. D and S are like func-

using a macro for an instruction se—

MOV DESTINATION,
SOURCEWORD

then you’re ready for a macro. Put

AST RESEARCH

All options 'avallalJle.
Expandable memory.

memory. If you’ve gotten tired of
coding things like

Then you can write

tute the lines between MACRO and

tion arguments in a higher-level
languages: they tell ASM-86 where
to substitute the tokens it sees on

the line after MOVE. Note, by the
way, the use of semicolons to start

comments that shouldn’t be in—

cluded in the expansion. Macros,
like assembler code, should be

heavily commented for readability.

nasty side effects. One way to ﬁx
this is found in ﬁgure 2. Note that

quence doesn’t generate any less
code than writing the instructions

out by hand; it just saves time and
may make the program more readable. ASM-86 expands all macros
during pass 1. ’
MOVE still has a problem. If ei-

ther D or S are registers, then four

instructions have been generated

PC TECH JOURNAL

ASlviﬁo

Complete*

BUY!
14

Single Sided
Double Density

Soft sector 51/4 ” flexible diskettes

Double Sided
Double Density

Figure 7: INTFUN Macro

*Complete with hub reinforcing rings,
Tyvek sleeves, color coded user
labels, and write protect tabs.

Quality you ex ect

at a price you on’t.

Proven quality at a great price. BECK offers
you a full satisfaction money- back guarantee — you can’t lose! It you like the quality of

3M, Dysan, Verbatim, et 3], you’ll like BECK.

0 Satisfaction, Money- Back Guarantee
0 100% Certified, 100% Error-Free

0 Full 7-Year Warranty

0 Tested and Retested 21 Times to 42 Rigid
Specifications
0 Meets or Exceeds ANSl Standards
For lBM, Apple, TRS, and 97% of popular
computers.
Order Toll Free 1-800-232-5634.
Available in 25-Pack only plus freight.
Bulk product inquiries welcome.

SSrEiSAﬁéillvglitlne

Order Now T_aII Free

Door to Door In 48 hrs.

i708@@-BECI€AWF‘@
(In New Hampshire call 924-3821)
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where one would do. To ﬁx this,
conditionals must be used (see man-

ual pages 5-44 and 5-45). The logic
we want can be seen in ﬁgure 3.
Fortunately, macros can call

other macros. To test a macro to see
if a parameter is a register, use the
fragment in ﬁgure 4.
To write ISREG (see ﬁgure 5),
introduce the IRP operator, which

permits you to loop through a list of
arguments. This list is bounded by
angle brackets and treated like a single argument; the <> act like
quotes. IRP also requires a dummy-

variable argument to hold the list

member it’s currently looking at.
I use X. Modularizing code into

small functional pieces pays off in
ease-of—maintenance and reusability.

ISREG and MOVE can now be put
in a macro utilities ﬁle (INCLUDEd
when needed), and both of these
macros can also be reused as building blocks for other macros.
It should be obvious by now
that ASM—86 macro is a full pro—
gramming language; it can express
conditionals and loops. Consider the
CASE macro in ﬁgure 6. It depends,
of course, on NTH, which is left as
an exercise for the reader (hint: look
PC TECH IOURNAL

".‘KV-

Complete, High Precision,
Low Speed Data Acquisition
and. Control System,
FEATURING:
One YEAR WARRANTY
SOFTWARE INCLUDED

- 4 Analog Input Channels with OverVoItage Protection
to 120 Volts rms
4 Analog Input SO dB (SOHz) Switchable Filters

Data Acquisition and Control

2 Switch Selectable RT Interfaces
2 Precision Adjustable Voltage References
2 Precision lmA Constant Current Sources
2—3-4 Wire Bridge Operation

* Graphics—plotting and storing graphs
Transducer Linearization
CRT-Assisted board Calibration/Set-Up
Procedures

Battery Backed-Up Clock/Calendar

EASY TO USE

I CALL Statement accesses all Analog and Digital I/O
Board plugs directly into the IBM. PC
I2 Bits of Digital I/O
12 Bit resolution of Analog I/O

,

External Interrupt Capabilities
lb Channels Per Second Throughput
Easy to Understand Instruction Manual With Practical
Examples
* IBM Color Adapter Board Required

ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE

Screw Terminal Input/ Output Board With Enclosure

gcable extra
oIid State I O Module Board With Enclosure (cable
extra )
Form C Relay Output Board With Enclosure (cable

extra)

° APOIOQ OUTPUT D/A'S (12 BIT Resolution)

Instrumentation Amplifiers for Switch Selectable
Analog Input Gains of IO, IOO, IOOO
(extends resolution to 0.5 Microvolt per bit)

OPTO—22 Type Modules, Cables, Connectors

6—lnch RTD for Temperature Measurements

DASCON-t, The FIRST really_AFFORDABLE Data Acquislion and Control System for the IBM Personal Computer.

The Price, $ 4 85 00

/,
Also
Accepting

r
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lawssonorcOmpmeu-m

registered Trademark of IBM

motraButo

Corporation

254 Tosca Drive. Stoughlon, MA 02072

(617) 344-1990

GET “C”APPLICA TIONS OFF TOA FLYING START

C-TRE

WITH

7"”

.

,' CLSORTT“

-

SUBSYSTEM

SUBSYSTEM

. Advanced Quick/Toumament

,

Advanced B+ Tree Structure

Very Fast And Efﬁcient

C°mbi“a‘i°" 5""

Unlimited # Of Keys

K

M

B D

~ Sort C-Tree Or Sequential Files

l'

t ‘ LIFO/

Record Locking Calls

.

And Fields, Rebuild rues

Error Processing Interface

_ n u

utomatica y

ses A

H

Available Memory‘ And Merges
0n Disk’
- Sons On Up To 50 Fields 0r
Partial Fields; Unlimited
- Criteria
- Number Of Selection
. Creates Tag (Index) 30n File‘

Random And Sequential Access
Utilities To Add/Delete Keys

Stores Data Dictionary In File

A

-

Hiya “gage“? ”a“

. .
.
ordermg Information

SINGLE UNIT OBJECT LICENSE

SOURCE CODE LICENSE

$99 per program plus shipping.

5249 per program plus shipping

Format 5% Disk MS-DOS
Compatible Linkable 8086-ﬁle

(single unit). “C" Source Code is
well documented. Allows modiﬁcation

format modules for Lattice-C or

to suit application. Credit allowed

Microsoft-C Compliers, others
soon. Complete documentation

AccuData Software
Dept. 1'-9
P.0. 3°” 6502

Leaves Oﬁginal File ““3“

for object license.

MULTIPLE COPY LICENSE
Multiple copies of object code
or source code derivatives may
be made with this license at

TM

a very low unit cost.

Tle honeOdrsAcc td

e p Visa/Mastercard
r e
ep 9

Austin, Texas 78762

(512) 476-8356
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I

CASE AX, <1! 2, 3! 4>r <PROCA,

PROCB' PROCC' PROCD>
automatically generates a dispatch

table based on the value of AX.
Macros can enable you to turn your
ASM-86 into something resembling
a structured
,
p ro g rammin g lan
. g ua g e.
Once you ve written something like

CASE and veriﬁed that it expands
correctl
ou never have to handy, y

COde 3 dISPatCh table again. Further

more, when you reuse macros that
you know have worked you can

have more conﬁdence in your COde.

MACRO SYSTEM FOR
ASM ROUTINES
I
.

Macros don t provrde the safety net
a good compiler or interpreter does
.
.
.'
so assembler-to—compiler
1nterfac1ng
is important. There are painless
ways to use macros to get Microsoft

Pascal, Lattice C, and other high-lev-

M u Iti - user. - I
I

"

at the IRP loop in ISREG again). If

el languages to talk to ASM-86.
Generating the stereotyped code for
assembler—to-compiler interfacing is
what such macros do best.
Listing 1 is a macro system that
helps write ASM-86 routines that

M“ Iti-taSking."

.

g ASM 86

'

M u It I L I n k I

are automatically accessible to Pascal and C. Using this, you can ar-

range for your service code to take
any number of value, CONST, or

MultiLink turns PC-DOS (or MS-DOS) into a multi-user, multi-tasking

system without expensive hardware. If you have at least 96K of memory,
MultiLink is all you need for concurrent processing.

If you also have serial ports and appropriate terminals, you can station up to 8

additional users running normal DOS applications.

MultiLink permits task synchronization, prioritization, disk and file sharing,

and other features geared to development of multi—user software.

Also included is a full—featured bulletin board system allowing dial-in access
which runs as an independent task.

VAR arguments, do anythlng Wlth

them: and then load VAR arguments back out. You can even ar-

range for Your code to return the

value of any reglster through AX or

the. value on the carry—ﬂag—all
.
.
_

W1thout hand-coding a single line of
assembly language.

Listing 1 can teach you ad-

running either PCDOS 1.1 or 2.0, and 'will handle future releases as required.

vanced macro techniques useful for
assembler SYSECmS'level nram'

under develOPment-

to generate assembler support for a

On the market since February of ’83, MultiLink supports the IBM PC or XT

Also supported are the Columbia, Corona, and Eagle 16005eries, with others

Available now at $295. Evaluation version for the faint of heart. Visa, MC
accepted. Dealer inquiries invited.

THE SOFTWARE LINK, INC.

6700 23-8 ROSWELL RD. 0 ATLANTA. GA 30328 0 404/255-1254
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ming. Ancestors of these were used

screen l/O package that features

multiple independently-scrolled

windows; it is in production use in
a successful communications program. The following examples of
the macro system are working rou—
PC TECH IOURNAL

GRAPHICS
MAS TER“

WHAT A PAIR !

Tecmar’s Graphics Master“ 8 Lotus 1-2-3'
Graphics Master is the only board that creates

both monochrome and color graphics for

Lotus 1-2-3.
You can also run IBM compatible softWare
because Graphics Master emulates both the IBM
Color Graphics Adapter and the Monochrome
Adapter.

We are pleased to announce that Graf-Talk2 and
MetaWindow3 software take full advantage of
Graphics Master’s high resolution graphics.

Graphics Master is the only board that will do all

of the following with appropriate software:

0 High resolution color graphics 640 x 400, 16 colors
0 High resolution monochrome graphics 720 x 700
0 Run software for IBM Monochrome Adapter

0 Run software for IBM Color Graphics Adapter

TECMAR

the power behind the PC
Tecmar Inc. 6225 Cochran Road Solon (Cleveland), Ohio 44139-3377 Phone:(216)349-0600 Telex: 466692

I Registaa‘l Tradanark o! the Lotus Development Corp. 2 Registerail da‘nark of the Redding Group Inc. 3 Registeral Trademark of the Metagraphics Corp.
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ASMSé
‘

Figure 8: Screen-writing Procedure
ab“

'

.3!”

v

y

.,

,

mom,

e

ﬁgure 9: SYS Macro

tines taken from this video support

the BIOS is found in the code for

ros’ functions will be given afterwards.

line 4694 of the BIOS figure in the

package. Explanations of the mac»

NON-ECHOING KEYBOARD
INPUT (INTFUN)
The return conventions of the INT
16/ AH = 0 call that MS-DOS uses
for keyboard input make life unnec—
essarily difﬁcult. Instead of mapping
the function and special keys into
the 128+ high half of the ASCII
character set and returning a single
byte in AL, it returns 0 in AL and a
byte in AH; MS-DOS aids and abets
this by requiring a second key read
to detect the one keystroke. Macros

can be used to give Pascal an IN-

KEY function that acts rationally
and serves as a real-world example
of the use of the simplest of these
macros, INTFUN (see ﬁgure 7).
WRITING TO THE SCREEN

INT 10H / AH - l4 (WRITE_TTY),

Technical Reference manual (line
4965 in the revised version). If this
had read MOV AH, 9 WRITE_TTY

would use BL as a screen highlight

INTFUN is a simple straight—
line macro for calling in-ROM BIOS
functions. It’s there mainly to be
used by SYS, which is a specialized
macro that uses PROLOG/EPILOG

for getting at the ROM and DOS

on the monochrome monitor as well

service routines. If you bracket an

ments that act in SYS below (see the

essary to make it look like a Pascal
procedure or function.
Notice that the line EPILOG

as on the color monitor (see ﬁgure
8). Note the use of "named" arguments and GETVAL; though this
example doesn’t show it, PROLOG
also accepts register-name argu—

ﬁgure comments for details). Also
note that EPILOG need not be at the
physical end of the function text, as
long as all exits go through it.
READING THE CURSOR

POSITION (SYS)

As you can see in ﬁgure 9, SYS calls

PROLOG and EPILOG to generate a
call to interrupt 10H, AH=7 surrounded by stack fetches and loads

WITH A HIGHLIGHT

that bring the ﬁrst argument of the

(PROLOG/EPILOG)
Another poorly designed feature in

call into BH and load the results

180

out to Pascal VAR arguments.

(which live in the CX and DX pairs)

assembler service routine with PROLOG and EPILOG they'll generate
the argument fetches and stores nee

MACRO REG is inside the scope of
the PROLOG macro deﬁnition. This
is an example of a macro-deﬁning

macro. Each time PROLOG is expanded it redeﬁnes EPILOG.
This is necessary because of an
inconsistency in ASM‘86. Angle—

bracketed argument lists are treated

like single arguments in macro
headers, but they can’t be passed to

a symbol. The assignment

REGLIST = <AX, BX, CX, DX>

fails because a comma is deﬁned to
PC TECH JOURNAL

III-[RD DISK + £3.55...
Successful and easy installation assured

Unleash your IBM-PC/XT with IDT’s hard

Supplied with each component are the required cables,

(H.916 and SCSI technology.

complete software driver package and user language
instructions. The user manual will have you quickly running
and appreciating the many features of the subsystems, such
as quick automatic boot load of the operating system from

Innovative Data Technology is bringing unprecedented
power and virtually unlimited expansion to IBM-PC/XT
users. Our new SCSI (Small Computer Systems Interface)

hard disk subsystems put massive storage capacity at your

fingertips—from 11 to 126 MB in a single external drive.

the IDT disk subsystem.

SCSI bus, that puts nearly two billion bytes of on—line
storage at your disposal.

Satlstaction guaranteed
If not satisfied, the subsystems may be returned on approval
from IDT within a 10-day period. All subsystems and

.

.

With the capacity of configuring up to 14 drives through the

components carry a six-month return-to—factory warranty on
parts and labor.

Single slot expansion

Unlike most PC add-ons, IDT's SCSI hard disk subsystems

and other peripherals are connected through a single SCSI
host adapter on your PC—no additional expansion slots or
cards are necessary—future disks and other peripherals

T0 ADDITIONAL HOSTS

OR PERIPHERALS

and additional PC hosts are simply daisy-chained into the
SCSI bus.

IBM COMPATIBLE
1/2" MAGNETIC
TAPE SUBSYSTEM

MuIti-user capability

IDT built the SCSI hard disk subsystem with multiple users
in mind. One, two, or more IBM—PCs can access disk drives

.

and other peripherals through the SCSI bus, allowing you

to build a sophisticated system tailored exactly to your

/

BACK-UP

.

mpg sugsys-i-EM E

The opt10ns are yours

With IDT's SCSI host adapter board, future
expansion becomes a snap. Additional
peripherals, including an extensive line of
1/2-inch IBM-compatible magnetic tape
transports, are available for immediate

:1

2 ADDITIONAL
HOST

4’ I

1,4" STREAMING

requirements.

‘

'

.
$631 BUS

,

”£32"

shipment from IDT. You simply don't

have to wait or worry about equipment

SCSI
HOST
ADAPTER

compatibility with IDT components.
Watch for 1984 announcements of

streaming cartridge drives, printers, etc.

‘ ‘ '

,
, '

IDT for complete system configuration information and

details on other products.

HOW to order:

Using the chart to your right, you may order IDT hard disk
subsystems and SCSI host adapters by calling:

1'800'522'1500 BIL 71-7

FOR IMMEDIATE ORDERS ONLY

Prices and availability subject to change without notice. No CODs. Send

cashier's check or money order. All other checks will delay shipping three at
weeks. MasterCard and Visa accepted (include telephone number). Add
$12.00 for handling and shipping UPS ground within the continental US. —‘
VISA
California residents add 6%. Approval needed on all returns. 0—10%
—
restocking charge on all returned merchandise.

For additional pmduct or technical information please
lllllllll call‘or write:

|NNO\AT|VE 7
DATA
ON
TECHNOLOGY

DISK
SUBSYSTEM
*

r.

Tomorrow's solution today
IDT's SCSI host adapter and
SCSI hard disk subsystems
will answer your data
storage and system design
requirements today. Contact

I

THE ”'GHT TRACK

Sfollétions

or “swim

IBM-PCIXT HOST

COMPONENT PRICING CHART

Model No.“

million

We WI!

Master Disk Subsystem

35MB

, ‘

Master Disk Subsystem
Master Disk Subsystem

RD 2047M.
RD 2126M

Master Disk Subsystem 5} v 47MB
126MB
Master Disk Subsystem

RD 20355

Slave Disk Drive
,

RD 2035M

RD 2005
RD 20235

SI D' k Di51:: Dl:k Drll:
,

,

.
Slave DISk Drive
RD 20473
7
RD 21263 I Slave Disk Drive
RD BlllH/A IBM-PC/XT Host Adaptor
,
,
IDT l/2” Magnetic Tape Subsystems

Example:

PO. Box 178160 ' 4060 Morena Blvd. ' San Diego, CA 92117

(619) 270-3990 - TWX: (910) 335-1610
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‘ .

2950.00

'7' 150.00
6840.00

11MB
23MB

/ 4‘ “(1560.00
213000

47MB
126MB-

2730-00
_
- _- {Ii-6290.00
510 00
,
Consult Factory

35MB

IDT 1/4” Streaming Back-up Tape Subsystems

Ordering

“Pm

$2000.00
2550.00

11MB
23MB

RD 2011M
RD 2023M

2530.00

Consult Factory

If your need is a 23MB Subsystem, your order

would consist of the following components:

l-RD 2023M @ $2550.00 + 1.1m sum/A @

$510.00 + Shipping 8: Handling @ $12.00 =
ATotal Order of $3072.00 + tax (if applicable)
IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

ASM~86
end an angle-bracketed quote. This
is documented, so it’s a design error
rather than a bug. It means that any
time you want to pass one of these

lists out of a macro you’ll have to do

so by deﬁning another macro with
the list expanded inside it.

I call this trick lambda-passing
after a similar technique used in the
language LISP. Usually, as here,
you’ll deﬁne a dummy with a nice
name that does nothing but call the
real receiving macro (ENDF) with
its arguments ﬁlled in. This language also needs an operator that re-

places the symbol or expression fol-

lowing it with its expansion or eval—
uation. The percent sign does part
of this, but the documentation on it
is confusing, what it boils down to
is that it can be used only on num-

eric—valued expressions appearing as

actual arguments to a macro call.
PROLOG calls ACOUNT to

count the number of each kind of

argument the generated routine will

have. It generates a frame pointer

save (see below), then calls INARG

on each argument to generate what-

ever code is needed to access it,

using GETVAL and the EPILOG
needed to balance it. EPILOG calls
OUTARG to generate code for each

VAR argument (OUTARG in turn
calls SETVAR). Next it checks to
see if you wanted a function return;

if so it uses MOVACC to put it in
the right place. Finally it generates
a frame pointer restore and the appropriate RET instruction.

GETVAL can be used directly
to fetch, off the stack and to a regis-

ter in mid‘routine, arguments that
PROLOG was not supposed to get.
Note that it doesn’t fetch CONST
or VAR arguments, just their locations. SETVAR can also be used di-

rectly to store out VAR arguments.
These macros use the %OUT pseu—

do-op to report on what they’re doing. This is necessary, because
ASM-86 macro-expansion is fairly
slow on the PC. This makes it easier

to catch errors in calling sequence
speciﬁcations.
CIRCLE NO. 129 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Build A Better PC
MEM 512TM

OmniboardTM

ICP Board"w

Universal Comm Adapter

With ABM‘s complete line of PC enhance—
ment products, you can build a better PC.
ABM SuperboardTM provides zero to 384K
bytes of RAM memory, serial port, parallel
port, IBM or Apple compatible game port,
and clock/calendar with battery backup
and external alarm feature. ABM Superset
utility software allows you to configure
part of memory for print spooling, so you can
continue computing while your printer is
busy, and for RAM disk, which emulates a

disk drive and dramatically increases your
productivity
Omniboard1M provides up to two serial
ports, parallel port, clock/calendar with
battery backup, Apple compatible game
port, and Superset utility software
MEM 512TM memory board provides 64K
to 512K bytes of field—upgradeable RAM

ABM SuperboardIM

memory on a single board, ABM Superset
utility software is included.
Col-MonTM ABM's color to monochrome
adapter permits display of full text and
graphics from the IBM PC color graphics
board on the monochrome monitor.
ICP BoardTM Intelligent Communications
Processor is the leading edge solution
for remote PC to iBM mainframe communi—
cations. Utilizing a Z80-B microprocessor
with 64K bytes of RAM memory to run 3274/
3276/3278 emulation software, it eliminates the need for an iBM cluster controller,
and maintains the host link during local
PC processing. ICP cluster capability allows
attachment of up to 12 more PC’s, offering
unparalleled cost advantages.
Universal Comm Adapters ABM’s dual
channel comm adapters can support
ASYNCH, BSC, SDLC, HDLC, X25, and other

communications protocols. 3270 SNA/SDLC
support for PS-SC2 is available from ABM.
Warranty All of ABM's products are
rigidly tested and burned in.This allows us
to offer a complete one-year warranty
at no additional charge. Check our features,
our quality—then ask your PC dealer for
Personality Series products from ABM Com—
puter Systems.
Dealer and OEM inquiries welcome.

IIIIIIA

ABM Computer Systems

3Whatney, Irvine, California 92714
(714) 859—6531 TWX 292427 ABM UR

PersonalityForiburPC
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ASMBo
SPEAKING OTHER

LANGUAGES
These macros should be usable with
many languages other than Pascal-

86 with minor changes. In fact,

there are only three aspects of an

8088 compiler’s argument-passing
conventions that are likely to vary
from this: stack argument order, the

context saved during routines, and

where return values are put.

Pascal-86, BASIC, and many

other compilers put arguments on

the stack as they’re evaluated (left-

N.

PSYSTEM INCLUDES DRIVE INSTALLED
m CABINET WITH [:0n SUPPLY,

INTERFACE CARD FOR INSTALLATION

IN PC AND CONNECTING CABLES
10 MB - $1995 20 MB - $2295

'O'DOUBLE‘S THE E ANSION BOARD
CAPACITY OF THE PC
OINTERFACESTO PCTI'IRU SIGNALCONDITIONED CABLE ASSEMBLY WHICH

OCCUPIES A SINGLE SLOT 'N PC

OSYSTEM INCLUDES CABINET WITH 6
SLOT BACK PLANE AND 4 OUTPUT
POWER SUPPLY, INTERFACE CARD
AND CONNECTING CABLE - $645

TECllOLOGIES

TUCSON, AZ 85717
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(602) 882-1741

to-right) so that the last one on becomes the ﬁrst to be popped off.
This is the major complicating inﬂuence on the PASCALMAC code,
in particular, it’s the reason ARITY
has to be computed before any argument-passing code can be generated.
Lattice C, on the other hand, pushes
its arguments in reverse order. This

allows them to be accessed in a
more natural way (it also helps that
C has only value arguments). The
analog of PASCALMAC for Lattice
C is thus simpler, and is left as an

exercise for the reader.

Most 8088 compilers require

only BP to be preserved during sub. t5~
. mes.
“gen
e, ta“
ua
“n

Nouage

.

routine execution (the instruction

set was designed in such a way that
BP is the only reasonable choice for
argument frame pointer). Thus the

PUSH BP in PROLOG and POP BP

in EPILOG should be sufﬁcient. If a
compiler you’re using requires

more, simply add PUSH and POP
instructions adjacent to the ones
already there in the macro. Almost

all compilers use their hardware’s

accumulator (AL/AX on the 8088)

to pass back return values. Only
MOVACC should need to be modi-

ﬁed if you run into an exception.
Macros offer a practical way of
automating the interface between

compiled languages and assembly

code. They enable you to keep your
application logic in a development

language while having maximum
control of the machine.
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ssemblers + Macros vs. Macro-assemblers
e ASM-Somacro language is power

but-also clumsy and poorly de~ ‘
signed'in spots. Why isn’t-the design : _
__c1eanet? The main reason is‘eimple his; “ -.
build the macro language ﬁrst. Asjg'ton‘cal inertia. Most assemblers have

_ , Many cross-assemblers (i, '

s‘embler op? codes and many data pse’

'e'en written by pedple such as hard

_’ , ‘ henbecom macros that
j'_
credeVelog 34-people7w11o are not. { < do~ops
, primarily language designers and tend *_ take then‘opemnds as arguments and .
tobe very conservative in their meth- ' expand into calls to one ofa small
handful of machine-code generators, *’ ods Their traditional way to write a

macroassemblei' is to do theicode gen-y _ i one foreach instructio class. The r
, motors andsyjmh‘olvtablei maintenance ,‘ ; naming seudoropsca _ expand":_to

bler' ithatjgeaerat
defer
_ -,
prdcéSSOr than the [one theqn )2 g.
are built this way, as area few, mam
frame and minicomputer assemblers. ' _

As micro-based sOftware tools

’ L

more sophistieatedthis s’z‘tuatz
probatily change.

”- nothing, manipulatingithe symbol ta— 3
Me as a side~effecLThe mooro expané ~
Most of the resulting macro languages _ sion process‘supplies theeatz’re control
have, beenfafterthoughts thrown to- _, , structure a; the assemblers ﬁrst pass ‘

‘ L~ﬁm,'then'g‘raft a macro language on
top of it or am pre‘ptocessiag’ stage.

Listing 1: PASCALMAC
.XLIST

;(C)(P)Copyright 1983 by Eric S. Raymond
These macros are useful for generating ASH-86 routines that
;
do stack-based argument handling, and can thus be treated like
;
Pascal-86 or BASIC routines once declared in an interface or
EXTERNed to. Note that they must be PUBLICed and live in a
SEGMENT PUBLIC PARA 'CODE' to be accessible to the linker.

;

;
;

;

These macros should work correctly with any compiler that

;

a) only requires 8? to be saved during subroutine calls, and

b) pushes arguments left to right (last given is last pushed).

;

;I) General

;
;

service routines

To generate a routine with a given profile of value and VAR
args and a given service routine, write the following;

PROLOG

;

[service code]

;

EPILOG

HlTHZ

argument named by FOO. HITHl does this to its second argument,

;

so VITHI

;

CMP, FOO, AX would be equivalent to the above.

;IV) SVS function calls
;

A macro has been included for generating interfaces to the

;

;

PC's BIOS and DOS interrupt servers. Hith this macro,

;

;

SVS

;

;
;

generates source for a Pascal-accessible routine that executes
PROLOG, does an INT (int) with (func) in AH, and then does

;

EPILOG. Arguments

;

as in PROLOG/EPILOG. Optional args reg and tr are as above.

INTFUN

—- argument k is a value argument to he moved to A

#A -- argument k is a CONST argument (input only)
“A -- argument k is a VAR argument (output only)

;

@A -- argument k is a VAR argument (input and output)

name.

int, func, (argl, argZ.... argu), reg, tr

;

in the bracketed list are loaded and returned ;

SYS will PUBLIC the generated function, though this won‘t
be obvious in an .XALL listing since PUBLIC generates no code.

;
;

ACOUNT

;

For these four cases, PROLOG fetches argument k to A and EPILDG

automatically stores A to it (if it's VAR).
If argk has none of these forms,

MACRO

INTN, FUNCN

;;Call a BIOS function

MOV

AH, FUNCN

;; with given function number

INT

INTN

;; and given interrupt

ENDM

;

in the assembler‘s symbol

;
;
;

GETVAR, and SETVAR to give the effect of named arguments.
If a register reg is specified, that register will be loaded
into AL or AX (depending on length) just before exit and Pascal
If reg is CY. AL will be loaded

will see it as a return value.

;

with l or O as the carry flag is on or off just before exit.

;

Since the stack loads don't change the state of the flags. AL

;

may pass out a VAR argument as usual before this.

ARG

[RP

REG, <AL,AH,BL,8H,CL,EH,DL,DM,AX,BX.CX,DX,SI,DI>

IFIDN

tables, and can be used with GETVAL,

;

MACRO

INCT

it is simply equated to k

;

;; then exit the IRP

;; else continue list check

IFIDN

<ARG>, <f&REG>

INCT
EXITM
ENDXF

= lNCT + 1

;; bump the input argument count
;; then exit the IRP
;; else continue list check

IFIDN

<ARG>’ <*&REG>

= OUTCT + 1

;;If it's an output-only VAR arg

OUTCT

EXITM

;

of PROLOG may he used to specify another scratch register;

;

may be $1, DI or BX and is passed to GETVAR and SETVAR.

EXITM

it

The macros GETVAL reg, k and GETVAR reg, k will

from the kth value or location argument respectively. The macro ‘

;

SETVAR k, reg will store REG to the kth by-location argument.

;

GETVAR and SETVAR take an optional third argument which sets
the location scratch register as described above.

load a register ‘

:11!) WITH), HITHZ
The macros HITHI and NITHZ allow any instruction that will take 4
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GETVAL

;; else continue list check
<ARG>, <@&REG>

;;If it's a VAR argument

IOCT

= [OCT + 1

;; bump the input/output arg count
;; then exit the IRP

= LACT + 1

;;It's a named argument

;; else continue list check

ENDM

;;End of IRP

ENDM

;;End of ACOUMT

MACRO

Z, N

MOV

Z, [BP+2‘(ARITY-N)+6]

ENDM

GETVAR

;; bump the output argument count

IFIDN

LACT

,

;;If it's a CONST argument

;; then exit the IRP

ENOIF

;II) GETVAL, GETVAR and SETVAR

;;If it's a value argument

;; bump the input argument count

EXITM

ENOIF

;

(ARE), <REG>

= lNCT + l

;;Counts arguments

ENDlF

By default ST is used as a scratch register for locations of
VAR arguments. This will lose if a VAR or CONST argument occurs
after 51 in the argument list. The optional second argument tr

’ ;

;

.XCREF

;

;

;

expands to CMP AX. [BP+X*2] where X is the stack offset of the

;

If A stands for an accumulator name. argk may have the form
A

;
CMP, AX. FOO

;

reg

;

;
;
;

example:

;

;

<arg1, argZ,...argn>, tr

;[namel ENDP

;

;

;

;

;

the appropriate addressing mode to be applied to two operands.

one of which is a stacked argument represented by its name. For ;

;

.
;[name] PROC

;

;
;

;

:PASCAL.MAC

come

;;Load Nth value arg to Z
;;M0ve parameter to register
;;End of GETVAL

MACRO

Z. N. T

;;Load 2 to Nth VAR argument

IFB

<T>

;;If no transport reg specified
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ASA/H36
MOV
MOV
ELSE
MOV
MOV
ENOM
INARG

MACRO

SI, [BP+2*(ARITV-N)+6]
Z, [SI]

;; fetch parameter address
;; and load to where it points

;; fetch parameter address
;; and load to where it points

FML, K, TR

;;Generate stack fetch for arg K

OUTARG

;;End of GETVAR

;;First check the null case
[FB

<FML>

;;If blank,

10UT

K :

EXITM

;; note: stack slot is skipped
;; and exit INARG

ENDIF

;;End of blank check

;;Now look for a matching register argument
ISR
= 0
;;No register match yet found
IRP

REG, <AL,AH,BL,BH,CL,CH,OL,DH,AX,8X,CX,OX,SI.DI,SP>

;;Handle value arguments

IFIDN
lSR
GETVAL
XOUT
EXITM
ENDIF

<FML>, <REG>
= 1
REE, K
K : VAL REG

;;If it's a value argument

;; note that it matched

;; fetch it

MOVACC

;; and show it in the listing
;; then exit the IRP

;; else continue list check

<FML>, <IEREG>
= 1
REG, K, TR
K : CONST REG

;;If it‘s CONST
;; note that it matched

;

fetch Kth location arg

;; and show it in the listing
;; then exit the IRP
;; else continue list check

;;Handle two-way VAR arguments

IFIDN
ISR
GETVAR
%UUT
EXITM
ENDIF

<FML>, <@&REG>
= l
REG, K, TR
K : VAR REG

;;If it's VAR

;; note that it matched
;; fetch Kth location arg
;; and show it in the listing
;; then exit the IRP
;; else continue list check

;;Nandle output VAR arguments

IFIDN
ISR
ZOUT
EXITM
ENDIF
ENDM

<FML>, <'&REG>
= 1
K : VAR REG [out only)

;;If it's an output-only arg
;; note that it matched

;; show it in the listing

;; then exit the IRP

;; else continue list check
;;End of IRP

ENOF

;;If no matching register arg, equate name to arg number

EPILOG

SETVAR

ISR
= K
K : FML = K

MACRO
.XCREF
ARITY
INCT
OUTCT
IOCT
LACT
[RP
ARITY
ACOUNT
ENOM
PUSH
IF
MOV
C
IRP
C
INARG
ENDM
ENDIF
MACRO
ENOF
ENDM
.CREF
ENOM

ARGS, TR

;;No register argument match
;;Equate name to arg value
;;Report the action
;;End of symbol check

;;End of INARG

;;Process input arguments
;;Don't need generated code to be CREFed

xnxu
II
{30000

PROLOG

IFE
FML
XOUT
ENDIF
ENOM

<ARGS>
ARITY + 1

;;Start with 0 total arguments
;;Start with 0 input args
;;Start with 0 output args
;;Start with o input/output args
;;Start with 0 named arguments
;;Count the flavors of arguments
;; ARITV counts all four kinds
;; Now count the individual kinds
;;End of argument count loop

3?
INCT+IOCT+LACT
8P, SP
= O
X, <ARGS>
= C + 1
X, IC, TR

;;Save that frame pointer

K, FML, TR

;; initialize argument count
;; and loop through the argument list

;; and load to where it points
;;End of SETVAR

HITHZ

;; generating stack fetches as we go
;;End of ‘if there are input argy

REG
;;Generate EPILOG macro
<ARGS>, REG, TR ;;Have it call ENDF with ARGLIST
;;End of generated macro

SYS

NAME

;;Restore CREF

;;End of PROLOG

N, Z, T

;;Store Z to Nth VAR argument

IFB

<T>

;;If no tranSport reg specified

MOV
MOV
ELSE
MOV

SI, [BP*2*(ARITV-N)+6]
[51], Z

;; fetch parameter address
;; and load to where it points
;;Else transport register given

;; fetch parameter address

MACRO
.XCREF
IF
MOV
C
IRP
C
OUTARG
ENOM
ENDIF
IFNB
MOVACC
ENDIF
POP
RET
iOUT
.CREF
ENDM
MACRO

NAME

MACRO
0P
ENDM
MACRO
10UT
PUBLIC
PROC
PROLOE
INTFUN
EPILOG
ENDP
ENOM

;;Gen stack load for Kth VAR arg

<FML>
;;If blank, do nothing
REG, <AL,AH,AX,BL,BH,BX,CL,CH,CX,DL,OH,DX>
<FML>, <*&REG>

;;If it's an output-only arg

K, REG, TR

;; store to its location
;; then exit the IRP
;; else continue list check

<FML>, <@&REG>

;;If it‘s a VAR argument

K, REG. TR

;; store to its

location

;; then exit the IRP
;; else continue list check
;;End of IRP
;;Skip if <ARG> is blank
;;End of OUTARG

REG

;;Gen code to move REG to AL/AX

<RETREG>, <Ax>

;;Skip the rigamarole if it‘s AX
likewise if it's AL
;;

REG value returned
<RETREG>. <AL>

;;Show it in the listing

X, <AH,CH,OH,BH,CL,DL,BL>
(REG), <X>

;;Try 8-bit registers

;;If REG is one

AL. REG

;; then move it to AL

3; then exit the IRP

;; else try the next one
;;End of 8-bit register IRP

X, <CX,OX,BX,SI,OI,BP,SP>

<REG>, <x>

;;Try 16-bit registers

;;If REG is one

Ax, REG

;; then move it to AX
;; then exit the IRP
;; else try the next one
;;End of 16-bit register IRP
;;Should carry flag be returned?

<REG>, <cv>
AL, AL
AL

;; If so, zero AL
;; and rotate in the carry bit
;;End of carry bit processing

;;Skip here if RETREG was AL
;;Skip here if RETREG was AX

;;End of MOVACC

ARGS,RETREO,TR

OUTCT + IOCT
op. SP
= o
x, <ARGS>
= c + 1
to, x, TR
<RETREG>

;;Gen stack loads and RET for routine
;;Don't need cross-referencing here
;;If there are output arguments
;; set up for stack access
;; initialize arg ctr
;; and loop through it,

;; using C to count from 1 to ARITY
;; generating stack loads as we go
;;End of argument list processing loop
;;Now handle the return

;;If a return reg has been specified

;;

RETREG

BP
2*ARITY

generate code to move it to AL or AX
;;skip here if RETREE was blank

;;Restore frame ptr

;;Clean args off stack
;;Make spacing blank line in listing

;;Restore cross-ref‘ing for next routine

;;End of ENOF

0?, K, ARE
;;Apply OP to
[BP+Z*(ARITV‘K)+6], ARG ;;Kth stack entry 8 ARC

ENDM

;; using C to count from 1 to ARITY
;;End of argument-list processing loop

MACRO
XOUT

OP

;; set up for stack access

MACRO
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HITHI

;;lf there are input args

T, [BP+2'(ARITY' N)+6]

MACRO
IFNB
IRP
IFIDN
SETVAR
EXITM
ENDIF
IFIDN
SETVAR
EXITM
ENDIF
ENDM
ENDIF
ENDM

IFDIF
IFOIF
IRP
IFIDN
MOV
EXITM
ENDIF
ENOM
IRP
IFIDN
MOV
EXITM
ENDIF
ENDM
IFIDN
XOR
RCR
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENOM

;;Handle CONST arguments

IFIDN
ISR
GETVAR
ZOUT
EXITH
ENDIF

[T], 1

;;Else transport register given

T, [BP+2'(ARITY- N)+6]
Z, [T]

skipped

MOV
ENOM

;;End of HITHI

OP, ARG, K

;;Apply OP to

ARG, [BP+2*(ARITY-K)*6] ;;ARG 8 Kth stack entry
;;End of HITHZ
NAME,

INTN, FUNCN, ARGS, REG

NAME
NAME
FAR
<ARGS>
ININ, EUNCN
REG

;;Gen SYS call

interface

;;Let user know we're here

;;Make sure proc is accessible to Pascal

;;Start of generated procedure

;;Count 5 fetch input arguments
;;Call the interrupt function

;;Call the macro generated by PRDLOG

“Em M wnwamdpmcwum
;;End of SVS

.LALL
.CREF
.LIST
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PC TechJournal Program Listings on Diskette.
HAT’s RIGHT! You don’t have to

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-526-0790
New Jersey residents: (201—540—0445)

type in detailed program listings

OR MAIL COUPON BELOW

from this Sept. issue. You can order
from PC Tech Journal. And on the

same diskette you’ll also receive the

program listings for last month’s issue.

Certain listings require use of

other material (e.g. Pascal compiler).
Please consult relevant article in
magazine.

For your added convenience, we
also offer two other LISTING
DISKETTES from previous issues.
They’re all listed in the coupon. To

order, simply ﬁll it out. Charge—card

customers can also use our toll—free
telephone numbers. (Sorry, no C.O.D.
or “bill me” orders.)

r-------

them on a LISTING DISKETTEW

TEQBH PC TECH JOURNAL
,

Listing Diskette Service

OURNAL 39 East Hanover Avenue

Morris Plains, NJ. 07950

Please send me the following Listing Diskettes:
D No. 5—Aug. 81 Se t. ’84 issues ........ $19.95

[:1 No. 4—]une 8d Ju y ’84 issues ........ $19.95

El No. 3—Apr. 86 May ’84 issues ........ $19.95
Total S

El Check Enclosed
|:| MasterCard

Cl Visa

E] Please charge my credit card:
El American Express

Expiration Date

No.
Signature
Name
Company

Address

City

State

Zi

Please allow approximately four to six weeks for delivery.
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Max Stul Oppenheimer

Computer Crime
Three lessons from criminal law

aximal use of the legal system often requires making legal tools that were designed for one
purpose serve another, likewise, ob~
taining adequate comfort with a

proposed project may require analy-

sis of legal principles that at ﬁrst
glance seem wildly inapposite.

What follows are recent developments in criminal law that may apply to computer users even if they

don’t consider themselves criminals.

And so.- a warning, a tool, and a
marketing survey.

containing the bulletin board mes-

sages. A California statute makes it

a misdemeanor to publish a credit
card number with the intent or rea-

sonable knowledge that it will be
used to avoid phone charges.
Within the same month, TRW

Information Systems reported that a

eration in detecting illegal imports.

posted on an electronic bulletin

changed its password.
If either systems operator is
ever charged, a court will have to

of the modem and computer?

ever, had not seen a message on the

whether systems operators should
be censors of the contents of their

store), such boards are great for
public relations, require no hardware that wouldn’t be in stock anyrisk-free as long as comments about
My survey respondent, how-

local board alleging that the operator was served with a search war-

rant and his system seized ”because
of a message that had been left, un—
known to [the operator], on one of

the public boards.” More details

were provided in the Los Angeles
Times report of the incident. Ac

cording to the Times, an AT&T

credit card number had been posted

anonymously on the board. Paciﬁc

Bell obtained a search warrant and
seized both hardware and the disks
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with US. Customs (an agency of

board. The bulletin board has not
yet been located, but TRW has

third parties are mildly edited.

their customers. According to a recent survey (1 called the owner of a

rights, Apple Computer registered

the Treasury Department) and pro-

way, take little attention, and are

Many computer stores offer electronic bulletin boards at no cost to

Title 19 1526(e) provides for the sei~
zure of merchandise bearing counterfeit marks. As part of its effort to
protect the Apple logo and copy-

password to its credit ﬁles had been

resolve hard questions— is the operator an aider and abettor if his
board is used to facilitate criminal
activity, or is he simply a passive
conduit like the phone company? If
he could be considered an aider and
abettor, then Where is the line
drawn? Hasn’t the author of the
communications package helped,

A WARNING

ered trademark that has been ﬁled

with the Treasury Department.

too? What about the manufacturers

The court would have to decide

users’ communications and whether
users of electronic communications
have any right to privacy of their
communications.

A TOOL

Title 19 1526(a) of the United
States Code prohibits importing
merchandise into the United States
”if such merchandise, or the label,

sign, print, package, wrapper, or receptacle" bears a federally regist-

vided technical assistance and coop-

The efforts culminated in indictments of six individuals and ﬁve
companies, and, to date, one jail

sentence. IBM has recently instit-

uted a similar program.

A MARKETING SURVEY

The American Bar Association

didn’t set out to do a marketing sur—
vey— it wanted to know how the
Fortune 500 and several speciﬁc in—
dustries and government agencies
were affected by and dealing with

computer crime. In the process,

however, it produced perhaps the
best marketing survey to date on
the potential demand for computer
security products and services.

The survey's purpose was to investigate ”the nature of computer
crime, its causes, its perpetrators, its
victims, its effects, and how its 0c~
currence can be prevented or dimin—

ished”— a tall order for 283 re-

sponses to a lZ-page survey.
Computer crime, as deﬁned in

the American Bar Association sur-

Max Srul Oppenheimer is a partner in the
law ﬁrm of Venable, Baetier, and Howard in
Baltimore.
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ponents as instruments to perpetrate
crime, and other activities involving
computers which, while they may
not constitute ’crimes’ in the strict
legal sense, nevertheless amount to
abuse which perhaps should be de—
clared illegal.”
Seventy-two respondents reported having sustained, in the aggregate, ”known and veriﬁable
losses . . . during the last twelve
months” of between $145 million
and $730 million (the large gap re—
sults from the wording of the survey, which asked for estimates of

ranges of losses). On the other hand,
125 respondents reported no

“known and veriﬁable losses,” and
78 reported having no way to tell.
An overwhelming majority of
the survey respondents said that the
responsibility for controlling com-

puter crime rested with the private
sector rather than with the government, and only a small percentage
said that the responsibility was that
of the manufacturers. Again by a
wide margin, the ”most effective
means of preventing and deterring
computer crime” was deemed to be
”more comprehensive and effective
self-protection by private business.”

The ABA survey certainly dispels any doubt about the existence
of an enormous market for com-

puter security services and products.

Marketing people should be very interested in the following statistics
(the whole report is available for $5
from the ABA, Section of Criminal
Justice, 1800 M Street, N.W., Washington, DC. 20036):
1. The most signiﬁcant types of
computer-related crime (ranked
by the number of respondents

identifying the type as “signiﬁcant"—the respondents had been
asked to rate the signiﬁcance of
each type, but a large number of

them “did not interpret the ques-

tion correctly”). Those that got
more than 100 votes:
a. Use of a computer as an instrument in the theft of assets

. Destruction or alteration of

. Destruction or alteration of
data (221 votes)
. Use of a computer as an in-

f. Theft of computer software
(178 votes)
g. Unauthorized use of a computer for personal program-

(241 votes)

strument in embezzlement
(203 votes)

computer software (190 votes)
. Use of a computer to commit
fraud against consumers, investors, or users (184 votes)

ming activities (140 votes)

Run More Than One Program With:

'3‘- MULTI-JOB

wil

rected against computers and their
components, criminal activities
which use computers or their com-

FOR THE IBM
PERSONAL COMPUTER AND XT
No special hardware is required (except memory).
Multiple programs can run concurrently using PC DOS.
Programs can be run simultaneously or one at a time.
Up to 9 separate jobs.
Free 30-day trial period.
Have a true multi—user system with the MULTITERMINAL-MONITOR (MTM) option.
* More cost effective than buying a second machine.

******

vey, includes ”criminal activities di-

$159.00
MULTI-JOB
Gives you multi tasking using PC DOS.
$295.00
MULTI-JOB/MTM PACKAGE
Gives you multi tasking and multi users using PC DOS.
$ 49.00
ELECTRONIC DISK
memory.
from
drives
disk
Creates one or more super fast
$ 24.00
SPOOL PROGRAM
Will redirect printing to memory.
$ 24.00
SET MEMORY UTILITY
without
Allows you to set the effective size of memory
removing the cover or changing any switches.
$ 35.00
PC CALCULATOR
calculator.
Turns your computer into a
EXCITING NEW DISCOVERY! Have you ever had the need
for a letter quality printer? They are nice to have, but cost from
$600 to $3000. Although many of them allow different type
styles and fonts, changing fonts requires changing the physical
head on the machine. The FANCY FONT PROGRAM allows
different typestyles and font types and is printed by a stan—
dard IBM graphic printer. Available now for $179.00
B&L COMPUTER CONSULTANTS, 7337 Northview, Suite B,

Boise, ID 83704, (208) 377-8088.

W

Dealers inquiries are welcome. Call or write for a free catalog.
CIRCLE NO. 153 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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h. Use of computer as an instrument for sabOtage (123 votes)
i. Theft of raw output data

3. The most common perpetrators
(where known).-

a. A computer programmer or
”software personnel”

(110 votes)

’
(67 votes)
b. A nonsupervisory computer
operator (42 votes)
0. Nonsupervisory personnel not

2. The most common crimes in

which a computer, its compo—
nents, or its output was the object of the crime (ranked by
number of occurences during the

directly involved with computers (40 votes)

most recent 12-month period):

d. An individual with no prior

b. Thefts of computer hardware

e. An outside consultant

a. Thefts of computer software
(45 votes)

relationships with the organi—
zation (37 votes)

(43 votes)
c. Destruction or alteration of
data (23 votes)
(1. Destruction or alteration of

(22 votes)
f. A computer operations supervisor (22 votes)
g. An executive or manager not

e. Thefts of raw output data
(22 votes)

puters (21 votes)
h. A competitor (16 votes)

computer software (23 votes)

directly involved with com—

f. Thefts of input data

i. A customer or a client

(12 votes)
g. Destruction or alteration of

computer hardware (10 votes)
h. Thefts of coded output data
(7 votes)

(11 votes)

4. The most common crimes in
which a computer was an instru-

ment in the perpetration of a

crime (ranked by number of oc-

currences during the most recent

12-month period):
a. Unauthorized use of computer for personal programming activities (63 votes)

b. Thefts of assets, tangible or
intangible (44 votes)
(2. Embezzlement (22 votes)

d. Fraud against consumers, investors, or users (14 votes)
e. Sabotage (13 votes)

f. Extortion or blackmail
(5 votes)

The survey notes that many re-

spondents seemed to be asking
”Why don’t companies that design
or manufacture computer systems
pay more attention to security fea-

tures in the design stage? Why
don’t companies (and government

agencies) invest more in computer
security, research, and usage?”

There appears to be a large market
that is waiting for companies to answer those questions.

Use ALL the Power of Your

MS-DOS, IBM PC-DOS, or CP/M-80 System
with UNIX-Style Carousel Tools

CAROUSEL TOOLS are a proven set of over 50 programs
designed to be used with pipes, redirected I/O and
scripts. In the style of UNIX each Tool does one thing

well, and the Tools can be used together to do more
complex tasks.

YOU ACCOMPLISH MORE using Carousel Tools: better
programming and documentation support, simpler
data and file housekeeping, more general file
handling.

ch “CP/M” ”MS-DOS" <doc >newdoc
diff newdoc doc I more
ed newdoc

kwic newdoc | sortmrg | uniq | unrot >index

make -f makdoc ndx

TOOLS FOR PC/MS-DOS 2.x AND CP/M-80 are available
now. The DOS ToolKit is $149. The CP/M ToolKit is $249
and includes a shell to provide pipes, redirected I/O,
and scripts. Source code is available for $100 more.
ORDER YOU R TOOLKIT TODAY.
CIRCLE NO. 113 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CALL OR WRITE:

Carousel Tools and Carousel ToolKits are trademarks of Carousel
MicroTools, Inc. CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research; IBM is a

®CAROUSEL MICROTOOLS, INC.

MicroSoft; UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.

609 Kearney Street, El Cerrito, CA 94530

trademark of International Business Machines; MS is a trademark of

(415) 528-1300

PROGRAMMER’S

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
AND ACCESSORIES

the

IBM Personal Computer

Language and Utility Specialists

OPERATING SYSTEMS:
Concurrent DDS DRI
Experts need expert tools. The correct tool, close at hand, saves
you time and gives you the leverage to get results fast,
RTool is a new concept in programming aids, a powerful set of

resident general purpose tools that you can awaken
with a single keystroke. RTool eliminates the need for manuals,

*1” X-She|| ***
by Standard DataCom

scratchpaper, and printouts, saving you time when time is money.
And, like any good tool, RTool is easy to use,

Bring Unix-like Capabilities

to your PC
Make more effective use of your
valuable programming time.
.
.

Use RTool to capture and save screen images, scan and load disk
files, and access on-line help. Create and save keyboard
macros, Submit block text to the keyboard. List, rename, and

delete files. Change directories. And much more. All with a

Manufacturer L'S‘ $225 Our Price $205

few keystrokes. Even when another program is being used.

RTool closes the loop between the keyboard, display, and disk

LANGUAGES:

drives, letting them communicate with each other in a

simple and consistent way. Think of RTool as a set of
powerful new

Lattice c Compiler

.

Available for the PC/XT,

adows For C Creative Solutions
AKA ALIAS Soft Shell Technology
C Programming Language

I
— Desrgned

—>

With the

“New User”
I
I
in mind
_ A must for

.

'

4

Our Special Package Price $329!

SYSTEM

Complete demonstration package with
diskette for $5, refundable with purchase.
Total APL system incluIding character
generator c ip.

We can support you!

Manufacturer List $595 Our Price $540
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Windows for C by Creative Solutions

Translator APC PC BASIC to MEGABASIL‘

150

195

99
175
125

C-Food Smorgasbord
Halo Color Graphics for Lattice, (II-85
PIlnk-BG Dverlay Linkage Editor
MetaWINDOW LISA-Like Windows for PC

150
200
395
150

Panel Screen Design/Editing

64-K Memory Chip Kits w/instructions

— Com at‘ble
p 1

. ,_.
Visa/MC
VISA . i |

Th

e 1 DIN ' Uersion L29 (C) Copyright ﬂunrbaki, Inc. 1933

Idlr replaces the DOS prompt with an interactive command system that

eliminates the need to type commands and/or filenames to the command line.

Files are accessed and programs are executed by positioning Idlr’s scrolling

FILE and COMMAND CURSORS, and pressing <ENTER>. Controlled by the arrow
keys, the CURSORS are easy to use ”pointers.”
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Call for Microsoft and Digital Research Products
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for free literature
orademo disk ($15).
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NO EXTRA CHARGE
Account is charged when order is shipped
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r‘ Programmer’s Connection
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281 Martinel Drive
Kent, Ohio 44240
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TE CH R
Hardware, software,
and other developments

for the PC

PC-9 Track

HARDWARE
Further price reduc-

tions have been announced
by IBM, whichalready has
lowered its prices on the Portable PC and PCir and introduced less expensive versions
of the PC and PC/XT. The
cost of the XT 370, model

IACK, the product permits
use of computerized telecom-

munications in locations that
do not have modular (RII 1C)

phone jacks. It also elimi-

nates the loss of line sensitiv-

ity associated with the use of

acoustical couplers. The
BLACK IACK is constructed

of rubber with a built~in cir-

cuit card and modular jack.
Its unique connectors make

568, was dropped by almost
$500 to $6,230. Model 588,
it compatible with single- or
which has a 10-megabyte
multi-line telephone hand—
ﬁxed disk, was reduced by
sets. $49.95.
$900 to $8,085. IBM also low- ,
The Microperipheral
cred the price of the 3270,
Corporation
model 2, with 256K memory,
2565 152nd Avenue NE.
display adapter, disk drive adRedmond, WA 98052
apter and keyboard adapter,
206-881-7544
from $4,290 to $3,785; model
CIRCLE 451 ON READER SERVICE CARD
4, with 384K and model 2
features plus a printer adapter, from $5,319 to $4,650;
and model 6, with 384K and
ﬁxed disk adapter, from
$7,180 to $6,210.
IBM
To locate your nearest au-

thorized dealer or product
center, call 800-447-4700.
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The Microperipheral

Corporation has an-

nounced a portable modular
telephone jack attachment

for computer telecommunications. Called The BLACK

192

The BLACK IACK

A magnetic tape subsystem

for PCs called PC-9 Track
has been introduced by

Alloy Computer Prod-

ucts. PC-9 Track includes

an intelligent interface that

utilizes a Z-80 microprocessor

and proprietary ﬁrmware to

provide data transfer between

drive and 31.5-megabyte (formatted) hard disk.
XCOMP
3554 Ruffin Road South

a PC and a mainframe-compatible 9-track tape drive
with an embedded formatter.
The subsystem has up to 42
megabytes of back-up and
Working storage and provides
high-speed disk-to—tape transfer at rates of .7 Mbytes per
minute. $6,595.
Alloy Computer Products

San Diego, CA 92123
6219-5730077
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Framingham, MA 01701
617-875-6100
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Kamerman Labs has an-

100 Pennsylvania Avenue

The Toaster Plus storage
subsystem from XCOMP
offers the 2.78-megabyte
SuperFloppy Drive, which
provides 3.33-megabyte (un-

formatted) storage capacity
and 3-millisecond track-totrack performance in a compact, half-height 5V4-inch
miniﬂoppy format. A proprietary track-following servo
system ensures accurate, ontrack read/write head positioning. The system has a
transfer rate of 500 kilobits
per second. $3,995 for one
SuperFloppy Drive plus 15

Mbyte (formatted) hard disk.

$4,995 for one SuperFloppy

illlélilillllllléToaster Plus

nounced a new inexpensive

10-megabyte hard-disk system that stores 12.76 Mbytes

unformatted and 10 Mbytes
formatted. The Mega-

ﬂight 100 uses the DOS

2.0 or 2.1 software drivers

and typically requires no external power supply. The system includes a hard—disk
drive, the disk controller card

with plugs and cables, and a
manual. $895.
Kamerman Labs
7787 SW. Cirrus Drive
Beaver-ton, OR 97005

503-626-6877
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A series of Winchester disk
subsystems that features
compatibility with all IBM
PC, XT, and compatible

hardware, software, and

PC TECH JOURNAL

peripherals has been introduced by Data Technology Corporation. The

The LaserIet Printer

from Hewlett-Packard

provides letter-quality output

chester); TeamMate 1232 (32-

quietly and quickly. it registers a noise level of less than
55 decibels while printing,
and it is eight times faster
than a typical daisy-wheel
printer. The printer is com-

Winchester coupled with a

software packages, such as
Lotus 1-2-3, Multimate,

TeamMate 1000 Series
includes four models: TeamMate 1110 (10-Mb internal
Winchester),- TeamMate
1210 (10»Mb external Win-

Mb external Winchester);
and TeamMate 1213 (IO-Mb

Kodak 3.3 ﬂexible 5V4-inch

drive). All models feature
full transparency with DOS
2.0 and all are FCC Class B
approved. Installation takes

only minutes and requires no

special diskettes, software
drivers, 0r formatting pro-

grams. Price for model 1110:

$1,495, model 1210. $2,095,
model 1232: $3,395; model
1213: $2,795.
Data Technology
Corporation
2775 Northwestern
Parkway
Santa Clara, CA 95051

408-4960434
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patible with major existing

WordStar, etc. It offers reso-

lution of 300 by 300 dots per

inch, producing print quality

nearly indistinguishable from
copy produced on electric typewriters. Numerous different fonts are available in

plug-in cartridges, up to four

typefaces can be mixed on

one page. $3,495 with built-

in sheetfeeder and standard
RS-232-C interface.
Hewlett-Packard
3000 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, CA 94304
408973-7648
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The PCX, a personal computer expander kit, has been
introduced by NCR Industrial Systems. PCX

consists of an inexpensive
terminal-communications

card, a software driver, a

demonstration program, and
an NCR 2840 Data Collection Terminal. The terminal
includes a 3-of-9 bar code
wand, an alphanumeric key-

board, a 16-character display,

and an optical badge reader.
On the communications card
are an optically isolated
RS-422 port, an RS-232-C

port, and a timer. With su-

full-screen monochrome

graphics driver and a 16-color
driver are included in the

package. $495.

STB Systems, Inc.
601 N. Glenville
Suite 125
Richardson, TX 75081
817-732-7307
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perior common-mode noise

rejection and true ground isolation between the PC and
the terminal network, the
RS-422 driver can support as
many as 32 devices at dis-

tances up to 4,000 feet. Communication takes place at
9,600 bps. An IBM with

MS-DOS and R/M COBOL is

required for the demonstration program. $2,500.
NCR Corporation

584 S. Lake Emma Road

Lake Mary, FL 32746

305-323-9250
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A new graphics adapter

board from STB Systems,
Inc— STB GRAPHIX
PLUS II—supports both

RGB color and monochrome
displays, switching the dis-

play to the appropriate moni~
tor automatically. The board

STB CRAPHIXS PLUS 11

The Peripheral Automatic Channel Emulator (PACE) from Data/

Ware Development,
Inc. converts an IBM PC

into an IBM Channel Simula-

tor that can be used to per-

form factory system testing,
design, or “in-ﬁeld diagnostics” of IBM or IBM-compati»
ble peripherals. PACE can operate at a variety of channel
speeds, including data
Streaming rates (3.0 mega-

bytes per second). Features of '

the package include a bus/
tag 1K trace buffer—which

may be set to store data pre-,

post—, or mid-trigger when a
preselected channel state is
matched— a microprogram

is conﬁgurable as a color
graphics and/or monochrome/printer adapter. A

Subsystem in the TeamMate 1000 Series
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breakpoint, and single—step
capability. $12,800.
Data/Ware
Development, Inc.

4204 Sorrento Valley Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92121
619453-7660
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an auto—dial/auto—answer Bell
212A modem. Users can

choose from three modes of

operation. First, data from
three devices can be multi-

plexed onto a regular dial-up
call. Second, when the computers and peripherals are

not using TriMux.212 as a

Epson has announced two
new dot-matrix printers designed speciﬁcally for OEMs
and system integrators. The
CTM F-100 and the CTM
F-80 print at 160 CPS and

feature high-resolution print

characters, multiple print

modes, universal power supply, extended character sets,
and 20 percent greater
throughput than the company’s FX series. The CTM

concentrator, any of the de-

vices can individually access
and use the modem to call

any other 212A modem. Fi-

nally, the three local devices

can access and communicate
with one another through a
local data switch. $1,495.
Complexx Systems, Inc.
4930 Research Drive
Huntsville, AL 35805
205-830-4310
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F-100 prints 136 columns; the

CTM F-BO prints 80. CTM

A new data communications

product from Complexx
Systems allows three com—
puters and/or peripherals to

share a single dial-up line si~
multaneously. TriMux.212
incorporates a three-channel

statistical multiplexer with

194

second ; average access time is

70 milliseconds. A proprietary closed-loop servo positioning system is used to mi—

crostep the heads to the exact

center of the data track. The
HH-312 uses a single PCB in
place of a multiboard system;
reliability is improved
through the use of LSI circuitry that eliminates between-board interconnects.
Under $900 for OEMs.
Microscience International
Corporation
575 E. Middleﬁeld Road

Mountain View, CA 94043

415-961-2212

'
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called the ir-87 has been announced by TIAC Manu-

Epson OEM Products
Division
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12.76 Mb per drive and a
data transfer rate of 5 Mb per

An add-on circuit board

F-IOO: $500. CTM F-80: $370.
3415 Kashiwa Street
Torrance, CA 90505
2136338277

unformatted capacity of

TriMux.212

Microscience International Corporation has
introduced a 3.5-inch half—

height Winchester disk drive

with a full 10 Mb of format-

ted storage. The HI-I-312

will interface with all micro
systems using the computer’s
own power supply. It has an

facturing, Inc. This
board permits the high-speed
8087 Numeric Data Proces-

sor to be plugged into the

PCir. The board does not in-

terfere with the operation of
the PCir’s peripherals and

does not modify the PCir in
any way. The 8087 operates

at the same speed on the
PCir as it does on the PC.
Software designed to run

with the 8087 on the PC

will run with no modifications on the PCir. $89.95.

TIAC Manufacturing, Inc.

3084 Spring Street
Port Moody, British
Columbia
Canada V3H 1Z8
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ir»87

The Electronic Disk
from Distributed Logic
Corporation is a fast
ﬂoppy drive emulator for the

IBM PC. Its maximum useful

displacement is 360K, and it
may be formatted as an
eight- or nine-sector disk.
The board plugs into any

I/O slot in the PC or XT and
requires no software installation. The Electronic Disk can

be 62.5 times faster than a
ﬂoppy disk. $995.

Distributed Logic
Corporation
12800 Garden Grove Blvd.
Garden Grove, CA 92643

714534-8950
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Omnis 1. Omnis 2, and Omnis 3

SOFTWARE
A multitasking system has
been developed for the IBM
PC by Digital Research,
Inc. The product, Con-

current PC-DOS, allows a

PC to run four PC-DOS or
CP/M application programs
at the same time. It has a
window capability, enabling
the user to View the execu-

tion of all four applications
simultaneously. Several productivity tools are included

as part of the Concurrent PCDOS package, including
Print Spooler, which allows
users to queue documents to
be printed while other tasks
are printed,- and Rolodex, a
sorting and searching pro-

gram for lists of names and

addresses. Concurrent

PC-DOS has a two-user fea-

ture for use primarily as a re-

mote dial-up link. S295.
Digital Research, Inc.
160 Central Avenue

Pacific Grove, CA 93950

408-649-3896
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IBM has redesigned the

Technical Reference
Manuals for the PC,

PC/XT, and Portable, updating all technical information
on the computers’ features

manuals include three new

publications—one that contains information unique to
an IBM PC system, one for

the PC/XT and Portable PC,

and a third reference that includes information common

to all PC family products, including adapters and 1/0 devices. With the Options and
Adapters manual, IBM will
provide an Update Information Service through June

1985. Prices: The IBM Person-

al Computer System Technical Reference Manual, $30;

The IBM Personal Computer

XT/Portable Personal Computer Technical Reference

Manual, $30; The IBM Personal Computer Options

and Adapters Technical

Reference, $125.
IBM
PO. Box 1328
Boca Raton, FL 33429-1328

305-998-2000
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A series of three database

programs for microcomputers
has been introduced by

Organizational Software Corp. The programs
become progressively more
comprehensive, and they can
be upgraded as needed.
OMNIS 1, The File

Manager is designed for

ﬁrst-time users and is capable
of handling basic information
management tasks such as
mailing-list maintenance,

time management, and diaries. OMNIS 2, The Information Manager

builds on the capabilities of
OMNIS 1, offering multiscreen records with up to 120
information items per record,
performing calculations on
records, and providing search

and retrieve facilities with
full logical operators. OM-

NIS 3, The Database
Manager supports up to 12

open ﬁles at once, operates as
a relational or hierarchical
database system, and generates complete turnkey systems. OMNIS 1, $95, OMNIS
2, $195; OMNIS 3, $295.
Organizational
Software Corporation

2655 Campus Drive
Suite 150
San Mateo, CA 94403
415-571-0222
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ColorScreenPrint, a
software utility that increases

the color capabilities of the

IBM Color Printer, has been
introduced by Application Techniques. With
ColorScreenPrint, the user

deﬁned colors. Any graph

that can be displayed on an

IBM PC color display adapter
can be printed at any size up
to 13 inches at any position
on the paper.
Application Techniques

80 Townsend Street

Pepperell, MA 01463

617-433-5201
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Three programs that are

meant to aid photographers
in the darkroom are now

available for the IBM PC and

PCir. Darkstar provides solutions to a variety of dark-

room problems, including exposure, ﬁltration, and processing time. Timestar allows timing control of as
many as 15 sequential periods. Darkstar Plus combines the capabilities of both
Darkstar and Timestar. The

publisher of these software
programs is f/22 Press.

Prices: Darkstar, $64.95;
Timestar, $24.95; and Darkstar Plus, $89.95. .
f/22 Press
P.O. Box 141
Leonia, N] 07605

201668-6250
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can choose from 16 standard
colors or thousands of user-

and options. The revised
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dB Compiler

Speed Key

PFA Micro, an automated

process ﬂow analysis technique, has been called the
”productivity tool for the

803” by its producers, Con-

trol Data Business
Advisors. The technique
uses ﬂow charts to analyze
repetitive operations. The
PFA Micro package consists

of a facilitator’s kit, $950; a
training module, $450; and

application software, $950.
Control Data Business
Advisors
3601 W. 77th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55435
612-921-4251
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piles a dBASE II application
program into modules that
are smaller than the original

application, saving disk space
and, in some cases, executing

faster. The compiled version
protects source code more effectively than encryption

would. dB/Compiler also has

cross-linkers available so that

code can be produced for

different operating environments. Price: $750; crosslinkers, $350 each.
WordTech Systems, Inc.
BOX 1747

Orinda, CA 94563
4152540900
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Ashton-Tate and Infor-

matics General Corpo-

ration have jointly introduced a micro-mainframe
link for personal computer
database management systems. Called dBASE/An-

swer, the product allows da-

tabase information to be

PFA Micro

The ﬁrst compiler developed

for dBASE II has been announced by WordTech

Systems. The product,
dB/Compiler, translates a

dBASE II program into code

that executes Without the
presence of dBASE II. It com-
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transferred directly from an
IBM mainframe ﬁle to an
IBM PC or PC/XT running

Ashton-Tate database man-

agement software, such as
dBASE II and III, Friday!, and
Framework. dBASE/Answer
will work in conjunction

with a mainframe product

from Informatics called
Answer/DB. A typical con-

ﬁguration, consisting of an

Answer/DB module for a

single mainframe and

dBASE/Answer for 50 PCs,

would cost $45,000.
Ashton-Tate

10150 W. lefferson Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90230

Pascal 3.2, $300; FORTRAN

3.2, $350; and C 2.0, $500.
Microsoft
10700 Northup Way
Bellevue, WA 98009
206-828-8080
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213-204-5570
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Koala Technologies

Informatics General Corp.

duced a product that im—

21031 Ventura Blvd.
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
213-887-9040
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Microsoft has released
new versions of Microsoft

Pascal, FORTRAN, and

C compilers for MS-DOS.

Enhancements to Pascal in—

clude high-speed math performance without an 8087
chip, BCD ﬂoating point

arithmetic and MS-DOS 2.0

ﬁle and overlay linking op-

tions. The new FORTRAN
also includes new support for

large arrays and complex

numbers. The latest C com-

piler now supports use of
path names to take advantage

of DOS directory structure
and I/O redirection. It has

expanded memory addressing
capabilities. A programmer
can now choose from a small»,

Corporation has intro

proves its Koala touch tablet
for business applications.

With Speed Key, the tablet becomes a custom key-

board, with overlays. Each
overlay contains 36 soft keys
dedicated to a speciﬁc busi—
ness application program—

including Lotus 1-2-3, Word-

Star, MultiPlan, SuperCalc,

VisiCalc, dBASE II, and ,

PFS:Write. With Speed Key,

the user does not have to remember lengthy commands
and multiple keystrokes
required by a conventional
keyboard. In addition, press-

ing a button on the tablet
will provide the user with
mouse—like features. $99.
Koala Technologies Corp.
3100 Patrick Henry Drive

Santa Clara, CA 95052
408-986-8866
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medium-, c0mpact—, or

large- memory C compiler.
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Floppiclene

Computer Control Systems has added a data,

screen, and report manager to
its product line. DB-FABS
has been designed for use ei-

ther in the stand-alone mode
for the computer novice or in
the run-time mode with a
standard BASIC interpreter or
compiler. The package allows
the user to preset up to 16
conditions in data ﬁles,
forms, and keys, other fea-

tures include automatic up—
dating of indexed ﬁles and an
archival ﬁle for saving deleted records. $295.
Computer Control Systems

298 21st Terrace SE
Largo, FL 33541

813-586-1886
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A database-management soft—
ware package for PCs that is
compatible with SQL/DS and
Database 2 systems has been

announced by Qint Database Systems Corporation. Using Qint/SQL,

companies can integrate indi—
vidualized data processing on
PCs with their centralized
databases. Qint/SQL offers

database-management capabilities to microcomputer us-

ers. Three versions are avail-

able. Query, for users who

need only to retrieve data
from a database,- Query +

Update, for users who need
to enter and retrieve data,
and Administrator, for those

concerned with the creation,

maintenance, and management of database systems.
Prices from $1,000 for Query
to $9,000 for Administrator.
Qint Database
Systems Corporation

50 Waban Hill Road North

Chestnut Hill, MA

617-527-9329
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A source code interactive 1ibrarian, SET:SCIL, has been
announced by System En-

gineering Tools, Inc.
SCIL can maintain any pro-

gram source code, regardless
of language, and it allows the
user to choose any ASCII text
editor. The product is the
ﬁrst in a new line of software
maintenance tools. Soon to be
released are SETrFORM, a
frame-oriented “include” metaprocessor, and SETzPLAN,

which will create and main
tain system design documents. $695.
System Engineering

Tools, Inc.

645 Arroyo Drive
San Diego, CA 92103

619-692-9464
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In response to IBM’s an-

nouncement of a local area
network cabling system,

Ungermann—Bass, Inc.

has said it will oﬂ‘er a version
of its Net/One that will
operate on the IBM
cabling system. By adding
data-grade twisted-pair wire
to conform to IBM’s speciﬁcations, Net/One users will

be able to select the most appropriate medium or combination of media for their
needs while insuring compatibility with IBM products.
Ungermann-Bass

2560 Mission College Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
4108-4960111
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OTHER WARES
Pivar Computing Services provides conversion
services from magnetic tape
to disk, disk to tape, and disk
to disk. The company can
convert more than 140 different formats and can create
customized programs to reformat data to the customer’s
speciﬁcations. Pivar also offers conversion to mailmerge
formats, dBASE conversion,

upper— to lower-case conversion, and conversion to un-

pack packed ﬁelds. Prices
range from $15 to $65 per
disk, depending on the
format requested.

Pivar Computing Services

47 W. Dundee
Wheeling, IL 60090
312-459-6010
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Automation Facilities
Corporation has an-

nounced Floppiclene, a
completely disposable wetdry disk drive head-cleaning
system. The proprietary technology assures safe and immediate elimination of contaminants that collect on
disk drive heads. The product is available for 3V2-inch,
5V4-inch, and 8-inch disk
drives. Each kit contains 20
cleaning disks, Safeclene
aerosol cleaning solution, two
Safebond absorbent wipes,

and two Safeclene presatu-

rated antistatic screen wipes.

The package costs $34.95. A

home computer version with

10 cleaning disks is available
for $19.95.
Automation Facilities
Corporation

Financial Plaza
3916 State Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93105
805-687-7040
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Behind BASICS
Back
Some handy tricks to help you get

the most from your IBM PC
Sometimes it is necessary to sneak

behind BASIC’s back to get the
most from the IBM PC. Here are a
few handy tricks that can be used
in many BASIC programs.
This PEEK determines which
monitor, color/graphics or mono-

chrome, is currently active:

10 DEF SEG=&H40
20 MONO.CARD = (PEEK(&H10)
AND &H30)=&H30
30 COLOR.CARD = (PEEK(&H10)
AND &H30)<>&H30
40 IF NOT COLOR.CARD
THEN . . .

When mid-resolution graphics
mode is entered, BASIC allows no
choice of color for characters displayed by the PRINT command.
These POKEs provide that choice:
DEF SEG: POKE &H4E,KOLOR
'*'°' for interpretive BASIC
DEF SEG: POKE &H81,KOLOR
"'°' BASCOM with /0 option
DEF SEG: POKE &HB$,KOLOR
’" BASCOM with BASRUN

Just set the KOLOR variable to 1, 2,
or 3 and execute the relevant code.
There is a ”backdoor” way to
change the background color of
characters printed in graphics

mode: if the user POKEs the correct
color address with the command
KOLOR + &H80, printed characters will be XORed with the pixels
that are already in place. This code
sets the screen to a pseudo-inverse

mode by ﬁlling it with white, then
using the described POKE:
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DAN ROLLINS
10 SCREEN 1
20 LINE (0,0)—(319,199),3,BF
’*'°' ﬁll with white
30 DEF SEG :POKE &H4E,&H83
"°"°‘ interpretive BASIC
40 INPUT AS
"”‘ now experiment
50 POKE &H4E,3

The last POKE resets the color value to its default because the BASIC
editor gets confused in this ”XOR
mode.” While line 40 is executing,
try this experiment: press the letter
a, backspace and press b, backspace
again and press c, backspace and
press a, and ﬁnally, backspace and
press c. The result is surprising.
Users who have a good understanding of the meaning of the bitwise XOR function should be able
to ﬁgure this trick out without try-

ing it. Incidentally, any of the four
colors can be used for either the
foreground or the background.
LPRINT Hints
Most users who have two parallel-

interface cards and two printers

have wished for a simple way to
swap the printers with a software
command. The following code will

do exactly that:

100 DEF SEG=&H40
110 P8=PEEK(8) :P9=PEEK(9)
120 POKE 8,PEEK(10) :POKE
9,PEEK(11)
130 POKE 10,P8 :POKE 11,P9
This procedure can be used to
modify a program so that it routes

all LPRINTs and LLISTs to the desired printer.

Of course, in order to keep pro-

grams as ﬂexible as possible, use of

LPRINT should be avoided. lust

OPEN the desired printer as a ﬁle

and use PRINT# instead of

LPRINT. In addition to being more
ﬂexible, this technique allows
printer output to be sent to a text
ﬁle or to the screen.
BASICA version 2.0 will perform a screen dump whenever the

user presses Ctrl-PrtSc. The same
thing can be done without user
intervention with this sequence:

Y! = — 51973.8 :X =VARPTR(Y!)
:CALL X

The secret to this sequence is that
the ﬂoating-point representation of
—51973.8 just happens to coincide

to the opcode bytes for
CD05 INT
CB RETF
90
NOP

5

and the CALL X transfers control to
the address at which Y! is stored.
In fact, any interrupt can be
invoked by using the equation

Y/= —(51968.8+int.num). This
has few applications, because it

doesn’t pass any parameters or return any values from the interrupt.
These techniques, and others
like them, will help users get the

most from BASIC on the IBM PC.
Dan Rollins is a software consultant and

freelance writer who lives in California.
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ACCESSORIES/SUPPLIES
RESET BUTTON FOR IBM PC
The button IBM forgot. A good reset button is a

basic tool Ior PC (PC/XT) programmers. When

your machine is hung up. a touch of the button

will qutckly reboot your computer. This kit in-

stalls easily and mounts out of the way behind
your machine. Easy instructions included. Send
$29.80 (add 6% in MN).
RESET CORPORATION
PO. Box 14809
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55414

(612) 4895892

IBM STYLE BINDERS. SLIPS
Complete program packaging line. D-ring cloth

binders. slip cases. floppy pages. game portfolios, Continuous paper with three large holes. 20

lb. to go in binders. Blank disk envelopes. Func-

tion key cards tell user your F1»F10 meanings,

Call. write for prices. Catalog. Fast service. low
prices.
ANTHROPOMORPHIC SYSTEMS LIMITED
376 E. St. Charles Road
Lombard. IL 60148
(312) 629-5160

COMPUTER/SERVICES
INT’L DOCUMENTATION
INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTATION provides
reliable service in the preparation of foreign
documentation 8 mktg. materials. Service in-

cludes translation. typesetting. & graphic art.
Clear and accurate documentation in any lan-

guage is a must. Let INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTATION make your foreign documentation

speak for you.
INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTATION
120 Barranca Ave. Suite A
Santa Barbara. CA 93109
(805) 965-4761 /(213) 990-4886

HARDWARE/ADD-ON
BOARDS

EPROM/MP/PAL/BIPOLAR
PROGRAMMER

PC compatible APROM-2000 card can program

2716. 32. 32A. 64. 128, MCM 68764 EPROMS
and also 8748/49/51 processors. The software
(CP/M~86. MSDOS) can read. verify and program eproms and uses fast programming algorithm. The zero insertion socket Is mounted
on an external box. The external box tor Bl-POLAR proms and PAL is also available.

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER
SYSTEMS. INC.
6802 NW. 20th Ave.
Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33309
305-975—9515

DT2801 SERIES ANALOG I/O
Plug-in data acquisition boards with 8DI/16SE

analog inputs, high or low level programmable

gains, 2 analog outputs. 16 lines of digital I/O,
DMA. on-board clock. and on-board micropro-

cessor. Optional software subroutines and screw
terminal panels.

DATA TRANSLATION INC.
100 Locke Dnve
Marlboro. MA 01752
(617) 481 -3700

256K NO SLOT MEMORY

IBM PC—t owners. Let us install up to 256K RAM

on your EXISTING SYSTEM BOARD using NO
SLOTS. We improve your IBM PC so It can ad—
dress the 64K RAM chip. 256K-$335 (expandable and warranted). DO-lT-YOURSELF KITSw
PC-KPC»$69.95 ($99.95 assembled). 64K«
RAMS-$5.85 ea.
ADD-MEM

22151 Redwood Rd.
Castro Valley. CA 94546
(415) 8865443

MULTI-COMM COMMUNICATIONS

ESE introduces two specially designed RS-232C

serial communications adapters for the PC 8. XT

and compatibles. MULTI-COMM II has two ports.
$225.00. and MULTl-COM IV. a four port unit.
$445.00. Both have ESE's selectable 64K I/O
address decoders and use a single interrupt line
regardless of the number of ports added.
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING CORP
477 Congress Street. Suite 911
Portland. Maine 04101
MC/VISA. (207) 773-7778

RATES AND INFORMATION
Listings are grouped by category and consist of a bold lead line (23 characters
maximum), 7 lines of ad copy (45 characters per line), plus 4 lines of company name, address and telephone number.
Listings are available only on a 3 issue basis at $60. per issue (8180. total).
Copy will have a set format and remain the same for all 3 months. Enhance
the appearance of your ad by including your Logo at an additional cost of 52.5.
per issue (875. minimum extra charge). Ere-payment is required by check,
money order, or American Express, Diners Club, MasterCard, Visa credit
cards. Closing Date: lst of 2nd month preceding cover date.

Send copy and remittance to PC TECH JOURNAL, TECH BOOK, 12th
FLOOR, I PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10016. Call (212) 725-4215 for
additional information or assistance.

FIXED DISK BIOS/BOOT
IIXT boots from DATAMAC, DAVONG. XEBEC,
PERCOM. GREAT LAKES. ZOBEX. others. Adds
XT-like BIOS interface for your disk to IBM PC or
COMPAQ. Plug—in installation. DOS 2.0/2.1/reqd.
Specify controller model with order $70 + $3

shpg. 1 tax. MC/VISA (optional volume support

at additional cost.)
GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
PO. Box 3039
San Diego. CA 92103
(619) 298—9349

HARDWARE

COMMUNICATIONS
TOTAL PC&XT COMMUNICATION
ESE introduces two extremely powerful communications adapters for the PC&XT 8 com—
patibles. One is a unique multi-interrupt RS-232
serial add-on for one OR MORE users; $139.50.
and the second is a programmable 24 line parallel interface; $119.45. Both have ESE's full 64K
selectable I/O address decoders.
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
477 Congress Street. Suite 911
Portland. Maine 04112
MC/VISA (207) 773-7778

HARDWARE DISK
DRIVES

—

HARDWARE/

PERIPHERALS

—

PC/STD BUS+ SOFTWARE $119
STD EMULINK is a paralell interface to any STD
Bus motherboard for IBM PC with Tecmar base»
board. Comprised of STD Bus card. ribbon Cable r BASIC drivers. STD EMULINK otters PC user
economical link to industrial quality STD Bus |/
O boards. [ideal for PROCESS CONTROL 8t AUTOMATION. Send check or money order.
STD EMULINK
PO. Box 673
Upton. NY 11973

MAILING LISTS
IBM MAILING LISTS
Over 100,000 names of IBM personal computer
owners (counts increase daily) available for rental
on labels or magnetic tape. Total 600.000 including other brands. Plus IBM + compatible
retail store + 50 other lists. Call or write for free
catalog.

IRV BRECHNER
TARGETED MARKETING. INC.
Box 5125
Ridgewood. NJ 07451

(201) 4457196

PUBLICATIONS

8" & 51/4" FLOPPY DRIVES AND

DISKETTES

- 8" Ilexible disk subsystem—Attractive thin-line

design stacks above or below system’s unit
(19‘/2" x 18" X 3V2“) ANT with complete documentation. Controller board and software
available.
l-8480 DD. 08. 2.4 MB $1495
|~8481 80. OS. 1.2 MB $995
- 5‘4" internal disk drives—TANDON or Control
Data—OS. 40 ATP1. 320 KB.
TM 100-2 $235 - CDC 9409 $249
5%” half height Internal disk drives available.
0 Control Data diskettes—124000 5W SS/DD
w/write protect notch in hub ring—bx 0110 $22.
1244-00 51/4” DS/DD $35. 122500 8" DS/DD
wpn $39.50. VISA/MC.

MICRGXPRESS
MICROXPRESS
305 S. State College. Suite 135
Anaheim. CA 92806
(714) 632-8512

DYNAMIC DUO RETURNS!
Two new disk magazines for the lBM-PC-PC
FIRING LINE (for programmers) and PC UN—
DERGROUND (for non-tech folk) are available
now. Send a self-addressed stamped disk mailer
and two formatted DS/DD disks for your free

copy.
ABCOMPUTING
PO. Box 5503
North Hollywood. CA 916165503
(818) 509-9002

SECURITY
DATA PAD LO C K
DATA PADLOCK is a software implementation of
the National Bureau at Standard Data Encryption Standard, Written in Assembler. DATA PADLOCK oifers max speed with no increase in file
size. An 8 character password provides the key
for encryption. Protect sensitive data. text or
program files from unauthorized access. Works
with all DOS versions $150. VISA/MC.
GLENCO ENGINEERING
3920 Ridge Ave.
Arlington Hts. IL 60004
(312) 392—2492

'TECH BOOK
SOFrWARE/BUSINESS

—

dINVOICER + PLUS
MENU-DRIVEN BILLING 8 ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. Produces
Invoices, Aged Statements, Invoice Journals,
Receipts Journals. Aged Customer Account
Status, Past Due Notices, etc. Available with
modifiable source code for dBASE If users $129
or as a standalone Run-time package $199.
DATAMAR SYSTEMS
819 Gage Dr.
San Diego. CA 92106
(619) 223-6444

EXPERT SYSTEMS
Create your own expert systems with EXSYS. All
input is English text or menu selection. Uses lull
1000K and probabilistic lF—THEN rules. Expert
systems developed marketable without royalty.
Demo disk including text of manual $10 (refundable). Full program—$200. Requires 128K or
more.
EXSYS
PO. Box 75158
Contr. Sta. 14

Albuquerque, MN 87194

SOFTWARE/

COMMUNICATIONS

—

TELEX LINK SOFTWARE
Link your computer to Western Union telex ser»
vice via TWX or EasyLink. Cawthon's telex soft—
ware is specifically designed for telex
communications and is easy to use, has onvline

help, self-test diagnostics, frequently called
numbers, and an excellent User‘s Guide. Cawthon's telex software is available for the IBM—PC

and many other computers.

/”‘\ Cawthon

{Ni Scientific
9

DESMET 0—3109
Full K8R C compiler, assembler, linker, librarian,
full—screen editor and example software. Both
8087 and floating point libraries. OUTSTAND—

ING PRICE/PERFORMANCE. Rated 1st or 2nd in
August ‘83 BYTE benchmarks. No royalties on
generated code. C Ware newsletter. Unlimited
updates at $20 each. PC-DOS (Ver 1.1 8 20),
generic MS-DOS and CP/M-86 support. $109
for complete package, shipping included. Now
available with source level debugger. Price $159.

WARE
CORPORATION
C WARE CORPORATION—MAIL ORDER DEPT.

PO. Box 710097
San Jose, CA 95171 -0097

C SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
IFull C Compiler per K8R
lnline 8087 or Assembler Floating Point
Full 1 Mb Addressing for Code or Data
OMS DOS 1.1/2.0 Library Support
Program Chaining Using Exec
Environment Available to Main
cc-window'" C Source Code Debugger
COMBINED PACKAGE $199
c-systems

SOFrWARE/COMPILER

—

WIZARD C COMPILER
The power of C with the thorough diagnostics of
PASCAL. Full LINT diagnostic integrated with
compiler. Full UNIX SYSTEM 3 compatibility.

Floating point library; fast compact code; 1 reg-

ister variable. ln-line assembly code. UNIX em—
ulation library. Uses MICRO-SOFT linker, PC/MS
DOS 2.0 only. $450.00.
WIZARD SYSTEMS SOFTWARE
11 Willow Court
Arlington. MA 02174
(617) 641 -2379

ANOTHER DEBUGGER??
This one has FULL SCREEN format and SCREEN
COEXISTENCE with test program (including

—

FILES without disturbing the test session-all with
NO COMMANDS and only 10 function keys! It’s
fast (assembler), small (60K), and only $75 with
manual. D08 20 or 2.1 IBM PC, XT, COMPAQ
PC-TEST

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

FREE FREE FREE
BASIC AIDS FACT SHEETS and our guide titled
"MAKE YOUR PC PROFITABLE" are sent free to
persons who request them. Learn more about
developing Structured Programs in BASIC. This

new release of BASIC AIDS is the most powerful

program DEVELOPMENT and DOCUMENTA—
TION tool available!
TULSA COMPUTER CONSORTIUM
PO. Box 707
Owasso, OK 74055
(918) 747—0151
C-INDEX+
C index plus provides complete data manage—
ment for C language applications development.
includes variable length data storage, B+ Tree
ISAM indexing, interactive tutorial. Supported
compilers. Lattice 8 CI‘C86. No application royalty fee. Object code license: $400. Demonstra»
tion package: $25.
TRIO SYSTEMS
2210 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 289
Santa Monica, CA 90403
(213) 394-0796

PO. Box 3253
Fullerton, CA 92634
(714) 637-5362

SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE
PROFILER
THE PROFILER“ will tell you where your program is spending it‘s time and allows you to do

C-FUNCTION LIBRARY $29
100 C functions, macros, assembly functions.
Screen, cursor, keyboard, string, BIOS and DOS
access, of course. Plus BASIC equivalent, utility
and many more you don't have but need! Just
one can save you five times the cost of entire
package. Manual w/source code $29.95. Manual + 2 disks: source +5 libraries $49.95. Lattice or Microsoft C. (DeSmet and CI soon).
ENTELEKON
12118 Kimberley
Houston, TX 77024
(713) 468-4412

language, data printed in histogram form. Easy

5,3 Group

CAWTHON SCIENTIFIC GROUP
24224 Michigan Avenue
Dearborn, Michigan 48124
(313) 565-4000 Telex: 810-221—1265

SOFI‘WARE/

SOFTWARE DATA
MGMT.
—

THE FORMS DESIGNER”
Attention IBM Pascal, FORTRAN users! Save time
in designing formatted screen I/O. Interactive
Forms Editor allows you to draw lines and boxes,
define fields, and edit text. Access forms or read
keyboard entry by writing only one line of code.
Provides sequential data retrieval and storage.
Requires 128K RAM. Only $275 complete. Demo

and manual $35. Call or write:
BIT SOFTWARE
PO Box 619
Milipitas, CA 95035
(408) 262-1054

performance tuning on your code. Works with any

to use and interpret. Complete user manual pro—

vided. Requires DOS 2.0 or better and 64K.
$175.00 VISA/MC OK.
DWB ASSOCIATES
PO BOX 5777
BEAVERTON, OREGON 97006
(503) 6299645

PASCAL/FORTRAN/C UTIL
Written in assembly language, Pascal/Fortran/

C Utilities control screen, keyboard, graphics,
music, lighfpen, mouse, joystick, printer, RS—

232, 8 l/O ports. Line/circle/ellipse/pie, clipping, windowing 8 animation. Terminal emula—
tor, random #, BIOS/DOS calls. W/150 pg.
manual, demos. Specify compiler. $119. Check/
VS/MC.
SOFTWARE LABS
1221 Matisse Street
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408)730-8108

graphics—even SCROLLS THROUGH LISTING

for the software developer

PO. Box 54068
San Jose, CA 95154

FORTRAN CODE EDITOR

IFCE is a program that renumbers, aligns 8 de»

tabs FORTRAN IV to 77 programs. IFCE works
on a routine by routine basis. IFCE is very out—

standing in situations where statement num—

bers are not ordered as a result of modifications

8 program maintenance. IFCE is a FORTRAN 77

program. Dealers welcome, $85.
La Mesa Research 8 Development
PO. Box 31
Louisville, CO 80027

C LIBRARY, TOOLS, SHELL
Library for lattice C compiler: all DOS, Some BIOS
function calls, enumerated and sorted file~names,
longiimp, quicksort, random numbers, others.

Tools: improved DIR, change mode, word count,
walk directories, others. Source included. $50.
Improved shell: all DOS internal commands,
command history, etc. $55.
LEMMA SYSTEMS, INC.
1508 Calle del Ranchero NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
(505) 268-7220
RAPID BASIC PROGRAMMING
SAVE VALUABLE TIME WITH THESE EFFECTIVE TOOLS:
—R—Reference line numbers 8 variables used;
—A—Alter or find string in program or file;
—P—Peripheral input/output interchange prog;

—|—|nclude basic subroutine source modules;
~D—Duplicate variables in 2 modules listed.
SOURCE MICROSOFT BASIC FORMATS ALL
FOR $49.95.
JAMES HALSTEAD 8 ASSOC.
1551 Plainfield Road
Joliet, IL 60435
(815) 725—0346

COBOL GENERATOR
Generates IBM PC or MS COBOL
0 Screen Design/Data Dictionary
- Structured Program Generator
0 Query/Report Generator
From $250—send for information
—The COBOL Experts—
0 Manframe to PC conversions
BOMAC SYSTEMS
PO. Box 10670
Pittsburgh, PA 15235
(412) 795-3581

TECH BOOK
C LIBRARY UTILITIES
Don't reinvent the wheel. Save time 3 money.
Do a better job. Extensive library with source. Best
screen handling available. Sound. graphics. DOS
2. printer. comm. date. time. and more. 150+

functions. DOS/BIOS gate gives complete control of your PC. C86. Microsoft. Lattice. Intro. offer $79. Demo $30.
ESSENTIAL SOFTWARE. INC.
PO BOX 1003
Maplewood. NJ. 07040
(914) 762-6605

SOFTWARE/

ENGINEERING
PELADA TEXT ENGINEER

Engineering and Scientific Word processing.
Technical symbols. Special characters. super/
subscripts. italics, underlining. holding. With
graphics hardware you can design any symbols

you want. up to 384 different characters. All

characters visible on screen and printable. Easy

English commands. $250.
PELADA INFORMATICS INC.
562 Johnson Street
Kingston. Canada K7L-2A1
(613) 549-1747

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
ECA is a high performance simulator for analog
electronic circuits. Features include full editing,
worst case. sensitivity analysis, ability to sweep
components, 64 nodes. It is easy to use and vow

last. Price $150. For all MS-DOS. CP/M. CP/M~
86 computers.

TATUM LABS
PO. Box 698
Sandy Hook. CT 06482
(203) 426-2184

PUBLIC DOMAIN FREEWARE

Rent PC Disk Libraries for 7 days. copy yourself
and return. Hundreds of business. games and

utilities free for the taking!
$99.50
IBM PC-SIG—100 Vols.
$99.50
IBM PC-Blue 73 Vols.
50’ "flippy" Disks (blank) $99.50
Rental is for 7 days after receipt (sent by VPS).

3 more days grace to return. Credit cards accepted. no deposit necessary.

NATIONAL PUBLIC DOMAIN
SOFTWARE CENTER
1062 Taylor St. Visat. CA 92083
(619) 727-1015
24 hr. orders. (619) 941-0925 tech.

HEAT TRANSFER ON THE PC
T/SNAP AND CPP1 are Thermal Engineering
Programs. T/SNAP will solve steady-state and
transient problems up to 250 nodes. Includes

interactive input. FSE and plotting. CPP1 will
design various size coldplares using compact
fins. Calculates parametric electronic heat sink
and pressure drop performance.

TECHNA/SOFT SYSTEMS
717 W 14th Street
Long Beach. CA 90813
(213) 432—2704/ 823-6291

SOFTWARE GENERAL
ATTENTION SOFTWARE AUTHORS
Our established literary agency is seeking to

represent talented freelance programmers. We
open doors for our clients at the leading soft-

ware houses and negotiate the best deal possi-

ble. Put our years of experience to work for you.
For further information on the benefits of representation contact:

THE ROBERT JACOB AGENCY
1642 Eveningside Drive. Suite 110
Thousand Oaks. CA 91362
(805) 492-3597

RENT PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFT/W
Rent our PC Disk Libraries for 7 days and copy
them yourself. Hundreds of useful business.
games and utilities FREE FOR THE TAKING!
$135.00
IBM-PC SIG-135 Disks
$50.00
IBM-PC “Blue” 53 Disks
Rental is for 7 days after receipt. 3 days grace to
return. Most credit cards accepted.
NATIONAL PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
CENTER
1533 Avohill Drive
Vista. CA 92083
(619) 941-0925. Info-(619) 727-1015. 24 hr.
orders.

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS
FORTRAN GRAPHICS PACK
60 MicroSoft FORTRAN/Pascal (1.0 or 3.1)

SuperSoft FORTRAN callable subroutines.
Prolessional graphics power backed bya 90 page

user manual. lilled with examples and designed
to be helpful to every level of user. Five packages

in one! General utility. 2—D interactive. 2-D plots.
3»D plots. and solid models (hidden line removal!) $95.
MICROCOMPATIBLES
11443 Oak Leaf Drive
Silver Spring. MD 20901
(301) 593-0683

FORTRAN/PASCAL PEN PLOTS
PLOTMATIC: Complete support for H—P. IBM.
Apple and HI pen plotters. All primitives avail—
ableas subroutine/procedure calls plus total 2D

plotting support package. INTERFACES with
GRAFMATIC. Specify compiler (version num—
ber) and plotter. $135 Plotmatic from
Microcompatibles.

Microcompatibles Dept. P
11443 Oak Leaf Drive
Silver Spring. MD 20901
(301) 593—0683

SOFTWARE/

LANGUAGES
ADA ON A MICRO

transfer and cross-hair control. Utilizes PLOT 10,
ISSCOS DISSPLA. TEL-A-GRAF and SAS pro—
tocols. OFF—line review of graphics output. This
emulation software is easy to use with high
quality graphics at an affordable price. $80.00.
Technological Systems Group
5044 Haley Court
Lilburn. GA 30247
(404) 923-4980
GEOGRAF'“

GEOGRAF'” helps you prepare high-quality.

customized graphs for business. engineering and
science. GEOGRAPH'“ cuts programming time
by up to 80%. Callable from BASIC. FORTRAN
or PASCAL. Versions available for most graph—
ics cards and plotters. Fully compatible with

Colcomp's FORTRAN standard plotting package.
GEOCOMP CORPORATION
342 Sudbury Road
Concord. MA 01742
(617) 369-8304

SYSTEMS

MULTIPLE USERS UNDER PC DOS

MultiLink turns PC<DOS into an efficient multi»
user multi-tasking operating system. Additional
users are supported by attaching inexpensive

CRT terminals or modems to serial ports on the
PC. and can run normal applications designed
for PC-DOS. Includes host communications
software for public dial—in.
THE SOFTWARE LINK INCORPORATED
6700238 Roswell Rd.
Atlanta. GA 30328
(404) 255-1254

JANUS/ADA is an exceptional programming

SOFTWARE/SORT

compilation. user defined data types and helpful

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE
Extremely fast Sort/ Merge program for the IBMPC. Can sort or merge multiple files containing
fixed or variable length records. Run as a DOS
command or call as a subroutine. plus many
other features. New also sorts dBASE ll files!

language for software development. Being a
subset of the Ada programming language
JANUS/ADA implements those features of Ada
which are directly needed by professional programmers. These features include separate
program debugging.
R.R. SOFTWARE
PO. Box 1512
Madison WI 53701
(608) 2446436

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT

Build any application in a fraction of the time it

would take with BASIC or COBOL. TPL corn»
bines conventional programming language
constructs with a database manager. screen
handler. and report generator in a powerful. yet
flexible application development system. Full TPL
system $250. Manual/Demo $50.
Randak Systems

346 N. Kanan Road. #204
Agoura. CA 91301
(818) 706-3737

SOFTWARE/

MAILING PROGRAMS

TECHTRONICS 4010 EMULATION

High resolution screen/printer graphics for the
IBM PC. Full interactive capabilities with file

SOFTWARE/OPERATING

PONY EXPRESS XL
Designed for commercial mailings or extra large
lists. Super last machine code multi sort. Carrier
route sort. Prints labels: 1-5 across. singale line

format. or user—defined formal. Also CHESHIRE
FORMAT. Unlimited files. Multi file merge. Rec—
ords can be selected by user-defined codes.

specific zips or zip ranges. Phone list option.
Unique correction 8. deletion routines for updat-

ing. Instant access to all recordsAuto repeat for

ease of record entry. Interfaces w/mosl word
processors. $238.
COMPUTECH
975 Forest Ave.
Lakewood. NJ 08701
(201) 364-3005

Compare before you buy any other. Write or call

for more info. $99.
OPT-TECH DATA PROCESSING
PO. Box 2167
Humble. TX 77347
(713) 454-7428

INTERNAL SORT FOR BASIC
NSORT—A FAST & easy to use quicksort subroutine written in C 8. assembler. CALLablefrom
BASIC. Sorts an unlimited number of records in
memory on up to 8 keys of mixed type. ascend-

ing/descending. Like having a SORT built into
the language. Works w/compatibles. Compiled
and Interpreted. all DOS versions. $49.95 + $2.50
56h. MC/VlSA/CHECK. PA + 6% tax.
NATIONAL SOFTWORKS
65 East Elizabeth Avenue
Bethlehem. PA 18018
(215) 867-4800

SOFTWARE/STATISTICS
AUTOBJ/AUTOBOX/BOX/SIM
These PC statistical forecasting and modelling
packages are as powerful as their mainframe
counterparts. “Smart software" optionally allows the user to automatically build the best
univariate and multivariate box—Jenkins models
including Intervention Models. Easily interfaced
with planning packages. Build B-J models in
minutes. From $195. Demo $5.
AUTOMATIC FORECASTING SYSTEMS. INC.
PO BOX 563
Hatboro. PA 19040
(215) 675-0652

TECH BOOK
SOFTWARE/TERMINAL

—

BLU ELYNX
Replace your dumb terminals with smart PCs and
XTs. TECHLAND SYSTEMS is the nation‘s leading synchronous communications company with
over 6.000 BLUELYNX' installed. The BLUE»

DOS PATH Command For Data

Now your programs can access data files under

DOS 2.0+ no matter where they are located.
DPATH, a system—resident program extending
the functionality of your DOS PATH command to

include data files, includes a screen—oriented

LYNX hardware/soltware product emulates the

maintenance utility and a 60—page user manual.
Requires PC—DOS 2.0. $25.
PERSONAL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS, INC.
PO. Drawer 757

bundled with Aulolynx for unattended operation

(301) 865-3376

5251/12 for the 8/34, S/36 and 8/38. Now

only $745. BLUELYNX 3276 for the larger 43xx
and SW mainframes, both SDLC and BSC ver»
sions, now comes bundled with Data Reader, a
utility that facilitates the formatting of host files
into Lotus 1-2-3, dBase, etc only $795. Printer
and up-and-download support available with
both verlsons.

Frederick, Maryland 21701

SNOOP DISKETTE UTILITY
Produce graphic maps of diskettes and files.
Comprehensive diskette analysis. Add, delete or
modify labels. Pageable directory. Change file
attributes. Display, modify or search sectors or
files. Much more, all in a single, easy-toause
program. Documentation included. Introductory
price $40. SASE for information.

ID

TECHLAND
SYSTEMS INC.

TECHLAND SYSTEMS, INC.
25 Waterside Plaza
New York, NY 10010
(212) 684-7788

OTTER CREEK SOFTWARE

75 Hunting Lane

Goode, Virginia 24556

CONVERTS ANY CPM TO DOS
CROSSDATA CONVERTS ANY DATA/TEXT FILE
format from CPMxx to MS/PC-DOS, CPMxx to
CPMxx & MS/PC-DOS to CPMxx. Cross data
runs on IBM PC or comparable computer using
MS/DOS 2.0. Cross data is a self-contained
program. It comes with over 24 mats and user

can add own format. To order send $99. check
or money order to:

SOFTWARE/

TYPESETTING

—

HIGH-TECH TYPESETTING
Transmit your text via toll—free lines directly to
our fully automated typesetting system. $2. per
K characters with a $5. minimum. Same day
service. 200 typefaces in sizes up to 72 point.

Send $15. + $3. shipping for our 220 page

guidebook. or call toll free and use your MC, VISA

or AMEX.
INTERGRAPHICS INC.
106A South Columbus Street
Alexandria. VA 22314
(800) 368-3342 or (703) 683-9414 in DC area.

SOFTWARE/UTILITIES

. AWARD SOFTWARE, INC.

1'

AWARD SOFTWARE, INC.
236 North Santa Cruz Ave.
Los Gatos. CA 95030
(408) 395-2773

COPY PROTECTION

SLK/F places an assembled or compiled pro‘

gram on a diskette with 4 different copy‘resis—
tant features in such a way that it runs normally,

but cannot be copied by backup programs such

as COPYPC. The rest of the diskette is available
as normal, and DOS may be added. Price $150.

OLIVE
BRANCH
SOFTWARE

—

IBM-PC COBOL PROGRAMMERS
Screen coding is fun, fast and accurate with
Owik-Screen Builder. “Paint" screen layout and

create true COBOL source code for screen sec—
tion in minutes. 100+ pages of documentation.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Needs
D08

11 [2.0, two DS/DD drives, mono»

chrome display and the COBRUN. EXE runtime
module. $50/Visa/MC.
THE COMPUTER WORKS
PO. Box 1371
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
(208) 667-6152

OLIVE BRANCH SOFTWARE
1715 Olive Street
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
(805) 569-1682
dSEARCHER OUERY UTILITY

A professional searching tool for dBASE ll files.
Uses simple query syntax with report, recall, and

edit facilities for single file searches of any complexity. Creates reusable command programs to
search unlimited number of files for “like" data.
Tutorial incl. $79.00. Visa/MC/COD. Call/write
for info.
MICRO BYTE
PO. Box 245
Burke, VA 22015
(703) 569-6473, (703) 451 -8717

COPY PROTECTION BY M80

The ULTIMATE diskette copy protection system

designed by software developers and publish—
ers. A variety of protection methods are avail-

able to suit your protection requirements. All IBM

PC and KT environments are supported which
includes. DOS, BASIC (compiled and interpre~
tive). Pascal, P-System and stand-a-lone systems. Customized systems also available.
Requires: 64K, two disk drives.
MICRO-SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS, INC.
214‘/2 West Main Street
St. Charles, Illinois 60174
(312) 377-5151

FULL CONTROL FROM BASIC

Cut development time, add speed & power to

your programs w/NLIB. A library of assembly
language subroutines callable from BASIC: execute COM 8 EXE tiles, save 8 restore areas of
the screen, clear 8 scroll windows, much more!
Add DOS functions to your menus. Create fast
help screens. Unlimited uses. All DOS Versions
$49.95 + $2.50 58h. MC/VISA/CHECK. PA +
6% tax.
NATIONAL SOFTWORKS
65 East Elizabeth Ave.
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(215) 867—4800

Hard Disk DIRECT ACCESS”
The ULTIMATE utility for any hard disk user. DI»
RECT ACCESS is a powerful hard disk manage»
ment tool. Organizes your software programs into
a “user defined" menu system. Features attrac»
tive screen display, rapid access into an appli—
cation using a single keystroke 8 easy to learn.
Also handles batch files & complicated DOS
commands. Order today. Only $44.50 + $2.50
shipping 8 handling. MC/VISA.
DELTA TECHNOLOGIES
PO. Box 1104
Eau Claire, Wisconsin 54702
(715) 832-0958

BASICWINDOW
Screen Generator and Processor for BASIC programmers. This package combines a Screen
Painter for creating and modifying screens and
Macro Language and Compiler for quicker cod»
ing and testing. Features COLOR, field variables, complete input editing, line drawing. For
BASIC, BASICA, and BASIC Compiler users. Includes manual and reference card. $99.95 VISA/
MC accepted.

TOOLS FOR PROGRAMMERS
- FILE TOOL KIT COMPARE lists file differences, COMPRESS shrinks files, ENCRYPT se»
cures valuable data, HEXDUMP lists files in hex
and ASCII.
- PASCAL TOOLKIT. PXREF prints program

G. FREEMAN 8. COMPANY, INC.
15 Albin Road
Stamford, CT 06902
(203) 327-9868

cross-references; PNEAT prettyprints pro-

grams. PCASE highlights variables. Just $29.95
each. both for $49.95. VISA/MC accepted.
SEVEN VALLEYS SOFTWARE
PO. Box 99
Glen Rock, PA 17327
(717) 2355470

PADLOCK/PADLOCK II DISKS
PADLOCK furnishes the user with a method for
providing protection against unauthorized du—
plication from 008 commands $99. PADLOCK
ll disks come preformatted with finger—print and
serialization. PADLOCK lI disks offer superior
protection. Ask about our fast data encryption

product. All work with hard disk, EXE/COM files
and all DOS versions. MC/VISA.
GLENCO ENGINEERING
3920 Ridge Ave.
Arlington Hts, IL 60004
(312) 392-2492
FULL CONTROL FROM BASIC!
Cut development time, add speed & power to
your programs with NLIB. A library of assembly
language sub—routines callable from BASIC: ex»
ecute COM & EXE files, save 8 restore areas of

the screen, clear & scroll windows, much more!

Add DOS functions to your menus. Create fast
help screens. Unlimited uses. Complete manual

8 sample programs. All DOS versions. $49.95
+ Source avail. Call or write
NATIONAL SOFTWORKS
65 East Elizabeth Ave.
Bethlehem, PA 18018

(215) 867-4800

B-asie-“indow

FIX DOS WITH A.K.A!
Take full advantage of multiple directories—let
unmodified programs access files outside of the

current directory without pathnames. Alias file
name to full paths, or direct searches to other
directories according to name or extension, with
multiple options. Operation is invisible—aliases

are contained in the DOS 2.0 “environment." $60.
MC/VISA.
SOFTSHELL TECHNOLOGYS
54 Walnut Hill Rd.
Newton, MA 02159
(617) 332-8186

SOFTWARE/WORD

PROCESSING

—

PELADA TEXT ENGINEER
Word processing for scientific and multilingual
text. All IBM characters. Super/subscripts, ital—
ics, underlining, bolding. With graphics hardware, you can use any symbols and any alphabet,
up to 384 characters. All symbols visible on

screen and printable. Easy English commands.

$250.

PELADA INFORMATICS INC.

562 Johnson Street
Kingston, Canada K7L-2A1
(613) 549-1747

VOLKSWRITER DELUXE
Features TextMerge‘“ for customized mailing lists;
multi-lingual, engineering 8 scientific symbols;

horizontal scrolling to 250 characters; document size 1 megabyte; on-screen page endings,

underline, boldface, double—strike, strikelhrough, multiple fonts 8. colors—fewest keystrokes per function. Only $295.
LIFETREE SOFTWARE INC.
411 Pacific Street
Monterey, CA 93940-2790

TECH MART

How to teach

your kids

ICS PROMPT DELIVERY!!!
SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY)

FORTRAN
or
PASCAL
PROGRAMMER?

64K DYNAMIC RAM ICs
200 ns @ $5.37
150 ns @ $5.37

READ
THIS
AD

Place 512 Kbyte directly into IBM XT
motherboard sockets with 18 256K ICs
and proprietary information kit llllllllllllll

about the
IBM PC.

256K DYNAMIC RAMS
150 ns @ $48.99

Computers for Kids teaches
children age 8 and older to
write their own programs in
less than an hour-without the
necessity for previous knowledge of algebra, variables. or
computers. And there’s a spe—
cial section that keeps parents
and teachers on the same
successful command path.
Starting off with an easy—tounderstand explanation of
how to use the IBM PC, your
lo'ds will progress quickly to
ﬂow charts and simple print
programs. . .to loops, graphics,
and other programming concepts that show the young
user how to make the PC do
exactly what he wants—in
non—technical language that
makes life easier for both
of you.
So do your children a favor.
Do yourself
a favor.
Order the
PC edition
of Computers for
Kids today!

Add 512 Kbyle Into XT @ $847.00
CONSUME 0 EXPANSION SLOTS!
Increase your XT motherboard memory to 640 Kbytel

——

We call other memory ICe.
27128, 2764, 6264, 5565 etc.

MasterCard/VISA or ups CASH cop
”poo
Factory New, Prime Parts
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED
24,000 South Peoria Ave.

asses. OK. 74421

(918) 2674961

mm-mmlumztnm

Please call It)! current a volume wines Prices meet in mango. Please expect n he:

and Insurance extra.
on n; one in world wide shortages SIM
discount prices shown Small orders received by a nigh... anally be delivered to
you by the nut momlng, vi. moi Enpnu 5mm All (a $5.”!
woes on some

GRAPHICS
I Text/graphics generics
0 2D interactive
0 2D plots (full support) including
auto-scaling, auto-axis generation, auto—labeling, tabular/log/
parametric curves. splines. bars,
pies, you name it, we have it.
0 3D Plots incl. 2 hidden line removal options—not just old-fashioned
wire frame.
PEN PLOTS
0 Standard plotter primitives plus
0 FULL 2D support plus
0 Interface to screen graphics,
0 Limited 3D.
Clear and complete documentation.
$135.
GRAFMATIC
135.
PLOTMATIC
MICROCOMPATIBLES
11443 Oak Leaf Drive
Silver Spring. MD 20901
(301) 593-0683

A,
Create your own
unique PC interfaces
in minutesl

The P0100 allows rapid development at specialized
PC interiaces. It Ieaturos a bullered data bus.
switch-selectable address decoder. and a large
prototype area (up to 40 IC sockets), The llﬁ-page
manual covers basic interlacing concls anddetails
implementing A/D. D/A converters. l/U ports.
connaclion oi transducers and dozens ol uselul
circuits,
P0100w/manual- $99
REAL TIME DEVICES
plus $3.50 MM
1930 Park Forest Ave.
Manual only - $20 Postpaid PO. Box 908
FA residents add 6%
State College, PA18804
Check. MasterCard. or VISA (814) 2348087

[.__—-__----—
Creutive Computing Press
Dept. NY4C 39 East Hanover Avenue

PROGRAMMABLE RELA110NAL

DATABASE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Full version, not a demo. A ”user
supported" program for IBM PC

(128K) & oompatibles with MS
Basic & 192K. Manual is on disk.
Includes accounting, payroll,
inventory & AIR applications. Send
4 disks, SASE, & $2 to cover
copying costs or send $10.

Potomac Pacific Englneerlng Inc.
Box 2027, Gaithersburg, MD 20879

(301) 977-1489

Morris Plains, NJ 07950-

SALES
POWER

Send me ___ Computers for

Kids, PC edition, at $5.95 plus $1.50 post-

age and handling each. #IZK

El PAYMENT ENCLOSED $__.

Residents of CA, N] and NYState add

applicable sales tax. Outside USA add
$3. 00 per order.

I] CHARGE MY: (Charge and phone
order $10 minimum)

PC: Tech Joumal not only sells
itself at a nice proﬁt, it helps sell
the hardware and software in
your store too. Because it goes
home with customers and continues to inﬂuence buying decisions long after you’re closed for
the day. Let’s talk now.

II] American Express
El MasterCard III Visa

Card No—EXp. Date
Signature
Mr./Mrs./Ms

CALL COLLECT:

(212) 725-7679

Or write:
Ziff—Davis Publishing
One Park Avenue
New York. NY 10016
Minimum order. 10 copies. We pay all shipping costs

iplease print full name)

Address .__.

_ _.

City

State

.

Apt___

Zip

Also available at your local bookstore or computer store.
_

I II] Send me a FREE Creative Computing

L

Catalog.

I

HDWTU
GETIllll
IBM Pl}
FOR JUST
$IQBE.
BUYA GHAMELEOIII.

The Chameleon by Seequa does everything an IBM
PC does. For about $2000 less than an IBM.
The Chameleon lets you run popular IBM software
like Lotus® 1-2-3“ and Wordstar.® It has a full 83 key
keyboard just like an IBM. Disk drives like an IBM. And

lets you run any of the
' ,_,
thousands of CP/M-80® programs available. It comes
complete with two of the best programs around,
Perfect WriterTM and Perfect Calc.”” It’s portable. And
you can plug it in and start computing the moment

But it’s not just the Chameleon’s similarities to the
IBM that should interest you. Its advantages should, too.
The Chameleon also has an 8 bit microprocessor that

So if you’ve been interested in an IBM personal
computer, now you know where you can get one for
$1995. Wherever they sell Chameleons.

a bright 80 X 25 character screen just like an IBM.

you unwrap it.

The Chameleon by

'

SEEQM
COMPUTER

CORPORATION

8305 Telegraph Road
Odenton. MD 21113
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For the location of the Seequa dealer nearest you,

C8” (800) 638-6055 or (301) 672-3600.
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Taurus Computer
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221
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201
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B-Trieve
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154

Faircom
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Multilink

Software Link .

Network Station

Watsoft

Corvus .....

Omninet

278

Softcraft, Inc. ...............
Orchid Technology
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ABM Computer Systems

ABM Superboard
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Labpac

MASS STORAGE HARDWARE

Apparat Hard Disk
Pegasus Hard Disk
Tallgrass Hard Disk
SCSI Interface
9 Track Tape controller
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\

Interface ..........................
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IBEX Computer Corp
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IBM PC

256K, two disk drives 360K each,

805-498-6635
IBMPC wI I OMB
256K, ﬂ 0' ,K d

$l899

10 MBlrndrd lwlgrlwilllemnlmr

Drive (onrroller and Keyboard

BOOTS FROM HARD DISK Badwp also available

IBMPC wl3OMB

IBM PORTABLE
256K, m disk 1.1-m
$2199
‘A'

$2599

256K, one ﬂoppy Drive, Ke

so MB Hard Disk with Comm

rd

$3999

and Booster Power Supply
BOOTS FROM HARD DISK Backup also available

4
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CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER
September 3-5

IBM System User Show
London
Sponsor: IBM System User Magazine
Contact: EMAP International

Exhibitions Ltd, 8 Herbal Hill,

London, EC1R 518, England

September 6-9

CompuLearn: International

Exposition and Conference on

I DATA TYPES

Lists and Symbols

Unlimited Precision Integers
Floating Point Numbers
Character Strings
Multidimensional Arrays
Files
Machine Language Code

I MEMORY MANAGEMENT
Full Memory Space Supported
Dynamic Allocation
Compacting Garbage Collector

I FUNCTION TYPES

EXPR/FEXPR/MACRO
Machine Language Primitives

Over 190 Primitive Functions

I I0 SUPPORT

Multiple Display Windows

Cursor Control

All Function Keys Supported
Read and Splice Macros
Disk Files

POWERFUL ERROR RECOVERY
8087 SUPPORT
COLOR GRAPHICS
LISP LIBRARY

Structured Programming Macros
Editorand Formatter
Package Support

Debugging Functions
OBJ File Loader

I RUNS UNDER PC-DOS 1.1 or 2.0
—

IOLISP

51/4” Diskette

and Manual — $175.00

Manual Only m $ 30.00

[(1 Integral Quality
P. 0. BOX 31970

' Seattle, Washington 98103-0070

Computers in Education
Atlanta, GA
Sponsors: Expoconsul International, Inc.
and A Better Way in cooperation

with The United Negro
College Fund

Contact: Expoconsul International Inc,

55 Princeton-Hightstown Road,

Princeton Iunction, N] 08550

September 11-14
UNIX Systems EXPO/84
Los Angeles, CA
Sponsor: Computer Faire, Inc.
Contact: David Sudkin, 617-965-8350,Alan Kucheck, 415-364-4294

September 12-14

Eurographics ’84
Copenhagen
Sponsor: SIGGRAPH
Contact: DIS Congress Service, Linde
Alle 48, DK-2720 Vanlose,

Copenhagen, Denmark

September 16-20
COMPCON Fall

Arlington, VA
Sponsor: IEEE

Contact: IEEE, PO. Box 639,

Silver Spring, MD 20901
September 20-23

New York/Userfest
New York, NY

Sponsor: Northeast Expositions
Contact: Northeast Expositions,
617-739-2000

September 2425

World Conference on
Ergonomics in Computer
Systems

Los Angeles, CA

Contact: Crispin Littlehales or
Rosemarie Burnett,
Thomas L. Richmond, Inc,
1350 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10019

212-581-4200

September 24-26
PCExpo
Anaheim, CA
Contact: PCExpo Shows,
333 Sylvan Avenue,
Englewood Cliffs, N] 07632,
201-569-8542

September 27-30

5th Annual Mid-Atlantic

Computer Show and Ofﬁce

Equipment Exposition
Washington, DC.
Sponsor: CompuShows, Inc.
Contact: CompuShows, Inc.,

PO. Box 3315,

Annapolis, MD 21403

OCTOBER
October 2—4
East Coast Computer Faire
Boston, MA
Sponsor: Computer Faire, Inc.
Contact: Dave Roth, 617-965-8350 (East
Coast ofﬁce),- Nels Anderson,
415-3644294 (West Coast office)

October 8-10
ACM 1984 Conference
San Francisco, CA
Contact: Karen A. Duncan, Health

Information Systems, 15 Parsons Way,

Los Altos, CA 94022, 415-948-3941

October 9-11
International Conference on
Advances in Microprocessor
Peripherals
Lausanne, Switzerland
Contact: Secretariat des Iournées

d’electronique et de microtechnique,
Departement d’Electricité—EPFL,

Chenin de Bellerive 16, CH-1007
Lausanne, Switzerland, 41-21-471 1 1 1

October 15-17
4th Symposium on Reliability
in Distributed Software and
Database Systems
Silver Spring, MD

Sponsor: IEEE Computer Society, in
cooperation with ACM

Contact: IEEE Computer Society,
PO. Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901,

301-589-8142

October 15-18

SOFTCON/FALL
Los Angeles, CA

Sponsor: Northeast Expositions

Contact: Northeast Expositions,

617-739-2000

(206) 527-2918

Washington State residents add sales tax.
VISA and MASTERCARD accepted.
Shipping included for prepaid orders.
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The Perfect Match

Davong hasa
beautiful way to solve
both your hard
disk storage and
backup needs.

Davon
combines good Daggrggvn:
'
hard for lBM); PCs.
looks With
disk and tape. We oﬁer a
0

0

full range of
disk sizes, all including a hard disk drive plus
tape backup unit. And the
capability of using the tape as

a start/stop systems device.

[[[lll)<ﬂll

D A v o N G

in fact, this Davong
DataSystem has a lot of other
beautiful benefits, too. Like com—
pressed or full—volume backup
with file—by—file or full-volume
restore. And automatic flaw
mapping to ensure complete

"Multi-OS is a registered trademark of Davong Systems, inc.

media interchangeability.
@lBM IS a registered trademark of lBM Corp.

Our full XT compatibility

actually offers performance

a cut above other XTs. And
if you want even higher
performance and password

protection, you can use our
Multi-OS® software.

To top it off, there’s the
sleek, contemporary styling
of our DataSystem. And a
low price that’s equally
attractive.

Davong
DataSystem
for IBM
PC3.
Davong Systems, lnc.
217 Humboldt Court
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 734-4900 Telex: 176386
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Introducing
3270 PC capability for all the PCS you
can’t afford to replace.
When IBM designed the 3270 PC, they

thought of everything. Except what to do with
all the PCs your company already owns.
We were a little more thoughtful.

Take our OX1 3270 PC Connection. It’s an

add—in board and software that turns the IBM”

PCs and compatibles you have into the 3270
PCs you need. Both local and remote.
Using either a coaxial or
modem connection.

Now your users can

access and“window” up to
. _ ,
ﬁve different host applications
at the same time. There’s also a window for
running a PC DOS programWhich can be easily
programmed to talk with any host session—
or all ﬁve at once. And if that weren’t enough,
we even included two electronic notepads.
But here’s the best part.
Your existing PC—attached printers can
work as host-addressable IBM 3287 equivalents.

You can run all the PC software you’ve already
invested in. And even international keyboard
mapping and file transfer are standard.
Of course, not everyone
on your network needs full
3270 PC capability That’s why
we offer the OX1 3278/79 Plus

connection. It lets your PC

users view one host session, one PC program
and two notepads—concurrently
Our entire line of CONNECTWARET”
micro—to-mainframe solutions is available on
a 30—day free trial basis.
So for more information, call toll—free

800/221-6402. In California, call 415/424—0700.
Or write OX1, Inc, 3606 West Bayshore

Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303.
Telex 821945.

And get the 3270 PO

capability you need on the
PCs you already have.

CONNECTWARE is a trademark of GXI, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. © 1984, CXI, Inc.
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